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2e 7, 1.977

Mr. T. Singh, Manager
Development & Engineering
ZUARI AGRO CEMIALS LTD.
Jai Kaan Dhawan
Zuarinagar 403726 G0A
India

Uet IDA Credit No. 598-IN

Deer Mr. Singh:

This is to acknowledge receipt of and thank you for
your letter of October 11, 1977 and the attached progress report for
the math of September 1977.

Slacerely years

earinder S. Kohli
Acting Chief of Division Ut

Industrial Projects Departuemt

JFRischard:cmb



October 28, 1977

Mr. Clement Gavrilescu
Deputy Director
Banca d6 Investitii
Strada Doamnei, 4
Bucharest, Romania

Dear Mr. Gavrilescu:

R.: Baeau Fertiliser
Loan #1020-RO
Activity Report

This will acknomedge receipt of your activity report
of Racau Fertiliser Project for the month May-June and the
second quarter 1977.

Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Anthony R. Perrem
Chief of Division II

Industrial Projects Department

cc; Mesr. Riswhard, Tortorelli, Soein
des



October 28. 1977

Mr. Clement Gavrilescu
Deputy Director
Banca De Investitii
Strada Doamnei, 4
Bucharest
ROMANIA

Dear Mr. Gavrilescu:

ROMANIA - Bacau Fertilizer Project

This is to acknowledge receipt and thank you for your activity

reports for the months May-June and the second quarter, 1977 for Bacau
r

Chemical Plant Project.

Sincerely yours,

Jean-Francois Riechard
Industrial Projects II

cc: Messrs. Perran/Kohli, Torterelli, Brown, Le

IyVw
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Telex No Originators Ext: 6802
f"~i~75 ZUARI 12 10

START
HERE

TO ZUARI AGRO CHERICALS LIMITER

CITY/COUNTRY ZUARINAGAR, GOA, INDIA
MESSAGE (TSE22A REFERENCE) TELEX NO. 019 275 ZUARI
NO.:

FOR T. SINGN REURLET TSE 22A OF OCTOBER 1977, WE HAVE MO OBJECTION

5 TO REVISED VENDORS LIST FOR PURSE GAS RECOVERY UNIT. REGARDS,

6 RISCHARD

7
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ec: Messrs. Perras/Kohli T.Perrom
Venketaraman/Shetty,Ns.Esptrt PARTMENT: (305-20)

IndustriaL ProJocts II
SECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION
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FORM NO. 27-OCR WORLD BANK OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM (Telegram, Cable, Telex)
(5-77) IMPORTANT (PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS BELOW BEFORE TYPING FORM.)

class of Service: TELEX Date: NOVEMBER 18, 1977
Telex No.: 001233 Originators Ext.

12 10

START t'
HERE

1 TO RE INVESTITI

CITY/COUNTRY BUCAREST, ROMANIA

MESSAGE
NO.: FOR MR. CLEMENT G _g MR. J.F. RISCHARD OF THE INDUSTRIAL

4 PROJECTS DEPARTMENT PROPOSES TO VISIT ROMANIA FROM DECEMBER 18 TO 23

5 ON MIS WAY BACK FROM BANGLADESH FOR SUPERVISION OF B CAU PROJECT.

6 TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION INCLUDE PRIMARILY REVISED CAPITAL COST

7 ESTIMATES AND IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE, TIMING AND AN UNT OF

8 COMMITMENTS AND DISBURSEMENTS ON IBRD LOAN, AND UPDA'E ON MAR ET

9 SITUATION. FOR THIS PURPOSE IT WOULO BE USEFUL TO REVISE ANNEXES

10 4-4 AND 5-1, AS WELL AS TABLES 28 TO 30 OF ANNEX 3-3 OF APPRAISAL

11 REPORT, AND TO PREPARE A TABLE SHOWING PROJECTED CON ITMENTS AND

12 RISBURSEMENTS ON IBRO LOAN FOR EACH OF THE FIVE ALLO ATION CATEGORIES

WHILE IN ROMANIA, MR. RISCRARD WOULD ALSO BRIEFLY RZICUSS DATA

14 NEEDED FOR PROJECT SELECTION, IN PREPARATION OF SPRING 1978 CHEMICAL

15 SECTOR PROJECT IDENTIFICATION MISSION. PLEASE ADVIS IF TIMING OF

16 MISSION IS ACCEPTABLE TO YOU. BEST REGARDS, STM

17

18

19

20

21 END
OF

22 TEXT

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
SUBJECT: DRAFTED BY:

CLAA RM BUTION: ______________________

cc: Messrs. Fuchs/Dewey, Perrap/ I1.. c*.

Kohti, Tortretti, Loos, Brow ..
Rischard XnduMt"

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH

DISTRIBUTION: WHITE - File Copy WHITE - Transmittal Copy CANARY - Bill Copy BLUE - Originator to Keep



November 18, 1977

Banca De Investitil
4 Strada Doamnei
Bucharest, Romania

Attention: Mr. Clement Cavrilescu

Gentlemen:

Re: Bacau Chemical Plant Project
Activity Report, Q. III, 1977

This is to acknowledge receipt and thank you for the

Quarterly Activity Report for the 3rd quarter, 1977.

Sincprely yours,

Anthony R. Perram
Chief, Division II

Industrial Projects Department

cc: Mr. David Steel

JFR/dw



CASLE ovtber 3, 1977
3573

1R. VIMEET WAYYAR, C-12 SJA 8?Gf PARK, IUATK, ROA,

ME OELMX, IXNOA

RE POSSIPL! 1ISSION 11 SURPA. NSS1ON %AS SEIM POSTP04ED APO

IS UNL.KELY TO TAVE PLACE W3IORE YOUR ARRIVAL 14 WASINTA0N.

HOPE TO AVE UP TO DATE INFORATION NET VEEX. WILL AVISE

ACCOWRZRSLY. RE6ARW, VOURCZFR, ITBARA*

P, Bourtersnc

K. PPtars, J-1, Pisciard ( )



October 31, 1977

Mr. Clement Gavrileseu
Deputy Director
Bana do Investitii
Strada Doaminii, 4
Bucharest, Romania

Dear Mr. Gavrilescu:

Re: Bacau Fertiliser
Loan #1020-RO
Activity Report

This will acknowledge receipt of your activity report
of Bacau Fertiliser Project for the month of July-August 1977.

Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Anthony R. Perram
Chief of Division II

Industrial Projects Department

JFischardi d.s
cc: Perran, Tortorelli, Loe
Dossani, Espiritu



October 31, 1977

Mr. S. Chaudor
Chief Engineer for Project Coordination
The Fertilizer Corporation of India, Ltd.
C.I.F.T. Buildings
P, 0. Sindri Pin 828122
Dist. DANBAD (BIHAR), India

Dear Mr. Chander:

R4: IDA Credit No. 598-IN(Rourkela)
Activity Report on Additional
SJathe.i8 GAs GeneratLU Fasilities
for Rourklea Fertiliser Plants

This will acknowledge receipt of your activity report
for the mouth of Septembor 1977 with reference to the Rourkela
Fertiliser Pleants.

Thank you very ach.

sincerely,

Anthony R. Perras
Chief of Division Ir

Industrial Projects Departmout

JfMischardis4a
cc. Risehara, Perran, Shetty, Dossani



October 31, 1977

Mr. T.R. Visvanathan
Technical Services Superintendent
Madras Fertilizers Limited
Post Bag No. 2
Manali, Madras - 600 068
INDIA

INDIA: Fertilizer VII

Dear Mr. Visvanathan:

This is to ackaowledge receipt and thank you for your monthly

report for September 1977 in respect of each of the four schemes under

the World Beak sectoral loan.

Sincerely yours,

Jean-Francois Rischard
Industrial Projects II

Shetty
Petry

/Yvv



October 31, 1977

Mr. Lashkar Singh
Project Manager
Gujarat State Fertilizers Co. Ltd.,
Fertilizer Nagar - 391750
Baroda
INDIA

INDIA: Fertiliser VII Project

Dear Mr. Singh:

This is to acknowledge receipt and thank you for your progress

reports from August 20, 1977 to September 30, 1977 regarding the Purge

Gas Recovery Project and Phosphoric Acid Debottlenecking Project.

Sincerely yours,

Jean-Francois Rischard
Industrial Projects II

cc: Messrs. PerraI/Kohli
Teakatarsuma
Shetty
Petry

/yvw
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Anthony Perron October 20, 1977
Jean-FrancoiS Rischard 4 David Caplin

Craiova Chemical Project
Revised Techuo-Economic Study

1. We have briefly reviewed the revised techuo-*coqomic study
submitted by the Investuent Bank for the above mentioned project.
Although this docusant is more detailed than is usual, it suffers
from any ambiguities and errors. In any case, it is difficult to
determine from the indications contained in that document whether
the units whose viability had boon questio.d by the Preparation Mission w
will actually not be built or have simply been formally taken out of
the project subsjftted to the Bank for finssing (in which case we would
not be able to consider the project further). It would, therefore, seem
desirable to have cue meeber of the original project preparation teas
briefly visit Romania to settle the questions.

2. We have also done some calculations assuming that the design
now presented to the Bank reflects the decision actually sot to
build the above mentioned unite. The economic return of the new
project would now approach 13%. The likely loan amount would be
lower than the figures contemplated before, due (1) to the absence
of these units and (ii) the emlusion of the acetic acid plant, due
to advance contracting and retcoactive financing problems. Depending
on which assumptions are made regarding indirect foreiga exchange
items packageable for procurement under Bank guidelines the amount
would range from US $27 million to about US $34 million. Possible
advance contracting and retroactive financing probleas with the
CQ) plant could further reduce these aunts by US $2-3 million.

ec: Messrs. Homphrey, Noon, Tortorelli

Kischard:des



- e~mb* ,17

Mr. Fred Uasti
910 vise AvCUue, $.5.
North Canton, Ohio 44720

Dear Mr. Uastl:

BRAZIh-COPSUL Petrochamieal Wroject
Preparation Mission
Iaek-to-Office and Full Risprt

elosed you will find a copy of my full reprt as of
August 19, 1977 an the BRAZIL-COPESUL Petrwohemical Projeet
as above-referenced,

Pleas feel free to telephone Mr. H. Tli for any
quostions you might have during my absenee on mission to
Brazil.

Sinecerely,

Jean-rancois Rischard
Industrial Projects

Departmuat

J-fldes

esslosurs
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Anthony A. Perram, IPD DATE: October 21, 1977

FROM: Irwin Baskind, LCPID

SUBJECT: Participation in Argentine Industrial Mission

Scope of work for consultant in petrochemical industries

1. I attach a copy of the overall terms of reference of the Argentine
Industrial Sector Mission and a background note explaining its objective
and composition. While the mission will be in the field for 4 weeks,
the consultant is expected to participate from November 6 to 19.

2. Within the overall terms of reference the consultant will undertake
a review of the petrochemical industries. The consultant should, in
particular, assess its overall capacity and currelt level of utilization,
international price competitiveness and factors affecting efficiency, in
particular, scale of output and price and quality of inputs. The consultant
will review the expansion program formulated by the Government in the light
of expected demand and cost/price relationships. The consultant's analysis
should take into account the impact of measures recently taken by the
Government to rationalize industry and the consultant should make
recommendations concerning any possible modifications or new measures
which may be required to achieve the desired objectives.

3. Upon completion of his field work the consultant is expected to prepare
a brief report summarizing the situation in these industries.

IBaskind:mt

cc.: Messrs. Wogart, LC2
Ross/Jaspersen, LC2
Knotter, LCPID



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Irwin Baskind

DATE: October 19, 1977
FROM: Paul F. Knotte, Acting Chief, LCPID

SUBJECT: Argentine Industria Sector Mission
General Terms of Reference

1. On or about October 24, 1977 you will proceed to Buenos Aires to
lead a mission to review current performance of and prospects for the
Argentine industrial sector. The mission will be in the field for
approximately four weeks, although as is indicated below, some participants
may be required for shorter periods of time.

2. The principal objective of the mission is to prepare an analysis
and assessment of the current structure of manufacturing industry, focussing
on the major factors affecting its efficiency and taking into account the
measures which the Government has recently adopted to promote rationalization
of the sector. In this context, consideration should be given to additional
measures which may be required to achieve the Government's objectives. The
analysis will be based on a review of both the overall performance of the
sector as well as on performance of a selected sample of major industrial
branches chosen on the basis of their importance, both actual and potential,
to the economy. In addition, the mission will review specific areas within
the sector where Bank operations may be designed.

3. The following represents a brief and general description of the
assignments to be undertaken by mission staff. More detailed terms of
reference for participants will be supplied prior to mission departure.

(a) As mission chief, you will be responsible for coordination of all inputs
and for the chapter on major sectoral issues.

(b) Mr. Wogart will be deputy mission chief and will be responsible for
analyses of effective protection, and of industrial organization.

(c) Mr. Castafieda (Consultant) will assist in the review of the industrial
incentive laws, and also in the review of the performance of the
traditional export industries.

(d) Mr. Santistevan (Consultant) will undertake a review of the financial
sector.

(e) Ms. Cortes (DPS) will undertake the analysis of the experience of
Argentina in developing and exporting certain industrial items (agricultural
equipment and machine tools) to determine to what extent these represent
indigenous intermediate technologies.

(f) Two sub-sectoral specialists from NDP will review the steel-making industriesand the pulp and paper industries. These staff will join the mission duringthe second half of its stay in Argentina.



(g) Mr. Knepell (UNIDO) will review the metal-mechanical sub-sector with

close coordination with Ms. Cortes.

(h) A consultant for the petro-chemical industries will review the

performance of this sub-sector; he will also join the mission during

the second half of stay.

(i) Mr. Wolffelt (CPS) will review output trends and prospects, in particular
export possibilities, of the traditional food processing industries,
primarily fruits, vegetables and dairy products. Because of other

commitments, Mr. Wolffelt will undertake his field work after the mission

has returned to Washington; upon his return, he will provide a summary

of his principal findings for inclusion in the yellow-cover draft.

(j) Mr. Goderez (IDFD) will review the small industry sector, in particular

analyzing policies and institutional measures affecting that sector.

4. Within two weeks of your return, you should prepare a brief back-to-

office report highlighting the principal issues which are to be treated in the

final report. All inputs of mission staff (other than that of Mr. Wolffelt)
are to be submitted by the end of December 1977 and a yellow cover draft should

be prepared by February 28, 1978.

IBaskind/PFKnotter:mt

Cleared and cc.: Messrs. Glaessner, LCP
Ross, LC2

cc.: Messrs. van der Meer, LCP Messrs. van der Tak, PAS (3)

Lerdau, LC2 - Gordon, IDF (3) (o/r)

Holsen, LCNVP Chanmugam, IDF

Jasperson, LC2 Walstedt, IPD
Scherer, LC2 Nayar, IPD

Goderez, IDFD Perram, IPD

Wolffelt, CPS Cash, IPD

Wogart, LC2
Ms. Cortes, DPS

Messrs. Oberdorfer, IPD
Knepell (UNIDO)
Castafieda. Consultant
Santistevan, Consultant

#Is. Velarde, LCPID
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Anthony A. Perram, IPD DATE: October 21, 1977

FROM: Irwin Baskind, LCPID

SUBJECT: Participation in Argentine Industrial Mission

Scope of work for consultant in petrochemical industries

1. I attach a copy of the overall terms of reference of the Argentine
Industrial Sector Mission and a background note explaining its objective
and composition. While the mission will be in the field for 4 weeks,
the consultant is expected to participate from November 6 to 19.

2. Within the overall terms of reference the consultant will undertake
a review of the petrochemical industries. The consultant should, in
particular, assess its overall capacity and current level of utilization,
international price competitiveness and factors affecting efficiency, in
particular, scale of output and price and quality of inputs. The consultant
will review the expansion program formulated by the Government in the light
of expected demand and cost/price relationships. The consultant's analysis
should take into account the impact of measures recently taken by the
Government to rationalize industry and the consultant should make
recommendations concerning any possible modifications or new measures
which may be required to achieve the desired objectives.

3. Upon completion of his field work the consultant is expected to prepare
a brief report summarizing the situation in these industries.

IBaskind:mt

cc.: Messrs. Wogart, LC2
Ross/Jaspersen, LC2
Knotter, LCPID



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Irwin Baskind

DATE: October 19, 1977
FROM: Paul F. :Knotter, Acting Chief, LCPID

SUBJECT: Argentine Industria Sector Mission
General Terms of Reference

1. On or about October 24, 1977 you will proceed to Buenos Aires to
lead a mission to review current performance of and prospects for the
Argentine industrial sector. The mission will be in the field for
approximately four weeks, although as is indicated below, some participants
may be required for shorter periods of time.

2. The principal objective of the mission is to prepare an analysis
and assessment of the current structure of manufacturing industry, focussingon the major factors affecting its efficiency and taking into account themeasures which the Government has recently adopted to promote rationalization
of the sector. In this context, consideration should be given to additional
measures which may be required to achieve the Government's objectives. Theanalysis will be based on a review of both the overall performance of thesector as well as on performance of a selected sample of major industrial
branches chosen on the basis of their importance, both actual and potential,to the economy. In addition, the mission will review specific areas withinthe sector where Bank operations may be designed.

3. The following represents a brief and general description of theassignments to be undertaken by mission staff. More detailed terms of
reference for participants will be supplied prior to mission departure.

(a), As mission chief, you will be responsible for coordination of all inputs
and for the chapter on major sectoral issues.

(b) Mr. Wogart will be deputy mission chief and will be responsible for
analyses of effective protection, and of industrial organization.

(c) Mr. Castafieda (Consultant) will assist in the review of the industrial
incentive laws, and also in the review of the performance of the
traditional export industries.

(d) Mr. Santistevan (Consultant) will undertake a review of the financial
sector.

(e) Ms. Cortes (DPS) will undertake the analysis of the experience of
Argentina in developing and exporting certain industrial items (agricultural
equipment and machine tools) to determine to what extent these represent
indigenous intermediate technologies.

(f) Two sub-sectoral specialists from NDP will review the steel-making industriesand the pulp and paper industries. These staff will join the mission duringthe second hAlf of its stay in Argentina.



(g) Mr. Knepell (UNIDO) will review the metal-mechanical sub-sector with
close coordination with Ms. Cortes.

(h) A consultant for the petro-chemical industries will review the

performance of this sub-sector; he will also join the mission during

the second half of stay.

(i) Mr. Wolffelt (CPS) will review output trends and prospects, in particular
export possibilities, of the traditional food processing industries,

primarily fruits, vegetables and dairy products. Because of other
commitments, Mr. Wolffelt will undertake his field work after the mission

has returned to Washington; upon his return, he will provide a summary

of his principal findings for inclusion in the yellow-cover draft.

(j) Mr. Goderez (IDFD) will review the small industry sector, in particular
analyzing policies and institutional measures affecting that sector.

4. Within two weeks of your return, you should prepare a brief back-to-
office report highlighting the principal issues which are to be treated in the

final report. All inputs of mission staff (other than that of Mr. Wolffelt)
are to be submitted by the end of December 1977 and a yellow cover draft should
be prepared by February 28, 1978.

IBaskind/PFKnotter:mt

Cleared and cc.: Messrs. Glaessner, LCP

Ross, LC2

cc.: Messrs. van der Meer, LCP Messrs. van der Tak, PAS (3)

Lerdau, LC2 - Gordon, IDF (3) (o/r)

Holsen, LCNVP Chanmugam, IDF

Jasperson, LC2 Walstedt, IPD

Scherer, LC2 Nayar, IPD

Goderez, IDFD Perram, IPD

Wolffelt, CPS Cash, IPD

Wogart, LC2
Ms. Cortes, DPS

Messrs. Oberdorfer, IPD
Knepell (UNIDO)
Castafieda, Consultant
Santistevan, Consultant

#1s. Velarde, LCPID



October 20, 1977

Mr. M. M. Rao
Coromandel Fertilisers, Ltd.
Jeevan Deep
10 Parliament Street
New Delhi-110 001
INDIA

Re: Frt. VII Credit No. 598-IN

Dear Mr. Raos

This is to acknowledge with thanks receipt of your

letter of September 27, 1977 reporting on the progress of:

(i) 5 MW Power Plant
(ii) Argon-Ammonia Recovery
(iii) Aluminium Flouride

Yours sincerely,

Anthony R. Perram
Chief of Division II

Industrial Projects Department

JRischardides

cc: Venkataraman



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Anthony R. Perram DATE: 17 October 77

FROM: Jean-Francoisr chard

SUBJECT: Need for Petrochemical Information Support

1. As we become more deeply involved in complex petrochemical
projects (Craiova in Romania, COPESUL in Brazil, Mexico, Saudi-Arabia)
or in projects using petrochemical intermediates as raw materials (tires and
polyester in Romania), we need an increasingly large amount of infor-
mation on (i) the demand and supply situation and prospects for a

large spectrum of petrochemical raw materials, intermediates and
derivatives and (ii) the economic prices to be assigned to them in
the economic analyses. The petrochemical sector is characterized by

frequent process changes or innovations, complex by-product situations,

a high capital intensity and hence a tendency towards periodic over-capa-

city problems, a high sensitivity to feedstock prices, rapidly shifting
market conditions and product obsolescence, and complex inter-product

competition.

2. It is, therefore, difficult and expensive to obtain the

market and production cost information needed on a case-by-case basis.

For instance, to obtain the market and production cost information

needed to place economic prices on three out of seven products in the

preliminary analysis of the Craiova project, we had to spend US$3,000
and to incur a one-week delay in the completion of the analysis. For

COPESUL, the bill is likely to be much higher, as well as for the
Shell project (S.A.) evaluation. Finally, since we need to build up

our evaluation capabilities in the petrochemical field, we would need

a more integrated approach, the first step being a general data base.

Stanford Research Institute Services

3. I have, therefore, requested several consulting firms to

propose subscription services covering a large range of petrochemicals.

Among them, Stanford Research International (SRI) would seem to provide

the services best adapted to our needs. SRI's main advantage over the

two other major firms contacted (Chem Systems and Pace Company) is
that it is the only firm to (i) provide a world-wide country-by-country

demand and supply data base (ii) cover almost all petrochemical products

up to such downstream products as synthetic fibers and (iii) give process

economics not only on a US Gulf Coast basis, but also for Europe and

Japan with different location factors and input/output price assumptions.

4. The services offered by SRI and of interest to us are

(i) the World Hydrocarbon Program (WHP) and (ii) the Process Economics

Yearbook (PEY).



-2-

World Hydrocarbon Program

5. The WHP contains detailed demand and supply data for
petrochemicals by region and by country. The most important
features of the Program are the annual reports on producers and consumers
of petrochemicals and the annual supply and demand reviews. The
reports provide continously updated information on plant locations,
plant capacities, expansion plans, and raw material requirements.
(See sample attached as Annex 1). The reviews are the newest service
of the Program. These studies summarize the most important supply
data contained in the reports and provide additional information on
production,,foreign trade, consumption, end uses and five-year demand
forecasts, (sample attached as Annex 2). In addition, all participants
have inquiry and consulting privileges and receive supplements; and direct
computer access by terminal is being studied. The Program is
available for the following product segments:

- ethylene and ethylene-based derivatives
- propylene and propylene-based derivatives
--benzene, toluene and xylene, and derivatives
- C hydrocarbons and derivatives

Process Economics Yearbook

6. The PEY is a compilation of up-to-date production ratios
and economics of most chemicals and polymers analyzed by SRI in
its Progress Economic Program (PEP). This list includes 180 products
by about 200 processes. The prices of the basic raw materials are
derived from energy costs and data from computer-simulated refining
operations. The cost-plus-return values estimated for the intermediates
are carried forward to downstream processes and all co-products are
valued and credited. The estimated investment, consumption of raw
materials and utilities, and a brief description of the operations
are given for each process. All of these data are given for several
plant scales located (i) at the U.S. Gulf Coast (ii) in West Germany
and (iii) in Japan, thus providing a good basis for economic price
calculations. A list of the products included in the PEY and a
sample is given in Annex 3.

Cost and Beneficiaries

7. Annual participation fees for the WHP are as follows:

Program participation Initial Fee Renewal
Total Program $ 11,600 $ 8,600
Three Segments 9,000 6,750
Two Segments 6,200 4,700
One Segment 3,200 2,450
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If we elect to join any portion of the program before
year-end, SRI will deduct US $1,000 from the subscription cost,
reflecting the price of an assignment given to the WHP people
for t e Brazil COPESUL project in August this year.

8. Normally, the PEY is offered for US$4,000 only to clients
of the more detailed PEP which costs in itself US $13,500 a year. Since
contrary to engineering companies or chemical companies we do not
need the entire PEP program, I have asked SRI to work out a proposal
taking account of our specific needs and limited budget.

9. SRI proposes to sell us a package including the four WHP
segments and the PEY for US $18,000, while waiving the condition of.
joining the entire PEP program (in which case the total cost of our
subscription would have amounted to US $29,100). As mentioned above,
we could credit US$1,000 against the US$18,000, thus bringing down subscrip-
tion costs for calendar 1978 to US $17,000. Furthermore, they agreed to sendus specific material on request before calendar 1978 to meet our
needs for projectspresently under appraisal (e.g. COPESUL).

10. Comparedwith what we would have to spend on a case by casebasis it is felt that this is an attractive package. The costs of
the program could be shared by Division II and for a small part byDivision III inasmuch as nylon and polyester fibers as well as
synthetic rubber are part of the products covered by the SR1
programs. PEY also contains up-to-date production economics for
such items as ammonia, urea and phosphoric acid, of interest to
the Fertilizer Unit.

cc: M. Fuchs/Dewey, Nayar/Iskander, Pratt, Evans, Tortorelli, Tarnawiecki,
Caplin, Soncini, Ms. Wolf (IFC).
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PHENOL

PRODUCERS/CONSUMERS
(tabular data in 1000 metric tons per year)

CANADA

Ashland Oil Canada Limited (Resins & Chemicals Division)
[owned 83% by Ashland Oil, Inc.]

U !ississauga (near Toronto), Ontario

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 20 15 Purchased phenol

Phenol is supplied by Gulf Oil Canada Limited (Chemicals Department), at Montreal East.

.....................................................................................................

Bakelite Thermosets Limited

* Belleville, Ontario

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 7 5 Purchased phenol

The company recently purchased this plant from Union Carbide Canada Limited. Liquid, solid, and powdered
phenolic resins are produced. It is assumed that Gulf Oil Canada Limited (Chemicals Department) at Montreal
East, Quebec, will continue to supply phenol.

..................................................................................................

The Borden Chemical Company (Canada) Limited
[subsidiary of Borden Co. Ltd. (Canada)]

" Laval, Quebec

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins na na Purchased phenol

Captive formaldehyde and phenol purchased from Gulf Oil Canada Limited (Chemicals Department) at Montreal
East are used in manufacturing phenolic resins.

" North Bay, Ontario

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins na na Purchased phenol

Captive formaldehyde and phenol purchased from Gulf Oil Canada Limited (Chemicals Department) at Montreal
East are used in manufacturing phenolic resins.

.....................................................................................................

Borden Chemical (Western) Limited
[owned 100% by Borden Co. Ltd. (Canada)]

a Edmonton, Alberta

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 2 1 Purchased phenol

Phenol is purchased from Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, at Ladner, British Columbia.
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PHENOL

PRODUCERS/CONSUMERS
(tabular data in 1000 metric tons per year)

CANADA (continued)

Borden Chemical (Western) Limited (continued)

v New Westminster, British Columbia

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 34 25 Purchased phenol

Phenol is purchased from Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, at Ladner, British Columbia.

a Vancouver, British Columbia

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 45 33 Purchased phenol

Phenol is purchased from Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, at Ladner, British Columbia.

Canadian General Electric Company Limited
[owned 100% by General Electric Company]

* Toronto, Ontario

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins neg neg Purchased phenol

Phenol is supplied by Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, at Ladner, British Columbia. Phenolic resins are
used captively.

Cyanamid of Canada Limited
[owned 100% by American Cyanamid Company]

* Saint Jean, Quebec

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT RE.

Current PF Resins na na Purchased phenol

Phenol is supplied by Gulf Oil Canada Limited (Chemicals Department) at Montreal East. Phenolic resins are
used captively for the manufacture of decorative laminates.

Domtar Construction Materials Ltd.
[affiliated with Domtar Limited]

a La Salle, Quebec

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 7 5 Purchased phenol

Phenol is supplied by Gulf Oil Canada Limited (Chemicals Department) at Montreal East. Phenolic resins are
used captively for high-pressure decorative and industrial laminates.
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PRODUCERS/CONSUMERS
(tabular data in 1000 metric tons per year)

CANADA (continued)

Dow chemical of Canada, Limited
[wholly-owned subsidiary of The Dow Chemical Company]

a Ladner, British Columbia

PHENOL COMMENTS
DATE CAPACITY CAPTIVE USE RAW MATERIAL

Current 23 0 (0%) Toluene Purchased toluene
1977(Mid) 34 0 (0%) Toluene

Most of the phenol produced is sold for use in manufacturing adhesives for British Columbia 's plywood
industry, e.g., to Reichhold Chemicals, Inc., at Kamloops and Port Moody.

Phenol is also reportedly supplied to Borden Chemical (Western) Limited at Edmonton, Alberta, and at
Vancouver and New Westminster, both in British Columbia. Phenol is manufactured via benzoic acid.

Fiberglas Canada Limited

* Sarnia, Ontario

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 1 1 Purchased phenol

Phenol is supplied by Gulf Oil Canada Limited (Chemicals Department) at Montreal East.

Gulf Oil Canada Limited (Chemicals Department)
[owned 68% by Gulf Oil Corporation]

a Montreal East, Quebec

PHENOL COMMENTS
DATE CAPACITY CAPTIVE USE RAW MATERIAL

Current 27 4 (16%) Cumene Captive cumene

DERIVATIVES
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current Bisphenol A 5 4

In addition to its captive use, phenol is supplied to Ashland Oil Canada Limited (Resins 6 Chemicals
Division) at Mississauga, Ontario; to The Borden Chemical Company (Canada) Limited at Laval, Quebec, and
North Bay, Ontario; to Cyanamid of Canada Limited at Saint Jean, Quebec; to Domtar Construction Materials
Ltd. at La Salle Quebec; to Fiberglas Canada Limited at Sarnia, Ontario; to Hooker Chemicals (Nanaimo) Ltd.
at Fort Erie, Ontario; to Reichhold Chemicals Limited at North Bay, Ontario, and at Ste. Therese de
Blainville, Quebec; and, presumably, to Bakelite Thermosets Limited at Belleville, Ontario.

.....................................................................................................

Hooker Chemicals (Nanaimo) Ltd.
[wholly-owned subsidiary of Canadian Occidental Petroleum Ltd.]

s Fort Erie, Ontario

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 10 8 Purchased phenol

(continued)
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PRODUCERS/CONSUMERS
(tabular data in 1000 metric tons per year)

CANADA (continued)

Hooker Chemicals (Nanaimo) Ltd. (continued)

a Fort Erie, Ontario (continued)

Phenol is supplied by Gulf Oil Canada Limited (Chemicals Department) at Montreal East. Some phenolic resins
a.re captively consumed in the manufacture of molding compounds (capacity is 4,500 mt/y).

........................................................................................................

Reichhold Chemicals Limited
[owned 291 by Reichhold Chemicals, Inc. ]

* Kamloops, British Columbia

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 9 7 Purchased phenol

Phenol is purchased from Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, at Ladner.

" North Bay, Ontario

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 9 7 Purchased phenol

Phenol is supplied by Gulf Oil Canada Limited (Chemicals Department) at Montreal East.

" Port Moody, British Colombia

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INUT REQ.
Current PF Resins 11 8 Purchased phenol

Phenol is purchased from Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, at Ladner.

" Ste. Therese de Blainville, Quebec

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 11 8 Purchased phenol

Phenol is supplied by Gulf Oil Canada Limited (Chemicals Department) at Montreal East.

Schenectady Chemicals Canada Limited

* Scarborough, Ontario

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins na na Purchased phenol

Union Carbide Canada Limited
Iowned 75%b by Union Carbide Corporation and 25% by private investors]

* Belleville, Ontario

Bakelite Thermosets Limited recently purchased Union Carbide Canada Limited's phenolics resins business.
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PRODUCERS/CONSUMERS
(tabular data in 1000 metric tons per year)

MEXICO

Aditivos Mexicanos, SA

m Tlalnepantla, Mexico

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current Dodecylphenol 1 neg Purchased raw material
Future Dodecylphenol 1 neg Planning stage

Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA.

.....................................................................................................

Canamex, SA

a Cholula, Puebla

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current Alkylphenols 3 1 Purchased phenol

Capacity includes that for nonylphenol and octylphenol. Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA.

.....................................................................................................

Esquim SA

* Cuernavaca, Morelos

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current Bisphenol A 3 2

Current p-Tert-Butyl Phenol 1 neg

Current TOTAL 2

Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA, at Cosoleacaque.

.....................................................................................................

Fenoquimia, SA
[owned 50% by Industrias Resistol, SA; and 50% by Celanese Mexicana, SAl

* Cosoleacaque (near Minatitlan), Veracruz

PHENOL COMMENTS
DATE CAPACITY CAPTIVE USE RAW MATERIAL

Current 25 0 (0%) Cumene Imported cumene

Cumene is currently imported, but will be supplied by Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX) when its cumene plant at
La Cangrejera comes on stream. Sufficient phenol is available to satisfy 100% of the domestic market.
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PRODUCERS/CONSUMERS
(tabular data in 1000 metric tons per year)

MEXICO (continued)

Industrias Quimicas Formex, SA de CV

" San Nicolas de los Garza, Nuevo Leon

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 3 2 Purchased phenol

Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA, at Cosoleacaque. The capacity includes that for the Xalostoc
facility.

" Xalostoc, Mexico State

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins na 0 See note

Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA, at Cosoleacaque. Data are included in the table at the San Nicolas de
los Garza location.

Industrias Quimicas Synres, SA
[owned by Dutch and Mexican investors]

a Toluca, Mexico State

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 2 1 Purchased phenol

Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA, at Cosoleacaque. All phenolic resins are sold.

Industrias Resistol, SA
[owned 34% by Desarrollo Economico, SC (DESC), 39% by Monsanto Company, and 27% by the owners of the former
Resistol SA and other private investors]

* Toluca, Mexico, D.F.

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins na na Purchased phenol

Phenol-formaldehyde resins are produced in a 17,000 mt/y multipurpose facility: the phenol requirement is
variable. Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA, at Cosoleacaque. Most phenolic resins are captively
consumed for adhesives and industrial laminates.
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PRODUCERS/CONSUMERS
(tabular data in 1000 metric tons per year)

MEXICO (continued)

Ingsam SA

U Lerma, Mexico State

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current Nonylphenol neg neg Purchased phenol

Current Octylphenol neg neg

Current TOTAL neg

Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA, at Cosoleacaque. Capacity for the manufacture of octylphenol and
nonylphenol is 500 mt/y: phenol input requirement for this capacity amounts to 225 mt/y. Octylphenol and
nonylphenol are captively consumed in the manufacture of non-Ionic detergents.

Materiales Moldeables SA de CV

n Atizapan de Zaragoza, Mexico State

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 1 neg Purchased phenol

Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA, at Cosoleacaque.

Polaquimia, SA

a Xalostoc, Mexico

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current Alkylphenols 1 neg Purchased phenol

Poliresinas, SA
[owned by private investors]

* Xalostoc, Mexico State

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 3 1 Purchased phenol

Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA, at Cosoleacaque.
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PRODUCERS/CONSUMERS
(tabular data in 1000 metric tons per year)

MEXICO (continued)

Compania Quimica Ameyal, SA

U Tultitlan, Mexico

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY -IPUT REQ.

Current p-Tert-Butyl Phenol neg neg Purchased phenol

Current Nonylphenol neg neg

Current Octylphenol neg neg

Current TOTAL neg

Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA, at Cosoleacaque.

Quimica Retzloff Interamericana SA

* Matamoros, Tamaulipas

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current Dodecylphenol neg neg Used captively

Current Nonylphenol neg neg Used captively

Current TOTAL neg

Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA, at Cosoleacaque. Total capacity for the manufacture of dodecylphenol
and nonylphenol is 350 mt/y.

Reichhold Quimica de Mexico SA
[a subsidiary of Reichhold Chemicals, Inc.]

* Mexico City, Mexico, D.F.

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.

Current PF Resins 1 1 Purchased phenol

This company manufactures synthetic resins and plasticizers, including phenolic and modified phenolic
resins. Total plant capacity amounts to 12,000 mt/y. Most of the output is sold, but some is captively
consumed. Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA, at Cosoleacaque.

Union Carbide Mexicana SA
[owned 60% by Union Carbide Corporation and 40% by Mexican investors]

w Tecamac, Mexico State

DERIVATIVES COMMENTS
DATE PRODUCT CAPACITY INPUT REQ.
Current PF Resins 5 4 Purchased phenol

Phenol is supplied by Fenoquimia, SA, at Cosoleacaque.
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CYCLOHEXANE 
CyClohexan.

Cyclohexane is the basic starting material for nylon fibers and resins, since these are the main end uses
for adipic acid, caprolactam, and 1, 6-hexamethylenediamine. Of these three derivatives, adipic acid and
caprolactam account for close to 90 percent of worldwide cyclohexane consumption. Cyclohexane is
also used as a solvent in paint removers, as a solvent for the Phillips HDPE process, and as a starting
material for cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone.

Cyclohexane is produced commercially by hydrogenating benzene and by recovering naturally-
occurring cyclohexane from hydrocarbon streams. Since high purity cyclohexane is required for
oxidation to adipic acid, the benzene-derived material is far more important. Purity as high as 99.97
percent is obtainable with some commercial processes. Although straight-run gasoline usually contains
5-15 percent cyclohexane, complete separation is difficult due to the presence of hydrocarbons with
similar boiling points. As a result, purity is usually on the order of 85 percent.
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Cyclohoxan*

9 Summary of World and Regional Capacity

Annual Capacities (thousand metric tons)
Region/Country As of Year-end 1976 Announced Expansions
North America

Canada 70 --

Mexico 85 --
United States 1326 55

1481 55

Latin America
Argentina 45 13
Brazil -- 44
Others 20 --

65 57

Western Europe
EEC

Belgium 100 --

Netherlands 120 --

Denmark -- --

France 80 --
West Germany 100 100
Ireland -- --
Italy 45 --

United Kingdom 413 --

858 100

Others
Austria -- --
Finland -- --
Greece -- --
Norway -- --
Portugal -- --
Spain 40 40
Sweden -- --
Switzerland -- --

40 40
Total Western Europe 898 140

Eastern Europe >113 --

Middle East/Africa 31 220

Far East
Japan 602 --
Other Far East 173 110

775 110

Oceania -- --

Total World 3363 582

Producing companies, plant locations, and capacities are listed in Chapter III of this report and in
Volume IlIl of the World Hydrocarbons report, Benzene-Toluen*-Xylenes and Derivatives.
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Cyclohexane

Supply and Demand, 1975 (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Country (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
North America
Canada 70 56 7 -- 63 63
Mexico 85 34/2 4 -- 38 40
United States 1245 786 -- 128 658 735

Latin America
Argentina 45 20 -- 19 1 --
Brazil -- -- neg -- neg neg
Andean Countries 20 12 -- -- 12 12

Western Europe
EEC

Belgium
Netherlands 220 130 net import 57 187 187
Denmark -- -- neg -- neg neg
France 80 45 net import 69 114 114
West Germany 100 55 net import 145 200 200
Ireland -- -- neg -- neg neg
Italy 40 25 net export 10 15 15
United Kingdom 413 280 net export 70 210 210

Others
Austria -- -- 1 -- 1 1
Finland -- -- neg -- neg neg
Greece -- -- neg -- neg neg
Norway -- -- neg -- neg neg
Portugal -- -- neg -- neg neg
Spain 40 33 net export 3 30 30
Sweden -- -- 1 -- 1 1
Switzerland -- -- 2 -- 2 2

Far East
Japan 602 498 6 -- 504 514
South Korea 36 31 neg 3 28 28
Taiwan 60 -- -- -- -- --
Southeast Asia -- -- -- -- -- --

Oceania
Australia -- -- -- -- -- --
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Cyclohexane

* Regional Summary of Supply and Demand, 1975 (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Net Trade Balance Apparent Actual
Region (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
North America 1400 8761/2 117 7591/2 838

Latin America 65 32 19 13 12

Western Europe 893 568 192 760 760
EEC 853 535 191 726 726
Others 40 33 1 34 34

Far East 698 529 3 532 542

Oceania -- -- --

* Uses

United States

The pattern of cyclohexane consumption in the United States in 1975 was as follows:

Adipic acid 61%
Caprolactam 29
HMDA 5
Others 5

100%

Western Europe

The applicational breakdown of cyclohexane consumption in Western Europe in 1974 was as
follows:

Adipic acid 48
Caprolactam 44
Others 8

100%

Japan

The pattern of cyclohexane usage in Japan in 1975 was as follows:

Caprolactam 95%
Adipic acid 4
Others I

100%
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Cyclohenne

0 Development and Growth

United States

Because 95 percent of the market for cyclohexane in the United States is based on its use as anintermediate in the manufacture of nylon 6 and 66, demand closely follows that of nylon fibers andplastics. Usage of cyclohexane in 1974 was only slightly (2%) below that of 1973, but declinedalmost 13 percent between 1974 and 1975. Full recovery to the level of consumption attained in 1974appears likely in 1976. During the period, 1976-1980, cyclohexane demand should increase 8percent per year with consumption reaching one million metric tons by 1980.
Western Europe

The demand for cyclohexane declined almost 24 percent between 1974 and 1975 as Europeexperienced the effects of the worldwide recession. Although some recovery to pre-recession
levels was seen in 1976, cyclohexane demand will not equal that of 1974 until 1977. Thereafter,growth should occur at a rate of about 4 percent annually. By 1980, consumption should reach 1.1million metric tons. Based on an anticipated production of one million metric tons in 1980, WesternEurope will continue to be a net importer of cyclohexane.
Japan

In 1975, the consumption of cyclohexane increased 15 percent from 1974. This gain was primarilythe result of a corresponding increase in the demand for caprolactam. However, demand wasexpected to decline slightly in 1976 (about 3%) because of an anticipated decrease in caprolactamexports. Starting in 1977, demand should grow at an average rate of about 5 percent per year. By1980, consumption of cyclohexane should amount to 610 thousand metric tons.
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Cyclohexans

0 Summary

The demand (in thousand metric tons) for cyclohexane in 1974, 1975 and 1980 is shown in the
following table.

Country 1974 1975 1980

North America
Canada 68 63 100
Mexico 38 40 97
United States 762 735 1040

Latin America
Argentina -- -- --
Brazil % neg 44
Andean Countries 11 12 57

Western Europe
EEC

Belgium d 210 187 230Netherlands
Denmark neg neg 1
France 154 114 160
West Germany 307 200 320
Ireland neg neg 1
Italy 20 15 25
United Kingdom 248 210 275

Others
Austria 2 1 2
Finland neg neg 1
Greece neg neg 1
Norway neg neg 1
Portugal neg neg 1
Spain 45 30 80
Sweden 2 1 3
Switzerland 3 2 5

Far East
Japan 447 514 610
South Korea 17 28 106
Taiwan -- -- 105
Southeast Asia -- -- --

Oceania
Australia -- -- --
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WESTERN EUROPE: OTHERS Switzerland

SWITZERLAND

Although well diversified in other chemical areas (pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals, dyestuffs), the Swiss
have not developed a significant petrochemical industry.
No aromatics are produced in Switzerland and those derivatives that are needed by the chemical and
pharmaceutical industries are imported.

BENZENE

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):
Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0
No producers or announced plans.

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):
Capacity Apparent Actual

Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
1974 -- -- neg -- neg neg
1975 -- -- neg -- neg neg

* Uses

There was a negligible amount of benzene used for chemical applications in 1974 and 1975.

* Development and Growth

Because there are no announced plans to produce benzene, it is unlikely that any significant
demand for benzene will develop in the period, 1977-1980. Consumption in 1980 is not expected to
exceed 1,000 metric tons.

ETHYLBENZENE

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):
Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0
No producers or announced plans.

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
1974 -- -- -- -- ..
1975 -- -- -- --

* Uses

There was no direct consumption of ethylbenzene in 1974 and 1975.

* Development and Growth

There are no announced plans to produce or consume ethylbenzene within the next several years.

STYRENE

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):
Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0
No producers or announced plans. SRI 415



Switzerland

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption

1974 -- -- 3 -- 3 3
1975 -- -- 4 -- 4 4

* Uses

Most of the styrene goes into the production of polystyrene.

* Development and Growth

The increase in demand for styrene will parallel polystyrene production. Estimated consumption of
styrene in 1980 is approximately 5,000 metric tons.

POLYSTYRENE

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):

Capacity
Producer Location (thousand metric tons)

Luxit Chatel-St. Denis 2

Total number of plants: 1
Total annual capacity: 2 thousand metric tons
Additional announced capacity: 0

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption

1974 2 2 28 -- 30 30
1975 2 1 24 -- 25 27

"Actual consumption" is measured as polymer, delivered to processors, which may not as
yet have been "consumed" in a conversion operation.

The breakdown between GP/HI and expandable polystyrene consumption in 1974 and 1975 was as
follows:

1974 1975

GP/HI polystyrene 24 22 thousand metric tons
Expandable polystyrene 6 5

Total 30 27

* Uses

The market breakdown for general-purpose and high-impact polystyrene in 1974 was as follows:

Packaging/containers 47%
Appliances 24
Electrical/electronics 8
Others 21

100%

Approximately 35 percent of expandable polystyrene went to packaging and 65 percent went to
building/refrigeration.
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Switzerland

Development and Growth

Following the drop in consumption in 1975 which continued into 1976, growth of GP/HI
polystyrene is expected to resume in 1977 at a rate of 6 to 7 percent annually. Growth of expandable
polystyrene is expected to be sustained above 10 percent per year after 1977. Estimates of demand
in 1980 are 30,000 metric tons of GP/HI polystyrene and 9,000 metric tons of expandable
polystyrene.

ABS RESINS

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):
Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0

No producers or announced plans.

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
1974 -- -- 11/ -- 1/ 21975 -- -- 4 -- 4 4

"Actual consumption" is measured as polymer, delivered to processors, which may not as
yet have been "consumed" in a conversion operation.

* Uses

ABS is used primarily as a specialty plastic in appliances and for other technical applications.
However, a new toy factory opened in 1975 and began using significant amounts of ABS resin. This
application now accounts for the majority of consumption.

* Development and Growth

ABS will continue to be used as a specialty plastic, with growth between 10 and 15 percent annually.
Consumption in 1980 may reach 6,000 metric tons.

SBR ELASTOMER

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):
Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0

No producers or announced plans.

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
1974 -- -- 12 -- 12 12
1975 -- -- 8 -- 8 8

An additional 2,000 to 3,000 metric tons of SBR latices were consumed in 1974.

* Uses

Consumption in tires is estimated at 60 percent, with the remaining 40 percent for specialty and
other uses.
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* Development and Growth

In 1975, some stagnation in demand was observed and this is expected to continue through 1976.
Thereafter, growth is anticipated at 4 to 5 percent annually. Consumption of SBR elastomer in 1980
is estimated at approximately 14,000 metric tons.

CUMENE

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):

Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0

No producers or announced plans.

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
1974 -- -- -- -- -- --
1975 -- -- -- -- -- --

* Uses

There is no direct use of cumene.

* Development and Growth

There are no announced plans to produce or consume cumene in the next five years.

PHENOL

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):

Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0

No producers or announced plans.

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
1974 -- -- 7 -- .7 7
1975 -- -- 4 -- 4 4

* Uses

Phenol is used for phenolic resins (50%) and as an intermediate in the pharmaceutical and specialty
chemicals markets (50%).

* Development and Growth

The use of phenol should increase about 6 percent annually, reaching 9,000 metric tons in 1980.

ACETONE

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):

Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0

No producers or announced plans.
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* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
1974 -- -- 15 -- 15 15
1975 -- -- 12 -- 12 12

* Uses

Essentially all of the acetone is used for solvent applications, primarily in the chemical and
pharmaceutical markets.

* Development and Growth

After recovering from the recession in 1976, the market for acetone should increase at an annual
rate of 6 to 7 percent. Consumption in 1980 should reach 18,000 metric tons.

CYCLOHEXANE

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):
Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0

No producers or announced plans.

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
1974 -- -- 3 -- 3 3
1975 -- -- 2 -- 2 2

* Uses

Cyclohexane is used for solvent applications.

* Development and Growth

Cyclohexane is expected to make further inroads into markets held by other solvents. Future
growth should increase at a steady rate, with consumption reaching 5,000 metric tons by 1980.

CAPROLACTAM

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):

Capacity
Producer Location (thousand metric tons)
Emserwerke Domat/Ems 20

Total number of plants: 1
Total annual capacity: 20 thousand metric tons
Additional announced capacity: 0

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
1974 20 -- 22 -- 22 22
1975 20 -- 18 -- 18 18

Although still available for the production of caprolactam, the Emserwerke plant is currently being
used for other purposes.
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Uses

About 95 percent of the caprolactam imported is used in the manufacture of nylon 6 fibers.

* Development and Growth

Caprolactam demand is expected to increase at an annual rate of 5 percent, with consumption
amounting to 30,000 metric tons in 1980.

TOLUENE

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):
Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0

No producers or announced plans.

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
1974 -- -- 8 -- 8 8
1975 -- -- 6 -- 6 6

* Uses

Toluene is used for a variety of solvent and specialty chemical applications.

* Development and Growth

Toluene demand is expected to grow at an annual rate of 6 percent through 1980. By then,
consumption should reach 10,000 metric tons.

TOLUENE DIISOCYANATE

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):

Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0

No producers or announced plans.

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
1974 -- -- 2 -- 2 2
1975 -- -- 3 -- 3 3

* Uses

Almost all of the TDI consumed in Switzerland is used in the manufacture of flexible polyurethane
foams. About 5 to 10 percent is consumed in coatings and specialty applications.

* Development and Growth

TDI demand is expected to increase at an annual rate of 8 percent through 1980. By then,
consumption should amount to 4,000 metric tons.
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MIXED XYLENES

There are no producers and no announced plans to produce mixed xylenes in Switzerland. Mixedxylenes were imported in 1974 and 1975 and used in a variety of solvent applications.

1974 1975
Solvent applications 10 9 thousand metric tons

The demand for mixed xylenes is expected to increase at a modest rate. Consumption in 1980should amount to 11,500 metric tons.

p-XYLENE

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):
Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0
No producers or announced plans.

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):
Capacity Apparent ActualYear (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption

1974 --
1975 -- --

* Uses

There was no direct use of p-xylene in either 1974 or 1975.

* Development and Growth

There are no plans to produce or consume p-xylene in Switzerland during the next five years.

o-XYLENE

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):
Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0

No producers or announced plans.

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):
Capacity Apparent ActualYear (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption

1974 -- -- 4 -- 4 4
1975 -- -- 4 -- 4 4

* Uses

o-Xylene is used in the production of phthalic anhydride.

* Development and Growth

The demand for o-xylene is expected to increase at an annual rate of about 8 percent. By 1980,consumption should amount to 6,000 metric tons.
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DMT/TPA

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):
Total number of plants: 0
Total annual capacity: 0
Additional announced capacity: 0

No producers or announced plans.

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
1974 -- -- 35 -- 35 35
1975 -- -- 36 -- 36 36

Production and consumption data as well as the capacities of all TPA plants have been
converted to DMT equivalents.

The breakdown of DMT and TPA imports in 1974 and 1975 was as follows:

1974 1975
DMT 22 22 thousand metric tons
TPA 11 12

* Uses

Almost all of the DMT/TPA was used in the production of polyester fibers in 1974 and 1975. The only
other use was the manufacture of polyester film. An estimated 1,000 metric tons of DMT is used in
this application.

* Development and Growth

The demand for DMT/TPA is expected to grow at a moderate rate-about 6 percent per year-for
the next several years. By 1980, consumption is expected to reach 48,000 metric tons. Of this
amount, DMT usage should amount to 30,000 metric tons.

POLYESTER FIBERS

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):

Capacity
Producer Location (thousand metric tons)
Emserwerke Domat/Ems 20
Viscousuisse Widnau 31
Total number of plants: 2
Total annual capacity: 51 thousand metric tons
Additional announced capacity: 0

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actual
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption
1974 44 32 15 30 17 16
1975 51 33 9 30 12 12

The polyester fiber industry in Europe is highly concentrated with several major firms
(Enka, Hoechst, ICI, Montefibre and Rhone-Poulenc) dominating the market. In addition
to imports and exports of fiber, there is also considerable movement of semi-finished
goods between production and processing centers.
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The breakdown between filament yarn and staple fiber consumption in 1974 and 1975 was as
follows:

1974 1975
Filament yarn 6 41/2 thousand metric tons

Textile 5 4
Industrial 1 %

Staple fiber 10 7
Total 16 12

Throughout Western Europe, production of polyester fibers in 1975 was lower than in 1974 due to a
decrease in demand and high inventories remaining from 1974. Much of this excess was worked off
during 1975.

* Uses

The breakdown of uses in apparel, home furnishings and industrial applications is not available for
1974 and 1975.

* Development and Growth

The demand for polyester fibers is forecast to grow between 8 and 10 percent during the period,
1976-1980. By 1980, consumption could reach 25,000 metric tons.

PHTHALIC ANHYDRIDE

* Producing Companies, Plant Locations, and Capacities (as of Year-end 1976):

Capacity
Producer Location (thousand metric tons)

Reichhold Chemie Hausen 4*
Sintesi Organiche Grono 6

*Naphthalene-based capacity.

Total number of plants: 2
Total annual capacity: 10 thousand metric tons
Additional announced capacity: 0

* Supply and Demand (thousand metric tons):

Capacity Apparent Actua!
Year (Year-end) Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption

1974 10 4 net import 4 8 8
1975 10 4 net import 2 6 6

* Uses

The use pattern for phthalic anhydride in Switzerland in 1974 was as follows:

Phthlate esters 62%
Alkyd resins 25
Unsaturated polyester resins 13

100%

* Development and Growth

The demand for phthalic anhydride is expected to grow at a rate of 5 percent per year between 1976
and 1980, with consumption reaching 10,000 metric tons.
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PEP YEARBOOK INTERNATIONAL

The Process Economics Program at Stanford Research Institute is expanding the

scope of its Yearbook to include the economics of chemical production in Europe

(West Germany) and Japan, as well as the United States (Gulf Coast). As did its

predecessor, the PEP Yearbook International will contain up-to-date economics of

all the major chemicals and polymers covered by the Process Economics Program

since its beginning. The products and processes that PEP intends to include in the

1977 edition of the Yearbook International, which will be issued in September 1977,

are listed in Exhibit A. All in all, over 115 compounds and nearly 190 processes

are scheduled for this edition. Compounds and processes added since 1976 are

marked with an asterisk on Exhibit A.

The production economics will be updated on a systematic basis, as illustrated

by the process chain leading to the manufacture of ethylene glycol.

GAS OIL

ETHYENEETHYLENE ETHYLENE

ETHYENEOXIDE GLYCOL

NAPHTHA

The prices of the basic raw materials--in this case, gas oil and naphtha--will be

derived from energy forecasts and refinery simulations. Then, the value of ethylene

will be estimated by calculating its production cost and adding the equivalent of

a 25%/yr before-tax return on fixed capital. The ethylene value so determined

will be used to estimate the value of ethylene oxide, and so forth. In cases where

the particular product can be made from different raw materials and/or different

processes, the value carried forward in the process chain will be based on the

dominant process.
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The plant capacities will be representative of "world-size" units. The pro-

duction cost of each process will be given for two additional capacities to show the
effect of scale. A brief description of each process will also be included.

The estimates will be based on an overnight plant construction in the third

quarter of 1977. Investments for plants in Europe or Japan will be estimated on

the basis of location factors currently being established by PEP.

The economics will be expressed in U.S. cents per either metric or English

units of measure (client's option). The applicable exchange rates will be indicated.

The format of the Yearbook is illustrated in the sample printouts shown in Exhibit B.

The Yearbook International will be generated by PEP's proprietary computer
model. Purchasers will have the option to test their own scenarios on the model.

The use of the program will be offered only at SRI's Menlo Park facilities under

separate arrangements. Clients may use SRI personnel for this purpose or they may

send their own representatives to SRI to operate the program.

For further information concerning the PEP Yearbook International, please
contact J. E. Dingier, SRI Process Economics Program, Menlo Park, California,

(415) 326-6200, Ext. 4867.
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Exhibit A

PEP YEARBOOK INTERNATIONAL, 1977
LIST OF COMPOUNDS AND PROCESSES

ABS Resins By Emulsion/Tmulsion Polymerization

Acetaldehyde By One-Step Ethylene Oxidation

By Two-Step Ethylene Oxidation

Acetal Resins From Trioxane and Ethylene Oxide

Acetic Acid By Low Pressure Carbonylation of
Methanol

By Oxidation of Acetaldehyde with Air

Acetic Anhydride By Direct Oxidation of Acetaldehyde

Via Ketene Produced from Acetic Acid

Via Ketene Produced from Acetone

Acetone By Vapor-phaseDehydrogenation of
Isopropanol

Acetylene From Natural Gas by Partial Oxidation

From Residual Oil by Submerged Flame
Process

Acrylamide By Catalytic Hydration of Acrylonitrile

Acrylic Acid By Two-Stage Vapor-phase Oxidation
of Propylene

By Catalytic Acetylene Process

Acrylonitrile By Ammoxidation of Propylene
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Adipic Acid From Cyclohexane by Air Oxidation
Followed by Nitric Acid
Oxidation of the Intermediates

*Allyl Alcohol From Propylene Oxide

*Allyl Chloride By Chlorination of Propylene

Ammonia By Steam Reforming Natural Gas

*From Naphtha

Aniline By Vapor-phase Reduction of
Mononi trobenzene

Barrier Resins Acrylic Multipolymer

Acrylonitrile-Based

Bisphenol A From Phenol and Acetone

Butadiene From n-Butane by Catalytic and
Oxidative Dehydrogenation

From n-Butylenes by Oxidative
Dehydrogenation

* Recovery by Acetonitrile Extractive
Distillation

Butanediol From Acetylene and Formaldehyde

*From Butadiene

*From Maleic Anhydride

*From Propylene

n-Butanol From Propylene by Conventional Oxo

*By Cobalt-Phosphine Catalyst

*By Rhodium Catalyst

Butyl Acrylate By Esterification of Acrylic Acid

*Butyrolactam From Maleic Anhydride via
Butyrolactone
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Caprolactam Via Hexahydrobenzoic Acid

By Hydroxylammonium Phosphate
Route

By Nitric Oxide Reduction Process

By Phenol Process

By Photonitrosation of Cyclohexane

Carbon Monoxide From Natural Gas by Catalytic Steam
Reforming

*From Naphtha

*Chlorinated PVC

Chlorine By Electrolysis of Sodium Chloride
in Diaphragm Cells

*Chlorine Dioxide From Sodium Chlorate, Sulfuric Acid
Process

*Chloroprene From Butadiene

Cumene From Benzene and Propylene

Cyclohexane By Hydrogenation of Benzene

Di(2-ethylhexyl) Phthalate By Esterification of Phthalic Anhydride

Dimethyl Terephthalate From p-Xylene by Successive
Oxidation and Esterification

Dinitrotoluene By Nitration of Toluene

*Dodecanedioic Acid From Butadiene Trimer

*Epichlorohydrin By Chlorohydrination of Al lyl Chloride

Ethanol By the Catalytic Hydration of Ethylene

Ethyl Acrylate By Esterification of Acrylic Acid

Ethylbenzene By Aluminum Chloride-Catalyzed
Alkylation of Benzene

By Zeolite-Catalyzed Alkylation of
Benzene
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Ethylene From Ethane/Propane

From Atmospheric Gas Oil

From Naphtha

Ethylene Glycol From Ethylene Oxide

From Ethylene via Glycol Ester

Ethylene Oxide By Air Oxidation of Ethylene

By Oxygen Oxidation of Ethylene

Ethylene/Vinyl Acetate Copolymers By Emulsion Polymerization

2-Ethylhexanol From Propylene by the Oxo Process

*Flame Retardant Polyols Tetrabromophthalic Anhydride Polyol

Trichlorobutylene Oxide Polyol

Trischloroethylphosphate Polyol

Formaldehyde By Ferric Molybdate-Catalyzed
Oxidation of Methanol

* Glycerin By Hydrolysis of Epichlorohydrin

Hexamethylenediamine By Electrolytic Dimerization of
Acrylonitrile

From Adipic Acid

By Hydrocyanation of Butadiene

Hydrogen By Steam Reforming of Methane

*By Steam Reforming of Naphtha

Hydrogen Cyanide From Methane and Ammonia,
Andrussow Process

*Hydrogen Fluoride From Fluorspar

Hydrogen Peroxide By Anthraquinone Process

By Autoxidation of Isopropanol

*Hydrogenated SBS Block Copolymer
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*Hydroquinone From Aniline

From Di isopropyl benzene

*Hypochlorite, Calcium

*Hypochlorite, Sodium

Isopropanol By Hydration of Propylene

*Lauryllactam From Butadiene Trimer

*Malathion

Maleic Anhydride By Oxidation of Benzene

By Oxidation of n-Butane

Methanol From Methane, High Pressure Process

From Methane, Intermediate Pressure
Process

From Methane, Low Pressure Process

*From Naphtha, Intermediate Pressure
Process

Methyl Acrylate By Esterification of Acrylic Acid

Methyl Methacrylate By Acetone Cyanohydrin Process

From Isobutylene via Methacrylic Acid

*Methyl Parathion

Methylene Diphenylene Diisocyanate From Aniline and Formaldehyde
(MDI) and Its Polymeric Form
(PMPPI)

Mononitrobenzene By Nitration of Benzene

Nitric Acid 95%, by Uhde Type Process

60%, by Grande Paroisse Type Process

Nylon 6 Chips, from Caprolactam

Melt, from Caprolactam
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Nylon 6,6 Chips, from Adipic Acid and
Hexamethylenediamine

Peracetic Acid By Acid-Catalyzed Liquid-phase
Oxidation of Acetaldehyde

Two-Stage Liquid-phase Oxidation
of Acetaldehyde

Phenol -Formaldehyde Resin Novolac Molding Compound

Resol Syrup

Phenol From Cumene

Phosgene From Carbon Monoxide and Chlorine

*Phosphoric Acid By the Wet Process

Phthalic Anhydride By Air Oxidation of o-Xylene

Polyacrylamide, Anionic By Simultaneous Polymerization and
Hydrolysis of the Polymer

Polyacrylate Latex By Emulsion Polymerization

Polyacrylate Molding Powder By Suspension Polymerization

Polybutadiene By Cobalt-Catalyzed Polymerization

By Lithium-Catalyzed Polymerization

Polybutylene Terephthalate From Dimethyl Terephthalate and
Butanediol

Polycarbonates By Continuous Solution Phosgenation

By Interfacial Phosgenation
Continuous Process

Flame Resistant Grade
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Polyethylene, High Density *Gas Phase Process

BASF Technology

Union Carbide Technology

Particle Form Process

Ziegler Catalyst

*Hoechst Technology

Montedison Technology

*Solvay Technology

*Stamicarbon Technology

Polyethylene, Low Density By Autoclave Reactor Process

By Tubular Reactor Process

Polyethylene Terephthalate From Dimethyl Terephthalate and
Ethylene Glycol

From Terephthalic Acid and Ethylene
Glycol

Polymethacrylate Sheet By Continuous Casting

Polyols Glycerin-Based Triol

Sorbitol-Based Hexol

Polyphenylene Oxide From Phenol and Methanol

Polyphenylene Oxide, Modified From Polyphenylene Oxide and
Polystyrene

Polypropylene Liquid-phase Process (Dart Technology)

Vapor-phase Process (BASF Technology)

*Polypropylene Glycol

Polystyrene, Crystal Grade By Bulk Polymerization

Polystyrene, Impact Grade By Bulk and Suspension Polymerizations

Polyurethane Flexible Foam Slabstock
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Polyurethane Rigid Foam Sheet

Polyvinyl Acetate By Emulsion Polymerization

By Solution Polymerization

By Suspension Polymerization

Polyvinyl Alcohol From Vinyl Acetate

Polyvinyl Chloride By Bulk Polymerization

By Emulsion Polymerization

By Suspension Polymerization

Propylene Glycol By Hydration of Propylene Oxide

Propylene Oxide By Chlorohydrin Process

By the Ethylbenzene Process

By the Isobutane Process

* SBS Block Copolymer

*Sodium Chlorate By Electrolysis of Sodium Chloride

*Sodium Chlorite

Styrene-Butadiene Rubber By Emulsion Polymerization

By Solution Polymerization

Styrene By Dehydrogenation of Ethylbenzene

*By Hydroperoxide Process

*Sulfuric Acid By the Double Absorption Process

Terephthalic Acid From p-Xylene by Bromine-Promoted
Air Oxidation

Terephthalic Acid (Medium Purity) By Oxidation of p-Xylene, Modified
Process

Tetrabromobisphenol A By Bromination of Bisphenol A
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*Thermoplastic Elastomer Blends

Copolyester

Toluenediamine By Reduction of Dinitrotoluene

Toluene Diisocyanate (TDI) By Phosgenation of Toluenediamine

Unsaturated Polyesters From Propylene Glycol and Phthalic
and Maleic Anhydrides

From Propylene Oxide and Phthalic
and Maleic Anhydrides

Urea By Stamicarbon Process

By Total Recycle Process

Urea-Formaldehyde Resin Syrup

Urea-Formaldehyde Molding Compound

Vinyl Acetate From Acetic Acid and Ethylene,
Vapor-phase Process

From Acetylene

Vinyl Chloride By Balanced Chlorination and
Oxychlorination of Ethylene

Vinyl Chloride/Vinyl Acetate By Suspension Polymerization
Copolymers

*Vinylidene Chloride From Vinyl Chloride

By Caustic Dehydrochlorination of
1, 1 ,2-Trichloroethane

*

The list of compounds and processes is being expanded for the 1977 issue of the
PEP Yearbook to include the entries marked with an asterisk.
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Exhibit B

EXAMPLE OF PEP YEARBOOK INTERNATIONAL FORMAT

Economics are presented for the production of ethylene, ethylene
oxide, and ethylene glycol in the United States (Gulf Coast),
followed by economics for Europe (West Germany) and Japan.

The examples are given in English units. A metric version of the
Yearbook will also be published.
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ETHYLENE
FROM ATMOSPHERIC GAS OIL

LOCATION: U.S. GULF COAST

RAW MATERIAL AND UTILITY COST, US C/LB

UNIT COST CONSUMPTION/LB C/LB

RAW MATERIALS

GAS OIL 4.6C/LB 3.86 LB 17.76

GROSS RAW MATERIAL COST 17.76

BY-PRODUCT CREDITS

PROPYLENE POLYMER GRADE 10.2C/LB 0.58 LB 5.94
BUTADIENE 19C/LB 0.18 LB 3.42
BUTYLENES 5.49C/LB 0.19 LB 1-04
BENZENE 10.9C/LB 0.33 LB 3.60
XYLENES 8.61C/LB 0.084 LB 0.72
PYROLYSIS GASOLINE .6C/LB 0.28 LB 1.68
FUEL OIL (1.5 PCT S) 3 5C/LA 0.69 LB 2.41

TOTAL CREDITS 18.81

UTILITIES

COOLING WATER 3C/1,000 GAL 65.3 GAL 0.20
STEAM $ 2.75/1,000 LB 4.2 LB 1.15
ELECTRICITY 1.75C/KWH 0.097 KWH 0.17
NATURAL GAS $ 2.00/MM BTU 0.0028 MM BTU 0.56

TOTAL UTILITIES 2.08

PROCESS DESCRIPTION:

THE ECONOMICS COVER THE COSTS OF AN INTEGRATED COMPLEX
FEEDING LIGHT ATMOSPHERIC GAS OIL CONTAINING 0.45 PCT S.
BESIDES ETHYLENE, VARIOUS BY-PRODUCTS ARE SEGREGATED
AND UPGRADED INTO MARKETABLE MATERIALS. THE COMPLEX INCLUDES
STEAM CRACKING, QUENCH, CRACKED PRODUCT FRACTIONATION,
BUTADIENE EXTRACTION, SEPARATION OF H2 AND CH4, HYDROGENA-
TION OF GASOLINE FRACTION, BTX EXTRACTION FROM A SEGREGATED
C6-8 CUT AND TOLUENE DEALKYLATION. ETHANE IS RECYCLED TO
THE CRACKING STEP.

REFERENCE: PEP REPORT 29B (IN PREPARATION) (JJLM,HWS)
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ETHYLENE

ETHYLENE
FROM ATMOSPHERIC GAS OIL

LOCATION: U.S. GULF COAST
PEP COST INDEX: 280

ETHYLENE
MILLION LB/YR

500 1,000 1,500

INVESTMENT, US$MILLION

BATTERY LIMITS 109.5 186.8 260.5
OFF-SITES 59.5 97.5 132.7

TOTAL FIXED CAPITAL 169.0 284.3 393.2
SCALING EXPONENTS 0.75 0.80

PRODUCTION COSTS, US C/LB

RAW MATERIALS 17.76 17.76 17.76
BY-PRODUCT CREDITS -18.81 -18.81 -18.81
UTILITIES 2.08 2.08 2.08
MAINTENANCE MATERIALS 0.44 0.37 0.35
OPERATING SUPPLIES 0.04 0.02 0.01

VARIABLE COSTS 1.51 1.42 1.39

OPERATING LABOR (21/SHIFT) 0.38 0.21 0.17
MAINTENANCE LABOR 0.44 0.37 0.35
CONTROL LABORATORY 0.08 0.04 0.03

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 2.41 2.04 1.94

PLANT OVERHEAD 0.71 0.50 0.44
TAXES AND INSURANCE 0.68 0.57 0.52
DEPRECIATION 3.38 2.84 2.62

PLANT GATE COST 7.18 5.95 5.52

G + A, SALES, RES., 5.0 PCT 1.81 1.68 1.63

NET PRODUCTION COST 8.99 7.63 7.15

25 PERCENT/YR ROI 8.45 7.11 6.55

PRODUCT VALUE 17.44 14.74 S 13.70
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ETHYLENE OXIDE
BY OXYGEN PROCESS

LOCATION: U.S. GULF COAST

RAW MATERIAL AND UTILITY COST, US C/LB

UNIT COST CONSUMPTION/LB C/LB

RAW MATERIALS

ETHYLENE 14.7C/LB 0.884 LB 13.03
OXYGEN 1.75C/LB 1.152 LB 2.02
SILVER CATALYST, EO $ 4.00/LB 0.00062 LB 0.25

GROSS RAW MATERIAL COST 15 30

UTILITIES

COOLING WATER 3C/1,000 GAL 34.1 GAL 0.10
STEAM $ 2.75/1,000 LB -2.5 LB -0.70
ELECTRICITY 1.75C/KWH 0.318 KWH 0.56

TOTAL UTILITIES -0.04

PROCESS DESCRIPTION:

ETHYLENE IS OXIDIZED WITH OXYGEN AT ABOUT 490 F (254 C)
AND 300 PSIG (21 ATM) OVER A SUPPORTED SILVER CATALYST PACK-
ED IN TUBES OF THE REACTOR. THE PER PASS CONVERSION OF ETH-
YLENE IS 10 PCT, WITH 76 PCT SELECTIVITY; REACTION SECTION
YIELD IS 72.7 PCT. THE PRINCIPAL BY-PRODUCT IS CARBON DIOX-
IDE. THE HEAT OF REACTION IS REMOVED BY SIMULTANEOUS GENER-
ATION OF STEAM.

THE ETHYLENE OXIDE IS ABSORBED IN WATER AND RECOVERED BY
DISTILLATION. UNREACTED ETHYLENE IS RECYCLED TO THE REACTOR
ALONG WITH THE OXYGEN AFTER CARBON DIOXIDE HAS BEEN REMOVED
BY ABSORPTION. ETHYLENE GLYCOL FORMED DURING THE RECOVERY
OPERATION IS SENT TO WASTE, BUT COULD BE RECOVERED FOR SALE.

REFERENCE: PEP REPORT 2B, P. 50-56; PEP REVIEWS, PEP 75-2-4 (YCY)
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ETHYLENE OXIDE

ETHYLENE OXIDE
BY OXYGEN PROCESS

LOCATION: U.S. GULF COAST
PEP COST INDEX: 280

ETHYLENE OXIDE
MILLION LB/YR

150 300 600

INVESTMENT, US$MILLION

BATTERY LIMITS 20 2 35.1 63.3
OFF-SITES 7.8 14.0 25.9

TOTAL FIXED CAPITAL 28.0 49.1 89.2
SCALING EXPONENTS 0.81 0.86

PRODUCTION COSTS, US C/LB

RAW MATERIALS 15.30 15.30 15.30
UTILITIES -0.04 -0.04 -0.04
MAINTENANCE MATERIALS 0.44 0.37 0.33
OPERATING SUPPLIES 0.03 0.01 0.01

VARIABLE COSTS 15.73 15.64 15.60

OPERATING LABOR ( 4/SHIFT) 0.20 0.13 0.12
MAINTENANCE LABOR 0.44 0.37 0.33
CONTROL LABORATORY 0.04 0.03 0.02

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 16.41 16.17 16.07

PLANT OVERHEAD 0.54 0.42 0.38
TAXES AND INSURANCE 0.37 0.33 0.30
DEPRECIATION 1.87 1.64 1.49

PLANT GATE COST 19.19 18.56 18.24

G + A, SALES, RES., 5.0 PCT 1.25 1.19 1.15

NET PRODUCTION COST 20.44 19.75 19.39

25 PERCENT/YR ROI 4.67 4.09 3.71

PRODUCT VALUE 25.11 23.84 S 23.10
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ETHYLENE GLYCOL
FROM ETHYLENE OXIDE

LOCATION: U.S. GULF COAST

RAW MATERIAL AND UTILITY COST, US C/LB

UNIT COST CONSUMPTION/LB C/LB

RAW MATERIALS

ETHYLENE OXIDE 23.8C/LB 0.872 LB 20.79

GROSS RAW MATERIAL COST 20.79

4

BY-PRODUCT CREDITS

DIETHYLENE GLYCOL 20.5C/LB 0.107 LB 2.19
TRIETHYLENE GLYCOL 30C/LB 0.028 LB 0.84

TOTAL CREDITS 3.03

UTILITIES

COOLING WATER 3C/1,000 GAL 13.7 GAL 0.04
STEAM $ 2.75/1,000 LB 5.35 LB 1.47
PROCESS WATER 40C/1,000 GAL 0.28 GAL 0.01
ELECTRICITY 1.75C/KWH 0.013 KWH 0.02

TOTAL UTILITIES 1.54

PROCESS DESCRIPTION:

ETHYLENE GLYCOL IS PRODUCED BY THE NONCATALYTIC LIQUID
PHASE HYDRATION OF ETHYLENE OXIDE AT 392 F (200 C) AND 215
PSIA (15 ATM). THE CONVERSION OF ETHYLENE OXIDE IS PRACTI-
CALLY COMPLETE. THE REACTOR EFFLUENT CONSISTS OF MONO-, DI-,
AND TRIGLYCOLS, THE RATIO OF WHICH DEPENDS ON THE RATIO OF
WATER TO ETHYLENE OXIDE IN THE FEED. WITH AN 8:1 WEIGHT RA-
TIO, APPROXIMATELY 88 WT PCT OF THE GLYCOL FRACTION IS MONO-
GLYCOL.

THE GLYCOLS ARE RECOVERED FROM THE REACTOR EFFLUENT BY
FIRST EVAPORATING MOST OF THE WATER IN A MULTIPLE-EFFECT
EVAPORATOR AND THEN SEPARATING THE REMAINING WATER, MONO-,
DI-, AND TRIGLYCOLS IN A SERIES OF VACUUM DISTILLATIONS.

REFERENCE: PEP REPORTS 70, 70A (HWS)
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ETHYLENE GLYCOL

ETHYLENE GLYCOL
FROM ETHYLENE OXIDE
---- ---------------------------------

LOCATION: U.S. GULF COAST
PEP COST INDEX: 280

ETHYLENE GLYCOL
MILLION LB/YR

-----------------------------------------------

200 400 800

INVESTMENT, US$MILLION

BATTERY LIMITS 6.1 10.0 17.6
OFF-SITES 6.6 11.4 20.4

TOTAL FIXED CAPITAL 12.7 21.4 38.0
SCALING EXPONENTS 0.75 0.83

PRODUCTION COSTS, US C/LB

RAW MATERIALS 20.79 20.79 20.79
BY-PRODUCT CREDITS -3.03 -3.03 -3.03
UTILITIES 1.54 1.54 1.54
MAINTENANCE MATERIALS 0.09 0.08 0.07
OPERATING SUPPLIES 0.02 0.01 NEGL

VARIABLE COSTS 19.41 19.39 19.37

OPERATING LABOR ( 4/SHIFT) 0.20 0.10 0.07
MAINTENANCE LABOR 0.09 0.08 0.07
CONTROL LABORATORY 0.04 0.02 0.01

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 19.74 19.59 19.52

PLANT OVERHEAD 0.26 0.16 0.12
TAXES AND INSURANCE 0.13 0.11 0.09
DEPRECIATION 0.64 0.53 0.47

PLANT GATE COST 20.77 20.39 20.20

G + A, SALES, RES., 5.0 PCT 1.34 1.30 1.29

NET PRODUCTION COST 22.11 21.69 21.49

25 PERCENT/YR ROI 1.59 1.34 1.19

PRODUCT VALUE 23.70 23.03 22.68
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ETHYLENE
FROM FULL RANGE NAPHTHA

LOCATION: WEST GERMANY
(US$1 = DM2.40)

RAW MATERIAL AND UTILITY COST, US C/LB

UNIT COST CONSUMPTION/LB C/LB

RAW MATERIALS

NAPHTHA (C5-400F) 6.09C/LB 2.97 LB 18-09

GROSS RAW MATERIAL COST 18.09

BY-PRODUCT CREDITS

PROPYLENE POLYMER GRADE 1OC/LB 0.43 LB 4.30
BUTADIENE 17C/LB 0.15 LB 2.55
BUTYLENES 4.54C/LB 0.13 LB 0.59
BENZENE 11.8C/LB 0.29 LB 3.42
XYLENES 8.39C/LB 0.074 LB 0.62
PYROLYSIS GASOLINE 6.aC/LB 0.22 LB 1.50
FUEL OIL (1.5 PCT S) 3 /LB 0.12 LB 0.41

TOTAL CREDITS 13.39

UTILITIES

COOLING WATER 3C/1,000 GAL 60.8 GAL 0.18
STEAM $ 2.82/1,000 LB 5 LB 1.41
ELECTRICITY 2.11C/KWH 0.054 KWH 0.11

TOTAL UTILITIES 1.70

PROCESS DESCRIPTION:

THE ECONOMICS COVER THE COSTS OF AN INTEGRATED COMPLEX, IN
WHICH, BESIDES ETHYLENE, VARIOUS BY-PRODUCTS ARE SEGREGATED
AND UPGRADED INTO MARKETABLE MATERIALS. THE COMPLEX INCLUDES
STEAM CRACKING, QUENCH, CRACKED PRODUCT FRACTIONATION,
BUTADIENE EXTRACTION, SEPARATION OF H2 AND CH4, HYDROGENA-
TION OF GASOLINE FRACTION, BTX EXTRACTION FROM A SEGREGATED
C6-8 CUT, AND TOLUENE DEALKYLATION. ETHANE IS RECYCLED TO
THE CRACKING STEP.

REFERENCE: PEP REVIEWS, PEP 75-3-1 (KEL)
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ETHYLENE

ETHYLENE
FROM FULL RANGE NAPHTHA

LOCATION: WEST GERMANY
(US$1 = DM2.40)

PEP COST INDEX: 280 - LOCATION FACTOR: 0.83

ETHYLENE
MILLION LB/YR

500 1,000 1,500

INVESTMENT, US$MILLION

BATTERY LIMITS 82.7 141.0 196.6
OFF-SITES 46.4 76.1 103.7

TOTAL FIXED CAPITAL 129.1 217.1 300.3
SCALING EXPONENTS 0.75 0.80

PRODUCTION COSTS, US C/LB

RAW MATERIALS 18.09 18.09 18.09
BY-PRODUCT CREDITS -13.39 -13.39 -13.39
UTILI TI ES 1.70 1.70 1.70
MAINTENANCE MATERIALS 0.33 0.28 0.26
OPERATING SUPPLIES 0.03 0.02 0.01

VARIABLE COSTS 6.76 6.70 6.67

OPERATING LABOR (20/SHIFT) 0.28 0.16 0.12
MA INTENANCE LABOR 0.33 0.28 0.26
CONTROL LABORATORY 0.06 0.03 0.02

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 7.43 7.17 7.07

PLANT OVERHEAD 0.53 0.37 0.33
TAXES AND INSURANCE 0.52 0.43 0.40
DEPRECIATION 2.21 1.86 1.71

PLANT GATE COST 10.69 9.83 9.51

G + A, SALES, RES., 5.0 PCT 1.61 1.51 1.47

NET PRODUCTION COST 12.30 11.34 10.98

25 PERCENT/YR ROI 6.45 5.43 5.00

PRODUCT VALUE 18.75 16.77 S 15.98
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ETHYLENE OXIDE
BY OXYGEN PROCESS

LOCATION: WEST GERMANY
(US$1 = DM2.40)

RAW MATERIAL AND UTILITY COST, US C/LB

UNIT COST CONSUMPTION/LB C/LB

RAW MATERIALS

ETHYLENE 16.8C/LB 0.884 LB 14.82
OXYGEN 1.5C/LB 1.152 LB 1.73
SILVER CATALYST, ED $ 4.00/LB 0.00062 LB 0.25

GROSS RAW MATERIAL COST 16.80

UTILITIES

COOLING WATER 3C/1,000 GAL 34.1 GAL 0.10
STEAM $ 2.82/1,000 LB -2.5 LB -0.71
ELECTRICITY 2.11C/KWH 0.318 KWH 0.67

TOTAL UTILITIES 0.06

PROCESS DESCRIPTION:

ETHYLENE IS OXIDIZED WITH OXYGEN AT ABOUT 490 F (254 C)
AND 300 PSIG (21 ATM) OVER A SUPPORTED SILVER CATALYST PACK-
ED IN TUBES OF THE REACTOR. THE PER PASS CONVERSION OF ETH-
YLENE IS 10 PCT, WITH 76 PCT SELECTIVITY; REACTION SECTION
YIELD IS 72.7 PCT. THE PRINCIPAL BY-PRODUCT IS CARBON DIOX-
IDE. THE HEAT OF REACTION IS REMOVED BY SIMULTANEOUS GENER-
ATION OF STEAM.

THE ETHYLENE OXIDE IS ABSORBED IN WATER AND RECOVERED BY
DISTILLATION. UNREACTED ETHYLENE IS RECYCLED TO THE REACTOR
ALONG WITH THE OXYGEN AFTER CARBON DIOXIDE HAS BEEN REMOVED
BY ABSORPTION. ETHYLENE GLYCOL FORMED DURING THE RECOVERY
OPERATION IS SENT TO WASTE, BUT COULD BE RECOVERED FOR SALE.

REFERENCE: PEP REPORT 2B, P. 50-56; PEP REVIEWS, PEP 75-2-4 (YCY)
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ETHYLENE OXIDE

ETHYLENE OXIDE
BY OXYGEN PROCESS

LOCATION: WEST GERMANY
(US$1 = DM2.40)

PEP COST INDEX: 280 - LOCATION FACTOR: 0.83

ETHYLENE OXIDE
MILLION LB/YR

150 300 600

INVESTMENT, US$MILLION

BATTERY LIMITS 16.7 29.1 52.5

OFF-SITES 6.6 11.7 21.5

TOTAL FIXED CAPITAL 23.3 40.8 74.0

SCALING EXPONENTS 0.81 0.86

PRODUCTION COSTS, US C/LB

RAW MATERIALS 16.80 16.80 16.80

UTILITIES 0.06 0.06 0.06

MAINTENANCE MATERIALS 0.36 0.30 0.28

OPERATING SUPPLIES 0.02 0.01 0.01

VARIABLE COSTS 17.24 17.17 17.15

OPERATING LABOR ( 4/SHIFT) 0.16 0.10 0.09
MAINTENANCE LABOR 0.36 0.30 0.28
CONTROL LABORATORY 0.03 0.02 0.02

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 17.79 17.59 17.54

PLANT OVERHEAD 0.44 0.34 0.31

TAXES AND INSURANCE 0.31 0.27 . 0.25
DEPRECIATION 1.33 1.16 1.05

PLANT GATE COST 19.87 19.36 19.15

G + A, SALES, RES., 5.0 PCT 1.25 1.20 1.17

NET PRODUCTION COST 21.12 20.56 20.32

25 PERCENT/YR ROI 3.88 3.40 3.08

PRODUCT VALUE 25.00 23.96 S 23.40
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ETHYLENE GLYCOL
FROM ETHYLENE OXIDE

LOCATION: WEST GERMANY
(US$1 = DM2.40)

RAW MATERIAL AND UTILITY COST, US C/LB

UNIT COST CONSUMPTION/LB C/LB

RAW MATERIALS

ETHYLENE OXIDE 24C/LB 0.872 LB 20.89

GROSS RAW MATERIAL COST 20.89

BY-PRODUCT CREDITS

DIETHYLENE GLYCOL 19C/LB 0.107 LB 2.03
TRIETHYLENE GLYCOL 34C/LB 0.028 LB 0.95

TOTAL CREDITS 2.98

UTILITIES

COOLING WATER 3C/1,000 GAL 13.7 GAL 0.04
STEAM $ 2.82/1,000 LB 5.35 LB 1.51
PROCESS WATER 40C/1,000 GAL 0.28 GAL 0.01
ELECTRICITY 2.11C/KWH 0.013 KWH 0.03

TOTAL UTILITIES 1.59

PROCESS DESCRIPTION:

ETHYLENE GLYCOL IS PRODUCED BY THE NONCATALYTIC LIQUID
PHASE HYDRATION OF ETHYLENE OXIDE AT 392 F (200 C) AND 215
PSIA (15 ATM). THE CONVERSION OF ETHYLENE OXIDE IS PRACTI-
CALLY COMPLETE. THE REACTOR EFFLUENT CONSISTS OF MONO-, DI-,
AND TRIGLYCOLS, THE RATIO OF WHICH DEPENDS ON THE RATIO OF
WATER TO ETHYLENE OXIDE IN THE FEED. WITH AN 8:1 WEIGHT RA-
TIO, APPROXIMATELY 88 WT PCT OF THE GLYCOL FRACTION IS MONO-
GLYCOL.

THE GLYCOLS ARE RECOVERED FROM THE REACTOR EFFLUENT BY
FIRST EVAPORATING MOST OF THE WATER IN A MULTIPLE-EFFECT
EVAPORATOR AND THEN SEPARATING THE REMAINING WATER, MONO-,
DI-, AND TRIGLYCOLS IN A SERIES OF VACUUM DISTILLATIONS.

REFERENCE: PEP REPORTS 70, 70A (HWS)
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ETHYLENE GLYCOL

ETHYLENE GLYCOL
FROM ETHYLENE OXIDE

LOCATION: WEST GERMANY
(US$1 = DM2.40)

PEP COST INDEX: 280 - LOCATION FACTOR: 0.83

ETHYLENE GLYCOL
MILLION LB/YR

200 400 800

INVESTMENT, US$MILLION

BATTERY LIMITS 5.0 8.3 14.6
OFF-SITES 5.5 9.4 16.9

TOTAL FIXED CAPITAL 10.5 17.7 31.5
SCALING EXPONENTS 0.75 0.83

PRODUCTION COSTS, US C/LB

RAW MATERIALS 20.89 20.89 20.89
BY-PRODUCT CREDITS -2.98 -2.98 -2.98
UTILITIES 1.59 1.59 1.59
MAINTENANCE MATERIALS 0.08 0.06 0.05
OPERATING SUPPLIES 0.02 0.01 NEGL

VARIABLE COSTS 19.60 19.57 19.55

OPERATING LABOR ( 4/SHIFT) 0.16 0.08 0.06
MAINTENANCE LABOR 0.08 0.06 0.05
CONTROL LABORATORY 0.03 0.02 0.01

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 19.87 19.73 19.67

PLANT OVERHEAD 0.21 0.12 0.10
TAXES AND INSURANCE 0.11 0.09 0.08
DEPRECIATION 0.45 0.38 0.34

PLANT GATE COST 20.64 20.32 20.19

G + A, SALES, RES., 5.0 PCT 1.31 1.28 1.27

NET PRODUCTION COST 21.95 21.60 21.46

25 PERCENT/YR ROI 1.32 1.11 0.99

PRODUCT VALUE 23.27 22.71 22.45
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ETHYLENE
FROM FULL RANGE NAPHTHA

LOCATION: JAPAN
(US$1 = Y280)

RAW MATERIAL AND UTILITY COST, US C/LB

UNIT COST CONSUMPTION/LB C/LB

RAW MATERIALS

NAPHTHA (C5-400F) 6.8C/LB 2.97 LB 20.20

GROSS RAW MATERIAL COST 20.20

BY-PRODUCT CREDITS

PROPYLENE POLYMER GRADE 12.1C/LB 0.43 LB 5.21
BUTADIENE 15.2C/LB 0.15 LB 2.28
BUTYLENES 5.81C/LB 0.13 LB 0.76
BENZENE 13.3C/LB 0.29 LB 3.86
XYLENES 11.8C/LB 0.074 LB 0.87
PYROLYSIS GASOLINE 7.12C LB 0.22 LB 1.57
FUEL OIL (1.5 PCT S) 4.85C/LB 0.12 LB 0.58

TOTAL CREDITS 15.13

UTILITIES

COOLING WATER 4.1C/1,000 GAL 60.8 GAL 0.25
STEAM $ 3.28/1,000 LB 5 LB 1.64
ELECTRICITY 3.45C/KWH 0.054 KWH 0.19

TOTAL UTILITIES 2.08

PROCESS DESCRIPTION:

THE ECONOMICS COVER THE COSTS OF AN INTEGRATED COMPLEX, IN
WHICH, BESIDES ETHYLENE, VARIOUS BY-PRODUCTS ARE SEGREGATED
AND UPGRADED INTO MARKETABLE MATERIALS. THE COMPLEX INCLUDES
STEAM CRACKING, QUENCH, CRACKED PRODUCT FRACTIONATION,
BUTADIENE EXTRACTION, SEPARATION OF H2 AND CH4, HYDROGENA-
TION OF GASOLINE FRACTION, BTX EXTRACTION FROM A SEGREGATED
C6-8 CUT, AND TOLUENE DEALKYLATION. ETHANE IS RECYCLED TO
THE CRACKING STEP.

REFERENCE: PEP REVIEWS, PEP 75-3-1 (KEL)
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ETHYLENE

ETHYLENE
FROM FULL RANGE NAPHTHA

LOCATION: JAPAN

(US$1 = Y280)
PEP COST INDEX: 280 - LOCATION FACTOR: 0.77

ETHYLENE
MILLION LB/YR

500 1,000 1,500

INVESTMENT, US$MILLION

BATTERY LIMITS 76.7 130.8 182.4
OFF-SITES 43.0 70.6 96.1

TOTAL FIXED CAPITAL 119.7 201.4 278.5
SCALING EXPONENTS 0.75 0.80

PRODUCTION COSTS, US C/LB

RAW MATERIALS 20.20 20.20 20.20
BY-PRODUCT CREDITS -15.13 -15.13 -15.13
UTILITIES 2.08 2.08 2.08
MAINTENANCE MATERIALS 0.31 0.26 0.24
OPERATING SUPPLIES 0.03 0.01 0.01

VARIABLE COSTS 7.49 7.42 7.40

OPERATING LABOR (20/SHIFT) 0.26 0.14 0.12
MAINTENANCE LABOR 0.31 0.26 0.24
CONTROL LABORATORY 0.05 0.03 0.02

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 8.11 7.85 7.78

PLANT OVERHEAD 0.37 0.26 0.23
TAXES AND INSURANCE 0.36 0.30 0.28
DEPRECIATION 2.63 2.22 2.04

PLANT GATE COST 11.47 10.63 10.33

G + A, SALES, RES. , 5.0 PCT 1.71 1.62 1.58

NET PRODUCTION COST 13.18 12.25 11.91

25 PERCENT/YR ROI 5.99 5.03 4.64

PRODUCT VALUE 19.17 17.28 S 16.55
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ETHYLENE OXIDE
BY OXYGEN PROCESS

LOCATION: JAPAN

(US$1 = Y280)

RAW MATERIAL AND UTILITY COST, US C/LB

UNIT COST CONSUMPTION/LB C/LB

RAW MATERIALS

ETHYLENE 17.3C/LB 0.884 LB 15.28
OXYGEN 1.7C/LB 1.152 LB 1.96
SILVER CATALYST, EO $ 4.00/LB 0.00062 LB 0.25

GROSS RAW MATERIAL COST 17.49

UTILITIES

COOLING WATER 4.1C/1,000 GAL 34.1 GAL 0.14
STEAM $ 3.28/1,000 LB -2.5 LB -0.83
ELECTRICITY 3.45C/KWH 0.318 KWH 1.10

TOTAL UTILITIES 0.41

PROCESS DESCRIPTION:

ETHYLENE IS OXIDIZED WITH OXYGEN AT ABOUT 490 F (254 C)
AND 300 PSIG (21 ATM) OVER A SUPPORTED SILVER CATALYST PACK-
ED IN TUBES OF THE REACTOR. THE PER PASS CONVERSION OF ETH-
YLENE IS 10 PCT, WITH 76 PCT SELECTIVITY; REACTION SECTION
YIELD IS 72.7 PCT. THE PRINCIPAL BY-PRODUCT IS CARBON DIOX-
IDE. THE HEAT OF REACTION IS REMOVED BY SIMULTANEOUS GENER-
ATION OF STEAM.

THE ETHYLENE OXIDE IS ABSORBED IN WATER AND RECOVERED BY
DISTILLATION. UNREACTED ETHYLENE IS RECYCLED TO THE REACTOR
ALONG WITH THE OXYGEN AFTER CARBON DIOXIDE HAS BEEN REMOVED
BY ABSORPTION. ETHYLENE GLYCOL FORMED DURING THE RECOVERY
OPERATION IS SENT TO WASTE, BUT COULD BE RECOVERED FOR SALE.

REFERENCE: PEP REPORT 2B, P. 50-56; PEP REVIEWS, PEP 75-2-4 (YCY)
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ETHYLENE OXIDE

ETHYLENE OXIDE
BY OXYGEN PROCESS

LOCATION: JAPAN
(US$1 = Y280)

PEP COST INDEX: 280 - LOCATION FACTOR: 0.77

ETHYLENE OXIDE
MILLION LB/YR

150 300 600

INVESTMENT, US$MILLION

BATTERY LIMITS 15.5 27.0 48.7
OFF-SITES 6.1 10.8 19.9

TOTAL FIXED CAPITAL 21.6 37.8 68.6
SCALING EXPONENTS 0.81 0.86

PRODUCTION COSTS, US C/LB

RAW MATERIALS 17.49 17.49 17.49
UTI LITIES 0.41 0.41 0 41
MAINTENANCE MATERIALS 0.34 0.28 0.26
OPERATING SUPPLIES 0.02 0.01 NEGL

VARIABLE COSTS 18.26 18.19 18.16

OPERATING LABOR ( 4/SHIFT) 0.14 0 10 0.08
MAINTENANCE LABOR 0.34 0.28 0.26
CONTROL LABORATORY 0.03 0.02 0.02

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 18.77 18.59 18.52

PLANT OVERHEAD 0.30 0.24 0.21
TAXES AND INSURANCE 0.22 0.19 0.17
DEPRECIATION 1.58 1.39 1.26

PLANT GATE COST 20.87 20.41 20.16

G + A, SALES, RES., 5.0 PCT 1.29 1.24 1.21

NET PRODUCTION COST 22.16 21.65 21.37

25 PERCENT/YR ROI 3.60 3.15 2.86

PRODUCT VALUE 25.76 24.80 S 24.23
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ETHYLENE GLYCOL
FROM ETHYLENE OXIDE

LOCATION: JAPAN
(US$1 = Y280)

RAW MATERIAL AND UTILITY COST, US C/LB

UNIT COST CONSUMPTION/LB C/LB

RAW MATERIALS

ETHYLENE OXIDE 24.8C/LB 0.872 LB 21.63

GROSS RAW MATERIAL COST 21.63

BY-PRODUCT CREDITS

DIETHYLENE GLYCOL 19.4C/LB 0.107 LB 2.08
TRIETHYLENE GLYCOL 28.8C/LB 0.028 LB 0.81

TOTAL CREDITS 2.89

UTILITIES

COOLING WATER 4.1C/1,000 GAL 13.7 GAL 0.06

STEAM $ 3.28/1,000 LB 5.35 LB 1.75

PROCESS WATER 31C/1,000 GAL 0.28 GAL 0.01

ELECTRICITY 3.45C/KWH 0.013 KWH 0.04

TOTAL UTILITIES 1.86

PROCESS DESCRIPTION:

ETHYLENE GLYCOL IS PRODUCED BY THE NONCATALYTIC LIQUID

PHASE HYDRATION OF ETHYLENE OXIDE AT 392 F (200 C) AND 215

PSIA (15 ATM). THE CONVERSION OF ETHYLENE OXIDE IS PRACTI-

CALLY COMPLETE. THE REACTOR EFFLUENT CONSISTS OF MONO-, DI-,
AND TRIGLYCOLS, THE RATIO OF WHICH DEPENDS ON THE RATIO OF

WATER TO ETHYLENE OXIDE IN THE FEED. WITH AN 8:1 WEIGHT RA-

TIO, APPROXIMATELY 88 WT PCT OF THE GLYCOL FRACTION IS MONO-

GLYCOL.
THE GLYCOLS ARE' RECOVERED FROM THE REACTOR EFFLUENT BY

FIRST EVAPORATING MOST OF THE WATER IN A MULTIPLE-EFFECT

EVAPORATOR AND THEN SEPARATING THE REMAINING WATER, MONO-,

DI-, AND TRIGLYCOLS IN A SERIES OF VACUUM DISTILLATIONS.

REFERENCE: PEP REPORTS 70, 70A (HWS)
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ETHYLENE GLYCOL

ETHYLENE GLYCOL
FROM ETHYLENE OXIDE

LOCATION: JAPAN
(US$1 = Y280)

PEP COST INDEX: 280 - LOCATION FACTOR: 0.77

ETHYLENE GLYCOL
MILLION LB/YR

200 400 800

INVESTMENT, US$MILLION

BATTERY LIMITS 4.7 7.7 13.5
OFF-SITES 5.1 8.8 15.7

TOTAL FIXED CAPITAL 9.8 16.5 29.2
SCALING EXPONENTS 0.75 0.82

PRODUCTION COSTS, US C/L8

RAW MATERIALS 21.63 21.63 21.63
BY-PRODUCT CREDITS -2.89 -2.89 -2.89
UTILITIES 1.86 1.86 1.86
MAINTENANCE MATERIALS 0.07 0.06 0.05
OPERATING SUPPLIES 0.01 0.01 NEGL

VARIABLE COSTS 20.68 20.67 20.65

OPERATING LABOR ( 4/SHIFT) 0.14 0.07 0.05
MAINTENANCE LABOR 0.07 0.06 0.05
CONTROL LABORATORY 0.03 0.01 0.01

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 20.92 20.81 20.76

PLANT OVERHEAD 0.15 0.09 0.07
TAXES AND INSURANCE 0.07 0.06 0.05
DEPRECIATION 0.54 0.45 0.40

PLANT GATE COST 21.68 21.41 21.28

G + A, SALES, RES., 5.0 PCT 1.36 1.33 1.32

NET PRODUCTION COST 23.04 22.74 22.60

25 PERCENT/YR ROI 1.22 1.03 0.91

PRODUCT VALUE 24.26 23.77 23.51
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Anthony R. Perram,Chief, IPDD2 DATE:October 11, 1977

FROM: Don n, Jean-Fra& Rischard andR eta

SUBJECT: BRAZIL: COPESUL Petrochemical Project
Issues Paper

1. The appraisal mission for the COPESUL Project visited Brazil
September 12-30, 1977. The findings of the mission are summarized in
the following two parts. Part A gives some background information on
the Project, summarizing and complementing the information given in
the Project Preparation Report (August 19, 1977). Part B discusses the
issues which are outstanding and contains the mission's recommendations.
A list of the organizations visited and persons met is attached as Annex 1.

A. PROJECT BACKGROUND

Objectives, Scope and Location

2. The COPESUL Project will form the core of the Country's third
petrochemical complex, to be located in Rio Grande do Sul. It is in
line with the Government's policy of decentralizing industry away from
the congested Sao Paulo area while promoting regional development, and
of improving the Country's long-term balance of payment prospects.
Brazil is likely to attain self-sufficiency in a large number of petro-
chemicals with the commissioning of the Third Complex and net foreign
exchange savings and earnings are expected to exceed US$550 million
(1977 prices) at full capacity operation.

3. Starting from naphtha feedstock, the COPESUL Project will
supply basic raw materials such as ethylene, propylene, butadiene and
benzene for supply to at least seven downstream (or second generation)
units with the following capacities for plastics and synthetic rubber:

Tons per Year (TPY)

Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) I 100,000
Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) II 115,000
High-density polyethylene (HDPE) 60,000
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 240,000
Polypropylene (PP) 50,000
Styrene/Polystyrene (PS) 100,000/80,000
Styrene Butadiene Rubber (SBR) 80,000

Government approval for six of these seven units has been granted and the
approval for the seventh is due within a month. Three other smaller
projects are under development, and others will undoubtedly be added
over time. The COPESUL plant has the flexibility of changing the mix
of materials produced by modifying the cracking conditions (or severity);
the output of the main material, ethylene, can accordingly vary between
420,000 and more than 470,000 tpy, with little change in total operating
costs.
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4. The Project will include large utility generating facilities to
serve all the downstream units in addition to its own needs. COPESUL will
also fulfill a number of complex-wide coordination functions and provide
some infrastructure and services on the same basis.

5. Location will be a large, new industrial estate about 30km from
Porto Alegre, with good access to road, rail and river transportation.
Naphtha will be supplied via pipeline from a nearby PETROBRAS refinery,
whose expansion has already reached the early stages of implementation.
Arrangements for supply of coal are under study and no major problems are
foreseen in that respect. A well-developed manpower training program is
already underway, under the joint sponsorship of PETROBRAS, COPESUL and
the Rio Grande do Sul State.

Project Status

6. COPESUL is now incorporated in its final form and its capital
was raised to Cr.$800 million. Its staff currently numbers 170 people,
most of whom have been involved in the implementation of the second petro-
chemical complex in Bahia. The engineering contract with Technip/KTI of
France became effective in May 1977 and project implementation is underway.
Work has begun on the site and procurement arrrangements for time-critical
items has now started (para. 24).

Project Cost

7. Total financing required for the project, including the ethylene
plant and the utility center for the complex, amounts to US$825 million,
including US$76 million in interest during construction, US$50 million in
working capital, and US$108 million in price escalation. Details are
shown in Annex 2. Capital costs have been conservatively estimated based
on detailed data from the second complex now nearing completion in Bahia,
from Technip and on quotes from Brazilian equipment manufacturers. The
estimates are satisfactory and conceivably 5 to 10% on the high side in
constant dollars. Escalation is believed to have been adequately taken
into account. For construction costs, which usually increase faster than
average inflation in Brazil, COPESUL has added extra contingencies.

8. Total foreign exchange financing required for the project amounts
to US$275 million, including US$42 million in interest during construction
and US$60 million in indirect foreign exchange. This estimate is based
on a 50/50 equipment and materials split between local reserve and ICB, to
which the Government has agreed (para. 31).

Sponsors Ownership and Financing

9. The project will be sponsored by PETROBRAS through is subsidiary
PETROQUISA (51% of COPESUL equity) and by BNDE (National Development Bank)
both directly through a large local currency loan, and indirectly through
its affiliate FIBASE which will subscribe to 49% of COPESUL's equity.
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FIBASE plans to sell its shares at a later stage to the private companies
which will sponsor the downstream units surrounding the COPESUL plant.
Foreign exchange financing would be provided through the proposed World
Bank loan, a loan from IDB supplementing an earlier IDB loan covering
COPESUL's foreign engineering expenditures, a credit line extended by
French banks tied to purchases from France,and other commercial
(Euro-currency) loans. The financing plan is relatively complex and
constitutes one of the major issues (paras. 15 to 22).

Financial and Economic Analysis

10. COPESUL's projected financial return, based on prices currently
charged by the raw materials plant of the Sao Paulo Complex, is between
10% and 13% according to the product mix and degree of cracking severity
chosen (para. 3). The project is expected to break even at about 40%
of its capacity. COPESUL's financial prospects are satisfactory. Present
Government policy is to allow price levels assuring a 16% after tax return on
investment at 80% capacity utilization to all chemical producers. This
would improve the estimated financial profitability of COPESUL, but might
affect market development (para. 37).

11. The project's preliminary economic return has been estimated at
between 13% and 14% based on a set of reasonable economic transfer prices
for the major outputs. Relevant economic prices are nevertheless
difficult to determine for the main products such as ethylene and
propylene since they are not commonly traded (due to large shipping costs)
but rather used captively. The economic analysis of a project such as
COPESUL has therefore to be done on a complex-wide basis, starting from
naphtha all the way to the products of the downstream units. This
analysis will be included in the appraisal report and is expected to show
a somewhat higher return for COPESUL and the Complex as a whole than the
preliminary return calculated for COPESUL alone based on assumed transfer
prices.

Market and Sector Background

12. The success of the Third Complex depends on the domestic
petrochemical market; only a small portion of its output is expected
to be temporarily for export. We have now completed an econometric
projection exercise for the Brazilian petrochemical market, based on
post-oil crisis petrochemical consumption data in about 40 countries covering
a large range of development levels. This forecast is believed to be more
up-to-date than earlier forecasts produced by the Brazilians. Preliminary
results show that the Bank forecast, while being considerably more
conservative, still indicates that the timing of the Complex is adequate.

13. We have also received and reviewed the survey of the plastic and
rubber transformation industries and end-uses in Brazil prepared by our
consultant, which concludes that the market prospects for the products to
be produced by the Complex are good, especially in the South where a large
range of plastic and rubber end-use products have a strong potential mainly
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in the agriculture, industry and construction sectors. The degree to
which the market actually develops depends, however, on the pricing
philosophy applied after Brazil moves from a situation where one single
petrochemical complex enjoys a quasi-monopoly in a protected sellers'
market, to one where several complexes will have to compete within more
balanced demand and supply conditions. This issue is discussed below
(para. 37).

B. ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

14. A number of issues have been identified and are discussed below:

(i) Financing plan for COPESUL
(ii) Financing of downstream units

(iii) Procurement, allocation, terms and amount of World Bank loan
(iv) Reserve List
(v) Infrastructure and environmental control

(vi) Offtake and pricing arrangements
(vii) Market potential and pricing of petrochemicals.

Financing Plan for COPESUL

15. The financing plan for COPESUL, shown in Annex 3, is complex
and presents several problems.

16. IDB has already extended a loan to cover foreign engineering
costs up to an amount of US$18 million, and expects to be able to
provide another US$80 million (a figure apparently limited by its lending
program) to finance preallocated items (related to the utilities plant,
and procured under ICB -- see para. 31). Terms will be approximately the
same as those proposed for the IBRD loan. IDB intends to describe in
rather specific terms what items it will finance. For the interest of
the project, the Bank should collaborate with IDB in defining equipment
lists in a flexible manner so as to allow for items to be shifted from
one Bank's allocation list to the other's.

17. A syndicate of French banks led by the Credit Lyonnais has agreed
to provide up to US$80 million equivalent as a credit line tied to purchases
from France. COPESUL plans to make use of this credit line, which finances
85% of each contract with a French supplier, after ICB. We estimate
that about US$30 million of this credit line corresponding to US$37 million
in orders to French suppliers could thus be used efficiently without

significant price and/or performance penalties. We recommend that this

figure be used in determining the amount of the IBRD loan.

18. Commercial, untied loans would also be needed, mainly to finance
interest during construction on the foreign loans. Such financing, the
amount of which partly depends on the IBRD loan amount, is likely to be
available, but since the terms would be relatively short, it should be
minimized to improve COPESUL's debt servicing ability in the early
operating years. Since such financing will not be needed in significant
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amounts through 1978, we do not propose to make arrangements for these
loans a condition to the IBRD loan. Rather, we propose to rely on
adequate assurances from COPESUL and the Government that all necessary funds
be made available (para. 22 below).

19. BNDE, the major lender, will provide about US$230 million
equivalent (at 1977 constant prices in local)currency. The loan agreement
was signed in December 1976 and provides for a comparatively short 10
year repayment period including 4-1/2 years of grace, and a 6% annual
interest charge plus monetary correction. Application of an existing
Government program which covers loan agreements signed before January 1,
1977 could, however, limit- the monetary correction to 20% per year, if
approved by the Government in the case of COPESUL. Any difference
between actual monetary correction and these 20% would be paid to BNDE
from federal sources. We recommend accepting the relatively short
repayment terms on the BNDE loan provided the maximum monetary correction
of 20% is granted. If not, the BNDE repayment terms would likely have to
be increased to give COPESUL a satisfactory debt service coverage.

20. The grace period on the BNDE loan starts running at its
effective date on December 1976. We have requested COPESUL to renegotiate
the starting date of the grace period to December 1977 to avoid repayments
in 1981. This is only a minor problem and should not constitute an issue.

21. Equity (40% of project financing) will be provided by PETROQUISA
(51%) and by FIBASE (49%). FIBASE's only resources for the coming years
are from BNDE. PETROQUISA's investment program in the coming years exceeds
its cash-generating potential and hence it will depend on PETROBRAS for
additional funds.

22. The project's success depends greatly on the timely and adequate
provision of funds. Delays for COPESUL are likely to delay the entire
Complex and could therefore carry a high cost to the economy, mainly by
postponing the realization of the large foreign exchange saving expected
(para. 2). We recommend therefore that shareholders' agreements be
obtained from FIBASE and PETROQUISA assuring efficient implementation of
the project including an adequate and timely flow of funds. In addition,
we propose that the timely and adequate provision of BNDE funds and,
in general, of all financing required for the project be assured by the
Government.

Financing of Downstream Units

23. BNDE's role, and to a lesser degree FIBASE's and PETROQUISA's,
in financing the downstream companies is also critical. In most cases
final arrangements for financing of the already identified and approved
downstream projects will not be completed until the second half of 1978;
the implementation of these units can in most instances start somewhat
later than COPESUL due to shorter construction periods. Therefore, we do
not propose to make shareholders' and loan agreements for the currently
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identified downstream units a condition to the proposed Bank loan to
COPESUL, but instead rely on assurances from the Government, similar to

those mentioned under para. 22, that adequate and timely funds will be
made available to BNDE, FIBASE and PETROQUISA, to enable them to provide

necessary financing for all downstream units. Since the entire complex
has reportedly been given priority by the Government and will have
received all required Government approvals prior to loan negotiations,
this general covenant should be adequate. The Government is aware of the
large economic and financial petalties in case of significant delays.
Financing for the required infrastructure is mentioned below (para. 33).

Procurement, Allocation, Terms and Amount of Bank Loan

24. The project is already underway with Technip's contract effective
in May 1977 (para. 6). Arrangements for procurement are now being made
in accordance with procedures satisfactory to both IBRD and IDB. To avoid

delaying the project, some advance contracting prior to presentation of the

proposed loan to the Executive Directors will likely be required (COPESUL

and the Government have been informed that any procurement decisions
prior to Board approval are at their own risk). We recommend that advance

contracting up to 25% of the proposed Bank loan be agreed. We also
propose retroactive financing up to 5% of the proposed Bank Loan be agreed
to cover downpayments on advance contracts. Although we will minimize
advance contracting and retroactive financing wherever possible by
allocating early procurement (comprising time critical items) to other
financing sources some provision on the Bank's part is desirable to avoid
a costly 2 to 4 month delay (para. 22).

25. To make the maximum efficient use of the French tied credit,
COPESUL proposes to follow the World Bank's ICB procedures and then

post-allocate any items won by French suppliers to the French credit.
This procedure is actually the only practical way to use the French credit.
CACEX, the Brazilian import authority for capital goods, has only agreed
to a 50% national reserve list (para. 31) if most of the balance was
purchased under ICB following Bank-style procedures. Full use of the
French Credit would have probably resulted in a 70-80% national reserve
list. Use of both tied and non-competitive procurement sources would
have been prohibitively costly for COPESUL.

26. The Credit Lyonnais has agreed to postallocation , and we
recommend that post-allocation be agreed to in principle, with the under-
standing that COPESUL can, at any time, elect to allocate bid packages
to the French credit as long as significant price penalties are not
incurred. This will insure maximum flexibility and the efficient use of
the French credit. Such flexibility is particularly needed as IDB has
expressed a strong preference for preallocation and COPESUL and we have
agreed.
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27. The French credit would only disburse against 85% of the
amount of purchase orders placed in France and COPESUL has requested
that IBRD finance the 15% balance. We recommend covering these partial
payments through the Bank loan provided that the above-mentioned
post-allocation procedure after ICB has been followed and that no taxes
or uneligible charges are included. A similar procedure was agreed to
in another industrial project in the case of a Japanese tied credit to
facilitate the use of such credit (Pakistan/Fauji-Agrico Fertilizer
Project).

28. We recommend a direct loan to COPESUL at a 10% annual interest
(the prevailing Bank lending rate plus the guarantee fee payable to the
Government) with fifteen years of repayment including four years of grace.
These lending terms are identical with those of recent industrial loans
to Brazil.

29. We propose a Bank loan of US$75 million as in the current lending
program for BrazilA/. However, up to US$87 million could be justified on
project grounds and to simplify financial arrangements for COPESUL, by
including interest during construction of US$12 million. COPESUL, as a
newly formed company, will have to rely on external funds until commercial
operation is attained in 1982. Alternatively, interest during construction
would have to be provided by the shareholders or through relatively
shorter term commercial loans (para. 18). Since total interest during
construction on foreign loans is estimated at about US$40 million, the
provision of funds by the Bank to cover interest during construction on
its own lown (as well as by IDB for its own loan) is desirable. In any
case, we recommend that interest during construction be included in the
IBRD loan allocation, irrespective of the agreed loan amount.

30. Finally, COPESUL has requested that IBRD agree to establish
a US$5 million revolving fund account to expedite disbursements for
orders and downpayments under US$50,000. A similar procedure was successfully
applied in the Indonesia Pusri III Fertilizer Project, and we recommend
that the provision of a revolving fund be agreed.

Reserve List

31. The Government has agreed to a 50/50 equipment and materials
split between local reserve and ICB (para. 8). Normal Brazilian
procurement policies would have resulted in an overall 70-80% national
reserve list. This 50/50 split will actually be achieved by sub-dividing
the project into two parts (i) the boilers for the utility center, to
be procured on a 100% ICB basis (allocated to IDB for financing), and
(ii) the petrochemical raw materials plant with a 67/33% split between
locally reserved and ICB-procured items. Our preference would be for a
50-55% reserve list on the raw materials plant. We estimate that the
price penalty for following a 67% rather than a 55% reserve list is

1/ US$75 million is also the maximum amount the Bank could disburse
against in the equipment and materials category, assuming US$30 million
are financed through the French Credit line and US$80 million by IDB.
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approximately US$15 million, or about 2% of total project cost, and

therefore acceptable. Technical quality and delivery should not be a

problem. We therefore believe that the higher reserve list is a reasonable

compromise and we recommend its acceptance. If we shadow-priced the

currency and were to measure the total impact on the local capital goods

industry, the overall effect on the Brazilian economy could very well be

positive.

Infrastructure and Environmental Control

32. A specially created agency of the Rio Grande do Sul State

Government, CONPETRO, is responsible for coordinating a number of required

infrastructure projects including water and sewerage, roads, rails and

jetties, that will be implemented by several different State and Federal

organizations. Financing for a large part of the infrastructure require-

ments, mainly water and sewerage, will be available through established

programs from the National Housing Bank (BNH/PLANASA). Sufficient funds

are likely to be available, but CONPETRO and the other local agencies

appear to be administratively weak. COPESUL has agreed to supervise

closely all infrastructure projects and will take on the responsibility for

the implementation of the sub-projects if local authorities do not

act in a timely fashion (a contract to that effect has been concluded

between COPESUL and CONPETRO). Although infrastructure requirements are

critical to the overall success of the petrochemical complex, we believe

that COPESUL's already agreed involvement is sufficient and we only
propose that we seek assurances (or confirmation) to that effect.

33. One weakness of the local authorities has been (so far) the
inability to set specific environmental standards that apply to the

project. COPESUL has taken the lead, and prepared water and air standards

that it proposes to use (based on the COPENE project in Bahia and relevant

standards in US and Europe). We are reviewing COPESUL's standards and
its management has agreed to reassess them if we believe tighter standards

should apply. We should seek adequate assurance from the Government

that reasonable and sound environmental standards will be established in

sufficient time to permit project design and execution to proceed

efficiently and that adequate funds will be provided to install facilities

as required by these standards.

Offtake and Pricing Arrangements

34. The major raw materials to be produced by COPESUL, ethylene and

propylene, are gases which are not usable as such and cannot be transported

over a long distance unless at a high cost. The downstream units are

thus essential to the success of the COPESUL projects; inversely, though,

the downstream units cannot be supplied with their major raw materials

from outside the Complex, Because of the early stage and later schedule
of most downstream projects (para. 23), and because of the difficulty of

determining long-range prices at this stage, it would nevertheless seem
unreasonable to expect that offtake and pricing agreements could or should

be concluded between COPESUL and those downstream units which are already

approved until sometime before the beginning of commercial operations
by early 1982.
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35. It would thus appear important to obtain assurances regarding
the effective and timely implementation of the downstream units. In this
respect, COPESUL has drafted an agreement between itself, the already
downstream units, BNDE, FIBASE, PETROQUISA, PETROBRAS and the authorities
in charge of coordinating and financing the infrastructure, which
confirms each entity's role and commitment to the successful and timely
implementation of the Complex. We recommend that the signing of this
document be made a condition to the World Bank loan. COPESUL's ability
to supervise the effective and efficient implementation and coordination
of the mostly privately sponsored downstream units is however limited.
As a common-- albeit minority-- shareholder in most downstream companies,
PETROQUISA would seem to be in a much better position to perform that
role effectively, and we propose that the Government be asked to
formally acknowledge PETROQUISA's responsibilities in that respect.

36. The current return estimates for the downstream units are
attractive to private investors. In view of the pending revision of

the pricing policies in the petrochemical sector (para. 37), and so
as to obtain all possible guarantees regarding the effective and timely
implementation of all the units included in the Complex, we should,
however, insist that the Government give assurances that a satisfactory
level of profitability will be maintained not only for COPESUL, but also
for the downstream units.

Market Potential for Petrochemicals and Pricing Policy

37. As mentioned above (para. 34), the Bank's econometric market
forecast, based on conservative assumptions, shows a potential demand
for petrochemicals large enough to justify the scope and timing of the
COPESUL Project and in general the Third Complex. However, the degree
to which any such forecast is likely to materialize depends critically on
the future prices of petrochemicals compared to those of such competing
products as glass, paper, steel, lumber, aluminum, etc. The present
pricing policy of having each petrochemical unit's prices based on its
actual cost structure (even if this entails different prices between
different producers) as implemented by the Ministry of Finance's CIP (Price
Council), is adequate in the present situation where basically only one
petrochemical complex is in operation, and where demand by far outstrips
the domestic supply capabilities. With the commissioning of the Bahia

Complex in mid-1978 and later of Third Complex, both of which have costs
much higher than the existing Sao Paulo Complex, the entire petrochemical
pricing philosophy will have to be rethought. A task force is planned to
start working on this in October and the Government is aware of the
complexity and urgency of the problem. We propose that the Bank be kept
informed of the progress of the task-force's work on pricing, and that
we be consulted on the scope and terms-of-reference of such studies.
In particular, we recommend that we reach agreement with the Government
to include the issue of market development in the terms of reference of
the task force and that agreement be obtained as to the completion of the
work by December 1979.

DEBrown/JFRischard:ki
cc: Messrs. van der Tak (8), Chittleburgh, Gordon (IDF), Fuchs, Dewey,

Nayar/Iskander, Cash, Jaffe, Soncini, Evans
van der Meer, Glaessner, Lerdau, Wyss, Skillings, Mirza (2),
Mole, Buhler, Ruisanchez (IFC), Dehejia (IFC)
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LIST OF THE ORGANIZATIONS VISITED AND PERSONS MET

- BNDE (National Development Bank) (RIO)

Mr. Jose Tostes (Accountant)
Mr. Roberto Carripos (Planning)

- CIP (Interminesterial Pricing Commission) (RIO)

Mr. Jose Scrivano (General Coordinator of the Petrochemical Sector)

- COPESUL (RIO)

Mr. Juan Jose Molinos (Technical Director)
Mr. Carlos Guttmann (Financial Director)
Mr. Paulo Tessarolo (Planning)
Mr. Jose Obirajara Nogueira Bezerra (Financial Analyst)
Mr. Tomaso (Planning)
Mr. Xavier (Purchasing)
Mr. Percy de Abreu (Director Superintendent), (Porto Alegre)

- PETROPAR (RIO) (MVC/PVC & PP)

Mr. Arthur Candal (Financial Director)
Mr. Flavio Canali Ferreira (Project Manager)

- PETROQUISA (RIO)

Mr. Wagner Clemente (Planning Director)
Mr. Jose da Polonia Batalheiro (Assistant to the General Director)
Mr. Jose Angrisani (General Director)

- OXITENO (SAO PAULO) (S/PS)

Mr. Jose Saguas Presas (General Director)

- PETROFLEX (RIO) (SBR)

Mr. Milton Fontenelle M. Filho (General Coordinator)
Mr. Idalvo dos Santos Cunha (Engineer)

- POLIOLEFINAS (SAO PAULO) (LDPE)

Mr. David A. Wicker (Director - Superintendent)
Mr. Fernando Xavier Soares (Industrial Director)
Mr. Teuracy Jose Leitao Bastos (Financial Director)

- POLISUL (RIO) (HDPE)

Mr. Federico Knauer (General Director)
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- IPIRANGA (RIO) (HDPE)

Mr. Sergio S. Saraiva (General Director)

- POLITENO (RIO) (LDPE)

Mr. Mauro Guia (Financial Director)

- FIBASE (RIO)

Mr. Jose Clemente de Oliveira (Financial Director)

- GOVERNMENT (BRASILIA)

Mr. Valter Gurgel de Alencar (SUBIN)
Mrs. Maria de Lourdes Marques (SUBIN)
Mrs. Maria Regeria Bastos Le Oliveira (SUBIN)
Mr. Jose Carlos Oliveira (Adviser, Ministry of Finance)
Representative of Ministry of Energy

- CONPETRO (Porto Algre)

Mr. Maier Avruch, (Coordinator of the Third Complex)
Representatives of various CONPETRO divisions and of a number
of State Agencies.

- REFAP REFINERY (CANOAS)

General Manager

Expansion Project Manager

- COPELMI (Coal Company in Rio Grande Loful)

Director



ANNEX 2

BRAZIL-COPESUL Petrochemical Project, Revised Capital Cost Estimate in US $ Million

and at mid-1977 prices

Direct Foreign Indirect For Local Cur- TOTAL
Exchange Costs Exch. Costs7 rency Costs COSTS

Project Preparation - 0.1 0.1
Incorporation and Administration - 32.3 32.3
Land and Site Improvements - - 20.3 20.3
Civil Works and Buildings - 7.9 44.8 52.7
Licenses & Know-How 2.9 - - 2.9
Engineering

Basic 6.2 - 6.2
Detail 10.0 - 17.3 27.3

Equipment & Materials
Reserved to Braz.Suppliersh! - 26.1 110.4 136.5
Open for ICB 104.5 5.2 22.0 131.7
Out of Which:
Likely to be Won by Loc.suppl. ( - ) (5.2) (22.0) (27.2)" " " " by For.suppliers (104.5) ( - ) ( - ) (104.5)

Insurance & Freight si 5.3 1.6 13.0 19.9
Tools and Supplies - - 4.6 4.6
Erection - 89.4 89.4
Pre-operating Costs 4.3 - 9.9 14.2
Basic Cost Estimate (BCE) 133.2 46.0 358.9 538.1

Physical Contingencies . 13.3 4.6 35.9 53.8
Price Contingencies e/ 26.7 9.2 71.8 107.7

Installed Costs 173.2 59.8 466.6 699.6

Working Capital, with
contingencies - - 50.1 50.1

Total Project Cost 173.2 59.8 516.7 749.7

Interest During Construction 42.4 - 33.6 76.0

Total Financing Required 215.6 59.8 550.3 825.7

a/ July 1977 exchange rate of Cr. $14.35
b/ Based on 50/50 reserve/ICB split currently considered
c/ 5% of FOB price for locally procured items and 10% for foreign purchases
_/ 10% on all except land and sit, improvements
e/ 8% for 1977/78,7.5% for 1978/79 and 7% thereafter. Excess of local inflation

over general foreign inflation deemed offset by changes in the exchange rate.
f/ based on an estimated average indirect foreign exchange content of 20% for

equipment and materials and 10% for civil works
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BRAZIL-COPESUL Petrochemical Project

Financing Plan

Current $ Constant 1977
EQUITY (40%) $ Amount

PETROQUISA 168

FIBASE 162

Subtotal, Equity 330

DEBT (60%)

Foreign Exchange

IDB I (signed) 18

IDB II (tentative) 80

IBRD (tentative) 75

French Credit Line (signed) 30

Eurocurrency Loans 20

Local Currency

BNDE (signed) 272 230

Subtotal, Debt 495

TOTAL FINANCING REQUIRED 825
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COPESUL PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT

SUMMARY OF TERMS AND AMOUNTS OF DIFFERENT FINANCING SOURCES

1. BNDE (Signed December 1976)

- U$230,000,000 equivalent in local currency
- 6% interest
- 20% maximum monetary correction can possibly be granted
- Repayments starting 06/15/1981
- 22 quarterly installments

2. FRENCH CREDIT LINE
(Negotiations completed, signing awaits shareholders' agreement)

- Up to US$ 80 million equivalent
- Syndicate led by Credit Lyonnais, includes BNP, Paribas,

Worms, BFCE
- Interest 7.5% (official interest rate for long-term export

credits by France; can change over implementation

period, with a consequent change in the average
interest rate of the credit line; change is unlikely,

though)
- Guarantee fee to COFACE of 5.4% flat (amounts to an additional

1.1% a year)
- 0.3% per annum commitment fee

- 0.3% flat management fee
- 12 years repayment including 4 years of grace if orders to

French industry amount to US$ 20 million equivalent;

14 years including 4 years of grace if orders total US$

40 million or more. Even contracts simply admissible,

but not actually financed by the credit line, are taken

into account to determine the "orders to French industry"

- covers only 85% of equipment cost; 15% down payment is required

- can cover equipment and materials subcontracted by French

suppliers from other countries up to 5% of each order

3. EUROCURRENCY LOAN (Offer under consideration)
- Same syndicate as for credit line

- Up to US$ 18 million equivalent, or 20% of the

orders to the French industry, with a minimum of US$

5 million
- Interest: 2.25% above LIBOR payable twice a year

- 0.75% per annum commitment fee
- 1.125% flat management fee
- 8.5 years repayment including 3.5 years of grace

a

NOTA: Other offer was made by Citybank with ,komewhat longer repayment schedule
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4. IDB/FINEP (Approved by IDB Board, should be signed soon)

- US$ 18 million earmarked for foreign engineering

costs at 8% interest plus 1% on-lending

premium to FINEP; 20 years repayment including

4.5 years of grace
- Standby of US$ 5 million at 8.6% interest and 0.5%

on-lending charge to be cancelled at signing of

above loan

5. IDB (Appraisal mission should be in the field early November)

- terms and amount to be determined
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DRAFT;RSCHARD;des
October 5, 1977

TO: Mr. Anthony R. Perram, Chief, Div. II, IPD

FROM: Donald Brown, Jean-Francois Rischard and Ramon Beteta

SUBJECT: BRAZIL-COPESUL Petrochemical Project
Issues Paper

1. The appraisal mission for the COPESUL Project visited Brazil

September 12-30, 1977. The findings of the mission are summarized in

the following two parts. Part A gives some background information on

the Project, summarizing and complementing the information given in

the Project Preparation Report (August 19, 1977). Part B discusses

the seven issues which are outstanding and contains the mission's

recommendations. A list of the organizations visited and persons met

is attached as Annex 1.

A. PROJECT BACKGROUND

Objectives, Scope and Location

2. The COPESUL project will form the core of the Country's third

petrochemical complex, to be located in Rio Grande do Sul. It is in

line with the Government's policy of decentralizaing industry away

from the congested Sao-Paulo area while promoting regional development,

and of improving the Country's long-term balance of payment prospects.

Brazil is likely to attain self-auficiency in petrochemicals with the

commissioning of the Third Complex and net foreign exchange savings

are expected to exceed US$500 million (1977 prices) at full capacity

operation,
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3. Starting from naphtha feedstock, the COPESUL project will

supply basic raw materials such as ehtylene, propylene, butadiene and

benzene for supply to at least seven downstream (or second generation)

units with the following capacities for plastics and synthetic rubber:
TPY

Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) I 100,000

Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) II 115,000

High-density polyethylene (HDPE) 60,000

Polyvinyl chloride (PUC) 2*40,000*

Polyproylene (PP) 50,000
Styrene/Polystyrene PS) 100,000/80,000

Styrene Butadiene Rubber (SBR) 80,000
six of

Government approval for/these seven units has been granted, Three

other projects are known to the mission, and others will undoubtedly be

added over time. The COPESUL plant has the flexibility of being able

to change the mix of raw materials produced by.modifying the cracking

conditions (or severity); the output of the main building block, ethylene,

can accordingly vary between 420,000 and more than 470,000 tpy, with

little change in total operating costs.

4. The project will include large utility generating facilities

to serve all the downstream units beyond its own needs. COPESUL will

also assure a number of complex-wide coordination functions and provide

some infrastructure and services on the same basis.

5. Location will be a large, new industrial estate about 25 Km from

Porto Alegre, with an excellent access to road, rail and river transporta-

tion. Naphtha will be supplied via pipeline from a nearby PETROBRAS

refinery, whose expansion has already reached the early stages of imple-

mentation. Arrangements for supply of coal are under study and no
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major problems are foreseen in that respect. A well-thought manpower

training program is already underway, under the joint sponsorship of

PETROBRAS, COPESUL and the Rio Grande do Sul State,

Project Status

6. COPESUL is now a Sociedade Anonima and its capital was raised

to Cr.$800 million. Its staff currently counts 170 people. most nf Yw- Mj9'e

been involved in the implementation of COPESUL's sister project COPENE

in Bahia. The engineering contract with Technip/KT1 of France has

become effective in May 1977 and project implementation is underway,

Work has begun on the site and procurement for time-critical items

has now started

Project delays would be unusually costly, since they are liable

to affect the entire complex; some advance contracting might therefore

be necessary (para.24).

Project Cost,

7. Total financing required for the project, including the ethylene

cracker and the utility center for the complex, amounts to US$825

million, including US$76 million in interest during construction, .US$50

million in working capital, and US$ 108 million in price escalation,

Details are shown in Annex 2. Capital costs have been constructively

estimated based on detailed data from the Second Complex now nearing

completion in Bahia, from Technip/KT , the selected French engineering

firm, and on quotes from Brazilian suppliers. The estimates are

satisfacotry and conceivably 5 to 10% on the high side in constant

dollars. Escalation is believed to be adequately taken into account;

for construction costs, which usually incrase faster than average inflation

in Brazil, COPESUL has added special contingencies,
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8. Total foreign exchange financing required 
for the project

amounts to US$275 million, including 
US$42 milliion in interest

during construction and US$69 million 
in indirect foreign exchange. This

estimate is based on a 50/50 equipment 
and materials split between

local reserve and ICB, to which the 
Government has agreed (para, 31),

Sponsors and Financing

9. The project will be sponsored by 
PETROBRAS through is subsidiary

PETROQUISA, (51% of COPESUL equity) and by BNDE (National Development 
Bank)

both directly through a large local currency loan, and 
indirectly through

its IFC-like affiliate FIBASE 
which will subscribe to 49% of 

COPESUL's

equity, with plans for selling 
its shares at a later stage 

to the private

companies which will sponsor 
the downstream units surrounding 

the COPESUL

plant. Foreign exchange financing would be provided 
through the proposed

World Bank loan, a loan from IDB 
supplementing an earlier IDB loan

covering COPESUL's foreign engineering 
expenditures, a credit line

extended by French banks solely 
for purchases from France, and 

other

commercial (Euro-currency) loans, The financing plan is hence complex

and constitutes one of the major 
issues (paras, .15 to 22

Financial and Economic Analysis

10. COPESUL's projected financial return, 
based on prices currently

charged by the raw materials 
plant of the Sao Paulo Complex, 

is between

10% and 13% according to the product 
mix and degree of cracking severity

chosen (para 3). The project is expected to break 
even at about 40%

of its capacity. COPESUL's financial prospects are 
deemed satisfactory.
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Present Government policy is to allow price levels assuring a

16% return at 80% capacity utilization to all chemical producers. This
estimated

would improve the/financial profitability of COPESUL, but might affect

market development (para ),

11. The project's preliminary economic return has been estimated

at between 13% and 14% based on a set of reasonable economic transfer

prices for the major outputs. As mentioned in an earlier report,

relevant economic prices are nevertheless difficult to determine

for the main products such as ethylene and propylene since they are not

commonly traded (due to large shipping costs) but rather used captively

or sold over a pipeline grid. The economic anal-ysis of a project

like COPESUL has therefore to be done on a complex-wide basis, starting

from naphtha all the way to the products of the downstream units. This

analysis will be ready for inclusion in the appraisal report and is

expected to show a somewhat higher return for COPESUL and the Complex

as a whole than the preliminary return calculated for COPESUL alone

based on assumed transfer prices.
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Market and Sector Background.

12. The success of the Third Complex depends on the domestic

petrochemical market development, and only a small portion of its

output is expected to be temporarily for export. The Bank is at

the present time completing an econometric projection exerise for the

Brazilian petrochemical market, based on post-oil crisis.petrochemical

consumption data in about 40 countries covering a large range of

development levels. This forecast is believed to be more up-to-date

than earlier forecasts produced by the Brazilians. Preliminary

results show that the Bank forecast, while being more conservative,

still indicates that the timing of the Complex is adequate.

13. We have now received the report on the plastic and rubber

transformation industries and end-uses in Brazil and will be able

to include in the appraisal report its main findings, which tend to

firm up our view that the market prospects for the products to be

produced by the Complex are good, especially in the South where a

large range of plastic and rubber end-use products seem to have a

good potential in the agriculture industry and to a lesser extent

consumer sectors. The degree to which the market actually develops

depends, however, on which pricing philosophy is applied after

Brazil moves from a situation where one single petrochemical complex

enjoying a monopoly in a well-protected sellers' market, to one where

several complexes will have to cqmpete within more balanced demand

and supply conditions. This issue is developed below.
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B. ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

14. Seven issues have been identified and are discussed below:

(1) Financing plan for COPESUL

(ii) financing of Downstream Units

(iii) procurement, allocation and amount of World Bank loan

Civ ) reserve list

(v) infrastructure and environmental control

(vi) marketing arrangements

(vii) market ppotential and pricing of petrochemicals.

Financing Plan for COPESUL

15. The financing plan for COPESUL, shown in Annex 3, is complex

and presents several problems,

16, IDB has already extended a loan to cover foreign engineering

costs up to an amount of US $18 'million, and expects to be able to

provide another US$ 80 million (a figure apparently limited by its

lending program) to finance preallocated items (related to the utilities

plant, and procured under ICB - see para. ). Terms will be

approximately the same as those proposed for the IBRD loan. IDB intends

to describe in rather specific terms what items it will finance. For

the interest of the project, the Bank should collaborate with IDB in

defining equipment lists in a way -flexible enough to allow for marginal

switches of items from one Bank to the other.
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17. A syndicate of French banks led by the Credit Lyonnais is

ready to provide up to US$ 80 million equivalent as a credit line tied

to purchases from France. COPESUL plans to make use of this credit

line, which finances 85% of each contract with a French supplier, after

ICB; we estimate that about US$30 million of this credit line corres-

ponding to about &S$37 million in orders to French suppliers could thus

be used efficiently without significant price and/or performance

penalties. We recommend that this figure be used in determining the

'amount of the IBRD loan.

18. Commercial, untied loans, most likely in Euro-currencies would

also be needed, mainly to finance interest during construction on the

foreign loans. Such financing, which amount partly depends on the IBRD

loan amount is likely to be available, but since their terms would be

relatively short, they should be minimized to improve COPESUL's

servicing ability in the early operating years, Since such financing

will not be needed in significant amounts through 1978, we do not propose

to make arrangements for these loans a condition to the IBRD loan.

ather, we propose to rely on adequate assurances from COPESUL and the

Government that all necessary funds be made available (para below).

19. BNDE, the major lender, will provide about US$230 million equivalent

(at 1977 constant prices in local currency. The corresponding agreement
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was signed in December 1976 and provides for a comparatively short 10

year repayment period including 4 1/2 years of grace, and a 6% annual

interest charge plus monetary correction, Application of a now-defunct

Government program which covers loan agreements signed before January 1,

1977 could, however, limit the monetary correction to 20% per year, if

approved by the Government in the case of COPESUL. Any difference

between the future actual monetary correction and these 20% would be

paid to BNDE from federal sources, We recommend accepting the relatively

short repayment terms on the BNDE loan provided the maximum monetary

correction of 20% is granted. If not,- the BNDE repayment terms would

likely have to be increased to give COPESUL a satisfactory debt service

coverage.

20, The grace period on the BNDE loan starts running at its

effectiveness date in December 19-7

We have requested COPESUL to renegotiate the starting date

of the grace period to December 1977 to avoid repayments in 1981, This

is only a minor problem and should not constitute an issue,

21. Equity (40% of project financing) will be provided by

PETROQUISA (51%) and by FIBASE (49%). FIBASE's only resources come from

BNDE. PETROQUISA's investment program in the coming years exceeds its

cash-generating potential and hence it will depend on PETROBRAS for

additional funds.
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22. The project's success depends greatly on the timely and adequate

provision of funds. Delays for COPESUL are likely to delay the entire

Complex and could therefore carry a high cost to the economy, mainly

in balance-of-payments terms. We recommend therefore that shareholders

agreements be obtained from FIBASE and PETROQUISA assuring efficient

implementation of the project including an adequate and timely fow

of funds. In addition, we propose that the provision of BNDE funds

and in general of all local financing required for the prjdect be

assured by the Government.

Financing of Downstream Units

23. BNDE's role, and to a lesser degree FIBASE and PETROQUISA,

in financing the downstream units is also critical. In most cases

final arrangements for financing of the already identified and approved

Downstream units will not be completed until the second half of 1978;

these units can in most instanc'es start somewhat later than COPESUL due

to shorter implementation periods. Therefore, we do not propose to

make shareholders' and loan agreements for the currentlyidentified units

a condition to the proposed Bank loan to COPESUL, but instead rely on

assurances from the government, similar to those mentioned under para 23,

that adequate and timely funds will be made available to BNDE, FIBASE

and PETROQUISA,to enable them to provide necessary financing for 
all

downstream units. Since the entire complex has reportedly been given
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priority by the Government and will have received all required

Government approvals prior to loan negotiations, this general covenant

should be adequate. The Government is aware of the large economic

and financial penalties in case of significant delays, Financing for

the required infrastructure is mentioned below.

Procurement, Allocation, Terms and Amount of Bank Loan

24, The project. is already underway with Technip's contract effective

in May 1977 (para 6). Arrangements for procurement are now being made

in accordance with procedures of IBRD and IDB, To avoid delaying the

project, some advance contracting prior to presentation of the

proposed loan to the Board might be required (COPESUL and the Government

have been informed that any procurement decisions prior to Board approval

are at their own risk). We recommend that advance contracting

up to 25% of the proposed Bank loan be agreed, We also propose retro-

active financing up to 5% of thd proposed Bank Loan be agreed to cover

downpayments on advance contracts. Although we will minimize advance

contracting and retroactive financing wherever possible by allocating

certain time critical items to other financial sources, some provisions

on the Bank's part necessary to avoid a costly 2 to 4 month delay.

25. To make the maximum efficient use of the French tied credit,

COPESUL proposes to follow the Bank's ICB procedures in all cases and

then post-allocate any items won by French suppliers to the French

credit. This procedure is actually the only practical way to use the
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French credit. CACEX, the Brazilian import authority has only agreed

to a 50% national reserve list (para ) if most of the balance was

tied under ICB via Bank-style procedures. Full use of the French

Credit would have probably resulted in a 70-75% national reserve list

which, combined with non-competitive procurement, would have been

prohibitively costly for COPESUL.

26. The -Credit Lyonnais has agreed to postallocation, and we

recommend that post-allocation be agreed in principle, with the under-

standing that COPESUL can, at any time, elect to allocate bid packages

to the French credit as long as a significant price penalty 'is 'not

incurred. This will insure maximum flexibility and the efficient

use of the French credit. Such feasibility is the more needed as

IDB has expressed a strong preference for preallocation and we have

agreed with it.

27. The French credit would only disburse against 85% of the

amount of purchase orders placed in France and COPESUL has requested

that IBRD finance the 15% balance. We recommend covering these

partial payments through the Bank loan provided that the abovementioned

postallocation procedure after ICB has been followed and that no taxes

or uneligible charges are included. A similar procedure was agreed in
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another industrial project in the case of a Japanese tied credit to

facilitate the use of such credit CPakistan/Fauji-Agrico Fertilizer

Project).

28. We recommend a direct loan to COPESUL at a 10% annual interest

(the prevailing Bank lending rate plus the guarantee fee payable to

the Government) with fifteen years of repayment including four years

of grace. These lending terms are identical with those of recent

industrial loans to Brazil,

29. We propose a Bank loan of US$75 million as in the current

1/
lending program for Brazil. However, up to US$-85 million could be

justified on project grounds and to simplify financial arrangements

for COPESUL, by including interest during construction of US$10 million

COPESUL, as a newly formed company, will have to rely on external funds

until commercial operation is attained in 1982. Alternatively,

.-interest during construction (IDC) would have to be provided by the share-

holders or through relatively shorter term commercial loans. Since

total IDC is estimated at about US$40 million, the provision of funds

by the Bank to cover IDC on its own loan (as well as by IDB for its

own loan) is desirable.

1/ US$75 million is the maximum amount the Bank could disburse

against in the equipment and materials category, assuming US$30

million are financed through -the French Credit line and US$80 million

. by IDB.
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30. Finally, COPESUL has requested that IBRD agree to establish

a US $5 million revolving fund account to handle orders and 
downpayments

under US$50,000. A similar procedure was usefully applied in the

Indonesia Pusri III Fertilizer Project, and we recommend that 
the revolving

fund be agreed to.

Reserve List

31. The Government has agreed to a 50/50 equipment and materials

split between local reserve and ICB (para 
8), Normal Brazilian

procurement policies would have reslted in an 
overall 70-80% national re-

serve list. This 50/50 split will actually be achieved by sub-dividing

the project in two parts (i) the boilers for the utility center, to

be procured on a 100% ICB basis, allocated to IDB for financing and

(ii) the raw materials plant with a 33/67 split 
between locally reserved

and ICB-procured items. Our preference would be for a 50% reserve

list on the raw materials plant.' We estimate that the price penalty

for following a 65% rather than a 50% reserve list is approximately

of US $15-20 million, or 2-3% of total project cost. Technical quality

and delivery should not be a problem, We therefore believe that

the higher reserve list is a reasonable compromise and 
we recommend

its acceptance. If we shadow-priced the currency and were to measure

the total impact on the local capital goods industry, the overall

effect on the Brazilian economy could very well be positive,
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Infrastructure and Environmental Control,

32, An agent of the Rio Grande do Sul State Government.

CONPETRO, is responsible for coordinating a number of required

infrastructure projects including water and sewerage, roads, rails

and jetties, that will be implemented by several different State

and Federal organizations, Financing for most infrastructure require-

ments, mainly water and sewerage, will be available through established

programs from the National Housing Bank (BNH).

Sufficient funds are likely to be availdble, but CONPETRO and the

other local agencies appear to be administratively weak. Copesul has

agreed to liaise closely with all infrastructure projects and will assure

responsibility for the implenentation of the sub-projects if local authorities

do not act in sufficient time. Although infrastructure requirements are

critical to the overall success of the petrochemical complex, we believe

that Copesul's already agreed involvement is sufficient and we only

propose that we seek assurances (or confirmation) to that effect.

33. One weakness of the local authorities has been (so far) the

inability to set specific environmental standards that apply to the

project. Copesul has taken the lead, and prepared water and air

standards that it proposes to use (based on the COPENE project in Bahia

and relevant standards in US and Europe). We are reviewing COPESUL's

standard and they have agreed to reassure their criteria if we believe

tighter standards should apply,
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We should seek adequate assurance from the Government

that reasonable and sound environmental standards will be established

in sufficient time to permit project design and execution to proceed

efficiently and that adequate funds will be provided to install

facilities as required by these standards-

Marketing Arrangements

34. The downstream units to be established are the same site as

COPESUL's are the sole markets for its products. The major raw materials

produced, ethylene and propylene, are gases and are not usable as 
such,

Transporation is extremely costly unless through a pipeline grid. Thus

the downstream units are essential to the success of the COPESUL project.

Ideally, offtake agreements between COPESUL and the seven already

approved Downstream units would be required. Because of the difficulty

of defining long-range prices in Brazil, and because of the early

stage and later schedule of most 'Downstream projects ( para )

it would seem unreasonable to expect that off-take contracts could

and should be finalized until sometime b efore the beginning of commercial

operations by early 1982. An informal agreement between COPESUL, the

already approved downstream companies, BNDE, PETROQUISA, PETROBRAS,

FIBASE and the authorities in charge of infrastructure has been

drafted by COPESUL and is due for signing. It details each entity's

role and commitment to the successful and timely implementation of

the Complex. PETROQUISA, as a common shareholder in COPESUL and
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and directly or indirectly in the downstream companies, will also

play an appreciable role in monitoring the respective project

schedules and assuring timely and adequate contracual arrangements

between them. Finally, the good profitability expected for the

already approved downstream units and the number of groups competing

for Government approval (four or average per approved unit) seems

to assure that the respective downstream projects will materialize;

since these projects cannot be supplied with ethylene or propylene

from outside the Complex, the likelihood of COPESUL experiencing

difficulties in disposing of its output is limited. We do not

propose, therefore, to make the completion of formal off-take

contracts between COPESUL and those downstream units which are already

approved a condition to the World Bank loan, but rather to rely on

the general Government assurances regarding the timely provision-of

funds to all the projects included in the Complex (mentioned

under para

Market for Petrochemicals and Pricing

35. As mentioned above (para ), the Bank's econometric market

forecast,based on conservative assumptions,show a potential demand

for petrochemicals sufficient to justify the scope and timing of the

COPESUL project and in general the Third Complex. However, the

degree to which any such forecast is likely to materialize depends

critically on the future prices of petrochemicals compared to
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such competing products as glass, paper, steel, lumber, aluminium,

etc. The present pricing policy of having each petrochemical 
unit's

prices based on its actual cost structure 
(even if this entails

different prices between different producers) as implemented by the

Ministry of Finance's CIP (Price Council), 
is adequate in the

present situation where basically 
only one petrochemical cbmplex-is

in operation, and where demand by far outstrips 
the domestic supply

capabilities. With the commissioning of the Balia 
Complex in mid-197

8

and later of Third Complex, both of which have 
costs much higher than

the existing Sao Paulo Complex, the entire petrochemical 
pricing

philosophy will have to be rethought. 
A task force is planned to

start working on this in October and the 
Government is aware of

the complex and urgency of the problem, 
We propose that the Bank

be kept informed, possibly through the Ministry of 
Finance of the progress

of the task-force's work on pricing, that we be consulted on the

scope and terms-of-reference of -such studies. 
In particular, we

recommend that we reach agreement with the 
Government to include

the initial issues of market development in 
the terms of reference

of the task force and that agreement be 
obtained as to the completion

of the work by December 1979.
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Harinder S. Kohli, Acting Chief, IPD2

BRAZIL-COPESUL Petrochemical Project
Appraisal Mission
Torms-of-Reference

1. On or about September 12, 1977, you will arrive in Brasil to
comp#ate the appraisal of the COPESUL Petrochemical Project. The
mission is expected to take about two weeks.

2. Mr. Brown will be the mission chief and will also be responsible
for the technical, procurement and organisational aspects of the project.
Mr. Rischard will be responsible for all other aspects. He will be assisted
in this task by Mr. Beteta.

3. The mission should critically review all aspects of the project to
complete the appraisal. In particular you should:

(a) review the project scope and costs and the revised
financing plan with COPESUL

(b) determine the maximum efficient use of the available French
credit line, the a unt of financing likely to be required
from IDB for the boiler system, and then ascertain the
amount of the financing suitable for Bank consideration and
ICB procurement

(c) clarify all procurement procedures to be used for ICB with
particular emphasis on early procurement action for
several long delivery items, so as to facilitate efficient
project implementation

(d) review the equipment list to determine local supply
capabilities for the items reserved for local procurement

(e) determine the pricing system to be used for sias of
the products to the several downstream plants. Since
actual prices may not be determined for some time yet, you
should review the pricing arrangements made for COPESUL's
sister project COPENE nearing completion in Bahia

(f) prepare financial projections for COPESUL and complete
the financial and economic return calculations
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(g) revier the status of all the downstream plaats to deterlsae
their ests. schedule and inasncing plans. Subject to
sufficient cost data betag available, you should make an
oconomce analysia of the entire petrohemcal complex.

(h) reviev future commercial arrangements between COPESUL and
the domwatrma compaiaes

(i) dissuss with ENDE the financing requirements for the
several companies Involved I* the complex, to determi if
overall financing for the complex will be timely available

(j) eet with gwoersint officials to determina the status of,
and financi arranement for the required infrastructure
projects, including ports and sewage treatmat facilities

(k) review all organixation, naagmeent and trainag arrangemeate
for both implemenaetin and operation of the project

4. Upon your return to Washington you should prepare the isus
paper, which will be followed by the draft appraisal report.

cc and cleared with: Messrs. Mirza and Uayar

cc* Msesrs. van der Tak (5), fuchs, Doy, Waistedt, Parram, Cash,
Kohli, Soncli
van der Meer, aassn, fkilliags, (Ragion)
Sublor/Rigo (Lasal)
Mole (Controllers)
Gordon (DFC)
Mclure, Plan, Andrews, Axav"d*, Ruissachas (IFC)
Brown, Evans, Pratt, Tortorelli, Tarsawieski

J-7 lischardides
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Joan Franecis Risehard

1. This w briefly reeords major understandings and sefelusiosnreached during August 23-25 meetings between COPESUL, DB AND r. Themeetings were attended by Messrs. Guttsan and Moline* (COPEUL: Stempel,Montes, Newberg, San and Valencia (IDS); and Mirza, Brown, Kohli andRischard (1wRD). The COPESUL delegation also met with Mr. Dewy on thelast day of the meetings.

Revised FPadialan

2. Based e revised eapital cost estimates worked out during the meetings(Apnwx 1) and related foreign exahange needs of US $275 million equivalent,the foreign exchange gap, which COPESUL would like 1IRD AND 1DB to finance,is now estimated at between US $210 to 230 mulien depending on how vuchof the credit line extended by the French is used (AamM 2

3. Total disbursement possibilities for IBRD and ID) correspondinglyvary between US $175 and 195 aillion asaumnag both can finance Interestduring conetruction (Annex 3). Slute @WVL is a newly established company,depending entirely an outside sources of financing vWl1 it starts opera-tions by 1982, and since foreiga echag constrainte could cause extremelycostly delays both for the project itself &ad the entire complex which dependson it, it would appear desirable to pick up interest during construction onthe Bank loan. A decision in this regard will be obtained by LAC 11 IDD hasinformed us that it plane to finane interest during construction an its loan.

Parallel Finamcin Arrenmements

4. ID) informed COPEU and the Bank that it wishes to focus itsfinancing an the cal boilers of COPESUL's stean generation plant. On thisbasis, the IDB loean would probably meat to about US $90-100 millinincluding Interest during construction. The boilers have a long deliverytime and involve substantial advance contracting. Since retroactive finsat-ing of such items does not present a problem to IDB, this approach wasconsidered satisfactory by all those concerns"

5. IBRD would consider financing the ethylene plant's process equipmentand materials open for ICE and possibly parts of the boiler system setfinanced by IDD, e.g. the electrostatic filters costing US $10-13 million.Assuming a loan amount of US $95 million for ID, and based on the range of
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figures mentioned under paragraph 3 above., the IBRD loan would mt to
between US $80 and 100 millia , depending en the .munt withdrawn on
therdit ters. Is dtemining the' fisal loas mnt, IMW N QL

consideration the desirability of making maximum use of the
French credit line provided no unduly high penalties in terms of equipment
cost and/or performance result. The appraisal mission will review this issue
accordingly.

further Timetable and Recommendation

6. An appraisal mission is scheduled for September 12, 1977 after COPWgUL
has \greed that all information needed by the mission will be available at
thatZ me. For this purpose, wse reviewed the status of, and expanded the
content of a detailed list of information neds already submitted to OOPESUL
earlier this seath. Bacause of staff enstraints IDB will not be able to
participate In this mission, but will try to have a member of its Rio
office to join the IBRD team In the field.

7. It is reeomended that the Bank launch the appraisal mission as
agreed and thereafter proceed as rapidly as possible with the processing of
the project to avoid creating problem of advance contracting and retroactive
fiaIag en items considered for ank financing. We should ain at Board
preseatation by March/April 1978.

cc and aleared with: Mr. Mira

cc: Messrs. van der Tak (5), Fuchs. Daemy, Walstadt, Ferran, Cash, Nhyar,
Kohhi, Semaini
-van der Moor, Claessner, Skillings, (Itegion)
NAnler/Rigo (Legal)
Hole (Controllers)
Gorden (DYC)
McClure, Plant, Andrews, Aszvedo,, Ruissuch (YC)
Brown,, Pratt, Totoerall, Taraiecki

J-F Rischardides
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:M. Harinder S. Kohli, Acting Chief, IPDD2 DATE: August 19, 1977

FROM: Jean-Franc2 Rfischard, IPDD2

SUBJECT:BRAZIL:COPESUL Petrochemical Project

Preparation Mission
Back-to-Office and Full Report

A. INTRODUCTION

1. Following terms-of-reference dated July 15, 1977, I visited

Brazil from July 18 to August 10 to (i) review the market prospects

for the products of the proposed Third Petrochemical Complex, of which

the COPESUL raw material and utilities center will form the core, and

(ii) to discuss several outstanding issues with the COPESUL staff and

prepare the project's appraisal tentatively planned for September/October.

2. In connection with the market review, I accompanied Mr. Bastl, a

Bank consultant, for about a dozen plant visits in the three Southern

States of Rio Grande do Sul (which will host the Complex), Parana and

St. Catharina. While in the South, I aiso contacted the authorities

responsible for the investments in the infrastructure related to the

Complex. I spent the remainder of my time with COPESUL management in

Rio to discuss project-related issues, as well as talking to a number

of plastic manufacturers there. A list of persons met is given in Annex 1.

Annex 2 contains a list of acronyms and a short description of entities

involved in Brazil's petrochemical industry.

B. MARKET REVIEW

Preliminary Findings of the Mission

3. Following recommendations made by the Identification Mission in

February of this year, it was decided that the Bank's market review would

aim primarily at (i) analyzing the pfttern and future trends of end-uses

for the types of plastics and rubber-to be produced by the seven downstream

(second generation) units of the Complex; and (ii) assessing the ability

of the plastic and rubber transformation (or third generation) industries

to develop their activities around these second generation units. This

review involved~ a large number of field interviews with third generation

transformation industries and existing second generation producers in the

south as well as in Rio and Sao Paulo. The Bank's consultant has returned

from the field this week and will submit a full report by mid-September; only

the mission's preliminary impressions are summarized below.

4. The Brazilian petrochemical (and primarily plastic) transformation

industries are currently in a state of weakness, with capacity utilization

ranging from 30 to 70%, with an average of 50-60%. This is partly due, as

in many other industries, to temporary conditions of depressed demand

following deflationary measures taken by the Government. More imnnrtnnt, though,
is the chronic re ressed demand effect which afflicts the industry due to constant
shortages in the domestic
1/ low-density and high-density polyethylene (LDPE and HDPE); polyvinyl

chloride (PVC); polystyrene (PS); polypropylene (PP); and styrene-

butadiene rubber (SBR)
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supply of plastics. Because of these shortages, the full demand could
only be met by processing more imported plastics, but the import penalties,
including taxes ay9 a costly import deposit, are such (up to 150-200% for
certain plastics)- that low capacity utilization emerges as the financially
least damageable alternative, leaving a large element of latent demand
unsatisfied. In a qualitative sense, this also implies that the demand
for plastic products in many potential uses has not been as effectively
developed in the recent past as would appear possible. However, with the
commissioning of the Second Complex in Bahia in 1978/79 and the resulting
temporary elimination of the shortage of domestic supply of plastic, the
margins of the existing transformers will be leveraged up from their present
depressed levels to levels which are likely to revive the industry's prospects
and restore its cash generating potential in time for it to meet new invest-
ment requirements in connection with the commissioning of the Third Complex
in 1981/82. In parallel, the restored ability of the industry to develop
demand in a variety of uses is also likely to bear fruit around this time.

5. Besides these general considerations, there are a variety of
specific points which lead the mission to a rather optimistic view with
regard to the ability of the transformation industry to provide a
market for the products of the Third Complex. Briefly, the major ones
are that (i) a large part of the growth in demand for plastics should be
expected to originate in the agriculturally well endowed South, mainly in
such uses as LDPE and PP heavy duty and general purpose bags for agricultural
and agro-industry uses and in certain high-potential areas such as mulching
film and canal linings (ii) transformers located in the South will benefit -
particularly compared with2 those around the Bahia Complex - from the closeness
of the Center-South market-as well as of foreign markets in Argentina,
Paraguay and Uruguay (iii) entrepeneurship and capital appear to be more
readily available in the South; furthermore, the Rio Grande do Sul State has
already initiated a sound skilled manpower training program, and (iv) the
definite commitment of a Taiwanese group to relocate part of its transforma-
tion activities to Brazil, around the Complex, while investing in the PVC
and PP downstream units, insures the off-take, and local processing, of
at least two of the major products. a number of existing major transformation
industries have also made plans for expansion and product line development in
the South.

Market Forecast and Timing of the Project

6. Since the Identification Mission issued its report, IDB has prepared
a revised statistical forecast of the ethylene demand in Brazil in connection
with a "technology transfer project" which in effect will finance COPESUL's
foreign engineering costs. This forecast is based on Brazilian time series data
rather than international cross-sectional data for per capita income and plastics
consumption, as had been used in the Brazilian Petroleum Institute forecast
reviewed by the Identification Mission.

1/ Not to mention the frequent unavailability-at any rice- of funds to
finance the import deposits

2/ IDB has performed an interesting analysis of the economics of locating the
Complex in the South, showing that the project's handicap in terms of added
transportation costs is minimal, while avoiding additional congestion and

pollution in the Sao Paulo area. See also February Identification Mission Report.
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The IDB forecast comes out more conservative than the latter but still

shows that the timing of COPESUL and of the Complex is adequate, assuming
commissioning in 1981. Since the mission believes, after discussions with
COPESUL, that the project's schedule will be extended by one year so as to

be commissioned only around early 1982,the questions raised by the
Identification Mission with respect to market timing can be considered as
satisfactorily resolved.

7. Both of the above mentioned forecasts share the common feature
of applying a curve (linking the per capita consumption of the thermoplastics

to per capita income) to Brazil's projected average per capita income. Since

there appears to be a strong differentiation among Brazil's unequally developed
regions with respect to plastics consumption patterns and growth prospects, it
might be worthwhile to prepare a final market forecast based on applying an
international cross-section curve to per capita income projections by region.
We will attempt to develop such a forecast during the coming month, if time
and resources permit; this forecast is expected to confirm earlier findings

by IDB, while also providing us.with a better picture with regard to potential

demand in the Southern Region. This analysis ought to be available in time

for incorporation in the appraisal report.

C. PROJECT RELATED ISSUES

Project Scope and Capital Costs

8. COPESUL has now worked out with the selected engineering firm,
Technip of France, the new capacity specifications for the raw materials
plant. They compare as follows with the originally envisaged capacity, in tons
per year (TYP):
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ORIGINAL DESIGN PRESENT DESIGN

Medium Severity High Severity

Outputs: TYP % TYP TPY %

Ethylene 350,000 38 420,000 33 471,640 38

Propylene 120,000 13 120,000 10 120,000 10

Butadiene 45,210 5 66,470 5 67,920 6

Benzene 107,440 11 115,440 9 150,420 12

Xylenes 32,150 3 25,400 2 28,470 2

Toluene - 18,640 2 22,310 2

Residue 72,450 8 51,020 4 83,890 7

LPG 88,570 9 210,960 17 130,740 11

Pyrolysis Gaso-
line 123,810 13 231,090 18 148,030 12

Sub-total 939,630 100 1,259,020 100 1,223,420 100

Inputs:

Naphtha 1,050,500 1,499,840 1,499,840

Refinery Gas 67,000
LPG 62,000

To achieve higher capacity and flexibility, two furnaces and one compressor

were added to the original design. Under the new design, the ethylene

capacity can vary from 420,000 to 470,000 TPY according to the degree of

cracking severity with little change in operating costs, and a reduction

in tne output of lower value products such as LPG and pyrolysis gasoline

as the degree of severity increases. The seven downstream units are

designed to absorb only about 400.000 TPY of ethylene at full capacity operations;

additional ethylene could be shipped by cryogenic vessels loaded on barges to

the Sao Paulo area which is likely to experience shortages of this basic raw

material in the 1980's. This design flexibility appears reasonable.

9. The steam generating capacity of COPESUL's utility center, which

will also supply the downstream units, has not been changed, but the Govern-

ment has instructed COPESUL to switch from oil boilers to coal boilers. Coal

is available from a nearby mine, the galleries of which reach under the site;

a shaft could be opened in the future on the site. This coal has a low sulphur

content but has a 50% ash content which renders its shipping over large

distances uneconomical. The coal boilers, (three 280 TPH units) will-cost
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about US$40 million more than the originally envisaged oil boilers but
the mission's preliminary analyss, shows that this is likely to be largely
offset by savings in fuel costs.- The total cost of the boiler system
including coal preparation facilities) ?timated by COPESUL at US$84 million,
is high and warrants further analysis.-

10. Revised capital costs and foreign exchange needs are shown in
the following table:

BRAZIL-COPESUL Petrochemical Project, Revised Capital Cost Estimate in US $ Million

and at mid-1977 prices a/

Direct Foreign Indirect For. Local Curr. TOTAL
Exchange Costs Exch.Costs Costs COSTS

Project Preparation - - 0.1 0.1
Incorporation & Administration - - 32.3 32.3
Land and Site Improvements - - 20.3 20.3
Civ10 Works and Buildings - - 52.7 52.7
Licenses & Know-How 2.9 - - 2.9
Engineering

Basic 6.2 - - 6.2
Detail 10.0 - 17.3 27.3

Equipment & Materials
Reserved to Braz.Suppliersb,/ - 19.6 116.9 136.5
Open for ICB 109.5 3.9 23.3 131.7
Out of which:
Likely to be Won by Loc.suppl. ( - ) (3.9) (23.3) (27.2)

. " " " by For.suppliers (104.5) ( - ) ( - ) (104.5)
Insurance & FreighrS' 5.3 1.2 13.4 19.9
Tools and Supplies - 4.6 4.6
Erection - 89.4 89.4
Pre-operating Costs 4.3 - 9.9 14.2
Basic Cost Estimate (BCE) 133.2 24.7 380.2 538.1

Physical Contingencies ' 13.3 2.5 36.0 51.8
Price Contingencies e/ 26.7 5.0 75.7 107.4

Installed Costs 173.2 32.2 491.9 697.3

Working Capital, with
contingencies - 50.1 50.1

Total Project Cost 173.2 32.2 542.0 747.4

Interest During Construction 42.4 - 33.6 76.0

otafi nnaicing Required 215.6 32.2 575.6 823.4

a/ July 1977 exchange rate of Cr.$14.35 = US$1.0 was used
b / Based on 50/50 reserve/ICB split currently considered
c/ 5% of FOB price for locally procured items and 10% for foreign purchases
d/ 10% on all except land and site improvements
e/ .8% for 1977/78, 7.5% for 1978/79 and 7% thereafter. Excess of local inflation

over general foreign inflation deemed offset b y changes in the exchange rate.

1/ The indifference point is reached at $10 per ton of coal; the price
charged to COPESUL is $8 per ton.

2/ Early bidding should also be considered for this and other reasons
mentioned under paragraph 19.
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11. Total financing required amount to about US$820 million, out of
which about US$250 million equivalent is in foreign exchange. Previous
estimates prepared by the Identification Mission in February were of
US$640 million and US$150 million respectively. A very approximative
explanation of the variance of US $180 million in total financing is given below:

US $ million
Change in scope/design

Two additional furnaces + 7
Change from one to two compressors + 7
Coal Boilers Instead of Oil Boilers +40
Cryogenic Facilities in Port + 6

Sub-total +60

Additional Interest during Construction (IDC)
Due to Extension of Project Schedule
from 4 to 5 years and Higher Financing
Needs +35

Other, Including Escalation due to
Later Start of Construction and Revision
of Estimates Based on Technip Work (Net) +85

Total Variance +180

12. The revised estimate for foreign exchange needs of about
US $250 million is based on a 50/50 split for equipment and materials
between equipment reserved to local suppliers and equipment open to ICB
(paras. 21-22) and on the additional assumptions (i) that the Brazilians
would win about 20% of ICB and (ii) that indirect foreign exchange needs
will amount to 15% of the cost of local equipment. The latter percentage
was worked out with COPESUL but would seem low compared with-n-bhpr
projects in Brazil- If a higher percentage were used, e.g. 25%, total
foreign exchange needs would increase by about US$20 million.Escalation
on imported items has been assumed at 8, 7.5 and 7 percent for 1977/78,
1978/79 and 1979/80 and thereafter respectively.

13. It is recommended that the Bank review with COPESUL staff
(possibly already at the meeting proposed under para 20) the cost estimates
for the major project components in order to get a better view on the
accuracy of these estimates. Further analysis is also required to
refine the estimate of indirect foreign exchange needs, and clarifications
should be sought from Bank management so as to determine whether indirect
foreign exchange needs for reserved items are to be considered in determining
the size of the IBRD loan.
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Financing Needs and Sources

14. A summary of the amounts and terms of the major sources of

financing is contained in Annex 3. Local currency financing, available

from BNDE for US $200 million equivalent based on a December 1976 contract,

does not appear to be sufficient, nor are the loan's short terms (9.5 years

of repayment including 4 years of grace) satisfactory. COPESUL staff

assured that these terms would be renegotiated since they had been concluded

before the possibility of IBRD/IDB financing had been known.

15. Foreign exchange needs can be covered by (i) a credit line of

up to US $80 million equivalent extended by a syndicate of French Banks

led by Credit Lyonnais (ii) a Eurocurrency loan of up to US $18 million

equivalent (iii) IDB financing of about US $18 million for engineering

only, earmarked from an earlier project (para 6); (iv) IBRD and additional

IDB financing and (v) purchase of foreign exchange from the Central Bank

to cover interest during construction on the French credit line, the

Eurocurrency loan, and the part of such interests on IBRD/IDB financing

not picked up by those agencies themselves.

16. Based on total foreign exchange needs of about US $250 million

(para 12), the following breakdown among financing sources could be

envisaged, depending on how much of the French credit line and of the

concommitant Eurocurrency loan is used (for the latter, it was assumed

below that an amount equivalent to 15% of the amount of the credit line

used would be withdrawn, which amounts to using it to finance downpayments

on items financed through the credit line):
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Alternative Foreign Exchange Financing Schemes

(in US $ Million)

Foreign Exchange Needs (from table Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

under Paragraph 10--figures rounded,)
Direct Foreign Exchange 173 173 173 173

Indirect Foreign Exchange 32 32 32 32

Interest During Construction 42 42 42 42

248 248 248 248

Foreign Exchange Sources
IDB Technology Transfer Project

(earmarked for foreign engineering costs) 18 18 18 18

Line of Credit from French Banks 22- 40 60 80

Deduct: COFACE guarantee fee of 5.4% (1) (2) (3) (4)

Eurocurrency Financing from French Banks- 5 6 9 12

Financing of IDC through Purchases of

Foreign Exchange from Central Bank 42 42 42 42

IBRD/IDB (residual) 162 144 122 100

Disbursement Possibilities
Financing Theoretically Available from

External Sources Based on Above Data

(Excluding Resources Earmarked for

Engineering and IDC) 188 188 188 188

Less: Equipment and Materials open to ICB- 177 177 177 177

Shortfall of Disbursement Possibilities
Under ICB for Equipment and Materials

Against External Financing Theoretically

Available 11 11 11 11

a / US $22 million is the minimum amount which should be used in order to

secure the best possible payment terms; see Annex 3.

b / Minimum amount is US $5 million equivalent

c/ From table under paragraph 10 and including relevant physical and price

contingencies and foreign component of freight on imported items
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17. No matter what situation applies with regard to the French line

of credit, it appears that the total foreign exchange financing theoretically

available from external sources would exceed disbursement possibilities

by about US $11 million. Two ways are open to deal with this problem:

(i) the Brazilians could choose not to use the Eurocurrency loan - whose

terms are the least favorable among the available financing sources - to

finance downpayments on items financed by the French credit line, asking

IBRD/IDB to consider financing these (ii) IBRD/IDB could pick up all or

part of the interests during construction on the amount financed by them,
or possibly part of the local engineering costs.

18. As for the amount to be financed by IBRD/IDB, it would vary

between US $100 and 162 million according to how much of the French credit

line is used, or between US $112 and 167 million, if the Eurocurrency loan

is not used. It is in the country's interest to maximize the use of the

line of credit whose terms are relatively favorable (8.6% interest including

guarantee fee, maxinum of 14 years of repayment including 4 years of grace)

provided this does not entail unduly high penalties in terms of increased

equipment prices and/or lower performance. How this is to be achieved re-

mains to be discussed. COPESUL staff is of the opinion that the French

might win US $40 million worth of equipment and materials under ICB; but

this sort of forecast is surrounded by a large degree of uncertainty,

mainly considering the large size of certain packages (para 19). This

would leave US $142 million for IBRD/IDB financing but would imply that

items won by French suppliers under ICB be postallocated to the credit line.-

Reportedly, IDB would have some difficulty in accepting the possibility of

postallocation on its own loan on the grounds that this would force COPESUL

to pay a commitment fee on an amount larger than the actual amount withdrawn

in the end. (On the other hand, IDB has similar misgivings as IBRD about

not using available buyers' credit assuming it is available under favorable

terms and without any major equipment cost or performance penalties.) If

IDB does not accept postallocating, and if IBRD is prepared to do so, parallel

financing would become necessary, which in any case is considered the

preferred method of co-financing by the Department.

19. However, whatever the solution adopted in principle with regard

to the various questions - post-allocation, joint or parallel financing

between IBRD and IDB - there is an important practical complicating factor

in the unusually large size and lumpiness of certain items in principle

destined for procurement under ICB. The three identical2 oal boiler systems

for instance, are worth a total of about US $75 million.- The size of this

sort of package, which is impractical to break up, could make post-allocation

very difficult, even more so if IBRD were to be the only agency to accept

post-allocation. It might be desirable to discuss the alternative of

early bids on the boilers to resolve this crucial factor of uncertainty. This

approach is technically feasible and would give the Bank and IDB an opportunity

1/ Which finances 85% of the equipment cost; as mentioned above, IBRD/IDB

might consider the possibility of picking up the 15% downpayments.

2 / This is for the ICB package(s); an additional US $8 million is reserved.
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to know the results of this ICB before negotiations; however, this might

also entail possible advance contracting.

20. In view of the complexity of these questions and the need to

avoid further costly delays for COPESUL, it is suggested that a meeting

be held in Washington between IDB, IBRD and COPESUL Staff. August 23rd has

been suggested as the date for the start of the meeting, and two COPESUL

directors have accepted to come to Washington for that date.

Status of Local Reserve List Decision

21. A 50/50 local reserve/ICB list has been prepared by COPESUL and

submitted to the Bank. The cable sent by SUBIN to the Bank confirming

the Government's decision to aim at a 50/50 split had not yet been conveyed

by the Ministry of Finance to CACEX when I left Brazil. I was told that

the Ministry waited for Mr. Skilling's visit to Brazil before doing so.

Apparently, the concept of a 50/50 list was cleared by Mr. Belotti,

PETROQUISA'S president, with four Ministers (Finance, Planning, Energy,

Industry and Commerce). The acceptability of a 50/50 split to the

Brazilian manufacturers' associations has not yet been tested, however. It

is reported that some manufacturers have recently commissioned significant

capacity additions. COPESUL staff has started consultations with CACEX and

the National Manufacturers' Association and should have the first reactions

before coming to the meeting in Washington.

22. In order to maximize the chances for securing a final decision

on the 50/50 split without too much opposition from manufacturers, we discussed

a fallback position during the mission, which consists in distinguishing

within the COPESUL project between two major components: (i) the raw

materials plant and (ii) Jle utility center, which also produces steam

for the downstream units.- The raw materials plant project could be

presented to CACEX under a 67/33 local reserve/ICB split, 
which should be

acceptable to the manufacturers. The utility center project would not

follow the usual CACEX procedure (involving the manufacturers' opinion

on the split) bit could be placed under Portaria #6, which extends the

same advantages to COPESUL in terms of tax exemptions and incentives under

the following conditions: (i) financing is available with at least a 15

years repayment period (ii) all the equipment and materials under the

project are procured through ICB. The manufacturers' opinion is not

required under the procedure. The above distinction between the raw materials

and utility plants would only apply internally but would not affect the

Bank's ability of viewing the COPESUL project as a single project with a 50/50

local reserve/ICB split. We propose to further discuss this issue at the

August 23d meeting with COPESUL.

1/ The raw materials plant component would represent 56% and the

utility center 44% of the total equipment and materials costs.
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Status and Timing of COPESUL and Downstream Units

23. COPESUL became a Sociedade Anonima during July and its capital

was increased for the first time from Cr $10 million to Cr $800 million.

Technip's contract was signed in April and it has started the engineering

work but needs to know in the near future the final specifications of some

time-critical items such as the compressors. It is therefore suggested that

an agreement on accelerated procurement procedures to be followed for these

items be sought between IBRD and IDB during the above mentioned meeting.

24. The project schedule now envisages commissioning at the end

of 1981 or early in 1982. The downstream units are on a somewhat later

schedule, due to their shorter construction time, and two out of the
seven have not yet been formally awarded by CDI (the PS and PP gyits,
although the decision for the latter has informally been taken.- )

25. COPESUL does not intend to conclude off-take contracts with
the downstream units before several years. It appears, however, that these

units are committed through the CDI certificate to implement their

respective projects under a deadline. COPESUL's management has drafted an

informal agreement between all the parties involved in the Complex (COPESUL,
the seven downstream units, BNDE, PETROBRAS, PETROQUISA, CONPETRO, CDI,

FIBASE) and is seeking their participation in that agreement, designed to

further formalize the commitment of each entity and assure full coordination.

26. The Bank should consider whether the above agreements and

the CDI certificate, which do not specify penalties or recourses in case

a downstream unit does not live up to its obligations, provide sufficient

assurances for a timely off-take of the project's production, or whether

special covenants should be considered. It should be kept in mind that

assured off-take would however only lower the degree of risk surrounding

COPESUL's financial return and debt servicing ability, while increasing

it for the downstream units; the risk surrounding the economic return of

the Complex as a whole would basically remain the same.

1 / The expected capacities for the seven downstream units are now as follows:

Tons per Year

LDPE
Plant I 100,000
Plant II 115,000

HDPE 60,000

MVG/PVC 240,000
Styrene/PS 100,000/80,000 or possibly 10% more

SBR 80,000
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Economic Analysis

27. Although the increase in total financing required appears
considerable, much of this increase does not really affect the economic
return calculation, since part of the change is due to a difference in the
price basis, and additional interest during construction. Furthermore, the
benefits of increased capacity and of switching to cheaper coal fuel
offset to a large extent, although not entirely, the remaining part of the
increase as shown by the revised - but still preliminary - economic returns,
which compare as follows to the Identification Mission's prior estimate
(details in Annex 4)

Economic Return
(Percentage)

Identification Mission Estimate 15.0%
Revised Estimate

eum severity 12.9%
High Severity 14.2%

28. Revised economic prices were used for most of the outputs
based on long-range prices forecasts from a major consulting firm and
other sources. As mentioned by the Identification Mission, relevant economic
prices are nevertheless difficult to determine for the main products such
as ethylene and propylene since they are not commonly traded (due to high
shipping costs) but rather used captively or sold over a pipeline grid.
Ideally, one should therefore derive their relevant economic prices from
an economic analysis of the entire complex, reaching up to the products of
the downstream units. As it appears now, revised capital and operating cost
estimates will not yet have been prepared for all the downstream units
(which are on a somewhat later shcedule than COPESUL) by the time the
appraisal mission visits Brazil; hence, we will not be able to perform
this complex-wide calculation.

29. The mission does not feel, however, that this should
constitute an obstacle to further consideration, provided we obtain
more detailed information from one of the major consulting firms on
the basis for their projections of transfer prices, so as to determine whether
there is any reason to adjust these to reflect some factors specific to
the Third Complex.

D. INFRASTRUCTURAL NEEDS FOR THE COMPLEX

30. CONPETRO in Porto Alegre is the entity in charge of organizing
the financing and implementation of the investments in infrastructure for the
Complex and the surrounding industrial zone of 13,000 ha, which include
the following major items:
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l/US $ million-

(at 1977 prices)

Expropriations 30.8
Roads 34.9
Railways 7.3
Conduits to protect
rainwater from contamination 7.3

Research Center 9.8
Sewerage 5.2
Sewerage treatment 104.5
Port facilities 34.8
Other 6.9

241.5

31. The Secretary of Planning of the Rio Grande do Sul State
assured that financing was available for roads, railways and expropriations
and that most of the expenditures for sewerage could be financed through
BNH (Brazil's Bank for Housing and Construction). Additional financing
will have to be sought, mainly for the port facilities. It is suggested
that the Bank investigate whether this could be an area of interest for
a separate project. The appraisal mission would, of course, have to
review in detail the timely availability of necessary infrastructure for
the Complex.

E. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND FURTHER TIMETABLE

32. The following recommendations are made in this report:

(i) The major components of capital costs should be discussed
with COPESUL to get a firmer view on the accuracy of present estimates;
questions surrounding the amount of indirect foreign exchange needs, and
their relevance in determining the amount of the loan will also have to
be addressed (para 13)

(ii) A meeting should be held in Washington between IDB, IBRD,
and COPESUL to solve the various questions raised with regard to co-financing
and procurement (para 20). August 23 has been tentatively agreed as a
date for that meeting.

(iii) The questions pertaining to the reserve list should also be
addressed- during that -meeting, in-the light of the first reactions obtained

1/ translated at July 1977 exchange rate of Cr. $14.35 = US $1.0
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by COPESUL from CACEX (para 22)

(iv) The appropriateness of off-take agreements between COPESUL

and the downstream units should be further reviewed by the Bank, along with

the desirability and nature of possible covenants in that respect(para 26).

(v) The question of accelerated procurement procedures for

time-critical items, and the boiler package, whose award will crucially
affect the financing plan, should be discussed during the August 23rd

meeting. (paras 19 and 23)

(vi) Detailed information should be obtained preferably by

mid-September from a major consulting company to firm up our assessment

of economic transfer prices for the project's outputs (para 29)

(vii) The Bank should consider whether it would have any interest

in the financing of some of the infrastructure required for the large

industrial zone to be established around the Complex, under a separate

project (para 31)

33. Provided most of the above recommendations can be satisfactorily

addressed during the suggested meeting and provided COPESUL is able to respect

its deadline of September 15 for completing the revision of the feasibility

study, which is already well advanced, the appraisal mission could be

planned for mid-September.

cc: Messrs. van der Tak (5), Fuchs, Dewey, Walstedt, Perram, Cash, Nayar
Kohli, Soncini
van der Meer, Glaessner, Skillings, Mirza (Region)
Buhler/Rigo (Legal)
Mole (Controllers)
Gordon (DFC)
McClure, Plant, Andrews, Azevedo, Ruisanchez (IFC)

Brown, Evans, Pratt, Tortorelli, Tarnawiecki

J-FRischard:des
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COPESUL PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT

LIST OF PERSONS MET BY THE MISSION

COPESUL (Rio)

Mr. Carlos Guttmann, Financial Director

Mr. Jose Molinos, Technical Director

Mr. Percy de Abreu, General Manager
Mr. Paulo Gomide, Assistant Financial Director

Mr. Paulo Tessarolo, Planning
Mr. Manuel Lopez, Organization and Methods

Mr. Francisco Melo (Porto Alegre)

PETROQUISA (Rio)

Mr. Clemente Wagner, Head of Planning Department

Mr. Helio Camarotta, Assistant Director
Mr. Helio Cardoso, Assistant, Plannig

CONPERTO (Porto Alegre)

Mr. Maier Avruch, General Coordinator for the Third Complex

Mr. Edison Deffenti, Coordinator, Transformation Industries

Mr. Joao Feijo, Technical Assistant, Transformation Industries

POLITENO (Rio)

Mr. Paulo Lontra, General Manager

Mr. Mauro Guia, Financial Director

BNH (Rio)

Mr. Pitto de Oliveira, Head of Research

Mr. Nico Saceanu. Assistant

SUPERINTENDENCIA DA BORRACHA (RIO)

Mr. da Costa, Superintendent

PLASTIC TRANSFORMERS (Rio Grande Do Sul, Parana, St. Catharina)

FITESA (Mr. Liu)
PLASTISUL (Mr. Zabka)
USIPLA (Mr. Raul Wertheimer)
BRASHOLANDA (Mr. Arantes)
INPLASP (Mr. A. de Campos)
PLASTICOS DO PARANA (Mr. R. de Oliveira)

JAEGER & VENTORINI CIA (Mr. Ventorini)

SALTOS SCHMIDT (Mr. Arno Schmidt)

PROVIDENCIA (Mrs. Milan)
HANSEN (Mr. Muller)
TUPINIQUIM
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SECRETARY OF PLANNING OF RIO GRANDE DO SUL

Mr. Miller, Secretary of Planning

SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE OF RIO GRANDE DO SUL

Mr. Isaac Magrisso, General Coordinator

Industrial Projects Department
August 15, 1977
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LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH

THE BRAZILIAN PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY

CDI CONSELHO de WEMNVOLVIMENTO INDUSTRIAL
Council for Industrial Development
Established under Ministry of Industry and Comerce
in 1964 by Decree 53989.

CNP CONS&LHO NATIONAL de PFEROIO
National Council of Ptroleum

GRUPO EZECUTIVO da mWDUSTRIA QUIMICA
Executive (roup for the Chemical Industry
Created in 1964 by Decree No. 53975/64 to act along with
CDI to plan and develop the chemical, petrochemical,
pharmaceutical and fertilizer industries.

PETROBRAS PETROLSO BRASILIERO S.A.
Brazilian Ptroleum Corporation
Created by Law No. 2004/53.

COPEB CONJUNTO PETROQUIMICO da BAHIA
-etrochemical Complex of Bahia
An amonia/urappetrochemical works established in the
mid-60s at Camacari by PETROBRAS using the natural gas
reserves of Reconcavo Baiano.

PUSA PETROQUIMICA UNIAO S.A.
A compaTy established to build a basic petrochemical works
at Sao Paulo owned by Fefinaria Tkiao, Noreira Sales, Ultra
and Petroquisa (75%).

KBT EMPRESA BRASILINRO de TETRAMERO
A company established to produce cumene and propylene tetramer
within the Sao Paulo petrochemical center.

COPA}O CONSORCIO PAULISTA de MONOMEOS
A compary established to produce VCM within the Sao Paulo
petrochemical center.

SUNE SUPRINTENDKEMIA do SMENVOLVIMENITO do NORIESTE
Northeast Development Authority
A regional development agency established by the Federal
Government under Decree No. 3692/59.

BNB BANCO do NORDIEUE do BRASIL
Created under Law No. lo49/52. Only able to make loans for
projects referred by SUDENE as in interest of development of
the Northeast.
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BNDE BANCO NATIONAL de DESENVOLVIMENTO ECONOMICO
The National Bank for Economic Development

FIBASE INSUMOS BASICOS S/A
FINANCIAMMENO e PAIrICIPACOES
An affiliate of BNDE which takes participation in
Brazilian company with the objective of selling later to
private investors.

FAFER FABRICA do FERTILIZAMtES do CUBATAO
Fertilizer Factory of Oubatao
Amonia/nitric acid/nitrocalcium works established in 1958
by PETROBRAS using residual gases from RPBC as feedstock.

CBE COMPANHIA BRASILINRO de ESTIRENO
Brazilian Styrene Company
Established in 1958 to produce styrene from benzene and
etIVlene supplied by RPBC.

RHODIA (Rhone-Poulenc Group)
Compalay established in 1960 to produce isopropyl alcohol
and acetone from propylene supplied by RPBC.

QUIMBASL QUIMICA INDUSTRIAL BRASILIERA
(Brazilian Chemical Industry)
Company established in early 60s at Cubatao to produce phenol.

REDUC REFINERY DUQUE do CAIIAS
The Duke of Caxias Refinery
Refinery established in the early 60s.

FABOR FABRICA do BORRACHA SINT ETICA
Pynthetic Rubber Factory
14rks established by PFrROBRAS in mid-60s which from 1972
produced synthetic rubber from styrene supplied by COE.

PnrROQUISA PErROBRAS QUIMICA S.A.
A wholly owned subsidiary of PMrROBRAS established in 1968
under Decree No. 61981/67 to take over PErROBRAS' interests in
the petrochemical industry and to undertake further investments
inclusive of joint ventures with Brazilian and/or foreign
interests.

IBP INSTITUTO BRASILEIRO EE PEHROLEO
The Brazilian Institute of Petroleum

ESPIN CONSULTORIA e ASSESS(RIA Ltda
"Consulting and Advising Limited"
A consulting firm ocumissioned by IBP to draw up a plan for the
development of the Brazilian petrochemical industry.
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CPIBP CMISSAO PETROQUIMICA do IBP
P"trochemical Subcommittee of the Brasilia Institute of

Ptroleum

1RPDC REIFINARIA PRESIDETE BERNARDES
President Bernades Refinery
Refinery constructed in the mid-50a at Cubatao in the State
of Sao Pulo which supplied raw materials (ethylene extracted
fram refinery gas, aramatics, etc.) to earliest Brazilian
petrochemical companies.

COFE COPANHIA FNTROQUIMICA do NQRDESE LTDA
Northelt', Ptrochemical Cmpany
A compaxo established in 1972 as a wholly owned subsidiary
of P1ROQUISA to implement the Northest- Petrochemical
Cammlex s raw materials center. Became public company in

197T but 50% ownership remained with PMIRWQUISA.

RLhA4 RIFINARIA LANDULPHO ALVES
Landulpho Alves Refinery
Refinery located 30 km from Camacari supplying naphtha,
gas oil, fuel oil to Northeast Petrochemical Complex.

PIWROFWIL MrROBRAS F AILTZAMRES
A wholly owned subsidiary of PETROBRAS proftcing azmonia and

urea within the Northeast Ptrochemical Complex at Camacari.

ULTRAPrmnL Nitrogenous fertiliser plant set up as part of Sao Paulo
petrochemical center.

IMA INSTITUO de PESQUISAS ECONOMICAS CAPLICADAS
The Institute of Economic and Applied Research
The Institute has studied future demand for petrochemicals
in Brasil (early 80s).

II. PND II. PLANO NACIONAL do DESKNVOLVINKNTO
Second National Development Plan published in September 1974.

NEFAP R3WINARIA do ALDERTO PASQUALINI
-" Alberto Pasqualini Refinery

The refinery supplying hydrocarbon feedstock to the Southern

NtrochmA oal Center.

COPESUL CPMANHIA PROQUDIICA do SUL Ltda
Southern Petrochemical (Ompa;W Ltd
A company 51% owned by PErROQUISA and 49% by FIBASE established

to implement the raw materials center forming the basis of the
Southern Pbetrochemical Center.
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COPESUL PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT

SUMMARY OF TERMS AND AMOUNTS OF DIFFERENT FINANCING SOURCES

1. BNDE (Signed December 1976)
- U$200,000,000 equivalent in local currency

- 6% interest
- 20% maximum monetary correction
- Repayments starting 06/15/1981
- 22 quarterly installments

2. FRENCH CREDIT LINE

(Negotiations completed, signing awaits shareholders' agreement)

- Up to US$ 80 million equivalent

- Syndicate led by Credit Lyonnais, includes BNP, Paribas,
Worms, BFCE

- Interest 7.5% (official interest rate for long-term export

credits by France; can change over implementation

period, with a consequent change in the average

interest rate of the credit line; change is unlikely,

though)
- Guarantee fee to COFACE of 5.4% flat (amounts to an additional

1.1% a year)
- 0.3% per annum commitment fee

- 0.3% flat management fee

- 12 years repayment including 4 years of grace if orders to

French industry amount to US$ 20 million equivalent;

14 years including 4 years of grace if orders total US$

40 million or more. Even contracts simply admissible,

but not actually financed by the credit line, are taken

into account to determine the "orders to French industry"

- covers only 85% of equipment cost; 15% down payment is required

- can cover equipment and materials subcontracted by French

suppliers from other countries up to 5% of each order

3. EUROCURRENCY LOAN (Offer under consideration)
- Same syndicate as for credit line

- Up to US$ 18 million equivalent, or 20% of the

orders to the French industry, with a minimum of US$

5 million
- Interest: 2.25% above LIBOR payable twice a year

- 0.75% per annum commitment fee
- 1.125% flat management fee
- 8.5 years repayment including 3.5 years of grace

a

NOTA: Other offer was made by Citybank withbomewhat longer repayment schedule
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BRAZIL - COPESUL PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT

FIXED CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FOR ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

(in US $ million and at mid-1977 prices)

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 TOTAL

Disbursement Percentage 2.8% 15.1% 27.4% 29.8% 24.9% 100%

Fixed Capital Expenditures

.Excl. Price Contingencies &
Before Shadow-Pricing of
Local Components 16.6 89.0 161.6 175.8 146.9 589.9

Out of which:

Foreign Exchange (4.9) (26.2) (47.6) (51.7) (43.3) 173.7

Local Currency (11.7) (62.8) (114.0) (124.1) (103.6) 416.2

Same as above after
Applying 1.25 Foreign
Exchange Shadow Factor
to local Currency Costs 14.3 76.4 138.8 151.0 126.2 506.7

Same after addtional
Adjustment to Reflect
Escalation on Capital
Costs over and above
General Inflation of 7% 14.3 77.1 140.8 153.1 128.0 513.3
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ECONOMIC REVENUES AND OPE TING COSTS AT 100 CAPACITY UTILIZATION

(U.S. $million and at mid-1977 prices)

Medium Severity Case High Severity Case

Units ntty Price (US SValue Quantity Price (USA) Value

REVENUES

ton 420,000 380 159.6 471,642 179.2

Ethylene ton 120,000, 250 30.0 120,000 30.0

Butpyiene ton 66,468 395 26.3 67,921 26.8

Bftadiene - ton 115,443 250 28.9 150,424 3.6
Benzene ton 18,644 200 3.7 22,306

Xylenes ton 25,393 200 5.1 28,474 5.1

Residue ton 51.5 60 3.1 3, 5.
LPG ton 210,956 125 26.4 130,743 16.3

Pyrolysis Gasoline .0 ton 231,038 150 34.7 148,031 3.7
High Pressure Steam ton 413,000 9 3.7 408,000

Medium Pressure Steam tol 1,632,000 8 13.1 -" ^ ',

Low Pressure Steam t-n 326,400 6 2.0 1.0
~~red Ana~ i n 10I V 16,0341.Fit r.d W-- v 0 M, I A a 1,485 0.5

124
Nitrogen 1 000 f 17,014 30 0.5 17,014 0

Total 338.6

ERATNG C TS

Naphtha t n 1,499,836 120 180. *

Catalysts M3 45 'various N

Inhibitors - Anti-Oxidants ton 110 0.4

Absorbents ton 145 0.2

Solvents ton 5S 1 0.1

Soda Ash ton 505 710 0.1

NEA ton 197 1,580 0.2

Other Chemicals ton 55 various O.t

Chemicals, Water Treatment ton 1,790 0.5
Power (Variable Rate Component) 1,000 KWH 48,960 14 0.7

Fuel Oil ton 36,100 70 2.5

Coal ton 1,205,000 8 9.6

Sub-Total Variable Costs

Labor
Level I Mnn-Mouth 11,124 720 8.0

Level II Man-Month 3,253 1,360 4.4

Level I Ha- nh14 8
eve Sub-total Man-1onh

Power (Fixed Rate Component) K--month 8 53,520

Maintenance afid Repairs n.a. 7.0

Insurance n.a 2.3

Overhead n.a
Sub-Total Fixed Costs 27.5

OPERATIONS CASN-FLOI 116.3
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CaSmil.. PROJECZUa\S FOR . N.iv mYS2S - A HIGA SEVER1Ty CASE

(i. US $ -d at c.((-1.77 Price)

9~ 9 79 190 1i 190 1983 9 1985-92 1663

7143) (77. 1) (1, b) (153.1) 128.0 5

)1. -(36.67 (6,9) (4.6) * - -- 1

(14.3) (7(.1) 140.8) (153.1) (166.6) (6.9) (4.6-

2" .0 34.7 36 6 338. 36.6

G.6 1) (..3) 194 8 (19 R,
'a77. 2) 7 27 -

23.6) (202.8) (222 3) (222.3, (22.3

3 66.4 ERR (-- M-4iu - !.Ixty9047.3 11('.3 116.3 126

Z; - (14 3) (77.11 (140 6) 053.1) (166.6) 73.5 67.3 116.3 116. C6. 12.9' y

7.1 -.. 9.- 95 9 .5'

'M n 5.it 8 17S.9 S
(7 1 )40, (15.1) (46.6) .6 1.6..7

empu..4.2-
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Mr. Jesa-Frencis Rischerd, MD, Division II July 15, 1977

Anthony R, Persm, iChW, Divisien 11, IPD

BMZIL - COPES PeLbtroecal Project
Tas of References

1. You will arrive in Rio do Janeiro on July 18' 1977, for a aslsion
expected to last about three weeks, during which you will also visit Sao-
Paulo, Porto Alegre and other locations if required. Yu will supervise
the work of Mr. Bastl (censultant), whose ters of reference for a study of
the market prospects for the Rio Grande do Sul Petrochemical Complex have
been issued separately, and join him whenever possible.

2. While in Rio, you will sek to obtain revised data on capital
and operating costs, product slate sad prices for the COPLSUL project so as
to firm up the assessment of the project's economic viability and foreign
exchange financing needs. You will also seek to obtain clarifiations on
the status of the Government's decision regarding the local/foreign equip-
ment split and on the nature and terms of the tentative financing arrange-
maens for the project, mainly with regard to the credit line extended by the
French. While in Porto Alegre, you will enquirs about the investment program
in infrastructure and the corresponding finecing needs in connction with the
Rio Grand* do- Sul Petrchmical Complex with the view to identify areas of
possible interest to the Bank.

3. Upon your return in Washington, you will prepare a brief Back-to-
Office Report on your main findings.

J-FRischard:siv

-ddar1 ith vndt cc: Mr. Mirza

cc; Messrs. van der Tak (5), Puchs/Dewey, Walstedt, Cash, Mayer, Kohli,
Sonini, McClure, Glassmer, Skillieng Evans, Brown



July 14, 1977

Mrs. Beldenu
Bancs de Investitil
4, Strada Doamnei
Bucharest
ROMANIA

Dear Mrs. Beldeenu:

Re: CRAIOVA chemical Project
Preliminary Economic Analysis

Further to Mr. Fuchs' telex of July 1 to Mr. Diamandopol, please find
attached a summary of our preliminary economic evaluation of the Craiova Chemical
Project which we had agreed to comnicate to you during our last mission. We
would like to emphasize that many of our assumptions are still tentative, although
we have firmed up the major ones regarding the economic cost of methane and the
long-run economic prices of major products such as methanol, acetic acid and
vinyl/polyvinyl acetate. In general, wherever a choice between assumptions had to
be made, we intentionally chose the one most favorable to the project economies;
more refined assumptions would therefore most likely lead to a somewhat lower
return for the project.

As indicated in Mr. Fuchs' telex, we have also attempted to analyse the
project on a plant-by-plant basis in order to determine possibilities of improv-
ing the economic ieturn of the proposed project to Romania. Preliminary results
of this analysis are also included in the attachment. However, substantial
further detailed work in this regard would have to be done before any final
recommendations can be made about the possible optimm project formulation.

You would recollect that before we left Bucharest, we had discussed with
you our first rough economic return calculations for the project which showed a 3
to 4% return. The revised calculations herewith submitted show an 8 to 9%
return; these calculations are still preliminary and are based on somewhat
optimistic assumptions in some key areas as indicated above. But, they clearly
indicate that the project as presented to our mission does not have an acceptable
economic return to Romania.



Mrs. beldeanu -2- July 14, 19 7

We believe be useful to explain the main differenaee in
assumptions which have led 0 the above-mentioned change in economic return since
our discussions in Buchars This change is the net result of (a) changes in
assumptions (COmpared to t a of our mission) which have improved
the return and (b) changes, n assumptiobs which have reduced the return. The two
groups are as follows: 1

(a) Major changes in assumptions which have improved the return

(i) Latest inforation obtained by us on prices for fuel
oil in the Mediterpanean ats indicate current price of about
$70 per ton, thus enabling us to lower the current cost of
met -*om th& figure of $80 per thousand cubic meters to

- $65. The long-run price of fuel oil is actually likely to be
someuhat higher than the current price after the present
situation of oversupply in Europe is resolved. We feel that

' $65 is the minimum economic cost of mathane (i.e. the value
of methane in its best alternative use) that can be defended
on country grounds.

(ii) Based on a study which we have cemmissioned for that purpose
from specialised consultants, we have tentatively increased
the price of methanol, the project's most important product,
from $110 to $130 per ton (in 1977 constant dollars). Here
again, this is the highest long-run price which we think can
be justified; in any further refinemnts,, a somewhat lower
price may have to be used.

(iii) Overall mithane consumption has now been reduced to 391.5
million a according to IITPIC's revised estimates,

(b) Major changes in asssmptions which have deteriorated the return

(1) Price of polyvinyl alcohol was lowered from $2,000 to $1,500,
the latter being the present US and European price for top
grade (compare with the internal Romanian price of $3,300.).
We consider this to be an optimistic price when applied to
the project, considering the difficulty of marketing this
product and the lack of experience of Denmbiana in this
respect.

(ii) A major error in our previous calculations was discovered
(the quantity of purge gas from the CO geparation unit had
been erroneously set at 264.0 million a in Annex 13 of the
TES sumry submitted to us, while it should have read 24.4
million A3),



Mrs. SAssm -3- July 14, 1977

(iii) Based on the study prepared by our cnnaultas, we have
low-ed the vinyl acetate/PVA prices somewht, but this has
had only a marginal effect. Again, prises used here sew to
be the highest which could possibly be justified.

As you cmas*, the effect of the ehanges under group (a) have more than
offset those of the changes uder (b). The return routn nevrtheless belm 10-
at least for the project in its sasatn form.

We hops that this information .ill be useful. If there are any questions
please comenlcaw them to us. In the meantime, we are awaiting the decisims of
the competent authorities prsnumt to Mr. Fuehs' telex.

Yours faithfully,

Jean-Francois Rischard David Caplin
Industrial Projects Departent

J-Uisceod; aiv

cs Msos. uahse/Devey
Nwram/Xebli
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URAM - CO54MM fttroahadca hvjsct
TOXNs Of hRe."rMp fr Y4..4pi and Mirlew- tda sw

1. Yixr mission is expected to start on Ja~l 18, lM, and to last
aotheree wnae. You will visit Rio, SWe ftalo, frto Mlegre, s " sa M1 4

other locaticins if required. Mr. Rischard in Join You froms July 18 to
August 5. Tou will report to Ma and inform Wx about te progrmw of your
work.

2. The object of the wdiLo JA to Investigate the mairkeast and aga
nds for the mal products to be pro 4aed by the Ric M. de do SUI (Ds)

_=W__ _ nsmy, Lns, M, PVn, Btna*S , M and PP. I that reopeqt,
you will gather isnfrtIon as write a finsl report an the followingt

W1 Histerial emn and SqQ piui:Wa Import and eqport
data for the abo e . pxwwta. of emIsatng
MeanfOnturift capacit,001, firme or gena involved, and
tiee, if any, to campazdas expected to partdcipate In the MiW

00.4en.Ainds~iS of desamd brammnu between various
+a--u-s and comparison it patterns and trans In

otber countres.- fatrs weideh winl affet this breakdowun
in Brail in the future. Factors "cdh wtil affect dmsued
f-r n.

(U1) Description of gg-Mfor above products b7 sectors
(agrimatumr, Itwr, canttioan, consumaer sectors)
-and main sNwtors Awrever pme1ble and afthl (e.g.

an+M1OMMbOster). COMIAMo wth ond.-use patterns
elseWhme. Pactwro vhich winl affect this pattern In
the faturs.

(Iii) AnAlyzds of the j aoru& buutrieg Involved in the

I-ludes the following data by prodsct or group of products:

SGeneral1 deamrdptlon of tramformsatimn industries., ag,
methods of processing (extwusion, blmia--mding, g.)

-Sie am locatin of firus involed at various at" s.
s-onsora SWd auriuaans.

General deariptimn of customer witha~sea L
-maaturer" dmesbe under (W) anue-3e- at

distributiono typl" of contacs, freqam at supply.
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Oculd these Indintrioss isiport the prodmnts for prooessing
and have they dwne it? At uhat priose am nd r what

s=1tJA? dM" dId4 j Sfa, m, fr?

MeI doenmite avajaakd-l+.y Of prodwUt critl foes ablist.-.
mot of raw i+z -fwmt.m industri"?

- p iu that regwd in Sm Pago ad Bakda. T
factors iivolyod.

- Ppcts Un that rwqpet for WS3, IncludiMg capital
osts and snoes of finew-Ung, *-Uasw - hip, tdmdvz
aspects regadin rogiamal doad, exports to other

cewwtims, etc.

b iplqymmut eratwcm In Yuan trawsfoattn industrdim
(e.g. per tou of prodmt iqmt).

(iv) beadw in BrazU1 aid facters affctig

3. Twu wMl detenmise with Mr. Rinchma bow tiewn emts xvquirad
for this review s to be cidnected, bamed an coutucs to be provided and
oordiusted by COPBM aWe the ftmvtwyr of PMandwg. The format of yawr
repor, mich is expected to be roa4 two to U -- wpek& jp rettrn of tha
missioup %M be worked out bsen ymu and Mr. R "imd at the beijxdft of the

MISAdm and w gnd~ if the maod aris.

J-MirabAkdiWiV

cc: Msrs. van der Tak (5), mh/Dew,, walatedt, Cash, N@Vwr, yobiv
Sani,, McMM=,r, Mnmsmerpw Bmmns, ft-imaj, Mmah&t,
Mirza, Skillings
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NKAen ODPBM M m hrd el* ec

1. A ameting v" hold o J ne 29, I97, b*Uvft M1se, surm1n.
-ad Mrsa (U;2) d PADmS. Bs, EMWM JMW X..h.. 09) to &isOS 1.
ralmW d-wifg a nsotft wt th sID Mroctor wit XVad to t e ffM gaxonSwepOU far Vo abon pmimt. a both taw use , theai far- Mu--i- was te J=* 15 ia c-to-Ofe Roper pepeamd by 3be$ks. Brvia
and BMWn fbalmiNkg their Visit to arM11 at the begaiong of Ams (v or
attahe for reier ).

2. Total fifn4P 630b"W 1 for th MOW
aspeated to -nowt roughy to s " ammlan in the aams of a 70%10 /30
foreign split far squIpmat supply sa only to - .2Wis aN 2 a if a 5050
split veme to be adopted. A French bemak JA to hae SO& 05

nVm10 available in the forme of a 112 of C Abmat UECO million
aW0 d leen to st the fWr* a *L
costs. EMa In *Rmeted to AOeqer Ieaaet I for ItIMPS flnMW-- tbXWgh
the hvwh arvdit, anW inhesti dwrift amistrwetem for a total of UBM2

mme-n- ?be roodaiing fnvocital 11 410% - coulid posvWX be fineane
by ZMWD wil/er MRB, vith the lattar 0pp"MORM7 wiif to Put VP> US%50
14m14n or owre.

Deswriptin of the hebltm

3. Two varia( w)e most Important in a- .f the natlr Mod
extent of the possile pabe a Ump by the Bmak In the famud-g r a

WrWMUL PMedsgt, 0901027, tb* 310a W 011dP Qq*d="n W t and M;e dopms
of ntili"aa ofthme Lime ofr edit extended by the rnwh. The
problan vs sloset out as fallas Wy Mr. irsw

(1) Xf ths ogspmmt split is 50/50 mda if only haf the Prembh
cradt uem to be ndp the voW d be v c a for a siz*@bM*
Bonk losa.

(ii) If the equdpmeat split Is 7CV30 aud if the civdat 11M waft
to be ful.ly utiled, theme woold not be awg -eam for a
et oficaut Baank leans to CONSU as subj; a wider-based

loan could thes be e'vwlg ava-eima inmt s14..l thrOU4h
MW to COMUL as well an to two or tbree designated do.-
strwa Wita, ;O1DW9ng BMN's esaF prefinvooet bowwodiese

Th/wee ame A & ati+-ow tbat amml bilatoaln agwolows xd*ht als be
intwretod In the proect.
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(nII) If a stuation evolved wbich vou14 be in between the two
described above, there would be ofr a cowaratively
emaller Back lam to W01EUL, besides the alternative ag
a widw-ased project.

Subsqu-+ disnuisins, focimed on the guestiome of the equipment spUt, the
line of credit tnd by the French and the posibility of a iofted project.

3MisEEMt Miit

4. ased on the discussions whiUh they had in Brasla, Yassrs. Skilns
and Mrsa epressed their conviction that tha principle ft a 50/50 qpUt had

bmn accepted by the Govertment, and that it a.so had the aupprt. of the
president of PROUA(COsaM's majoarity shaemaae). iAocrding to
W-. Evans, the OOPBL people were also in fav or a 5/50 lit, both for
technic1a and fiancal resons th@w bad indiated IIr a I v to pavpare
an equipment list based on such a plit for eary vabmissim to CACXX once the
Gover.o would heft confrme to COML its decdia to sim at a 5Q/50 split,
which had not yet been done at the tleu of the P. m1W im. Mr. Eans
- mod nevertheless -cme 4oubts about the acceptability to the equipment
manufacturers of a 50/50 qx it in this pr*1e*t, whon a 70/30 split baA been
used for COPSM (COPBSUL's sister "mpw in the Bahis Complam). As thwo

st3l remadned saw confusion a to the agreed vplt, W. S31lngs stated that
he would requot the Bablanm Gosvetment to confirm its d4sioin coaer me
this isam to the Bank by telex.

PrOUseh LirA Of Creft

5. Ath the posiiity of a 50/50 splt, the degree of u+1- a i se
of the line of credit offeed bV the Freach deserves Increased attentio-.-
*t. Devey easprosoed at the outeet of the ma=4 the vie that If a

9 m as' al line of rwdit Is extended at favorable term and is tied to tha
project so an to be otherwise mn11a . to the Country, there w -uld sesm
to be little reson for the , wb - be its fe ava*l to a
variety of projects, to insist on participating in the project mben this would
crowd out the line of credit. Uas was partialy true if it could be
daterained that the project would nat be undbly penalised in term of opipment
ost or thmrilo qwaitV by using the tied funds. He mntioned quetions

as-& by the Board in that respect in the ome of projects in other contries
to stress this p-int. Mr. kiEng argued in reply that he had never
insUto4A" the idea of the Bank beifg a leader of last to Ioy that
the Bank had so role wben sufficient amon+s of . rwdt ware a=valabl. foa
applying contries.

V As do the credits which could possibly be offered by several blateral
qpw4As. In the absene of further information, this topic was vat

discussed in detail during the meeting.



6. ame ns b.quosm bftgm e d*Midtim of wbaM ow *0dAd
cau Ofayes teen * UO Rataft mid comtw at ette U et Geat meen
disommed In now a desd. Wh. Rmwn stated that the Lin ss vved a Uw= 7.5%

iatswwt rate,- with 15 yes maturitv. AawredAl to Mr. Md'14aw be ad
to mid mome Xwwwente fee 1seW by OMMto tim intweet6 rate chaggpd by
the Avoob bek seamived Crepwtthe sOnWt Urmtmda), and dk,-% -- 1 ,
the matwritr woe Pusebm~ algktly Am twte n Indizaed to tm ZIM vnm-em

Mr. smy wmndwre idbw e part of the lim a t avmit *wAA be aned to
fla= m-sp procured Itwo as Wa bms the qMs In simd~w matLOWia
k-=0 to M*

7. ftgprding tlw qwot+m of hem and to wbat exent thU ij wa of nnt
mald be wm -, - *0 stated tat th 4amapt *0 vowtlacae m.0 ems an
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Anihony 11o Perram, Chief, Division II, NDP DAIE: June 15, 1977

FROM: Don B wn and Geoffrey Evans

SUBJECT: BRAZIL - OOPESUL Petrochemical Project
Back-to-Office Report

1. We met with COPESUL staff in Rio during May 31 - June 3 to discuss
the financing and procurement arrangements for the COPESUL ethylene project.
IDB staff (Messrs. Stempel and Montez) also attended most meetings, along
with Mr. Humayun Mirza.

2. Little progress had been made in defining capital costs more
accurately than in the previous mission, since the contractor Technip
has only just started working and COPESUL has no clear direction from
the Government on the split between foreign and local supply for the
project. Their previous ethylene project, COPENE in Bahia, was executed
on a 70% local/30% foreign split. On this basis, COPESUL estimated
about $120 million in direct foreign project costs (in 1976 values). We

estinated that this would increase to about $160 million direct costs in

1977 prices, assuming a 50/50 split in procurement sources, and this
number was used for subsequent discussion. This would correspond to about
$200 million total foreign exchange financing requirements.

3. On this basis foreign exchange financing could develop along the
following very approximate levels:

Source Amount Allocation
$ million

IBRD 80 ICB equipment (Post-allocated)
IDB 60* engineering plus preselected

ICB items
French Credit 40 post-allocated equipment

after ICB
BNDE 20 down payment on French-financed

items plus interest during
200 construction

4. However, we should not preclude the possibility of different
decisions of the Brazilians (and IDB) that could eliminate the need for
either further IDB or IBRD participation. Maximum use of French credits,
a 70/30 equipment split, and higher IDB financing (a distinct possibility)
could lead to the following approximate breakdown, in million of foreign
exchange requirements.

IDB or IBRD 70 - 90
French Credit 60 - 80
BNDE 10 - 20

Total required 160

* includes $11 million for engineering as part of a "technology transfer and
engineering project"



5. COPESUL has available an $80 million French (tied) buyer's

credit at favorable terms (about 7.5% interest with 15 year maturity).

They will probably proceed with using this credit and we estimatf that

French suppliers could win as much as $40 million under ICB procurement.

COPESUL would like to post-allocate items to the French credit after

following ICB. IDB indicated they would not do this and would prefer

preallocation of a list of goods to IDB for financing in parallel. We

indicated that IBRD has used post allocation previously and we would

likely consider it in this instance. Preallocation to IDB (who would
use ICB) does not present a problem in itself but possibly makes it more

difficult to use the French credit efficiently. Preallocation to the

French credit is possible but likely to add to the cost of the project
(since there would be virtually no competition under that arrangement).

6. BNDE would have to make a relatively small contribution, to cover
down payments for items financed from the French credits plus interest
during construction on the IBR.D loan (we presumed that this would likely
not be financed by IBRD) and French credit. (The BNDE part could be
substituted by a commercial credit but there was no need to discuss it
at this stage.) Thus, although foreign costs (and financing) are not firmly
known at this stage, there appears to be a need for both IDB and IBRD to

participate in the project at approximately the levels previously
contemplated, assuming a relatively low reserve list is agreed.

Financing Constraint

7. Financing availability for the overall complex may be a problem.
Total investment would be about $1,500 million equivalent. Although
COPESUL would appear to be in good shape vis-a-vis foreign exchange
availability, shortage of local funds for COPESUL and for all funds for
the downstream plants may cause delays. The financing requirement on
BNDE appears to be large, and considering the overall Brazilian fiscal
constraints, ENDE may not be able to provide all funds in a timely manner.

8. For COPESUL, BNDE (plus its subsidiary FIBASE) will probably
have to provide about $300-400 million during 1977-1981. The downstream
units apparently also intend to rely on DNDE for both loan and equity
(as preferred shares) for large portions of finance, in the order of

$500 million, during 1978-81. PETROQUISA, a significant source of
finance for the complex, may also have funding problems; depending largely
on revenue to be generated by COPENE starting only in 1978.

Downstream Units

9. Considering this possible constraint we began reviewing the
need or desirability of IBRD participation in one of the downstream

units. PVC, being the largest, would be the most probable choice. We

briefly discussed the PVC project with one of its selected owners* with
regard to scope, schedule and their views on financirg. In general,
the downstream units, all with irajority private sector ownership, should
be able to attract some financing. IFC has expressed interest in

participating in one or more of the units (IFO has several investments

in Brazilian petrochemical pro jects). But it is unlikely that they all
can attract sufficient funds.

* "PETROPAR", a venture formed for two Brazilian groups, OLIVEBRA and PEIXOTO.

PETROQUISA and FOR1TOSA PLASTICS (Taiwan) are also project sponsors.
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10. COPESUL asked both IBRD and IDB if an "umbrella" loan could be
considered for the several downstream plants. IDB, which did this in
the COPENE project through BNDE, rejected the approach. We did not
offer any encouragement about the possibility of IBRD using this approach.

n1. While an "umbrella" loan would be cumbersome and not recommended,
direct IBRD participation, when other funds are not readily forthcoming,
may improve overall project implementation. During appraisal we should
coordinate closely with IFC and other prospective lenders in this regard.

Procurement

12. We also discussed procurement procedures in great detail.
We suggested that COPESUL seek Government concurrence on reaching
agreement with CACEX on a 50% maximum local reserve list. (We attempted
not to qualify this level indicating that our criteria are not based on
a given level but rather on an analysis of effect on project cost and
technical reliability of whatever level is chosen.)

13. We encouraged COPESUL to develop a system with three lists
(similar to the Valefertil project):

(1) local supply, consisting of items that clearly can be
supplied competitively from local sources. (Local Reserve)

(2) foreign supply, consisting of those items where no
local supplies exist.

(3) unallocated list where local supply is possible but
price competitiveness and technical experience is
questionable.

14. The last category would be included in ICB with local participation
in bidding with the normal 15% preference. Such a system could avoid most
of the difficulties in reaching agreement with CACEX.

15. We also gave COPESUL copies of procurement instructions as used
in the Valefertil project, as well as discussed advertising procedures,
plus the minor differences in procurement procedures between IBRD and IDB.

16. Depending in part on how quickly we are able to proceed, advance
contracting may be a problem. Engineering work started in mid-May,
financed under an IDB engineering credit. COPESUL claims a CACEX agreement,
a necessary condition of any procurement decision, could be attained by
September. Even allowing for some delays on the Brazilian side and adding
the advertising requirements of IDB/IBRD, some orders could be placed for
critical equipment late in 1977. Therefore,COPESUL would need to firm up
its financing plan (as well as procurement procedures) relatively soon.
If possible, we should schedule appraisal by August/September, to enable
procurement activity to proceed efficiently in parallel with our internal
processing of the appraisal.
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Marketing

17. The marketing mission scheduled for July is acceptable to
COPESUL. This mission should be able to proceed relatively quickly,
based on IDB's appraisal :eport (for the engineering loan) plus other
market analysis information available with IDB and COPESUL. -

cc: Messrs. van der Tak (5), Fuchs, Dewey, Cash, Nayar, Soncini,
Rischard, van der Meer, Skillings, Mirza, Aguirre,
McClure (IFC), Plant (IFC), Ruisanchez (IFC)

DBrown:ki
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'ROW - Craiova Chbmial ProJeot
Projec(,t Preparation Xans nae

Back-to-Offlee and Full ftpor

1. A Project Prparation Mission visited R a fra 29 to
Juse 10, 17 to undertake & Preliminary rwrisw Of te maiU techuitAl
finan4cial anW economir- aspects of the Craiava Chamical Project andtoutatively prepar it for appraisal by September IM. ?he project had
been submitted to the E&* in early 1976, although under a different form,
along wit nine other (@mical sector projects and retained am one of te
possible candidates for Fl 1978 by a Project Identification Mission wichvisited %maia in EAq 1976. The present mision was & faow-up on
recosamindations nde at that time anI on preferences expressed by te

Govnet in April 1977. A list of persons met by the missian is contaned

2. The project, which enwaits of the qP4 In of the Craiova
ecal Complexlocaed near Cralova in the judet (district) of blj,, will

Mainly arj$ variety of orai emictals usIng wathans gas as ths
primary f edsok. The cw tamd priority of te project arn lins,
wit the Government's poaqi o maxiad=ing te chemical uses of the
Country's significant, but limited oil and natural gas resources while
replacing them with coal and lignite an primary enrgy SoUrces.

3. The project does not, howover, appear to be oconomic11y viableu-der its Present form. m seeme to be room for improving i econme
return by redmgning the project and in particular by elim:Ua-ing certain
plants awl produuts. This would revwrtwle" tam some time, Md oter
problme would in &W cam ham to be dealt with, notably wi respect to
"Arios and marketi ,s and fnancing arransomentei tee vaiuos issues arodiscussed in pares 3 to 44. Provided that the project is
acceptable to the Romanian and that the major ' woe are solved, the project.*Ich from the Country$' point of vie has Dse u1"rrtant, W not

adilY qUiantiflable benfits, ought to be suitable for further considerationby the Bank as a pomib Fr 79 project.

IL, IlMBUSW BACKGRMM

Oimical Sector BacNa unid

The hemical industry aa4 been one of homadig Met dynmdc
ftetors. SiE 1950, it has attainedn averAp prwt rate of 2% a year,and ranka now In third place, with a sham of about 1% of total idustrial
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output, behind the machine building and metal working industries (31%)
and the food industries (13%). It absorbed about 15% of total industrial

investment and employed 7% of the industrial labor force in 1975.

5. The development strategy for the chemical industry has been

largely designed so as to increase the value added to the Country's petroleum

and methane gas resources. Accordingly, the fastest growth has occurred in

fertilizers, plastics and synthetic rubber and fibers. Long-term plans
continue to attribute a high priority to petrochemicals, which are expected

to account for three-fourths of the chemical industry output by 1990, against

about one-half today. Romania's main competitive advantages in the chemical

field reside in the local availability of valuable hydrocarbon resources

(its methane gas, for instance, is one of the world's- purest), considerable

experience in chemical engineering, research and development, and the

excellence of its manpower development efforts in that area. The Country's

ambitious industrial development plans in the chemical sector, aiming at
self-sufficiency and at covering a large variety of activities, face however

severe constraints in the relatively limited size of the domestic market,
in the obsolescence of many facilities, in the rapid stretching of its

know-how resources, and in the serious inadequacy of its pricing system when

it comes to making the specific investment decisions which are required to

implement these plans.

Production and Consumption of Methane Gas

6. Romania possesses significant reserves of associated gas (i.e., found

in oil wells) and non-associated natural gas. Present production levels run

at about 33 billion cubic meters per year, out of which about 27 are non-

associated gas. The latter is high-quality gas, almost pure methane. About

70% of the methane fields are located in the Transylvanian Basin within the

Carpathian arc . Production increased at a rapid pace after 1960 and by

1965, methane gas became the largest single energy source in Romania, replacing
oil in that role, while the proportion used for feedstock remained under

10% until 1975.

Production and Consumption of Methane in Romania
(in million cubic meters)

Consumption Consumption
Production as Fuel/ as Feedstock

1960 6,710 6,250 460
1965 13,040 12,150 890
1970 19,970 17,950 2,020
1975 27,000 24,300 2,700
1977 27,500(p) 24,200(p) 3,300(p)

p - projected

1/ Includes small amounts of net exports until 1975 of the order
~ of 200 million cubic meters in that year.
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7. The Government does not publish any data on hydrocarbon reserves.It is thus difficult to make any estimation of gas reserves but Plan targets,showing a peak in production in 1977, and thereafter a stable level at about27 billion cubic meters, would tend to show some kind of resource constraint.Also, it is reported that Romania has now begun importing gas from the USSR.As a working hypothesis, the figure of 500 billion cubic meters has beenproposed,Y including both associated and non-associated natural gas reserves.Within this context of limited reserves and with the added stimulus of theworld oil crisis, the Government designed in 1973 a new energy strategyinvolving, as far as gas is concerned, the restriction of new connectionssolely to the chemical industry and a major program of converting utilitiesand industries from the use of gas as primary fuel to that of coal and lignite,the exploitation of which is to be developed in parallel.

8. Among the major chemica uses of methane, ammonia production forfertilizers has been the earliest and by far the most important one inRomania. It has expanded rapidly during the last decade as the Governmentimplemented a vapt program to develop fertilizer production for home useand for export.3

Breakdown of Chemical
Uses of Methane Gas in Romania

(in percentages)

1969 1975

Ammonia 58.5 68.4
Acetylene 14.8 9.3
Methanol 5.5 1.3
Carbon Black 20.7 6.1
Other Uses 0.5 4.9

Methanol is made at Victoria and is used mainly to produce formaldehyde,and dimethyl-terephthalate (3Ci'), a polyester fiber intermediate. 20,000tons per year (tpy) of acetylene are produced in Borzesti for the productionof polyvinyl chloride (PVC). The major acetylene producer is neverthelessthe Craiova Chemical Complex, with a present capacity of 49,000 tpy facetylene, of which 33,000 tpy are produced using methane feedstock.Vf

1/ Economic Report on Romania, to be issued.
2/ The first plant in &rope producing hydrogen out of methane gas forthe manufacture of ammonia is claimed to have been opened in Tirnaveniin 1936.

3/ Details on these developments can be found in the Bacau Fertilizer
Project Appraisal Report, No. 459-RO.

4/ Acetylene was produced in Savinesti to manufacture acrylonitrile forsynthetic fibers, but this process is now replaced by a more economicalone (from propylene and ammonia) in Pitesti.
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III. THE CRAIOVA CHEMICAL COMPIEX

9. The Craiova Chemical Complex is located near the village of
Isalnita, about six miles west of Craiova, at the confluence of the Jiu
and Amarandia rivers. The platform hosts facilities for the production of
nitrogenous (270,000 nutrient tons capacity) and complex fertilizers as well
as for the production of acetylene and a range of acetylene-based organic
chemicals.

10. A background note on acetylene production, and products based on
this intermediate, is given in Annex 2. The organic chemicals section of the

complex developed around a small (16,100 tpy) acetylene unit opened in the

early sixties and using carbide as feedstock. In 1964 a second acetylene
plant (33,000 tpy) was put on stream, based on the partial oxidation of
methane brought from Transylvania by pipeline. Products made from acetylene
in the complex include acetaldehyde, acetic acid, n-butanol, nicotinic acid
and derivatives, butyl acetate, vinyl acetate and polyvinyl acetate (PVA).
A semi-commercial scale unit for the manufacture of polyvinyl alcohol is
also in operation. These products are mostly used as raw materials by the
fiber, plastic, paints and coatings industries, as well as being used
as intermediates for the production of more complex organic chemicals.
Annex 3 shows the capacities existing at the complex for the production of
organic chemicals.

11. The Craiova Chemical Complex is part of the Craiova Fertilizer
Central, (one of the nine coordinating agencies organized under the Ministry
of Chemical Industry), which plans, supervises and coordinates the various
activities of the Country's fertilizer plants, as well as exercising the same
responsibilities with regard to the organic chemicals section of the
Craiova Complex. The Craiova Central is known to the Bank through its
involvement with the Bacau Fertilizer Project also under the Central's
jurisdiction. Its technical staff also acts in similar functions in the
Craiova Complex. Historical financial statements for the Complex are
summarized in Annex 4,, showing a high level of profitability, due largely to
the exceedingly Ow price of methane feedstock in Romania.

IV. THE PROJECT

Rationale and (bjectives

12. The project, which consists of the expansion and modernization of
the Craiova Chemical Complex, is intended to address the following develop-
ment objectives or constraints:

(i) The project would divert about 390 million cubic meters of methane

gas from fuel to chemical feedstock uses, thus increasing the amount of gas
processed into chemicals by about 12 percent. The project has been very
ingeniously designed so as to achieve this objective to the fullest. About
half of the methane stream would be directed to a new acetylene unit; one-
third of the carbon contained in this stream of gas would thus be trans-
formed into acetylene and from there into a variety of high value organic
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chemicals. The remaining two-thirds would be transferred in the form of off-

gases to other units, and mainly to the existing ammonia/urea facilities,
the composition of the offgas permitting direct use by the ammonia reactor,
in replacement of pure methane gas (which would have had to incur the costs

of preparation in the synthesis gas unit). The other half of the original
methane stream would be used for the production of methanol, one-fifth of

which would be also used for the synthesis of the above-mentioned acetylene-

based organic chemicals.

(ii) The project's location and design concept addresses the need

to make the best possible use of pre-existing investments on the platform.

The gas pipeline and many intrastructural facilities would be shared by
the new units, which would be closely integrated with existing process streams.

Spare capacity in some existing units would also be absorbed. Diplication
of plants is to take place wherever possible so as to maximize the benefits

of existing expertise in building and operating similar units.

(iii) The transfer of new technologies would be sought for two

major plant units and local machinery and equipment suppliers would be

involved as much as possible to facilitate such transfers. At the same

time, the acetylene from carbide unit would be phased out and replaced
by a more modern partial oxidation unit using methane.

Description and Scope

13. The project's quite complex design is described in some detail

in Annex 5 (flow chart) and Annex 6. It comprises the following major
elements:

(i) The core of the project lies in the installation of a

30,000 tpy acetylene unit using methane feedstock which will

- replace the production of the old 16,000 tpy acetylene from
carbide unit

- provide additional acetylene intermediate to new or
expanded downstream units (see below) and

- deliver offgases for use in the existing ammonia reactor
and in part in the new acetic acid plant.

(ii) The capacities of the existing vinyl acetate and PVA units
will be expanded and the acetaldehyde unit will now be fully utilized.

(iii) New acetic acid, acetic anhydride, methanol, ethyl acetate,
butyl acetate and polyvinyl alcohol units will be built and included into

the complex. In the case of the two first products, new technologies will

be adopted and acquired abroad.
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(iv) A new cryogenic plant for the separation of carbon monoxide
(CO) will provide CO to the new acetic acid plant and hydrogen to the
existing butanol plant.

14. Most of the production processes are highly integrated and
maximum use is made of by-products. The capacities of the new units are
shown below:

Product Capacity

Acetylene 30,000 t
Oxygen 15,000 m'/hr
Carbon Monoxide 5,000 m3 /hr
Methanol 210,000 tpy
Acetic Acid 60,000 tpy
Acetic Anhydride 10,000 tpy
Vinyl Acetate 20,000 tpy
Iblyvinyl Acetate 13,000 tpy
PbLyvinyl Alcohol 5,000 tpy
Butyl Acetate 10,000 tpy
Ethyl Acetate 7,500 tpy

These figures represent gross capacities. Several of these products
are used as intermediates in the production of other products in the
system; shortages of raw materials have in the past prevented capacity
utilization of some downstream plants. The net incremental tonnages of
products available for sale differ therefore from these capacities. The
net effect of the project on quantity available for sale or transfer to
existing units is shown in Annex 3 and summarized here:

Production Capacity
Product For Sale or Transfer

Acetylene 13,430 tpy (transferred)
Methanol 167,580 tpy
Acetic Acid 31,946 tpy
Acetic Anhydride 10,000 tpy
Vinyl Acetate 8,325 tpy
Pblyvinyl Acetate 13,000 tpy
Plyvinyl Alcohol 4,503 tpy
Butyl Acetate 10,000 tpy
Ethyl Acetate 7,950 tpy

Offgases

Offgas from Acetylene Unit 119.0 million m3/year (transferred)
Purge Gas from 26.h million m3/year (transferred)

CO Separation Unit
Purge Gas from l1.4 million m3 /year (transferred)
Acetic Acid Unit

Hydrogen 100.0 million m3/year (transferred)
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Location and Availability of Inputs

15. There is sufficient room on the Craiova platform to accommodate
the facilities to be built under the project. Some storage facilities will
be moved closer to the railway at the outskirts of the plant, but this had
to be done any case. Water is available from the nearby Jiu river and
chemically impure water will be processed through a biological treatment
unit. The plant units (mainly the methanol unit) will generate part of
the steam required for the project and residual needs will be filled by
existing facilities. Power is available from the national grid as well as
from the platform network. Methane is readily available through the
pipeline connecting the platform to the Transylvanian fields.

16. The number of existing administrative staff does not need to
be expanded for the project. Total technical personnel requirements amount
to a total of 1,460 people, out of which 820 are operators, 550 are
auxiliary workers and 90 are engineers and technicians. The latter will be
found among graduates of chemistry schools (which work in close collaboration
with the chemical industry) and/or trained in the complex. Semi-skilled
manpower is available in the judet of Dolj.

Eavironmental and Safety Hazards

17. No major problems are expected with regard to pollution levels as
a result of the project, but further investigation would be warranted
once the Bank chooses to proceed with the project's evaluation. The
same applies to safety measures, which are of particular importance with
respect to the air separation and acetylene plants.

Project Management and Implementation

18. The project will be implemented under the supervision of the
management of the Craiova Chemical Complex. The project management team
includes staff from the complex, from the Ministry of Chemical Industry's
engineering institute IITPIC, and from ROMCHIM, the procurement agency
organized under the same ministry. IIT PIC and ROMCHIM are known to the Bank
through the Bacau Fertilizer Project and the Cimpulung Polyester Project.
The organizational arrangements for the projects are somewhat cumbersome,
but have worked satisfactorily in these other projects.

Project Status and Timing

19. The Techno-Economic Study (TES) for the Craiova Project has been
completed and is being processed for the Council of Minister's approval by
June 1977. Site preparation is reportedly underway and civil works could
start this year if the original schedule is followed. Some preliminary
process design has been completed. The commissioning dates determined
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in the TES for the various units are spread over a period of two years,
from October 1979 to June 1981. The CO separation unit and the acetic
acid plant would be the first to be constructed and commissioned, and
ROKCHIM has already contacted potential suppliers of know..how and equipment
for these two plants.

20. For the acetic acid plant, technical discussions with the two
leading licensors, BASF (West Germany) and Monsanto (USA), are well advanced
and a contract could be signed before the end of 1977. In addition orders
for long delivery items for the methanol unit may also have to be placed
early.

Project Costs and Financing Plan

21. Capital cost estimates, based on TES data worked out by IITPIC and
ROKCHIM are detailed in Annex 7 and sumarized below. The total financing
requirements amount to U81E9-0million, out of which US$76 million is
convertible and about US$15 million is non-convertible foreign exchange.

Capital Cost Smma
(in US$ million)

Convertible
F. Exchange Local Total

Costs Cy. Costs2/ Costs Breakdown
-US$L2.o---

Land and Site Improvements 0.2 0.2 0.1
Equipment, Materials and 48.8 53.4 102.2 65.5
Sares
Freight and Insurance 0.9 1.0 1.9 1.2
Erection 0.2 7.4 7.6 4
Duties and Other Expenses 1. 2.3 .7 2.
Buildings & Civil Works 0. 28.1 2 .9 18.
Engineering, Licenses and 2.4 4.1 4.2
Technical Assistance

Training - 1.3 1.3 0.8
Administration and Pre- - 3.7 3.7 2.4
Operating Expenses

Basic Cost Estimate (BCE) 101.5 156.0 100.0

Rwsical Contingencies 2.3 4.2 6.5
4.,2% of BCE)

Price Escalation 8.5 - 8.5
(5.2% of BCE + pbys. cont.)

Total Installed Costs 65.3 105.7 171.0

Working Capital 3.0 7.0 10.0

Expected Project Cost 68.3 112.7 181.0

Interest During ConstrUction 7.8 1.6 9.4

Total Financing Required 76.1 114.3 190.4

Breakdown of BCE (in %) 34.9 65.1 100.0

1/ Includes US$14.5 million in non-convertible foreign exchange costs.
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22. No foreign exchange financing arrangements have yet been made.

The possibility of attracting co-financing funds deserves careful consideration.

Suppliers' credit could be arranged in the case of certain plant units. The

issues concerning financing arrangements in the case of Bank participation
are discussed in para 44.

V. MARKEr AND MARKMEING

Domestic COnsumption and Export Forecasts

23. It has so far not proven possible to obtain reliable estimates

of the expected future growth of the Romanian market for the products under

review. Annex 8 shows the tentative estimates prepared by the mission,
from the lM information available, on projected future growth of the
domestic market and the amounts of project output which will have to be

disposed of by exports. A summary is given below, showing only the
proportion of production presumed to be exported:

Product Percentage of Parcentage of Percentage of
Economic Production for Production for
Revenues of the Export During Export in
Project at 100% First Three 1985
Cap. UtilizationIV Years of Plant

Operations

Acetic Acid 15 51 17
Methanol 25 79 -
Acetic Anhydride 5 84 80
Vinyl Acetate 5 - -
Polyvinyl Acetate 8 - -
Ethyl Acetate 5 23 12

Butyl Acetate 6 19 -
Polyvinyl Alcohol 8 60 51

1/ Total does not add up to 100% of revenues, since part of these are due

to transferred offgases and acetylene (see below).

24. Acetic acid is mainly used for the production of cellulose acetate

fiber and vinyl ace in the fiber and coatings industries. It is
estimated that by 1982, domestic consumption will have risen to the point
where there will be a production deficit of about 15,500 tons. Since the

incremental quantities available for sale after the expansion are about 32,000
tpy, some 16,500 tpy will have to be exported in that year. Romania plans to
double its output of artificial fibers in the next 10 years. This expansion

is equivalent to an annual growth rate of 7.2%. This rate was also used

to project the future growth of the domestic acetic acid market. By 1986,
all the output from the new unit will be absorbed in the home market. The
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quantity temporarily directed to export markets represents only a small
proportion of total world demand. However, it is believed that the EEC is
a potential exporter of acetic acid, and there may be problems in disposing
of this material in commercial markets in Europe although other areas of
the world and in particular the US will be short of acetic acid.

25. Acetic an dride is also used in the manufacture of cellulose
acetate for artificial fibers; a small tonnage is also used for the manufacture
of aspirin. Consumption in Romania is estimated at about 1,OCDtpy until
the early eighties. The mission has assumed that the domestic demand will
rise in proportion to that for cellulose acetate; the remainder of the
project's output will be exported. M1ile adequate world capacity for acetic
anhydride seems to exist, a projected shortage of acetic acid, a least in
the US, should make it possible to find export markets for the anhydride.
US producers prefer to use the acid for vinyl acetate or terephthalic acid
production.

26. Vi l acetate and PVA have become of major importance in the last
15 years as the basic consituents of water based paints which have made
tremendous inroads into the markets formerly held by lacquers. The use of
PVA in coatings and adhesives is also significant. For this project,
virtually all of the extra production of these products will go to the
POLICOLOR plants which manufacture a range of coatings, paints, and
resins. POLICOLOR is bringing new capacity on stream in 1979/80 (Timisoara
in W. Romania) to produce resins, varnishes, and printing inks and is ex-
panding its PVA utilization capacity in Bucharest by 50% at the same time.
About 30% of POLICOLOR coatings are exported mainly to the Middle East and
Africa. The increased demand for products used in the building industry
as an aftermath of the earthquake is expected to continue for several years.
It is, therefore, assumed that the entire output of these two products
will be absorbed by the domestic market.

27. Estimates of growth of the home demand for methanol, as estimated
in the TES, have been tentatively accepted by the mission for this analysis.
Until 1985, there will be about 120,000 tpy available for export; in 1985,
Romania is planning to bring on stream a number of plants which will be
large users of methanol, e.g. single cell protein, urea/formaldehyde slow
release fertilizers, polysaccharides. The use of methanol as a blend
component in motor gasoline (or as a raw material for methyl tetrabutyl ether
which has a high octane rating) is also forecast to grow. At least eight
major methanol units will have to come on stream in the period 1980-85
to meet projected increases in world demand, and it may well prove possible
to find export markets for methanol without too much difficulty. This
issue requires nevertheless further investigation.

28. Ethyl and butyl acetates are used as solvents and thinners in
lacquers. They are being ncreasi ngly preferred over the cheaper MEK and
MIBK solvents as the latter are causing serious pollution problems. Romania
is currently importing 3-4,000 tons per year of butyl acetate, and a
considerable increase in paint or lacquer capacity is scheduled for 1980.
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The forecasted growth of domestic demand for these products has been based
on estimated future growth of the paints and varnishes industry. On that
basis, all the output of the new units should be absorbed in the domestic
market by 1985. Europe imports considerable quantities from the US, and no
difficulty should be experienced in finding export markets.

29. P1lyiny alcohol is used as an emulsifier, as a textile warp size,
and in the manuacture of grease proof and other papers. In Japan, it is
also being used as a synthetic fiber with good heat insulation properties.
Little is known about European manufacture and demand. Both Japan and the
US are major producers (the latter producing 60,000 tpy). It would appear
that reliable technical service to customers will have to be provided if
Romania is to place this material in export markets. Although 1980 domestic
demand is estimated at only 1,000 tpy, the close coordination of the chemical
industry with the coatings and textile industries should lead to -a quite
rapid build up of domestic utilization of this product. It has been
claimed that there are some possibilities of sales to COMECON countries.

Export Marketing Arrangements

30. Good rail communication exists with Constanta on the Black Sea,
where bulk storage for liquids has already been installed. Besides normal ship-
loading facilities, they will have facilities for pipeline loading of barges
of 500-3,000 tons, which are then loaded on to ships for movement to Western
Europe and the US. Because of berth limitations, the maximum ship size is
5-6,000 tons today, but extensions are being made to receive ships up to
10,000 tons. Export marketing will be carried out by DANUBIANA, a Foreign
Trade Enterprise under the Ministry of Chemical Industry, which is currently
trading in fertilizers, explosives, tires, plastics, rubber, and fibers.
DANUBIANA becomes the formal owner of the goods which are transferred to
it from the individual enterprises and undertakes to sell all the materials
of which it takes possession. Some technical service is provided by the
individual enterprises via DANUBIANA to customers. Although preliminary
contacts have been made with potential customers abroad, no firm commitments
can yet be entered into because start up dates are still too far off in the
future. DANUBIANA appears to have little experience in the export of those
products 'e.g. polyvinyl alcohol) where customer technical service can be
an essential factor in the marketing process. Its general access to informa-
tion on export markets and prices also seems limited.

VI. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

31. Due to the complex nature of the project, an unusually large
number of assumptions and calculations had to be made, the details of which
are given in Annex 9. Wherever simplifying assumptions had to be made, they were
intentionally made in the way most favorable to the project. Only the most
important assumptions, pertaining to feedstock and product prices, are
discussed here.
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Feedstock Costs

32. Methane gas accounts for about half of the recurrent operating
costs in the economic analysis (Annex 9, Table 9); its unit cost is therefore
a key element in determining the project's economic return. The Romanian
prices for methane are US$3 for methane used as chemical feedstock and
US$10 for methane used as fuel. These prices are entirely out of line with
the economic (opportunity) value of methane to the economy. The major
alternative uses for the methane gas to be used by the project are the
following: (i) use as feedstock for ammonia, (ii) exports or lesser
imports of the gas, and (iii) use of methane in power stations instead of
coal, lignite or fuel oil. Romania has reached levels of nitrogenous
fertilizer production which would imply severely diminished returns to
additional investments in that area, largely owing to export marketing problems.
The theoretical value of methane if it were to be exported as such would have
to be reduced by the pipeline costs. Its value in the possible alternative
of lower gas imports, which might have become more relevant at the margin
(para 7), does not seem to exceed US$45 per thousand cubic meters, the
approximate price charged to Romania by the USSR under a long-term
agreement for limited quantities.

33. The economically most attractive alternative use for the methane to be
used by the project seems therefore to be as a fuel in power stations, and
in particular as a replacement for fuel oil in such uses, which fuel oil
would in turn be freed to export, or possibly imported in lesser amounts
(the alternative of replacing cheaper, locally available coal or lignite
has a smaller economic value). Based on international fuel oil prices of
US$70 per ton (price presently prevailing in the Mediterranean area) and
on relative calorific contents, the relevant economic value of the project's
methane, i.e. the one accruing from its most attractive alternative use
is US$65 per thousand cubic meters. This price was used in the
economic analysis for the base case, and sensitigyty tests were conducted
for various basic energy (i.e. fuel oil) prices.-

Product Prices

34. About 15% of the economic revenues expected from the project are
in offgases which were priced in the same way as the methane input, i.e.
on an energy content basis (Annex 9, Table 8). About 10% of the revenues

1/ Rather than literally replacing fuel oil in power stations, the methane
gas in question would actually allow stations presently using gas as fuel
not to be converted to fuel oil. Since this conversion carries additional
capital costs, the above economic price of US$65, which does not account
for this, should be, if anything, higher.

2/ It should be mentioned that the prices of some other inputs to the project,
besides methane gas, were also linked to this basic fuel oil price and
moved together in the sensitivity analysis.
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represent the benefits of substituting acetylene from methane for acetylene
from carbide. These benefits were taken to be the recurrent costs of

producing first carbide (mostly power), and thence acetylene from carbide.
The remaining 75% are due to the various acetylene-based products and to
methanol. Economic prices for these products were discussed at length both

here and in the field on the basis of available information on international

prices and markets for these products (Annex 9, Table 6). For three major
products, methanol, acetic acid and vinyl acetate (and hence polyvinyl acetate),
the mission requested specialized consultants to supply the capital and

operating cost, as well as future demand and supply data required to assess
a long-run equilibrium price (Annex 9, Table 12). These products account for
more than half of total project revenues.

35. For products partly destined for export markets, twi 7thirds of the

exported portion were penalized by an average 10% EEC tariff.- The portion

representing import substitution was credited by 3% to reflect savings in
insurance and transportation.

Economic Return

36. In spite of what have to be considered as generally optimistic
assumptions, the project's economic return does not exceed 9 percent in the
base case:

Basic Energy Corresponding Economic
(Fuel Oil) Price Methane Pric Return for the

(per ton) (per 1,0 M.7 Project (%)

$59 $55 11.5
$65 $60 10.2

70 65 8.8 (Base Case)
75 70 7.4
81 75 5.9
86 80 4.3

Even if the long-run price of fuel oil were for some reason to fall under

its present level on the international market, the decrease in its price
required to bring the project above 12% (all other things being equal)
would exceed 15%, which is not likely.

37. Sensitivity analysis for the base case showed the following
results (Annex 9, Table 2):

1/ Percentage given by DANUBIANA representatives.
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Economic Return for the Project Under Varying Assumptions

(in percentages; base case: 6.6ti)

Range of Variation in Parameter
Parameter iatier 110Sensiti D ty

P1r _ 10 r ..15 Factor

Product Prices 16.7 14.3 2.3 -1.5 0.60

Variable Op. Costs 2.5 4.8 12.5 14.2 0.40

Capital Costs 6.7 7.4 10.5 11.5 0.15

Fixed Op. Costs 8.2 8.h 9.3 9.5 0.05

1/ Decrease/increase in xeturn from base case 8.80 points due to a

one percent change in parameter.

It is felt that the economic prices adopted are reasonable (mainly

where cost-based equilibrium prices have been calculated) and in certain

cases, high compared to present actual transaction prices (although not

necessarily list prices). It should however be kept in mind that the

prices of some of the chemicals in question are quite difficult to forecast,

as is the case with many organic chemicals.

VII. MAIN ISSUES

Economic Viability

38. There seem to be several general types of causes for the relatively

low economic return expected from the project under its present form, although

they do not apply to the same degree to the different plants included in

the project. The main cause is the small size of most of the plants. The

second possible cause is that capital cost estimates for some of the plants

are higher than expected. Finally, the relative inefficiency of the

acetylene route, compared to other routes for the manufacture of certain

organic chemicals (Annex 2) might also be responsible for the low overall

return, but most likely only for asnall part.;V

39. A relevant analysis of the relative importance of these causes

can however only be done on a plant-by-plant basis. Due to the integrated

nature of the project and missing information regarding plant-by-plant

operating costs, the mission has as yet been able only to analyze tentatively

three of the plants in isolation, with the following results:

1/ A large part of the project's additional acetylene output will be used

for the production of vinyl acetate, for which the acetylene route is

still relatively efficient (Annex 2).
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Economic Return
(TI percentages)

All Plants Included in Complex 8.8 (Base Case)
Methanol Plant Alone 12.9
All Plants Other Than Methanol Plant 7.2

Among 1kmich:
Plvinyl Alcohol and Butyl
Acetate Plants Together negative
All Remaining Plants 10.8

4o. These results would indicate that there is scope for improving the
project'* viability by redesigning its concept and product mix, in
particular by eliminating at least the polyvinyl alcohol plant and the butyl
acetate plant. The return for the complex, without these two plants would
in this case increase to 11.5%.11 Other recommendations for the improvement

of project economics could most certainly be made provided enough information
is available. It is possible that some of these recommendations could be

implemented in a relatively straightforward fashion, but most likely some
of them could require a more difficult and time-consuming redesign effort,
due to the very ingenuity of the original design, aiming at taking full
advantage of the benefits of plant interlinkages. Although the plants
concerned are not likely to be those whose construction is to start first

(i.e. the methanol, acetic acid and CO separation plants), the project
approval process, which is already well advanced (paras 19 and 20) would have
to be delayed. The Romanians might therefore be reluctant to accept the
suggestion of redesigning any part of the project. In any case, the Bank

should be prepared to send a mission to continue the above-mentioned plant-
by-plant analysis and discuss the alternatives for improving the project's
economic attractiveness, if the Government so requests.

1l. Provided that the project is actually redesigned so as to produce
a satisfactory economic return and that other issues (see below) are resolved,

the project ought to be suitable for further consideration by the Bank,
although most likely as a FY 79 project. In this respect, it should be

emphasized that the project has significant merits from the Country's point
of view, which are not readily quantifiable in the economic analysis. First,
it would produce chemicals from locally available gas feedstock and thus
imply a reduced degree of dependence on less predictable imported hydro-
carbons supplies for chemical uses. Second, the comparatively small size
of a complex of this type produces tonnages of products
more in line with the size of the domestic market than would be the case,
all other things being equal, with a petrochemical complex of the size most
commonly built nowadays (see Annex 2).

1/ And could probably be higher if instead of simply eliminating the
production of butyl acetate, a plant were to be erected which would
use the standard process for butyl acetate from butanol and acetic
acid; this process is already being operated at Craiova.
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Market and Marketing

42. The project and its product mix appear to have been designed
largely on the basis of technical considerations. As mentioned above, little
attention has been given to the assessment of the markets as well- as to the
question of effective marketing arrangements. For some of the products, like
methanol, acetic acid and anhydride, a large part of the production will have to be
initially exported. In the case of these quasi-commodities, it would seem important
to look at the future state of the market in Europe, in COMECON countries, and
in the Middle EastQ Internal uses for these products also need to be care-
fully addressed, in particular with regard to the congruence between future
needs in other branches of the chemical industry (e.g. cellulosic fibers, single
cell protein plants) and the production available from the project for the
home market. For other products, such as polyvinyl alcohol, the problem which
deserves the most attention is that of the marketing organization's ability
to locate individual customers and provide them with satisfactory technical
services.

43. In the latter case, the problem could disappear if the polyvinyl
alcohol plant were to be eliminated as the preliminary economics would seem
to suggest. For the first group of products, an in-depth market analysis
would be needed at a later stage, assumig the Bank chose to proceed with
the evaluation of a redesigned project.2?

Financing Arrangements

44. Although the financing plan was not discussed in detail during the
mission's visit, it appeared that the Government would have liked to meet the
total direct and indirect foreign exchange requirements, estimated at
US$76 million, through Bank financing. The Government might nevertheless
be prepared to consider co-financing for this project. The license and the
specialized equipment package for the acetic acid plant would possibly be
suitable for this, provided the selected technology is one of the two
considered at present. Since a revised design of the project would
alter the estimates for total and foreign exchange capital costs,
this issue ought to be taken up at a later stage if the Bank chooses to
proceed with the project.

1/ No discount (other than tariffs) has been allowed for in the economic
analysis to reflect the difficulty of selling products from the project
on possibly saturated foreign markets, although such a discount might
possibly be appropriate in certain cases, e.g. for acetic acid where
Europe is reported to be a net exporter. If such a discount had been
used, the project's return would have been somewhat lowered.

As Romania expands its chemical industry and becomes more and more
dependent on external trade there seems to be a general need for a more
effective tystem of moniporing of export markets and locating new markets
so as to minimize the e ects on the planned economy of business cycles
abroad and provide reliable informational inputs to investment decisions.
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Procurement

45. Advance contracting for the acetic acid, CO separation and
possibly methanol plants would have constituted an issue if it had been
advisable to proceed with the project under its present form. Since it is
recommended that the project be redesigned if the Bank is to keep it under
consideration, delays for the entire project are likely to occur (para 40)
which would eliminate this issue.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

46. It is recommended that the Romanians be advised (i) that the
Craiova Chemical Project is not economically viable under its present form
and that it would need redesigning before it could become suitable for
further consideration by the Bank, presumably as a FY 79 project, (ii) that
the mission's analysis of the overall project and of some of the plants
will be communicated to them as agreed and (iii) that a mission can be
sent to discuss this analysis and collaborate with the engineering institute
in working out an improved project configuration, if the Goverment is
willing in principle to redesign project. The mission's findings and
recommendations should be discussed within the Bank and a telex sent to the
Romanians along the above lines.

ETortorelli/DCaplin/JFRischard :siv

Attachments

cc: Messrs. van der Tak (5), Fuchs/Dewey, Walstedt, Ferram, Cash, Nayar,
Sheldrick, Soncini, Kopp, Noon (Loan Officer), McClure,
El Darwish, K. Jones, Fepper, Tsantis, Tixhon, Evans, Pratt,
Brown, Tarnawiecki
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ACETYLENE AND ACETYLENE-BASED PRODUCTS

1. Introduction. Acetylene has been used in metal cutting and welding for
many years and since the early part of the 20th century has played an im-

portant role as a chemical intermediate. Its maximum utilization was
reached in the mid 1960s; since then technologies based on lower cost
ethylene and propylene from large naphtha and ethane crackers have to a

large extent replaced the processes based on acetylene. However, for
countries with an indigenous source of natural gas (methane) and .insufficient

petroleum feedstocks such as naphtha, the use of acetylene based processes

may still be attractive; since acetylene is produced typically on units

with much smaller capacities (10,000-80,000 tpy) than have become common

for olefines production, the acetylene based processes continue to receive

attention when domestic demands for derivatives are at levels which would

not justify large scale production, and where the technologies employed

to produce these derivatives do not exhibit significant economies of scale.

2. Production Methods. Formerly, acetylene was produced mainly from

calcium carbide. TM carbide itself is manufactured by mixing lime and
coke in a 60/40 mixture and heating it to over 200000 in an electric furnace.

The process is extremely energy intensive, requiring 2,900 KWH of carbide

(over 9,000 KWH per tone of acetylene), and was often used where cheap
hydroelectric power was available.

An alternative process, much used at one time in Germany, is
via electric arc cracking of methane; this is even more energy intensive
than the carbide route, requiring over 12,000 1WH per tone of acetylene.

The preferred route today for acetylene production is by the
partial oxidation of methane. This process also produces as co-.product

offgas which is suitable for use as synthesis gas in ammonia plants; carbon
monoxide and hydrogen may be separated from the offgas and used as raw
materials in a variety of chemical synthesis products.

3. Uses. Acetylene, possessing a triple bond, is a highly reactive
chemTcal and can be used as the raw material to produce a large number of
common organic chemicals.

The principal end products are used in plastics manufacture and
in the production of coatings, paints, adhesives, solvents, textile aux-
iliaries, and pharmaceuticals. Among the major ones are:

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is the second most important thermoplastic

today, being used primarly for pipe manufacture, as a leather substitute,
and as a metal substitute in industrial plants and the building industry.
Recent studies have demonstrated a high incidence of cancer in workers
exposed to vinyl chloride monomer, and the future growth of PVC demand
is now in doubt.
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Acrylates find outlets as coatings and in the textile industry

where they are used to give permanent press characteristics to fabrics.

Polyvinyl acetate has become extremely important as the main

component of water based paints which have made large inroads in the

market formerly dominated by lacquers. It is also used in the manufacture
of adhesives.

Polyvinyl alcohol is used for textile warp sizing, in the
manufacture of adhesives, in paper coatings, and as an emulsifier. A

promising new use is in the production of a fibre with good heat insula-

tion properties which may find outlets in the manufacture of work clothes
for steel workers, firemen, etc.

Chlorinated solvents particularly trichlorethylene, are used

for degreasIng metal parts in metal fabrication and as grease solvents in

the dry cleaning of fabrics.

A variety of organic solvents, such as ethyl and butyl acetates
can be manufactured from acetylene derivatives. They find their main use

in paints, coatings, and adhesives. They lost ground in thenitrocellulose

lacquer field to other cheaper solvents, but have recently gained some

popularity as they cause less air pollution compared with competing products.

Acetic acid and anhydride are used for the production of cellulose 
acetate,

a classical litnriodtate Tor artliic al fibres, films, and plastics. The

use of cellulose acetate in the manufacture of cigarette filters is still

growing, but in all other uses, it is being displaced by synthetics based
on olefines.

Acetic anhydride is also used in the manufacture of aspirin;
this market is expected to be stable for many years to come.

4. Other Routes to Acetylene-based Chemicals and Future Acetylene Demand.
In many cases, however, competitive processes using lower cost olefines

as raw materials have displaced the acetylene routes, e.g. in the production

of vinyl chloride (or PVC) and in acrylonitrile production.

Chlorinated solvents, such as trichlorethane, trichlorethylene,
and perchlorethylene are easily produced by reacting chlorine with acetylene.

Competitive routes, starting from methane or ethylene, exist, but more

then half of the trichlorethylene produced today is still obtained using
acetylene as raw material.

Quantities of acrylics (used in the paint and textile industries)
are still manufactured by carbonylation of acetylene, but technologies
based on propylene are popular. Nonetheless, about 40' of acrylics produced

are still based on the route via acetylene.
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Acetic acid and acetic anhydride can be obtained from
acetylene via acetaldehyde, but newer routes from ethylene, methanol,
or butane oxidation have all but superseded the acetylene based tech-
nology.

However, in the production of vinyl acetate and polyvinyl
acetate (or PVA, of great importance in adhesives, paints, coatings), the
situation is not as clear cut. While vinyl acetate is often made today
by reacting ethylene, oxygen, and acetic acid, the process employing
acetylene and acetic acid has only marginally higher production costs.

Virtually all the derivatives made from acetylene can be produced from
olefines derived from petrochemical feedstocks, and the demand for
acetylene, while primarily determined by the relative costs of production
of derivatives via acetylene compared with the olefines routes, will to
a lesser extent be influenced by the demand for end use products made from
these derivatives. While it is expected that the tonnage of acetylene
destined for these uses will fall somewhat in the future, the use of
acetylene for tetrahydrofurfuron and for Reppe chemicals ( a series of
acetylene based chemicals used as intermediates for a variety of purposes)
will probably compensate for part of this decline.



Before Expansion After Expansion
Incremental Tar

Effectivp Consumed Available Effectivet Consumed Available nage Availablet

Product Units Plant Caacity on Site for Sale Plant C'apacity on Site for Sale For Sale

Ace tyle ne-, 2
via carbide tpy 16,000 16,000 - (16,006) 2,560 13,660 13,660/

vip partial oxid. tp' 33,000 33,000 - 63,000 63,000 - -

Oxygen million- m - - - 120 120 - -

Acetaldehydel tpy 60,513 59,163 1,350 70,388 70,388 - (1,350)

Carbon Monoxide million m3 - - - o - -

Iydrogen million m 3 100 100 - -

Methanol tpy - - 210,000 42,L20 167,580 167,580
Butanol tpy 28,000 2,787 25,213 28,000 10,287 17,713 (7,500'

Acetic Acid tpy 26,000 12,369 13,631 86,000 4h,666 41,334 27,70

Acetic Arydr' e tpy - - - 10,000 - 10,000 10,000

Vinyl Acetate tpy 15,000 12,585 2,615 40,000 10,760 8,325

Polyvinyl Acetate tpy 23,000 - 23,000 36,000 - 36,000 13,000

Polyvinyl Alcohol tpy 850 850 - 5,850 1,317 l,503 h,503

Butyl Acetate tpy 6,000 - 6,000 16,000 - 16,000 10,000

EthylAcetate tpy . - - 8,025 75 7,950 7,950

Nicotonic Acid tpy 310 - 310 310 - 310 -

and derivatives

1 Current production is restricted by raw material shortage

2/ Acetylene via carbide may be shut down entirely if capacity of new partial oxidation plant proves to be

higher than design capacity.

3/ Actual sales from project are 31,946 tpy. The difference is acetic used by the vinyl acetate plant.
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Craiova Chemical Complex
Suxmary of Financial Statements

(in million lei)

1971 197 1973 1974 1975

Sales 1,494 1,581 1,569 1,771 1,8841/
Cash Operating Costs 1,025 1,028 1,012 1,130 1,269-
Depreciation 224 218 208 225 230
Benefits (Before 245 335 349 416 385
allocations to State)

Current Assets 435 468 409 1009 696
Current Liabilities 311 291 251 785 455
Net Fixed Assets 2,855 2,668 2,564 2,537 2,429
Projects Undqr Con- 120 201 657 986 1,695

struction

Benefits as a % of Sales 16.4 21.2 22.2 23.5 20.4
Current Ratio 1.4 1.2 1.6 1.3 1.5

1/ E&cludes tax on productive assets (200 million in 1975), since it was
abolished in 1977.

2/ Investment activity since 1973-74 relates mainly to the construction of
a NPK fertilizer plant
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ANNEX 6
Page 1

Process Design and Technology

1. Craiova is planning the installation of an extra 30,000 tpy of partial

oxidation capacity, virtually doubling up their present capacity by this

route. The process is based on Tenneco and Societe Belge d'Azote know-how.

The current manufacturing facilities came on stream in 1964; it is not 
known

whether any problems have been experienced in the past in the operation of

this unit, but it seems to operate satisfactorily at this time.

2. The total production of acetylene via partial oxidation will rise to

63,000 tpy and will permit the more expensive route via carbide to be phased

out. An oxygen plant will be erected to meet the total oxygen requirements

of the partial oxidation units. The nitrogen produced in this unit will

be used for hydrogen washing in the cryogenic separation unit. About 8,000

tpy of the extra acetylene produced will be converted to acetaldehyde in

the existing plant (where spare capacity exists) and the remainder will

be used for the expanded production of vinyl acetate.

3. The offgases from both acetylene plants will be sent to a new cryogenic

separation plant where carbon monoxide and some hydrogen will be separated;

the hydrogen stream will be used to replace synthesis gas (of lower hydrogen

content) for the hydrogenation of crotonaldehyde in the existing n-Butanol

plant, while the carbon monoxide will be used to carbonylate methanol in

a new plant for the production of 60,000 tpy of acetic acid. This is one

of the preferred routes for the manufacture of acetic acid today. Two

processes --- a high pressure process (BASF) and a low pressure route (Mon-

santo) have been considered. The former has been selected, since it is

claimed that is more suitable for smaller capacities. It is believed that

BASF was more flexible on the question of catalyst producing facilities

in Romania than Monsanto. At least two plants in the 30,000 - 65,000 tpy

range are in operation using the BASF process.

4. The remainder of the offgases essentially form synthesis gas which will

be used on the ammonia units already in operation; the syngas will partially

replace the methane feed in current use, and thus reduce operating 
costs,

since the fuel currently re4uired to convert the equivalent tonnage of

methane to syngas will be saved.

5. The full utilization of the acetaldehyde plant referred to above will

yield an extra 10,000 tpy of acetaldehyde. It is planned to utilize this

extra production for conversion to ethyl acetate in a new unit of 8,000 tpy

capacity.

6. Of the extra 60,000 tpy of acetic acid produced)13,000 tpy will be used

to produce 10,000 tpy of acetic anhydride via cetene, 
and absorption in

acetic acid; the process technology is well established. Acetic acid will
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also be used with acetylene (with a zinc catalyst) to produce an extra

20,000 tpy of vinyl acetate in a new plant, thus doubling the present

capacity. The new polyvinyl acetate unit will use the present emulsion

polymerization process, and will have a capacity of 13,000 tpy. Three

emulsion grades will be manufactured. An interesting feature of the

process is the use of polyvinyl alcohol as the emulsifier instead of

the more usual cellulosic compounds. It is claimed that the product

quality is improved by the method which is also used by Japanese pro-

ducers.

7. The 38,000 tpy of methanol required for the new acetic acid

plant will come from a 210,000 tpy methanol plant using methane as raw

material, and a copper catalyst.

8.. Methanol will also be used as a raw material in a series of pro-

cesses leading to the production of 5,000 tpy of polyvinyl alcohol and

10,000 tpy of butyl acetate. These processes are based on research and

development carried out by IITPIC's design center for chemical processes.

9. The starting point for these processes is vinyl acetate which is

block polymerized and then hydrolized in a methanol solution. In this

process, some 40,000 tpy of methanol are used, of which 4,600 tons are

actually consumed in the manufacture of polyvinyl alcohol. 28,000 tpy
of an aqueous solution of methanol are recovered from the process; the

solution contains methyl acetate produced as a by-product in the manu-

facture of polyvinyl alcohol.

10. This mixture passes to a new butyl acetate plant, where n-butanol

is added and transesterification of the methyl acetate to butyl acetate

takes place; the methanol is recovered and is then recycled to the poly-

vinyl alcohol plant.

11. From the study of the Flowsheet (Annex 5) it can be seen that

considerable ingenuity has been used in developing the conception of the

integrated expansion of production; the fullest use has been made of ca-

pacity already available in secondary product units; novel production

methods have been incorporated; and considerable upgrading of intermediates

and by-products has been achieved.

12. The capacities installed, however, are small and are of the same

order as domestic demand. The incidence of fixed charges and capital

charges will therefore tend to be rather high compared with those in-

curred by larger production units in Europe and U.S.A.



ROMANIA-CRAIOVA CHEMICAL COPLE PROJECT
PROJECT COST AND FINANCING REQUIRED

(in U.S. $ million)

Direct ImportsT
Equipment Special Materials F. Ex.Cost of Total Total

and Instruments Local Supplies & F. Exchange Local Total

Technolog . and Supplies Other F.E.COSts Costs Costs C osts

Land and Site Improvement 
- 0.2 0.2

Equipent and Materials 25. 8.1 - .3 9.0

Process 2.5 44.7 4.3 9-
Utilities 2.3 0.9 0.1 3.3 4.1 7.4

Spares 0. - 0.8 1.0 1.6

Freight and Insurance 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.9

Erection 
0.2 0.2 7.4 7.6

Duties and Other Expenses 1.4 1.4 2.3 3.7

Buildings and Civil Works 
0.8 28.1 2.5

ngineerng Licenses and T.A. 2.4 - 2.4 4.1 6.5

Training 
- 1.3 1.3

Administrative and 
- 3.7 3.7

Pre-operatng Expenses

Basic Cost Estimate 31-0 9.0 101.5 156.0

contingencies . . 62. 2
Phyiwsa 1.c. .6 2.3 4.2 6.5

Physical Contingencies 
5.0 1.4 2.1

Price Escalation 14 21 85 7 6.5

Total Installed Cost 37*3 10.8 17.2 65.3 105.7 171.0

Working Capital - 3.0 3.0 7.0 10.0

xpected Prject Cost 10.8 20.2 68.3 112.7 181.0

Interest During Construction 
7.8 7.8 1.6 9.4

Total Financing Required 10.8 28.0 71~l~~9.

1/ includes expenses in non-convertible currencies 
amounting to U.S. $14.5 million
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CRAIOVA CHEMICAL PR0JECT - Economic Projections and Rate of Return Calculations for the Craiova Expansion Project

(in US $ millions and at 1977 constant prices)

Details Shown
in Table 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985-92 1993

(A) Capital Resources Used Up
by the Project

Fixed Capital Table 3,4 (4.0) (32.9) (68.2) (39.3) (16.0) - - - -

Working Capital Table 5 (4.5) (3.4) (2.4) (0.6) (0.1) - 11.0

Subtotal (A) (4.0) (32.9) (68.2) (43.8) (19.4) (2.4) (0.6) (0.1) - 11.0

(B) Economic Value of
Production Table 6,7,8,12 35.9 63.0 82.3 86.6 87.5 87.5 87.5

(C) Economic Costs of
Production

Variable Costs Table 7,9 (23.5) (41.2) (53.8) (56.6) (57.2) (57.2) (57.2)

Fixed Costs Table 9 (6.1 ) (6.1) (6.1 ) (6.1) (6.1) (6.1) (6.1)

Subtotal (C) (29.6) (47.3) (59.9) (62.7) (63.3) -(63.3) (63.3)

(D) Economic Surplus (Deficit)
from Production (B) - (C) 6.3 15.7 22.4 23.9 24.2 24.2 24.2

(E) Economic Surplus (Deficit)
from.Project, Including

Ca piDt (40) 3 (68.2) (37.5) (7) 20.0 23.3 24.1 35.2

BASE CASE ECON. RETURN: 8.8% Table 2



CRAIOVA CHE4ICAL PROJECT - Rate of Return and Sensitivity Analysis

A. Base Case and Sensitivity Analysis-for Base Case

Base Case: 8.8% (using basic energy cost equivalent to fuel oil 
at $70 per ton)

Sensitivity Analysis for Base Case:

Range of Variation in Parameter
Sensitiv Y

Parameter +15% __0_ -10% -15% Factor-

--- resulting rate of return % of ---

Product Prices 16.7 14.3 2.3 -1.5 c.61

Variable Op. Costs 2.5 4.8 12.5 14.2 0.39

Capital Costs 6.7 7.4 10.5 11.5 o.16

Fixed Op. Costs 8.2 8.h 9.3 9.5 0.04

1/decrease/increase in rate of return due to a 1% change in parameter

B. Return Under Varying Assumptions Regarding the Price of Energy

Basic Engergy- (Fuel Oil) Price Corresponding Me han Price Return (%)

(per ton) (per 1000 m )

59 $55 11.5

65 60 10.2

70 65 8.8 (Base Case)

75 70 7.4

81 75 5.9

86 60 4.3

C. Plant by Plant Returns

Methanol Plant: 12.9% (see Table 10)

Polyvinyl Alcohol and Butyl Acetate Plants together: Negative (see Table 11) M >



1/
CRAIOVA CHEMICAL PROJECT - Derivation of Overall Capital Expenditure Pattern-

Plant Unit Com. Date Plant Cost % of Totalz- Expenditure Pattern, in Percentages2/
(lei million) Project Cost 1977 1978 1979 190-1981 Total

CO Separation 10/79 131.7 5 5 40 55 - - 100

Acetic Acid 12/79 369.0 15 5 40 55 - - 100

Methanol 12/79 691.4 27 5 40 55 - - 100

Acetic Anhydride 3/80 71.0 3 5 hO 55 - - 100

Vinyl Acetate 12/80 156.7 6 - 5 40 55 - 10C

Oxygen 3/81 189.7 7 - 5 40 55 - 100

Acetylene 6/81 395.9 16 - - 25 48 27 100

Polyvinyl Alcohol 6/81 242.0 10 - - 25 48 27 100

Polyvinyl Acetate 6/81 26.9 1 - - 25 48 27 100

Ethyl Acetate 6/81 77.6 3 - - 25 48 27 100

Butyl Acetate 6/81 139.5 5 - - 25 48 27 100

Storage Facilities- Various 52.2 2 51 1- 36 100

Total Project Various 2,543.6:4 100% 2.5 20.5 h2.5 24.5 10.0 100.0

Notes: !/Basic pattern for each plant is 5% in first year, 40% in second year, and 55% in year preceding com-

missioning date. Above figures reflect also different zero dates in calendar year for the start 
of

project implementation.

Z/Expenditures for storage facilities supposed to be incurred during year preceding commissioning 
of

various plants.

2/Includes only equipment, instruments, materials, erection, civil works and buildings. Other capital

cost items are not available on a plant by plant basis.



CRAIOVA CHEMICAL PROJECT - Derivation of Fixed Capital Expenditures for the Economic Projections

(in US $ and at 1977 constant prices)

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 Total

% Expenditure Pattern (Table 3)1/ 2.5 20.5 42.5 24.5 10.0 100.0

Fixed Capital

Expenditures Before Price Contingenciesy
and Without Duties-

Locall' 2.6 21.3 44.0 25.4 10.3 103.6

3/
Foreign- 1.4 11.6 24.2 13.9 5.7 56.6

Total 4.0 32.9 68.2 39.3 16.0 160.4

Notes: llAssumes that exenditure pattern for equipment and civil works will apply to total capital costs (see

Table 3, note -.

- As per Annex 7. Custom Duties amount to US $ 2.1 million.

I/Same expenditure pattern applied to local and foreign costs for simplicity's sake.



1/2/
CRAIOVA CHEMICAL PROJECT - Working Capital Requirements, Preliminary Estimate- -

(in US $ million)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1994 (notionalrecovery)

Incremental Needs- (4-5) (3.4) (2.h) (0.6) (0.1) 11.0

Notes: !/Detailed inventory data by product will be worked out by the Romanians in the near future. Export

Z/Assumes an average of 2 months of sales (applies only to products sold outside the Complex). inventories

are generally higher than this in Romania.

- Build-up pattern frcrn Table 7.



CRAIOVA CHEMICAL PROJECT - Product Prices: Data and Assumptions Made for Economic Analysis

(at 1977 US $ and Prices)

Product Unit Domestic Foreign Prices by Source Prices Used

Price, Trans- Danubiana Tes Study Germanyi/ Italy./ US ListY Econom in Econo ie

lated in US $ List Prices List Prices Price Price. Analysis

Acetic Acid t 290 260 350-400 460 420-450 40 400

Vinyl Acetate t 490 400-500 400-500 610 510 49& 490

Polyvinyl Acetate t 420 350 n-a 670 520 n-a 520

Acetic Anhydride t 450 250 n-a 480 385 n-a 420

Ethyl Acetate t 898 n-a n-a 570 500 n-a 500

Butyl Acetate t 694 450 n-a 620 530 n-a 550

Methanol t 53 85 60-110 110-15a/ 110-1501/ 13oA/ 130

Folyvinyl Alcohol t 3,295 1 ,000-2,000 n-a n-a n-a 1,5302/ n-a 1,50C

Offgases Calorific
Content

Furge gas (fr. 3 3O.6 30.6
CO plant) 000 M 4.0 Gcal

Purge gas (fr. 3 22.9 22.9
Ac.Ac.pit.) 000 m 3.0 Gcal .15 22

Hydrogen 000 m 11.0 Gcal 84 .

Wastegases 000 m3  3.4 Gcal 26.5' 26.0

Notes: List prices are generally higher than actual transaction prices.

/European contract price range.

2/DuPont top grade.

L/Calculated by the mission based on capital and operating cost data obtained from specialized consultants for

the purpose of evaluating this project. Detailed assumptions are contained in Table 12.

- Based on calorific content and methane price of US $65 per thousand cubic meters. Romania's methane has a

calorific content of 8.5 Gcal per thousand cubic meters. A separate allowance, not reflected in the price

of waste gas, has been made in Table 8 to credit the project for additional benefits due to the by-passing

of the synthesis gas unit of the fertilizer plant (essentially savings in fuel).



CRAIOVA CHEMICAL PROJECT - Production Build-up for the Project
l/

Product % of Value Production Build-UP-
Product Plant Com. Date of Prod. 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Table 8

Acetic Acid same 12/79 15 75 95 100 100 100

Methanol " 12/79 25 75 95 100 100 100

Acetic Anhydride " 3/80 5 56 90 99 100 100

Vinyl Acetate " 12/80 5 - 75 95 100 100

Acetylene " 6/81 9 - 38 85 98 100

Polyvinyl Alcohol " 6/81 8 - 38 85 98 100

Polyvinyl Acetate 6/81 8 - 38 85 98 100

Ethyl Acetate 6/81 5 - 38 85 98 100

Butyl Acetate " 6/81 6 - 38 85 98 100

Purge Gas CO separ. 10/79 1 75 95 100 100 100

Purge Gas Ac. Acid 12/79 - 75 95 100 100 100

Hydrogen CO separ. 10/79 10 75 95 100 100 100

Waste gas Acetylene 6/81 3 - 38 85 98 100

Total Project 100 41 72 94 99 100

Note: 1/ Basic pattern: 75%, 95%, 100% in first three years of operations.

Above figures also reflect different commissioning months in calendar year.



1/
CRAIOVA CHEMICAL PROJECT - Economic Value of Production at 100% Capacity Operation

(in US $ million)

Product Unit Quantity at Economic Value of __% Due to Initial % Aver. % Value of Production

- - 100% cap.ut. Price Production Product of Prod. Export (after adjusting

(only quan- Assumed, $ (before ad- Exported Over for tariffs on part

tities sold (Table 6) justments for (average Project of exported portion

or trans- export/import first 3 LifeP & for ins.& transp.

ferred.) substitution) years.) savings on portion
representing prt
substitution).

Acetic Acid t 31,946 400 12.8 15 51 17 13.0

Vinyl Acetate t 8,325 490 ..1 5 - -

Polyvinyl Acetate t 13,000 520 6.8 8 - - 6.8

Acetic Anhydride t 10,000 420 4.2 5 84 28 4.2

Ethyl Acetate t 7,950 500 h.0 5 23 8 4.1

Butyl Acetate t 10,000 550 5.5 6 19 6 5.6

Methanol t 167,580 130 21.8 25 79 26 21.9

Polyvinyl Alcohol t 4,503 1,500 6.8 8 60 20 6.9

Acetylene t 13,430 60w 8.1 9 - - 8.1

Purge Gas (fr.CO plt.) mil. m3  26.4 30.6 0.8 1 - - 0.8

Purge Gas (fr.AA plt.) mil. m3 14 22.9 0.3 - - - 0.3

Hydrogen mil. 100.0 83.1 84 10 - - 8.4

Waste Gas mil. m3  119.0 26.0 3.1 3 - 3.1

Credit for fuel saved by

by-passing syngas unit 0.2 - - 0.2

Total Value of Production 86.9 100 87.5

Notes: .. At 177 prices

I/One third of initial export percentage (arbitrary assumption, with little effect on economics).

3/Two-thirdsof the exported portions are penalized by 10% to reflect average EEC tariff (source: 
Danubiana);

goods substituting for imports are credited an amount 
of 3% above the price to reflect savings in insurance 

r

and transportation.

k/Recurrent (economic) costs of producing carbide, and from this acetylene, according to data gathered by the

mission in Romania.



CRAIOVA CHEMICAL PROJECT - Operating Costs at 100% Capacity Utilization

(in US $ million)

Quantity Romanian Econ. Price Econ. Costs

Price (US $) (US $) at 100% C.UT.

Variable Costs

Methane Feed 391.5 m 3  3 652! 25.4

Methane Fuel 83-37 m 3  10 651/ 5.4

Fuel Oil 25,500 t 24 70 1.8

Gas Oil 9,000 t 30 115 1.0

Power 330,360 Mwh 19 25 8.3

8 atm Steam 1,114,548 t na 5.5 6.1

13 atm Steam 38,940 t na 6.5 0.3

Ind. Water 15 m 3  38 38 0.6

Drinking Water 1.4 m3 38 38 0.1

Butanol 7,500 t 423 375 2.8

Catalysts, Chemicals Various Various Various 5.4

Subtotal 57.2

Fixed Costs

Labor 2.5

Repairs, maintenance 3.0

General 0.6

Subtotal 6.1

Grand Total 63.3=

Note: '/Price based on calorific content compared to fuel oil at $70 per ton.



CRAIOVA EMICA PROJECT - Economic Projection Calulatiosfor the Methanol 
Plant

- - million prices)

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985-1992 1993

(A) Capital Resources Used-

Fixed Capital (2.1) (16.0) (21.4) - ~ _ .

.5) p9) (Q.-
Working Capital - (.) 0) 02)- - 4.6

Sub-Total (A) (2.1) (16.0) (21.4) (3.5) (0.9) (0.2)

(B) Ecoomc a of Production

Methanol 
20.6 26.0 27.4 27.4 27.4 27.4 27.4

credit for Steam 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Sub-Total () 21.4 27.0 28.4 28.4 28.4 28.4 28.4

(c) Variabl Costs Of (14.8) (18.7) (19.7) (19.7) (19.7) (19.7) (19.7)

Variable Costs (1.2) ( ) (1.2) ( ) (1.2) (1.2) (1.2)

Sub-Total (C) 
(16.0) (19.9) (20.9) (20.9) (20.9) (20.9) (20.9)

(D) Economic Surplus (Deficit) 5.4 7.1 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5

from Production .(B_- _C)

(E) Economic Surplus (Deficit)

from roect 6.2 7.3 7-5 7.5 7.5 12.1

(A) + (D) (2.1) (16.0) (21.4) 1.9

C>



CRAIOVA CHEMICAL PROJECT - Econamic Projections and Return Calculations for

Polyvinyl Alcohol and Butyl Acetate Plants

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985-92 1993

(A) Capital Resources Used

Fixed Capital (6.1) (11.4) (6.4) - - - -

Working Capital -(0.8) (1.0) -(0.1) 2.2

Sbtotal (A) (6.1) (11.4) (7.2) (1.0) (0.3) (0.1) - 2.2

(B) Economic Value of Production

Polyvinyl Alcohol 2.9 6.4 7.4 7.5 7.5 7.5

Butyl Acetate 2.1 4.7 .4 5

Subtotal (B) 5.0 11.1 12.8 13.0 13.0 13.0

(C) Econcmic Cost of Production

Variable Costs (h.5) (10.1) (11.7) (11.9) (11.9) (11.9)

Fixed Costs (1.3) (1.3) (1-3) (1-) (1-3) (1-3)

Subtotal (C) (5.8) (11.h) (13.0) (13-2) (13.2) (13.2)

(D) Economic Surplus (Deficit)
from Production (B) - (C) (0.8) (0.3) (0.2) (0.2) (0.2) (0.2)

(E) Economic Surplus (Deficit)
from Project

(A) + (D) .J) (11.4) .0) 3) (0) (0.3) 21 _

FAt~



CBAIOVA Chemical Project - Economic Prices for Methanol, Acetic Acid and 
Vinyl Acetate

(based on 20% before tax ROI assumption)

Acetic Acid 
Methanol Vinyl Acetate

Monsanto Process Low Pressure Process Celanese/Bayer Process

Capacity: 375 M lb per year Capacity: 1,875 M lb per year Capacity: 425 M lb per year

340 days of operations 340 days of operations 340 days of operations

US Gulf Coast location US Gulf Coast location US Gulf Coast location

---- $million at 1976 prices ---- million at 1976 price ---- $million at 1976 prices

Capital Costs Capital Costs Capital Costs

On site 32.2 On site 68.0 on site 20.1

Off sites 13.7 off sites 40.0 0ff sites 6.2

45.9 
108.0 26.3

Working Cap. 3.6 Working Cap. 8.0 Working Cap. 5.8

Total 49.5 116.0 32.1

Operating Costs and long-run Profit Operating Costs and long-run Profit 
Operating Costs and long-run Profit

Methanol 12.4 Natural Gas 53.6 Ethylene 18.5

Fuel gas 8.4 Labor 0.7 Acetic Acid 44.5

Cat.,Che icals 0.5 Power 0.5 Oxygen 1.6

Ca.Ceicl . Pwr04Labor 0.7
Royalties 0.5 Water 0.4 Catos 0.3
Labor 0.8 Maintenance 4.3 Cat.,Che icals 0.3

Power 1.6 Supplies 0.4 Power 0.3

Water 0.3 Cat.,Chemicals 0.9 Steam 4.3

Steam 3.8 Taxes, Ins. 2.2 Water 0.2

Maintenance 1.6 Depreciation 10.8 Maintenance 0.9

Supplies 1.3 Overhead 1.0 Supplies 0.1

Taxes, Ins. 0.9 B.T. Profit (20% ROI) 23.2 Taxes, Ins. 0.5

Depreciation 4.6 98.0 Depreciation 2.6

Overhead .7 
Overhead 0.9

B.T. Profit (20% ROI) 9.9 .1. Profit (20%ROI) 6.4

47.3 
81.8

Per ton Prices Per ton Prices Per ton Prices

Based on above at 1976 pricee: $280 Based on above at 1976 prices: $115 Based on above at 1976 prices: $425

Scale-adjusted and at 1977 zrices: $320 Scale-adjusted and at prW prices: 4-130 Scale-adjusted and at 1977 prices: $490

Glacial Grade at 1977 prices: $400
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FORM NO. 590 This summary is the initial summary

(1-7> IBRD AND IDA - SUPERVISION SUMMARY part of a mission report

a semi-annual update

the completion summary

ft Office: Project Name: Project Code: Loan I Credit QNo.: L/C Amount l$xx.xm):

D4ENA CIM'~1ULUNG-MUSCEL POLYESTER PROJE 5ROMIT01 $50 milion

Country: Borrower/Beneficiary: Enter- Board Date: Signing Date: Effective Date:

y Romania Inv. Bank/Cimpulung Syth.Fiber prise 6/07/77 6/15/77 xpected 9/7"

Projects Dept./Div. Name: Org. Code No.: Projects Officer: Loan Officer:

Industrial Projects/III: 305/30 Antonio S. Tarnawiecki Nicholas W. Noon

SECTION 1: SUMMARY PROJECT DESCRIPTION The project consists of the construction o+ facilities for a

new polyester plant designed to produce 31,500 tons per year of cotton, wool and flax-type
polyester fiber and 15,200 tons of polyester chips. The feedstocks will come from petrochemica.l

plants located in nearby cities and the plant will generate 
most of its utilities.

SECTION 2: PERFORMANCE RATING This Summary Last Summary

STATUS: 1 - Problem-free or Minor Problems; 2 - Moderate Problems; 3 - Major Problems

TREND: 1 - Improving; 2 - Stationary; 3 - Deteriorating

TYPES OF PROBLEMS: F - Financial; M - Managerial; T - Technical; P - Political; 0 - Other (Explain in Section 5)

If more than one type of problem, enter most critical factor first.

Designated a "problem project" in most recent SVP review? Y - Yes; N - No

SECTION 3: PROJECT DATA Total of which: Cumulative Disbursements

Estimated/Actual: Project Loan/Credit Projecj Foreign Local through most recent

Completion Closing Cost Currency Currency Ouarter ended ( / /

(Mo./Yr.) (Mo./Day/Yr.) ($xx.xm) (txx.xm) ($xx.xm) ($xx.xm)

Appraisal Est. 03/81 136.1 56.4 79.7 0 0 (Est.)

Last Summary ( / / ) 1 _____Act__

Current 
(Actual)

ECS.N 4: MISSION SCHEDULE Return to HQ Final Report Date

No. of Staff on Mission No. of Days in Country (Mo./Day/Yr.) (Mo./Day/Yr.)

Latest/Present Mission

Previous Mission

Next Mission Departure Recommended interval End of period covered by latest

(Mo./Yr.) 11 77 between nrdssions (Months) 6 progress report (Mo./Day/Yr.)

* Type of Report: FS = Full Supervision; CS = Combined Full/S-T-0; C = Completion; A = Appraisal; 0 = Other (explain below)

SECTION 5: COMMENTS (Explain "other" in Section 2 and clarify, if necessary, data in Sections 3 and 4)

1 Using the exchange rate of U.S. $1 = Lei 20. Includes interest during construction and

working capital.

SECTION 6: SUMMARY OF PROJECT STATUS, TREND, AND MAJOR PROBLEMS:

The Cimpulung Synthetic Fiber Enterprise has been established in May 1977. Work at the site

has begun and is proceeding satisfactorily. The supplier for the main technology and equipmenb

package has been selected.

Preparing Officer: J.F. Rischard Initials: Date6/15/77



April 8, 1977

Mr. Mauro Ouia, Director
Politeno
Av. Presidente Vargas,
309-119 Andar
Rio De Janeiro, Brasil

Dear Mauro:

Here is the user's manual of a program, similar to the Conform and
Infotab programs., but which has been developed by the World Bank. I
understand that it might not be as good as the comercial programs, but
its main advantage is that the program can be obtained frun the Bank at
no cost (although its installation on the cowputer is at the expense of
the user).

Yours sincerely,

Joan-Francois Rischard
Industrial Projects Department
Division III

JFRischard:=m=

Encloure
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Don Bran, J.F. Rischard and S. Ashtari-afti

BRAIL - Identification Mission for Petrohemical Project
Bac*-to-Offioe and Full fptlrt

1. INTRODUCTICK

1. A Project Identification Mission visited Brasil during the second
half of January 1977 to identify a petchmical industrial project for
possible Bank participation and to make a preliminary evaluation of its
technical, financial and economic aspects. A list of persons not is given
in Amex 1.

2. In line with its development strategy of promoting large-scale
import substitution and geographical dispersion of industry, the Goverment of
Brasil has decided to expand the country's petaehemical production capacity
with a third petrohemical complex to be located in Rio Grande do Sal. The
raw materials center will be owned by CWESIL (Petrequimica do Sal), a company
sponsored by Petrobras Quimica S.A. (PETROUISA), andaffiliate of the Govern-
ment- 4ned PETRkS, and by Banco Nacional do Desenwolvimento Econamico (BNDE)
through its affiliate FIRAS. Private industry will participate in the seven
downstream units.

3. The third petrochemical complex appears bo be economically justifiable
although several Usuas remain to be resolved, including market analysis,
project timing, capital costs, procurement and financing arrangements. These
issues are discussed in paras. 22 to 32, 

II. PETROCHEMICAL 35M00TY I|NBRAZfIL

General Ba! kground on Petrochemicals

4. A background note on sources and trends for petrochemical products
in contained in Amex 2, reviewing the sources and uses for basic petrochemicals
such as ethyler opylene, butadiene and aromatics.

Petrochemical Industry in Brazil

5. There are at present two major petrochemical camplexes in Brasil
(i) one under operation, which has developed around a PETRBRAS refinery near
Sao Paulo and, (ii) a second complex in Bahia, which is expected to come on
stream in mid- or en-978. The raw materials plants which form the score of
the Sao Paulo Cap1 can produce about 940,000 tons per year (*py) of

17 IFC has participated in tc financing of the Petroquimica Uniao rew
materials plant.
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petrochemical feedstocks and intermediates, out of which about 340,000 tpyis ethylene. The main raw material is naphtha purchased from the PETROBRASrefinery in Cubatao. The products are sold mostly to downstream companiesin the vicinity producing a variety of plastics, synthetic fibers, solvents,reagents, pesticides and detergents. The North-Eastern Complex, locatedin Camacari in Bahia ia composed of 21 projects under construction or recentlycompleted and is expected to come on stream fully in mid-1978. In additionto naphtha and gas oil from a nearby PETROBRAS refinery, the raw materialscenter will use a small amount of associated gas from the oil fields in theNorth-East. Total capacity will be about 900,000 tpy, out of which ethylenecapacity will be about 380,000 tpy.

III. MARKET FOR PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS IN BRAZIL

6. Demand for petrochemical products in Brazil has been expanding veryrapidly over the last decade (although from a small base) as shown by the
following table, which compares US and Brazilian consumption growth ratesfor a variety of petrochemical products:

Growth Rates of Consumption of Major Petrochemicals
(in % per annum)

Products Brazil (1966-74) USA (96-74)

Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE) 37 12High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) 27 16Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) 24 11Polypropylene (PP) 60 24Polystyrene (PS) 20 8
Styrene Butadiene Rubber (SBR) 19 8

Feedstocks

Ethylene 36 11Propylene 52 11Benzene 23 7Butadiene 24 4Toluene 19 8Xylenes 32 19

Source: Brazil: A Industria Petroquimica Brasileira, IBP, Nov. 1976

USA : Stone Webster, January 1976
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7. Demand had been primarily met by imports until the main raw materials
plant started operations in Sao Paulo in 1972. In 1976, about 35% of the total
consumption tonnage of ethylene-based petrochemical products was still met by
imports (the ratio is 4%, 13%, 41% and 60% for propylene, butadiene, benzene
and xylene-based products respectively). Imports will drop significantly
after the North-Eastern Complex starts operations and will increase again in
the early 1980s as demand continues to grow (albeit at a smaller rate than
during the last decade), creating further potential for import-substitution.

8. The projected supply/demand situation for ethylene, the major petro-
chemical feedstock, is shown below:

Projected Supply and Demand

(1000 tpy Ethylene)

COPESUL Estimate Mission Estimate

Supplya/ Demand Surplus Supply' .Demand Surplus
(Deficit) (Deficit)1976 300 380 ( 80) 300 380 ( 80)1980 720 990 ( 270) 720 790 ( 70)1981 1,060 1,190/ ( 130) 1,060 910 1501982 1,120 1,430 ( 310) 1,120 1,050 701983 1,170 1,720 ( 550) 1,170 1,210 ( 40)1984 1,170 2,060 ( 890) 1,170 1,390 (220)

1985 1,170 2,470 (1,300) 1,170 1,600 (430)

a! Based on 450,000 tpy ethylene in the proposed project. Production forecast
based on assumption that the North-Eastern Complex would come on stream in
1978 and the Rio Grande do Sul Complex in 1981.

b/ Forecast not given beyond 1981, but Brazilians anticipate at least 20%
per annum growth thereafter. Above 1981-85 figures assume 20% growth rate.

The Brazilian forecast, essentially, is based on unrestrained, exponential-type
growth, as predicted on the basis of the per capita consumption levels which
prevailed at various income levels in about 20 countries before the oil crisis.
It shows a large deficit, much greater than the proposed third project's ethylene
capacity. The mission's forecast assumes a 20% annual growth rate during 1976-
1980 and 15% thereafter, based on the more conservative assumption of a tapering
off in the per capita consumption growth rates as development proceeds. It
should be emphasized that the mission's forecast is of a very preliminary nature.
It aims primarily at illustrating the implications of more conservative growth
assumptions and should not be viewed as a definite forecast. Such a forecast
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would have to be based on a more thorough market study, including end-uses
(para. 25).

9. The growth rate for other petrochemicals would, in general, follow
a somewhat similar trend as ethylene. Annex 3 shows the two forecasts in
graph form. Based on the mission's assumed growth rate, the third petrochemical
complex should not be in commercial operation until the end of 1982, at the
earliest. The effect of market on project timing is a major issue and is
discussed more fully in paras. 22-24 below.

IV. PROJECT SCOPE AND COSTS

Project Scope

10. The raw materials center of the proposed petrochemical complex
to be constructed near Porto Alegre in Rio Grande do Sal will use naphtha
from the nearby PETROBRAS refinery and would produce feedstocks (mainly ethylene,
propylene, butadiene and benzene) for conversion in downstream units (seven
proposed as of now, to be owned by separate companies predominantly in private
hands) into plastics and rubber for use in Brazil's industrial and agricultural
sectors as well as for consumer goods. Capacities for the complex are shown below.

Raw Materials Center Capacity, tpy

Ethylene 
3 50,000a

Propylene 120,000
Butadiene 45,210
Benzene 107,440
Xylenes 32,150

Downstream units

Low-Density Polyethylene (LDPE)I 100,000-
Low-Density Polyethylene (LDPE)II 15,O00Z-
High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) 60,000,
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) 200,000
Polypropylene (PP) 50,000
Styrene/Polystyrene (PS) 80,000/160,000
SBR Rubber 70,000

Total Downstream 675,OOO

a/ An alternative of 1420,000 to 40,000 tpy is being studied.
b/ An alternative total capacity of 250,000 tpy for both LDPE units togetheris being studied.
c/ An alternative of 240,000 tpy is being studied.
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11. An alternative production capacity of 420,000 to 450,000 tpy of ethylene
is being studied by COPESUL. It would involve higher severity cracking and
additional equipment (with an equipment cost increase of about 10%). Feedstock
needs would increase by about 30%, along with the available amount of co-products.
Although no detailed calculations are available, this alternative would result
in higher economic and financial returns because of the low incremental capital
costs involved (para. 19). This alternative would permit the larger capacities
for LDPE and PVC mentioned in the table above. The raw materials center would
also produce by-products such as pyrolysis gasoline (123,810 tpy), LPG (88,570 tpy),
and residue (72,450 tpy), all to be returned to the refinery. It would also
produce steam, power and treated water for its own use and for the downstream
units. Other sources such as maintenance would be provided on a centralized
basis as well.

12. In view of identifying a possible project for FY 1978, the mission
has considered the sole raw materials center, including utilities. In regard to
downstream units, the mission informed the Government that we would in principle
not be prepared to consider participation in downstream units. Other sources
of financing, such as IFC and IDB, should be explored. We will follow this
investigation with interest.

Project Cost

13. Total financing required for the raw materials center is very tentatively
estimated at about US$640 million, including 35 million in interest during
construction, 40 million for working capital and 105 million in price contingencies.
These estimates are based on calculations made by the project sponsors, using
admittedly very conservative capital cost estimates. A tentative breakdown
of capital cost is shown below. Only direct foreign exchange costs are shown:

Capital Cost Summary (Preliminary Estimates)
(in US$ million)

a!
Local Foreign- Total Percentage

Land and Improvements 12.3 - 12-3 3.0Basic Engineering & Licenses 1.4 7.0 8.4 2.0Detailed Engineering 17.3 4.5 21.8 5.2Civil Works 46.1 - 46.1 11.2Equipment 135.0b/ 67.2 202.2 48.6
Freight & Insurance n.a.- 11.8 11.8 2.8Erection 78.2 - 78.2 18.8Pre-operating Costs 31.5 _.4 -9 8.4Basic Cost Estimate 321.8 93.9 1 5.7 100.0Physical Contingencies (10%) 32.2 9.4 41.6Price Contingencies (25%) 82.2 24.1 106.3Sub-total 436.2 127.4 563.6Working Capital 39.1 - 39.1Interest During Construction 19.0 17.1 36.1
Total Financing Required 49F. 16

a/ Assumes 70% of equipment reserves.
b/ Included in local equipment cost estimates.
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14. The foreign exchange financing required amounts to about US$145million not including indirect foreign exchange costs (yet to be determined).However, considering the conservative nature of the cost estimates, we wouldexpect total and foreign exchange costs to be reduced by 10 to 20% once moreaccurate estimates are available.

Sponsors and Financing Plan

15. The raw materials center will be owned by COPESUL, whose equity willbe owned by PETROQUISA (51%) and FIBASE (49%). FIBASE is an affiliate ofBNDE which takes participations in Brazilian companies with the objective ofselling its participants to private investors after a certain period of time(about 5 years as a rule). Management and staff will be provided by PETROQUISAand its affiliate companies and few problems are foreseen in this respect.

16. The debt/equity ratio for COPESUL will be 60/4o, with the debtcapital provided for by BNDE, covering the local currency costs and the remainderbeing financed by foreign sources, as yet unidentified. In December 1976,BNDE approved a loan of Cr $2.5 billion carrying a 6% annual interest, with amaximum monetary correction on debt service of 20% per annum, and relativelyshort repayment terms (4 years of grace, 8 years of repayment) (see paras. 31 and32).

Status and Timing of Project

17. COPESUL as well as four of the downstream units have received therequired approval from CDI (Conselho de Desenvolvimento Industrial) to go ahead.Technip of France has been selected as the engineering firm from among a groupof four candidates. The letter of intent is expected to be signed by COPESULshortly. For basic engineering, Technip will collaborate with Montreal, aBrazilian engineering group. Detailed engineering will be virtually entirelyBrazilian. Project construction is expected by the sponsors to take four years,so COPESUL anticipates that the project would come on stream in mid-1981. However,as discussed in paras. 22-23, project timing is a potential issue and the GOPE&JLschedule could possibly be too optimistic.

Location and Availability of Raw Materials

18. If the project were situated at the first petrochemical complex nearSao Paulo, which is densely crowded with both industry and population, highinfrastructure and other social costs would likely offset any direct capitalsavings. The Government has made a general decision to decentralize industryand investment away from the congestion in Sao Paulo; the Porto Alegre locationis a firm decision, which has been given high priority. Furthermore, the marketarea in the three southern states should absorb virtually all of the production of thethird complex by the mid-1980s. The selected site, near Pbrto Alegre is well suitedand presents no major problem in regard to construction, utility availability andenvironmental factors. The site is more than 10 Km away from the nearest
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built-up area and has favorable characteristics in terms of disposal and pol-
lution control. Ample skilled and unskilled labor are reported to be available.
Raw materials would came from a nearby PETROBRAS refinery, although it must be
expanded to provide sufficient naphtha. Naphtha is readily available, however,
from other PETROBRAS refineries. The Porto Alegre refinery expansion itself
may proceed somewhat slowly. The Goverrment is in the midst of rethinking its
energy policy and is likely to continue restricting consumption of gasoline and
other petroleum products and thus some PETROBRAS refinery projects may be
postponed or cancelled. However, such a policy would increase overall naphtha
availability, and thus would not jeopardize the petrochemical project. In
conclusion, project location and raw materials availability are not considered
constraints.

V. PRELIMINARY ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

19. Preliminary financial projections for the raw materials center are
shown in Annex 4. The financial rate of return is satisfactory (about 14%).
The very preliminary economic return calculations are based on projections
shown in Annex 5. Unit price and volume data for inputs and outputs are shown
in Annex 6 and the assumptions made are listed in Annex 7. The preliminary
economic return would be about 15%, but this figure is not more than a first
benchmark at this stage. The larger capacity under consideration (para. 11) will
probably add about 2-3% to this figure due to the relatively low incremental
capital costs implied by this alternative, indicating that the economic return
could be considered satisfactory . Sensitivity analysis has been conducted
with the following results:

Economic Rate of Return Under Varying Assumptions
Base Case: L5AY

Percentage Change in Item b/
+ 15% -15 ~ Sensitivity Factor-

Fixed Capital Costs 12.7 18.0 + 0.13%
Raw Material Costs 11.1 18.6 + 0.25%
Fixed Operating Costs 14.4 15.8 0.05%
Product Prices 21.5 6.8 0.50%
Delay of one year:ERRP13%

a/ A shadow foreign exchange price factor of 1.25 was used.
b/ Increase or decrease in return due to a one percent change in a cost/price

parameter.
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20. Economic prices are difficult to determine for the main products
such as ethylene and propylene since they are not commonly traded internationally
(special vessels and terminals are needed for ocean shipping, making it a still
expensive route). Normally these gases are used captively or transported short
distances over a pipeline grid. Ideally, one should derive economic prices for
these intermediates from an economic analysis of the entire complex being analyzed.
However, not enough tine and data were available to perform such an analysis for
the Rio Grande do Sal Complex. The economic prices used for the projections
have therefore been based on present West European transfer prices, adjusted
by a notional 10% to account for the depressed market conditions prevailing in
Europe and for the fact that tbe replacement costs are not fully reflected in
the present transfer prices.-. Although this approach is considered adequate for
the moment, a more thorough analysis on the basis of the entire petrochemical
complex will be required if we decide to pursue the appraisal of this project,
in view of the high sensitivity of the economic return to changes in product
prices (see table above). The economic pricing of naphtha would also require
a more thorough analysis of its future opportunity cost to Brazil. Changes
in capital costs also have a major impact on the economic return. As explained
above (para. 13), the currently available capital cost estimates appear overly
high, so that the likely impact of revised capital costs will be an improvement
in the economic rate of return.

21. Other economic benefits from the project include significant foreign
exchange savings (para. 25) and far-reaching employment effects, both directly
and indirectly through the second and third generation downstream activities.
The third generation activities (transformation into final products) are relatively
labor-intensive and provide attractive opportunities for small and medium-sized
enterprises.

VI. MAIN ISSUES

Project Timing

22. The project sponsors are proposing to start implementation as early
as possible, with procurement of equipment starting during the second half of
this year. Following that schedule, they would expect the entire complex to
come on stream by mid-1981. Using the Brazilian market forecasts as a basis,
this schedule does not appear to pose any problems of timing, in view of the
large deficits in petrochemicals implied by these forecasts (para. 8). The
Brazilian market forecasts nevertheless rely on assumptions which the mission,
on the basis of its preliminary assessment, considers overly optimistic, such
as the assumption of exponentially growing per capita consumption levels of
petrochemicals as per capita GNP levels increase. If on the other hand one
uses the mission's forecasts, which admittedly are of a very preliminary nature,
insights into the implications of more conservative growth rate estimates,
are provided which in turn would indicate that if the start of project implementa-
tion were delayed by about one year, the probability of the complex operating
initially at low levels of capacity for want of demand would be significantly
reduced (see Annex 3).

17 The resulting economic prices are roughly in line with constant price fore-
casts obtained from oil companies.
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23. This timing, if it were to be followed, would imply that no
expenditures (with the exception of preparation work) be made in 1977 and that
execution and procurement not start until early or mid-1978. One complementary
consideration behind this course of action is that additional preparation work
could thus be undertaken with the objective of facilitating a smooth implementa-
tion of the project and of avoiding causes of delays which have been experienced
by the promoters of the North-Eastern Complex in Bahia. The total amount of
investment for the entire complex (plus refinery expansion) is expected to be
of the order of US$1.5 billion or more, and the Government, considering its
budgetary and foreign exchange constraints, may very well welcome a modified
schedule, if it is shown to be more justified.

24. At this stage we recommend that the Bank reviews with the Government
the implications on project timing which more conservative market forecasts
and potential financial constraints might have. These discussions should use-
fully be complemented by a more thorough market study (as recommended below)
enabling the Bank to make recommendations resting on a firmer view of the true
market potential. With a somewhat slower project implementation, the project
should be ready for Board consideration during the last quarter of FY 1978.

Market and Marketing

25. The market is a key consideration for this project. The economic
return is very sensitive to sales revenues (para. 19) and a more realistic
assessment of the market potential will have to be made in view of the
questionable nature of some of the assumptions underlying the economic
forecasts used by the Brazilians (paras. 8 and 22). More importantly, very
little research seems to have been made regarding (i) the end-uses of the
various petrochemicals to be produced by the complex and (ii) the development
of the "third generation" transformation industries which would process the
latter for final use. On the basis of preliminary information obtained during
discussions with existing producers of thermoplastics, we believe that a large
part of the products would end up in industrial uses (pipes, construction
materials) and agricultural uses (mulching, canal linings, fertilizer and milk
bags), thus making a valuable contribution to these sectors. Nevertheless an
accurate analysis of what portion of the ultimate products will end up in
industrial, agricultural and consumer uses and of what effects these end-uses
would have in terms of foreign exchange savings and other economic benefits
is needed and would be made during project appraisal. Irrespective of the
conclusions of the end-use analysis, one should nevertheless realize that all
the end products are tradeable plastic and rubber commodities and that the basicjustification for the complex (and the project) is import substitution and regional
development. As a preliminary estimate, the net annual foreign exchange earningsand savings from the project (raw materials center) would amount to US$55 million.Based on this figure, the foreign exchange capital expenditures on the project
could be recouped after less than three years of operations and this projectcould thus contribute significantly to improving Brazil's balance of payment
situation.
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26. We recommend that, if a decision is made to give further consideration
to this project, a project preparation mission be sent to Brazil, within the
next 2-4 months, in part, to study the end-use market more thoroughly and in
part to follow-up on the above reccmmendation that a more substantiated assess,
ment of the overall market potential be obtained (para. 24). The mission would
consist of two Bank staff plus one consultant or UNIDO/Bank Cooperative Program
expert specialized in market and marketing of plastics and rubber. The objective
of this mission would be, among others, to gather sufficient information on the
market to enable the Bank to give further consideration to the project. However,
at a later stage it may be necessary to ask the Government to undertake a
comprehensive petrochemical market study.

Project Scope and Capital Costs

27. A change in the scope of the project involving higher amounts of
ethylene and other co-products and based on higher severity cracking with
some additional equipment is currently being studied by the Brazilians. Such
a change would have a favorable effect on the overall economics of the complex
(para. 19). Furthermore, the currently available capital cost estimates are
believed to be on the high side (para. 13) and will have to be revised. This
review could be started by the project preparation mission proposed above, whose
timing would enable it to use the capital cost estimates of the selected engi-
neering firm which should be in an advanced stage of preparation by the time
the mission is in the field.

Financing Arrangements

28. The financing arrangements and timing for the project are not
fully known at present. The very approximate financing plan is shown below
based on tentative and conservative capital cost estimates (para. 13):

Equity US$ Million Equivalent

PETROQUISA (51%) 131
FIBASE (49/1) 125

Subtotal 256

Loans

BNDE 238
Other (Foreign Loans and Suppliers' Credits) 14,

Subtotal 383

Total 639
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Agreement (or commitments) on equity contribution plus the BNDE loan havebeen made. However, all of these funds (about US$500 million) are from theGovernment budget either directly or indirectly. Thus, any Governmentdecision on decreased annual allocation of funds to BNDE, FIBASE (throughBNDE) and PETROQUISA (through PETROBRAS) would have a major impact on the
speed of project implementation. No foreign exchange loans have beenarranged. About US$30 million of foreign exchange costs represents engineeringand equ ient that would be suitable for financing from suppliers/buyers creditsand we would recommend that the financing plan include at least US$30 millionof such credits. The remainder, about US$115 million would be suitable forprocurement under Bank guidelines and it is possible that a part could beprocured under co-financing arrangements similar to other projects in Braziland/or from the Inter-American Development Bank. The mission made no contactwith any other lending source.

Procurement

29. Although procurement arrangements have not been completed, theindication is that procedures similar to other recent Industrial Projectsin Brazil will be proposed by the Government, i.e. 60-70% of equipmentreserved for Brazilian suppliers. it would be inappropriate to suggest thatall equipment be bid internationally, as a high percentage would be won byBrazilians, but the Government may be receptive to a smaller reserve list,i.e. 40-50%, along the lines of the Valefertil project if we can demonstrate
significantly lower project costs. The project would also require advance
contracting for engineering and possibly some equipment, including localengineering.

30. We should initially propose a reserve list that is reasonable onproject grounds bearing in mind the requirements for technical viabilityand the risk of an excessive increase in project cost due to non-competitiveprices from Brazilian suppliers. Formulation of the reserve list in principleplus reaching agreement on other procurement procedures would also be discussedby the proposed project preparation mission if the Bank decides to go ahead
with an evaluation of this project (paras. 24 and 26 above). At this time, itwould appear that financing of advance contracting and payments and local
engineering could be readily obtained from either commercial credits, or framBNDE or equity contributions.

BNDE Loan Terms

31. The BNDE loan terms may present a financial burden to the company. Aloan commitment between BNDE and the project sponsor was signed in December,
1976 - for Cr. $2.5 billion at 6% annual interest with four years grace plus
eight years repayment. The debt service is subject to a maximum of 20% peryear monetary correction. We would anticipate that the project would require
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four years grace minimum plus 10 to 12 years of repayment to reduce debt
service to a manageable level, (even four years of grace, because of the
possibility of a protracted construction schedule, may imply a total debt
repayment in the fifth year in excess of generated funds).

32. We would recommend that the Bank propose to the Government that
BNDE be asked to increase its loan terms to a level that would ensure adequate
debt service coverage as was done in the case of Valefertil. Other possibilities
include putting in FIBASE equity first so loan repayments would not start as
soon, or some form of rearrangement of the financial plan including additional
financial contributions by PETROQUISA in the early operating years. Brazilian
regulations, to establish 15% domestic preference in procurement, require at
least 15 years maturity for foreign-loans and thus we would suggest four years
grace and 11 years repayment for the Bank loan.

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Mirza

cc: Messrs. Lee, Israel, Chittleburgh, van der Tak, Fuchs, Moore, Thadani,
Cash, Sheldrick, Soncini, van der Meer, McCluxe (IFC), Sxillings, Perrar,
Tortorelli, Tarnawiecki, Plant (IFC), Andrews (IFC), Azevedo 'I ,
Ruisanchez (IFC), Pratt, Evans

J-FRischard:Trnm



ANNEX 1

BRAZIL: RIO GRANDE DO SUL PETROCHEMICAL POLE

LIST OF PERSONS MET BY THE IESSION

Rio de Janeiro

COPESJL (Petroquimica do &ul Ltda)

Mr. J.J. Molinos, Director, Projects
Mr. C.G.M. Guttmann, Director, Finance
Staff

BNDE (Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento Economico)

Dr. L. Correia Nunes Viana de Oliveira,
Department Chief, Chemical Industries

Dr. A.M. de Carvalho Jr.
Staff

FIBASE (Insumos Basicos S/A - Financiamento e Participacoes)

Mr. J. Clemente de Oliveira, Director

POLITENO (Politeno Industria e Comercio S.A.)

Mr. Mauro Guia, Director Finance
Mr. 0. Cardoso Fernandes Pontes, General Project Coordinator

POLYOLEFINAS/UNIPAR

Mr. Michel Hartveld, Director (PQU)
Mr. Jorge Neves de Noronha, Chemical Eng., (Unipar)

PETROPRAS (DIREP - Refinery Division)

Mr. Jorge Rona, Director, Refinery Division

PETROQUISA (Petrobras Quimica S.A.)

Mr. L. Martins da Costa, Director, Finance
Mr. H. Camarota, Assistant of the Director, Marketing Research

CDI Industrial Development Council, under the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry

Dr. Mansur, CDI Coordinator for Rio Grande Do Sul
Petrochemical Pole
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Brasilia

SEPLAN (Secretario de Planejamento)

Dr. Costa, SUBIN
Dr. Marilia Mandelli, Coordinator, Economic Cooperation
Dr. J. Carlos de Oliveira (Min. of Finance)
Dr. Jair do Santos Lapa, Assistant
Dr. Luis Moreira, Deputy Secretary General
Dr. Guilherme de Camargos, Assistant to the Minister
Dr. Edison Barbosa, Assistant to the Sec. General
Ms. M. Lourdes Marques, Economist

IPEA (Instituto de Planejamento Economico e Social)

Mr. Carlos Alberto Monteiro Rego

Ministry of Industry and Commerce

Dr. P.V. Belotti, Secretary General

Ministry of Mines and Energy
Dr. Arnaldo aodrigues Barbalho, Secretary General
Dr. N. Webster de Araujo, Deputy Secretary General, Technology
Staff



ANNEX 2

PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS, SOURCES AND TMENDS

General

1. One of the most active sectors in many developed and developing.
countries is the petrochemical industry. About 20 years ago, only half of
the world's output of organic chemicals was based on petroleum and natural
gas, but today, this proportion is 90 percent. Products derived from
petrochemical sources are now used to meet most basic needs - clothing,
shelter, transportation, storage and conservation, medicines, and even food.
Since natural sources of commodities such as fibers, timber, drugs, fuels
and fertilizers have become insufficient to meet increasing populations and
living standards, man-made materials made from petrochemical feedstocks have
often surpassed the amounts of available natural products.

Ethylene

2. Just as ammonia is regarded as the major basic petrochemical for
fertilizer production, ethylene is considered to be the most important
petrochemical building block. It is used for making (i) industrial and
consumer plastics, e.g. polyethylene (high and low density - HDPE and LDPE),
polyv-Inyl chloride (PVC), polystyrene (PS); (ii) ethylene oxide and ethylene
glycol used to produce polyesters and polyester fibers; and (iii) many heavy
organic intermediates. World production of ethylene has increased tremendously
from 3.3 million tpy in 1960 to about 30 million tpy in 1975 (an annual
increase of 16%). It is now used to produce 30% of all petrochemicals and is
a major cost determinant. World demand is expected to increase to at least
60 million tons by 1985 (Table 1). This twofold increase is nevertheless
considered conservative by many observers.

3. Based on the current economic-sized plant of one billion pounds per
year (450,000 tpy) and allowing for several closures of existing plants for
obsolescence, about 70 large, new ethylene plants will be required in the next
decade. Although there is some apprehension that ethylene production in the
Middle-East may swamp world markets, it appears that even ten large plants
operating at full capacity by 1985 would only correspond to about 15% of
anticipated world demand. Thus it is unlikely that Middle-East production
will have a major impact on the world ethylene situation.

4. In addition to producing ethylene from ethane and/or other light
hydrocarbons, it can be, and is, made from a variety of other petroleum-based
feedstocks e.g. refinery gas, naphtha, gas oil, residual oils anq even from
alcohol made via fermentation of carbohydrates such as molasses1 .. Preferred
feedstocks are ethane and propane from associated or non-associated gas, but
with growing shortages of natural gas and rising ethane and propane prices,
most ethylene producers have started to, and are expected to continue to,

1/ Brazil has a small production of ethylene from molasses.



Table 1

FORECASTS OF ETHYLENE CAPACITIES, SUPPLY AND DEMAND

(THOUSAND METRIC TONS)

19.75 1980 198- -
Capacity &upply Demand Capacity Supply Demand Capacity Supply Demand

Western Europe 13245 11200 9950 15815 14200 114 90 18105 16300 19980

Eastern Europe 2040 1632 2060 3540 2730 2800 5240 4200 4470

North America 12597 11300 11050 15137 13600 14570 18000 16200 19520

Japan 5065 4500 4000 7700 6930 6150 8750 7870 9050

Latin America 1172 940 1040 1972 1600 1880 2319 1900 3275
Asia 1295 2038 3326

and 1317 800 2946 1900 5016 3350
Middle East 162 357 687

Africa 150 120 213 275 190 355 1500 1050 580

Australia/N.Z. 275 208 208 275 208 345 1100 880 514

TOTAL 35861 30700 29978 47660 41358 42985 60030 51750 61402
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turn increasingly to such raw materials as naphtha and gas oil. Naphtha-
based plants are about 30% more expensive than ethane-based ones for an
equivalent amount of ethylene, but result in additional saleable products
so that credits for sale or use of these by-products must be considered
in looking at capital as well as feedstock costs (see below).

Main Ethylene-Based Plastics and Their Uses

5. As mentioned above, plastics and fibers are ethylene's primary
outlets. Polyethylene (LDPE or HDPE) accounts for about hO% of world
ethylene consumption, followed in order by ethylene oxide and ethylene glycols,
PVC and styrene - all of which account for over 70% of ethylene consumption.

6. Current plastic (polymer) world production is believed to be by
percentage:

Percent Main Feedstock(s)

LDPE 30 Ethylene
IMPE 8 Ethylene
PVC 20 Ethylene
PP (Polypropylene) 15 Propylene
PS 15 Ethylene, Benzene
Others- 12 Various

100

a/ nylon, acrylics etc.

LDPE can be converted to goods for industrial, agricultural and consumer usesby all methods suitable for thermoplastics, especially injection molding,
blow molding and extrusion. However, the availability of stiffer polymers,
e.g. PP, HDPE has diminished the use of molded LDPE. Major LDPE applications
are extruded pipe and fiber, and to a lesser extent hot-coating of numerous
articles. Bags for food, fertilizers, other commodities, or garbage collection,
are widely and increasingly used. In many countries, such as Brazil, milk is
shipped to end-markets in LDPE bags. Large expanding markets exist for water
conservation, especially in many developing countries in the form of reservoir
and canal linings, irrigation and drainage piping as well as mulching, whereby
soils are covered with black film to retain moisture, promote plant growth
(through holes in the film) and retard weeds.

7. HDPE is tougher and harder than LDPE. This difference in properties
has led to different usage patterns, with blow molding applications representing
the single most important use of HDPE (40%). Several sources in the plastics
industry believe PP, which is made from propylene, will displace a large shareof the market for HDPE because of (i) better physical properties of PP (e.g.
rigidity, strength etc.) and (ii) the greater availability of PP resulting
from the increased use of naphtha in ethylene crackers (see below).
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8. PVC is still the second most important thermoplastic despitelower expected growth rates due to the carcinogenic effects of VCM monomer.Most applications are in pipes, various industrial and caustruction uses,and such consumer goods as artificial leather.

9. Polystyrene is used for insulation, as a wood substitute and aspackaging and construction material (besides its uses in the syntheticrubber industry).

Propylene, Butylene and Heavier Hydrocarbon- and their Derivative Products
10. The proportion of these by-products in proportion to ethylenedepends on the feedstock chosen, as shown in Table 2:

Table 2

Typical Yields of Ethylene and Other Products from DifferentFeedstocks after Thermal Cracking
(Millions of Pounds per Annum)

FeedstockProduct 
Ethane Naphtha

Ethylene 1,000 1,000
Resid. Gas, H2 , CH 175 4,4C3 cut (ncl. Propene)3

C4 cut (incl. Butadiene) 25 205
C5 cut (4000F Gasoline) 19 644Cracked Fuel Oil 6 75

Total Feed Needs 1,250 2,900
% Feed Conversion 60% high

(or Severity)

Source: Oil & Gas Journal July 1975

The possibility to use alternative feedstocks and simultaneously producevaluable co-products immensely complicates the production and pricingeconomics and policies regarding ethylene, hts related hydrocarbons andother derivatives. I~n the case of naphtha. feed, the quantity and pro-portions of ethylene and co-products can be furthermore modified by changingthe cracking severity. Higher severity cracking results in increased needsof feedstock which appears as additional ethylene and co-products; for thelatter it results mostly in higher proportions of py-rolysis gasoline andaromatics in the form of a larger BTX (benzene, toluene, xylene) fraction(see below).

11. About one fifth of propylene goes into PP (see above), anotherfifth into cumene (for in part phenol production), and the remainder is used

1/ or gas oil.
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for detergents, acrylic fibers, plasticizers and various other uses. About90% of butadiene is used up by the product lon of various synthetic rubbers,and mostly styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR)/.

Aromatics

12. An important group of by-products from cracking heavy liquids arearomatics such as benzene, toluene and Vrlenes (BTX) - chemicals characterizedby a structure in ring form instead of in chain form, as found in olefinessuch as ethylene, propylene, butylene and their derivatives. Major products
in that group are benzene, toluene, ortho-xylene, para-xylene, meta-xylene,phenol resins and polyamide (nylon 6) fibers. Ortho-xylene is converted tophthalic anhydride for producing plasticizers, paints and resins. Para-xyleneis a key component of polyester fibers (along with ethylene glycol derivedfrom ethylene). Toluene is used to produce high-octane gasolines, explosivesand other materials, and sometimes converted to benzene.

Future Demand Outlook for Derivative Petrochemical Products

13. Assuming no new projects were to come on stream, forecasted worldshortages by 1985 of the major olefinic - and aromatic based materials aregiven below:

Table 3

Product or Millions of Tons/Year PrincipalIntermediate Shortage End-Uses

Low Density packaging, piping,
Polyethylene (LDPE) 4.5 consumer goods, cordage
High Density premum packaging,
Polyethylene (HDPE) 2.4 industrial and consumer

goods

Polypropylene 3.7 as for HDPE

Polystyrene 3.0 wood substitute insulation
synthetic rubbers, pack-
aging, construction

Vinyl Chloride! packaging, piping, cosumerPolyvinyl Chloride 3.5 and industrial goods

1/ which accounts for more than half of total synthetic rubber consumption.
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Product or Millions of Tons/Year Principal
Intermediate Shortage End-Users

Polyester Fiber
Intermediates:
Terephthalates h.0 Clothing, industrial
Ethylene Glycol 1.2 fibers

Acrylic Fiber
Intermediate: acrylic fiber, nitrile
Acrylonitrile 2.0 rubber, plastic copolymers

Synthetic Rubbers possibly in balance transportation, industrial,
butadiene, styrene, if above intermediates construction uses
isoprene, acrylonitrile available
types

Source: UNIDO El Halfawy, 2nd Arab Petrochemical Conference, Abu Dhabi,
March 1976.

Industrial Projects Department
February 1977



1,6c -,RIO GRANDE DO SUL PETROCHI JMPLEX

HISTORICAL AND PROJECTED SUPPLY
AND DEMAND OF ETHYLENE

1,400
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1,200

0/
1,000

COPESUL Mission's
Demand Forecat-> -- Demand Forecast

800
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600

Planned Production

400
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200

1 Jaoo Paulo(3h0,000 tpy)
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BRAZIL - RIO GRADE DO SUL PETROCHEMICAL COMPLEx - RAW MATERIALS CENTER

FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS

(in thouand Cr$ and mid-19
7 6 

Prices)

0 12 3 4 5 6 7 8

Yea

(440,357) (1,363,269) (2,375,117) ( 740,400) ( 14,856) ( 1,981) ( 1,408) ( 187) ( 187)

rg Capit 1 ( 270,860) ( 32,575) 18,315)

RE-:__ -__ 

75% 90% 100% 100% 100%

Saies Re--n,- n incl.tsi) ' 2,951,583 3,541,900 3,935,445 3,935,445 3,935,445
a/ (inc (375,450) (450,540) (500,600) (500,600) (500,600) (500 ,

' trax t -mt ( 22,137) ( 267564). 9 516 29 416) 25169

sz Sar's t ever n a 2,553,996 3,064,796 3,405,329 3,405,329 3,405,329

(1,053,932) (1,264,718) (1,405,242) (1,405,242) (1,405,242) 4,,,()

75,487) ( 90,584) (100,649) ( 100,649) ( 100,649) 10C,

af-tr -
( 23,705) ( 28,446) ( 31,607) ( 31,607) ( 31,607) - 3

G ( 17,45) ( 21,4) ( 23,927) ( 23,927) ( 23,927) t

4 ( ,6949) ( 24,439) ( 4,932) ( 4,932) ( 4,932)miliry e~ials- ( 3,699) ( 4,439) ( ' 6 88
er50,894) 

C 61072) ( 6788 7858) 67,E58)

Subtotal 
(1,225,662) (1,470,793) (1,634,215) (1,634,215) (1,634,215) 1.

(C19t) ( 199,78) ( 199,782) ( 199,782) ( 199,7982)

ar ( 4,121) ( 4,121) ( 4,121) ( 4,121) ( 4,121)
P-Er ixd (rtion)41 80,886) ( 80,886) ( 80,886) ( 80,836) ( 60,15)

ratnce ( 40,193) ( 40,193) ( 40,193) ( 40,193) ( 40,193) 2 '1

0vcc~( 
20,000) ( 20,000) ( 20,000) ( 20,000) ( 20,030)

C. a5338 ( 533,57) 533,857) 533 57 533,857)

Subtroal 
878,839) ( 878,839) ( 878,839) ( 878,839) (878,39) 3

449,495 715,164 892,275 892,275 892,275 -----)

Ir.rie Tax 
( 134.849) ( 214,549) ) C 267,682)

8z .c.3 Tar -14,646 500,615 624,593 624,593 624,593

7r jax ic 533,857 533,857 533.857 533,857 533,857

Ca r eciatron ert848,503 
1,034,472 1,158,450 1,158,40 1,158,450 1 ,O06

Project ' w (1,363,26 (2,3_5. (1.011,260) (801,072) 1,014,176 1,157,042 1,158,263

/ , terriarI value except notional working capital recovery, Project life: 12 yearp.

2/ Diffter.cc t:tween 101 tax charged by CDPESUL to its customers and the 108 tax which it has paid on purchased supplies.

3/ 0,75" oC ales revenues inclusive of ICM tax.
Prom Annre? 6.
SDeclines oertime since different items are depreciated 

over different periods (5, 10, 20 years). The benefit of accelerated depreciation has been requested by COPM:l

Industrial Projects Department

February 1977



(in 7S$ mill4,n and 7iU--1976 prices)
Y-ar 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-14 15

Capital Reso:-cEs Used
up ' the P oz 1

Fix.ed Capita (34.8) (108.7) (191.2) (60.0) ( 1.6) ( - ) ( - ) ( - ) ( -Workin .Cpital (23.1) ( 2.4) ( 1.4)

Value of Prod*ction

198.0 237.6 264.0 264.0 264.0 26L.0 2 3
Cost o r

Nn oh th a u.7C
( 90.6) (108.7) (120.8) (120.8) (12G.S) (12,.8.)

2.0) ( 2.4) ( 2.7) ( 2.7 ( 2.7) ( 2Reinery Gas ( 5.3) ( 6. 4) ' 1) 7.') 7. 1, 7 (
Pe V Chemcals( 1.7) ( 2.0) ( 2.2) ( 2.2) ( 2.2) ( .2).Power ( 0.3) ( 0.3) (0.4) ( 0.4) ( 0.4) C.4(1 Ol( 4.6) ( 5.5) ( 6.1) ( 6.,) ( 1.1) ( .

Subtotal (104.5) (125.3) (139.3) (139.3) (139.3) (139.3) ( .)

L)bour ( 14.8) ( 14.8) ( 14.8) ( 14.S) ( 
1 4.8)( 13 )

Power (fixes portion) ( 0.3) ( 0.3) ( 0.3) ( 0.3) ( 3 ( 3.) ( 3Maintenance ( 6.0) ( 6.0) ( 6.0) ( 6.0) ( .7 (.)Insu ,c e ( 3.0) ( 3.0) ( 3.0) ( .- ( 30)Overhead ( 1.5) ( 1.5) ( 1.5) ( 1.5) ( 1.-) (

Subtotal ( 25.6) ( 25.6) ( 25.6) ( 25.6) ( 25.6) ( 25.6) ' 
2S

concrc Srolus (Deficit)
- e ratic-s 67.9 86.7 99.1 99.1 99.1 99.1

acono2ic Surolus (Deficit)
Frc' Proiect (34.8) (103.7) (191.2) (33.2 3 63.9 85.3 99.1 99.1 Q9.1 99.1

Industrial Projects Department
February 1977



BPAZIL - Rio :rande do Sul Petrochemical Complex - Raw laterlal Center

Input/Output Profile and Unt Prices (at their mid-1976 l1,2-)

Quantities at IM/' Local Scllin Pr ge, Local Selling Price International Prices
Capacity Operations incl.taxes - excl. taxes 7/ (European contracts) 8!

Units (in Cr$) (in USS) (in USS)
Outouts

EtLiylene ton 350,000 2/ 5,231 424 320-335
Propvlene ton 120,000 3,433 273 220-230
Buadiene ton 45,209 7,657 610 350-365
Benzene ton 107,436 5,2S1 421 275-280
Xylenes ton 22,154 4,449 357 150
Residue ton 72,447 1,584 126 85
LPG 1/ ton 88,572 1,605 4/ 150 115
Pyrolysis GasolineI/ ton 123,814 1,605 4/ 150 120
High Pressure Steam ton 408,000 6S 5/ 6 --
Mediuz Pressure Steam ton 1,632,000 60 5/ 5 --
La Prossure Steam ton 326,400 37 5/ 3 --

Filtrad Water 1,000 n 16,034 753 5/ 60 --
Demineralized Water 1,000 m 1,485 4,359 =/ 348 --

Drinking Water 1,000 m3  124 2,318 5/ 185 --
Nitrogen 1,000 m3  17,014 341 5/ 27 --

Inputs
NZahtha ton 1,050,499 1,338 120 115
Refinery Gas ton 67,000 472 -- 40
LPG ton 62,000 1,619 -- 115
Catalysts m3 38 -
Inhib., Anti-oxidants ton 92 -
Absorbents ton 153 -
Solvents ton 15 -
Soda Ash ton 451 7,700 713
MEA ton 164 17,000 1,574
Other Chemicals ton 45 -

Chemicals, Water Treatment ton 1,790 -
Power 1,000 KWH 24,480,000 370 34 10-30
Fuel Oil (for TPS) ton 152,592 445 -- 70

Labor workforce 1,343 74/hour 6/ 7 >8

1/ returned to the refinery
2/ the Brazilians are presently considering the alternative of raising the ethylene production from the project to 420,000-450,000 TPY by

increasing the cracking severity to 32% and adding a number of pieces of equipment worth about USSIO million.
3! local taxes comprise an 11% ICM tax (value - added tax system) and an industrial tax of about 5%.
4/ returned to refinery at a fixed price of 20% above the naphtha price - no taxes added.
5/ all utilities sold to downstream units will be priced so as to yield an 8% return on investaent to COPESUL.
6/ average hourly labour cost incl. social and weliare contributions.
.7/ translated at July 1976 exchange rate of US$1.0= Cr$ 10.8. Present rate (Jan. 1977) is US$ 1.0= Cr$ 12.7.
8/ Modian price for US and Europeancontracts as of mid-1976 for ethylene, propylene, butadiene and benzene. Own or Brazilian estimates

elsewhere.

Industrial Projects Department
February 1977



ANNEX 7

BRAZIL: RIO GRANDE DO SUL PETROCBEMICAL POLE

ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

1. All projections in mid-1976 constant dollars, translated when
necessary, at the then prevailing exchange rate of Cr$10.8 = US$1.0.

2. Capital costs as per the financial data since the project is
expected to be 100% exempt of custom and local duties. The locally pro-
cured capital cost items have been shadow priced using a 1.25 foreign
exchange shadow price factor (applied to the above exchange rate).

3. Project life was assumed to be 12 years, with no terminal value
except a notional working capital recovery.

4. Product prices for the petrochemical outputs of the project are
based on Western European transfer prices, adjusted by a notional 10%
cover replacement costs not fully reflected in present transfer prices.-
Western European producers use predominantly naphtha and heavier hydrocarbons
as raw materials, while US producers still use ethane at regulated prices.
Since the trend is towards naphtha and gas oil (Annex 2), Western Euro-
pean prices were preferred as basis for long-run economic prices. It is
nevertheless important to note that economic prices for items such as
ethylene and propylene, which are not traded internationally in the usual
sense of the word (ocean shipping costs being prohibitive), should be
derived from an analysis of the global economics of the particular com-
plex being analyzed. Using foreign transfer prices is only a rough
approximation pending the availability of more data and time to perform
such an extensive analysis.

5. Utility prices are the local Brazilian ones.

6. The naphtha price is on a FOB basis since the alternative for
the country, according to the Brazilians, is exports. A more detailed
analysis of this point will be needed in the future.

7. All local operating costs have been translated at the shadow-
priced exchange rate.

1/ After this correction the economic prices retained are roughly in
line with constant price forecasts obtained from major oil companies.



Oetiober 311, 1976

Mr. P.N. Xenon
Chief Project MenagW
FIDO

UI0MGAlM AL-M83 501,
Via. Coahint INDIL

Dow NO. Xeow

In the absence of Pr. Rischard, vh is nran = mion at present,
I am encesIMg a cMp of the Completion 11sport for the Gorakbpwu Urpans-i n
Project s requested in your letter of Sep+embe 24, 1976, to *. Trtarwlli
of cur Division

I w$l convely your regards uapon Mr. Hischards return.

Secretary to Mr. Joan-Franois RLzwtwa
Trnatrial Projeots Departament

ccn t ortmreni

* w.



Or-. Joepah V. D'AukdAim
Ibbil Oil Corporatis
150 ast 11W aSteet
-m Zerk, New Zork 117

low r *. DO Aabkti:

ThankYm tr yow le*tw datod JY 2, 1976. Bcdarg one
orgmint~s ewrt for wnetew, bere is tho akle (sewshat enletd

chart, to which I d a firth r br.lmwa for than eet in which
you Wos Most nsabi

Jst = attwt to ve sa g, stating with e Iwre,
Middl* Bit and North Africa Country fpg Doportnant I, which U, sng
otbr - tr A*nat Arabia. WithIa a RWg=3 Vies fteoldeny,*
U10"e we ;W oar two CeuU7e Progsnow Depar Wo -e and a Regional Prqde**U
Deortment. Be& cuntr Prbea Deart"Ut &ealm with a gPOW ofsntris

in its Region. It maintains cloe wftig rolaUtis wit lbMuNa tS azn the
-rinepal fina al .camle, an an qa.enciss dWith dnvlpmas*.
It has pmrary .g--modbility for gthe Back's basic ownter seeoide,
stuleo avA -moriag up cotmdwy adg progme. It ae1n has rqgosmbdlit

tr 1 sin gagYitlep at th vNm im t pU of te N a as thy ber an
its Oeraetion$ In each ov="ar.

?be trojeat" Amwtent in .4h si" is fnos a tr amk's
wvat an m0teir Walr"s , project Pespwatin, vstml and asmouten is the

main *eenu.i sntere which aseaut for the buk of Bank U ndbuq, mh as
oag trej, .daetiss, hig-we, parts and Wpoliines, eto. Is the Cass at *0
Ma-ep., WMla C. t A Nsrth Aries ftjeats Dpartant, thave Is alas,

Tamolu06] Assstance Xvivsia whicb deals pwer wily with Sadi Arwda sep of

The Industrial P1oj*ete Dagmrbset ooomgloo a spal We in Us
snw of being am of the few project vattits whi #we not oaosm ase but
vitarelisod undsr a seglal Vih-Prosodout's office. This Is boeese, in nbmwo
ot th. wat ruqslre fatimnal ramtr than reglawl .qod.



Jy 9 1976

In tho, co at t.indm s aKisltamm to fudi Armaw which is
t i hat d.in erou frum Us uwa Bank ojoat vwk (Wmating in a Isml),
the coucermod projece -- atma work In alemm caa ation with tin ewdhea-

AssstaceDivision Inoksled in th a m g, X160e Zest and Nrth% Africa
m ad &a* with e egion's eonemned Comad r Prw

which ata, as is amal In the Bank's struetw, as tin 4lota
wit zAn diplomatic abael In relatiss with th goernmut.

Finkl3y, the four-own SmWI Arbia a-.uden t-- head# bd by
air uwdon M t sss is.6o by Asr Caridgmud) ass.e the 1iisom and local

.Mtas With the ftumi Arai Vemmmou and aganad.

I bola tat them .. a in ht e no boly$ and not toe astms
at 2e fewavd t. weatrig wit ym api a us7 *am.

Sincere,17

Misch---ardnoma~r



Files JM34r 7, 1976

Mytonio, Tarnadoeli, Donald ftmsa and
Jew- w.an eeis RIschad

"NIAta Chial"= Industris
Project Identification Nission
I a I l "t to !s.k-to-ff ice ftirt

1. Following the reoipt s am infaration and after frther analysis
of pr.ket prices and capital osts, the Ri-los revised its prellmi vyu
.. encode rotern estmats for the qnthetio fiber project of Clapalung and
the two tire projects of Terma-Severin and isL. The changes do not alter
the - of the b*ak-to-wfie, report dated Jun , 1976 and onfirm
the preliminary seleion of C ixpmlvmg and Torm -tterin (the latter as a
sta*d-by project) for further considnation by the Bak in FY 1977. This
fact, and the 1man n er af these changes rnider it un neay to issue a
ML report. The corresponding crrectionxs to the Rack-to-Office report are

given below.

1. The sconmic retan far Clapalong was revised to 13.5% up from
the original estimate af 132%. The basis for this are rvvised capital cost
estimates worked cut by Geordes Industries at ow reqest as won as a set
of eonami input and ut-pat prima slightly different fri the original ems.

2. The proliuinax7 oanid. r.trns for the to tire projects, Tvzw-
s-ver* and zalau were ioered to Ul.4% and 26.1, dcan from 19.2% aid 38.2%,
respetvely, as a result of a d4.uard revision of the base prie per kg fir
all tires (oeaept giant heavy-daty tires) of about 18% on the basis of am
infamation obtained by the Uassnm.

3. The revision of the prelimisy econoemic turn for the taslui pr.est,
which weld umn as inpats about a quarter of Cipalung's total prodedtion, has
not yet been finaliod, pending the solation of probeas surrounding the Rumanian
cspital east ostAmates. On the basis of eapital estimates tontativey sbmeitted
by Gsordes Inwestries, it womd bam'vir appear as if the ecnmic return for
Vasli, co3d be highr then 10%. Pther elements of infemsatmn to be obtained
in Romania will help to clarify the issn, which seems to hig. n the use for
Vaslui of eapital ewst estiating practiees which are not ensistent with the
ones folled for otbar project in-1,4.d ia the list rdmitted to the Bank.

Ofteshawdsamm

cat Iers. van der T*(S), Nashs, Ka=lmaf, MAr, Thadani, Cash, Smasini, Dewey,
Meldrick, Pratt, 3aAdLg, Neon, Espp, Tnantis, Nopper



NO. Cha"y IF. Devr Ju47 2, 1976

Owl m- elowan and Joan-Frmeois Rimaaswd

WADM AARAN Thuiam1 Assistance
Mobil Natrch.mial PxJ.ct - Torbu
Mission too Now Ywk, June 30, 1976

In acardane vit Terss of Aferenes dated Jam 29, 1976 a meing
ma heU1 with oremanatives of the Mobil Cemi al Cammi in their Nm York
offices to bear their presentation ot a propnse schow for fw .sstmat4n at
a pk.traum It pr*4*at at Yeam, 3madi Arabia.

Thin. In attnaamn mes

Mr. J.T. W'Abrtii Nha -O-ind.na* and 8ervices (mAi Arabia)
Mr. iLD. Walen Nmagpr, Planning Coardinatmvn qNestAl

Projects Division
Yr. IL Walker Assistant Oanap sou rination & Emvini

(Smudl Arabia)
Wk. L.W. Shwber aisative MW.Xer, Coorintion &

Servics (8andl Arabia)
r.1.. Wylie Sad~Ar PlUmdvg Asm~At$

1r. T.L. Cramer Financial abp00sutatlvo
Wr. W. Esake ProJegt Ueedsr, TO"h Ueftav, Mobil Oil

1k. C.J. aayE Bak
Mr .a. rans B4*

M.J.P. Risebaad Bak
1k. N. MNw W bhwidmt NI& , S N1U

1. N f's ftum U3 ma Uia

Piw to presentation of the petiv.chimi-11 projet, Mr. D'Ambrimi
Tapirna that in additdin to its ang g participaton in AAMWD, Mobil presently

had several other jrejiets In the p2Aadxg or construction wtag under vaioms
arranpomts with te 3wd' Gommment or its a cGsp, and uty - tar
itself a stgnficant and log term role in te fature dwla.met af te Kitha n.
Theme incldam joint ownwnchp with PWMED of a new wrW oil rfinry
at Tenbu ), joint mmrAp with PWM B ot a $100 U=*1 lobe oil
refinery (undeonstructn), planning a a -ew sea-part 20 ha nrth ot Jeddah,
plannig of a jet fel distribtim pipeli metwok, st .t - -4g and
construction of the east-oest crade oil and m tral gas liqui4s lines,
plaiqn of marine facilities to handle vst2 easset droaarbon amports, and
devolqpeant of a national astau tive ftel distribution aM smait" metwr.
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2. The Yeabu fttrochimiaal Prject

The Mobil representativea'presentation indicated that the project
would be a /50 MobiAIIR joint venture petroqsmial complex built around
a 1ne Wllion lb/yr. ethylene plant losated near Tenbu. Accordirg to them,
the location of the copl en the west coast would provide tba joint venture
with various competitive advanta..s, especially with regards to logistis.
The ethylene would be entirely oons4wd in three derivative plants within the
complex producing 40 millin lb/yr. low density polyethylene, 350 =milion lb/yr.
ethylen glycol and 930 million lb/yr. sty me muame respectively. For feed-
stock and fuel the project would use ethane extracted from natural gas liquids
brought by pipeline from the eastern region. The eths extraction facilities
and the pipeline would be constructed by AM=g. Capital investment would be
$1037 .miAfln to be finaned 70/30 debt to equity by the joint venture partners
plus an additional $24 million fixed capital for infrastretv" and servie
to be provided by the Goverriment. The project waid take four yes to omplete
from ard of the major engineering contract. Based on *thfe and bensone
feedstock prices of 5400MeT and 60#/gal- respectively, and proftet Sales
values in 1980 of 36#/b. for iDPE, 23#/lb. for glycol, and 23/lb. for styrene,
the project wOs expebted to provide a 15.5% (constant price) WCF rate of return
on equity. The product prices used in this calculation a" a dmed to be those
that would yield a 15% constant prie return on equi to a siilar opia
located in Northern brope and coming on stam in 10. This return was shomn
to be most sensitive to product price variations (a 14% reduotion in IXP price
**Using*50- reduction in DCM) and capitsq oet overrune (20 plant cost
incrase causing a 4% reductim in DCFm).-

The Mobil representatives indicnted that the complex could be expanded
at a later stage to comprise facilities for the production of polystyre, TPA
an well as polyester fiber and Vi -..

3. Status of Project Prep-asato

The Mobil representatives indicated that the basic project report
as ised in March 1975 was intended primarily to define the sope of the
project rather than to establish its feasibility and had been based on data
ollaected at end 1M. Capital cost estimates had been based on US Gulf Coast

erected costs indxed fm baudi conditions on the basis of Saudi cost data
obtained from ARA AMe Mobil's own engineering group. Mobil believed h ,
that the acuracy of thb estimate as it presently stodd would not approach - 25%
and was in need of further refinement to bring it closer to the t 10% acmuraqy.
expected of Mobil's own projects prior to their wbuission for beard approval.
The Mobil representatives indicated therefore that they wished to further review
the feasibility of the project including a re-apprailal of the market situation
and construction schedale. Accordingly durin their presentation of the project
suhimme to MIX staff in Riyad on June 20, 1971, the parties had agreed to discuse
during further meetings plaeumd for July 10, 11 in Riyadh the possibility of
entering into an interim agreement to undertake o detailad ezgixeering to

1/ It appeared from the discussion that the nature of the incentive package
would need to be clarified. According to the Mobil representatives, 'the
company would prefer a front-end cash grant to an income tax holiday.
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perait closer definition of te project. The Mobil reentativos infirned
at R. Al UKU had reqposted at tat time, hwever, that they not di an

datai I of md a possible a -e3g. -- with the Wrld Bank befoehand. Rile
te nature and bjective of mah an Interim agreeent were therefore not

44 with Mobil in lnw Yer, Nobil did indicate that tho oanidurem it w7
take a periM of 2 years and an expenditure of W umll1on to rea * a stop vhere
tb accuracy of the projected total t and profitabiiV of the ImJect
oeid be ostab3 4 she to thodr satsfacton, and durirg tbda satire periiA ad

ovem submequmntly Yenil * as was their norinal practies, would ezipet to retalm,
the option to terminate tha project if mach an astion was distated by sound
business practice. They belieed Use N33 representatives had understood this
postion. Tbsy alm stated that it was Mbil ' practie to place -aal
arderv dwrirg thU phase and that an their part, they weld be williug to give
consideration to placlg such order* dorIng the iexe.ao of the wboda to be
defined by te interia agroomnt.

4s. ANI.S of the MAk

The Bank's repreventatives cs-plinedm te "Ise or the Bank as general
advioers to the E "d ths FIr but coifirmed tat up till th present Me
neither the 3 am PV had asked the Bank nor had the la* agreed to unde-
take an evalmtion of Mobil's ptrahowe a1 projeet. The Bank was not thefwre
requesting Mbil to vaderbake asW work of whaever kind relating to the project
at %his stage. %h Bask tan iatedi however that it believed there was
little the Bank eslA do at the prsnt stage to evalmate the project (if adscd
to do so) en te basIs of the gScpIng DbW so far prepared W eb NoL readily
agreed was inade1ate to datermine the pr.etj a feasIbAilty and ws marhed
for a thorough reriew.

0aomansi

It became c3 during the course of the meeting that Mobil was already
ru of the defioiencis in the prent projeo *t*Or and of the further waft

needed to bring te project to the stage where itieviabiiUt cmuld be xamed.
Thare we3d so= therefoe to be little useful work the Bank cmed undertake
an the project at this *tap p nm if asked to do so. The project wmuA give
the appearane however at ths stqp of being suitable for reviiw by the Bank
when axd has remabed a more advanced stop. Sme staff time muy terefoe
be proviinally budgeted for the feurt qarter of 1976 en the aswumtion that
the X3 will not seek earlier Bak advice an a *r0g1ents for an Interim enginear-
ing agreemt. It is sugget" VS rweidat mispiia may be &ad to clwify
this pt.

ws Xamm-s ftchas IL DOswish-, Amsow, Asumtraft Ws) XAhamWr SIAW,
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Jewn-P--wmis Usards

IMA t Qrsdit So.- 279-IN
Gonkbpur 1lwni-w Project

Fertier Corporutime of bxU a

Attach"d in te Oupwviiam ftert an tho Goaftr m -=a
Preewt based an te findle Of a Slimaf Wldch visited Uda in 3AY 1976.

eat Men las, lowal., Chitt%QbgEwhs, EQalunof, M ,mo Cah,
'wAdi &W14rwiek Smndrd, DepWr, Pe"sss Torboral2A,

Tumdentid Picettc, P"Mrm ()s M*"Wn4,

We. Nditall



f ORM NO. 590 This summary is the initial summary
0 75 IBRD AND IDA - SUPERVISION SUMMARY part of a mission report

a semi-annual update

the completion summary
ional Office: Prolect Name: Project Code: Loan Credit x No.: L/C Amount ($xx.xm):

South Asia Gorakhpur Fertilizer Project h INDI103 279-IN 10.0
Country: Borrower/Beneficiary: Board Date: Signing Date: Effective Date:

INDIA Government of India 12/21/71 1/7/72 W5/72
Projects Dept./Div. Name: Org. Code No.: Projects Officer: Loan Officer:
Industrial Projects 305/30 E. Tortorelli Ann 0. Hamilton

SECTION 1: SUMMARY PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Expansion and balancing of existing plants so that ammonia capacity will be increased
from 116,000 to 172,000 metric tons per year and urea capacity from 180,000 to 314.,Oo
metric tons per year.

SECTION 2: PERFORMANCE RATING This Summary Last Summary

STATUS: 1 - Problem-free or Minor Problems; 2 - Moderate Problems; 3 - Major Problems 1
TREND: 1 - Improving; 2 - Stationary; 3 - Deteriorating 2
TYPES OF PROBLEMS: F - Financial; M - Managerial; T - Technical; P - Political; 0 - Other (Explain in Section 5)
If more than one type of problem, enter most critical factor first.

Designated a "problem project" in most recent SVP review? Y - Yes; N - No

SECTION 3: PROJECT DATA
Total of which: Cumulative Disbursements

Estimated/Actual: Project Loan/Credit Project Foreign Local through most recent
Completion Closing Cost Currency Currency Quarter ended 03 /31 /75
(Mo./Yr.) (Mo./Day/Yr.) ($xx.xm) ($xx.xm) ($xx'xm) ($xx.xm)

Appraisal Est. 08,74 03,31.75 16.0 10,0 6 0 10 0 (EstJ
Last Summary( 02/05/76) 03,76 03, 31 76 21- .7V. 12.9
Current 03,76 0331 76 23_._ _ 11 .4i 11 . 6 10 0 (Actual

o.cCTION 4: MISSION SCHEDULE
Return to HQ Final Report Date

No. of Staff on Mission No. of Days in Country (Mo./Day/Yr.) (Mo./Day/Yr.)
Latest/Present Mission 2 4, , 06 , 23, 76 PS
Previous Mission 8 01 .31. 7 02 ,8 :75 FS-

Next Mission Departure Recommended interval End of period covered by latest
(Mo./Yr.) 07 , 7 between missions (Months) - progress report (Mo./Day/Yr.) 03, 31, 76

Type of Report: FS = Full Supervision, CS = Combined Full/B-T-0; C = Completion; A - Appraisal; 0O ther (explain below)
SECTION 5: COMMENTS (Explain "other" in Section 2 and clarify, if necessary, data in Sections 3 and 4)

1/ Last summary estimate based on exchange rate prevailing at appraisal; current estimate
based on weighted average exchange rate for the project of US$1.0 - Ra 8.0

SECTION 6: SUMMARY OF PROJECT STATUS, TREND, AND MAJOR PROBLEMS:

The project was started up on December 27, 1975 and has begun commercial production on
February 1, 1976. A draft completion report has been prepared and is scheduled for dis-
cussion with the Fertilizer Corporation of India in early July as part of the terms of
reference of another mission to India. The present report summarizes the major findings of
the present mission pending the finalization of the full completion report at a later date.

Preparing Officer: J. F. Rischard Initials: Date: %i3 7g



ANNEX I

Gorakhpur Expansion Project

The project is now fully disbursed; it was started up in December
1975 and has begun commercial production. Total capital costs amount to
US $23 million against an appraisal estimate of US $16 million. About half
of the total cost overrun is due to currency realignments between India and
the main supplier countries.



ANNEX 2

Gorakhpur Expansion Project

List of Persons Met

Fertilizer Corporation of India, Head Office

Mr. K.S. Sarma, O.S.D. (Projects)
Mr. A.K. Menon, Chief (Management Reporting) and Staff
Dr. P.V. John, Director of Market Research

Gorakhpur Unit

Mr. M.S.L. Anand, General Manager
Mr. P.N. Menon, Project Manager and Staff



ANNEX 3

Gorakhpur Expansion Project

Completion Report Summary

Project Objective and Scope

1. The project consisted of the expansion and balancing of the facilitiesof FCI's Gorakhpur Unit, which had oversized and spare equipment available,
so as to increase its urea production capacity from 180,000 to 314,000 TPY.It was started up in December 1975 and began commercial production in February1976. In terms of nutrient tons, its additional capacity is equivalent to10% of India's deficit in nitrogenous fertilizers during 1975/76.

2. The project comprised three main components: (i) addition of a thirdtrain in the ammonia plant, (ii) expansion of the urea production and prillingfacilities in order to utilize the expanded ammonia capacity, and (iii) enlarge-ment of the utilities and storage facilities. The detailed technical designwas finalized by Toyo Engineering Company of Japan (TEC) in early 1972 andimplied only minor departures from the design envisaged at appraisal. Thecorresponding net cost increase accounts for only 10% of the total cost overrun.

Project Summary Data

3. The following table compares major project parameters at appraisalwith actual results upon completion:

Table 1

Project Summary Data

Uni t Appaisl Actua l/
Capital Cost of Project US$ H ion 16 5a 23.0 J
Foreign Exchange Costs US$ Million 8.7 31.4 2/Capital Cost per Annual Ton of Urea US$/Ton 119 172Beginning of Construction 2/1972 7/1972Duration of Construction months 30 41Start-up Date 8/1974 12/1975Plant Capacity after Expansion:
- Ammonia TPY 172,000 172,000- Urea TPY31,03400
Sale Price, Urea (ex-factory) US$/Ton 3199000 314000
Ex-factory Cost per Ton US$/Ton 58 117Profit before Interest and Taxes
per Ton US$/Ton 4l 24Annual Foreign Exchange Savings
at 95% Capacity US$ Million 5.3 7.7Economic Return at 95% Capacity 19.1% 18.6%Financial Rate of Return at 95%
Capacity 

34.0% 13.4%

1/ Actual data are expressed in 1976/76 prices
/ Translated at weighted average exchange rate for the project ofUS$1.0 - Rs 8.0
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Project Construction and Completion

4. The start-up of the project was delayed by a total 16 months
because of the following reasons:

i) the Indo-Pakistani conflict which broke out in December 1971
delayed the finalization of the contract terms between TEC and
FCI, thus shifting forward by 5 months the zero date for con-
struction:

ii) the appraised construction schedule was revised from 30 to 36
months after TEC concluded on the basis of its preliminary
study that the scope for duplication of existing equipment had
been reduced by changes in technology and that further safety
measures appeared mandatory due to adjacent operations in the
existing plant;

iii) the occurence of the oil crisis caused delays in the delivery
of equipment ranging from 3 to 14 months. Despite this,
project management made impressive efforts to keep project
delay at a minimum and on account of the various measures
taken, the construction period was extended by 5 months only.

Project Management

5. On the request of IDA, FCI agreed to appoint an experienced Project
Manager assisted by the necessary staff and fully responsible for both
project budget and schedule, whilst project management responsibility had
been traditionally split between different persons and entities in other
FCI projects. This organizational set-up has proven to be a key factor in
the effective implementation of the project:

i) a more effective coordination than would otherwise have been
possible was obtained by assigning full project responsibility
to a person in constant and close contact with operations;

ii) the unusually large authority assigned to the project manager
gave him the needed power and flexibility to make prompt and
appropriate decisions in a context of recurring difficulties
during the oil crisis. Without the various expediting measures
taken, project completion might have been delayed by an
additional 9-10 months;

iii) project management has been in a position to take several steps
leading to substantial savings which might not have materialized
in a different organizational context, such as commissioning
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sub-units ahead of schedule, and obtaining reductions incertain price and fee increases which were facilitated bythe personal and immediate relationship established betweenindividual suppliers and the project manager.

Change in Project Cost

6. Total financing for this project amounted to US$23 million againstan original estimate of US$16 million, representing a cost overrun of about45%. The actual foreign exchange costs amounted to US$11.4 million againstan appraisal estimate of US$8.7 million, an increment of 30%. A detailed
breakdown of the revised capital costs is given in the appendix to Annex 3.

An analysis of the overrun by major causes shows the followingresults:

Table 2

Breakdown of Cost Overrun by Origin

Part of Total Cost Overrun Due to: % of Total Overrun
- Currency fluctuations (mostly Yen) 44- Price escalation on equipment, materials and spares

over and above initial price contingency 15- Cost escalation on rates and tariffs for various
services (freight, erection, insurance, etc.) 13- Change in project design V 10- Change in tax and custom duties 10-Other 8

100

_1/ Includes increase in erection tonnage.

8. A major part of the equipment, materials and 1 now-how needed forthis project had been contracted from Japanese suppliers and underwentsubstantial cost increases as the exchange rate, valued at Rs 100 = Y 4,800at appraisal, appreciated to Rs 100 = Y 3,350. Comparatively, the part ofthe overrun due to price escalation on equipment and materials was keptrelatively low compared to other projects implemented in the aftermath ofthe oil crisis.

Financing and Procurement

9. Pursuant to the Credit Agreement, an amount equivalent to the IDACredit was to be on-lent by the Government of India to FCI and the remainingproject costs were to be financed by equity. No problems were encountered
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in securing financing for the cost overrun and the GOI released a sufficient
amount of free foreign exchange to meet the increased foreign exchange costs.

10. Expenditures categories recommended for IDA financing and actualdisbursements are compared below, showing no major divergences:

Table 3

Withdrawal of Proceeds of IDA Credit

---- US$ Million ----
Categories Appraisal Actual

Equipment Bid Internationally 6.80 7.41Equipment Imported for Standardization o.4o 047Engineering, Procurement and Commissioning 2.20 2.12
Unallocated 

-6 .
10.00 1005

11. The countrywise percentage breakdown of the Credit amount was thefollowing as of December 1975 (most recent data available):

Table 4

Countrywise Percentage Breakdown for IDA-Financed Items

Japan 72.5
India 10.5
Germany 6.6
UK 3.3
USA 2.8
France 1.4
Italy 1.1
Sweden 0.9
Netherlands 0.7
Other 0.2

100.0

12. The overwhelmingly large share obtained by the Japanese supplierswas due to their high competitivity both in terms of price (before the massivecurrency realignment) and delivery times. Out of 26 ICB packages, only twowere won by Indian suppliers. Local suppliers lost largely on account ofprice considerations rather than delivery times. However, 25% of theequipment was procured from within India without adopting ICB, against 4%envisaged at appraisal. In a significant number of cases, this became necessarywhen following the oil crisis, foreign supplies became subject to long deliverydelays and local supplies had to be located to minimize delays in projectcompletion.
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Performance of Gorakhpur Unit Since Appraisal

13. Gorakhpur Unit's income statements for the fiscal years 1973 to
1976 are summarized below:

Table 5

Summary Income Statements for Gorakhpur Unit
(in Re million)

Fiscal Year Ending March 31 1973 1974 1975 1976

Sales (000 tons) 151 139 140 145
Capacity Utilization Percentage 84% 78% 88% 81 %3/
Revenues 158 181 269 222
Operating Expenses 146 173 255 240
Interest 7 6 5 6
Allocated Overhead 2 3 5 6
Net Profit (Loss) 3 (1) 4 (30)
Operating Profit as a Percentage 8% 4% 5% -8%

Revenues

1/ provisional figures

2/ excluding expansion project.

14. The deterioration of the Unit's profitability since appraisal
is caused by: (i) problems encountered in reaching consistently high levels
of capacity utilization; and (ii) a profit squeeze due to soaring production
costs not compensated by adequate increases in the ex-factory price. Gorakhpur's
inability to utilize the capacity fully stems for the major part from recurrent
problems with the power supply. Out of 73,000 tons of nitrogen lost over the
period 1972-76, about 49,000 tons, or two-thirds, were lost because of the
occurence of power cuts, power failure or voltage dips.

15. The purchase of an inplant generator from the proceeds of the
Credit was envisaged at one point and then dropped from consideration because
of the cost overrun on the main project components. The purchase of a generator
for Gorakhpur was thereafter included in the Plant Operations Improvement
Program accompanying the Trombay IV Credit. After the lowest bidder withdrew
sometime after selection, difficulties in procuring the generator arose and it
was decided that this part of the Credit would be used to finance decomposers
for the urea plant and a waste heat boiler for the Unit. The Fertilizer
Industry Credit recently granted by IDA will be used to finance a US$21 million
25 MW generator for Gorakhpur. The proposal has been approved by the FCI Board.
The import license is to be issued shortly and the project, which will be
started in the near future, could come on stream by mid-1980. This means that
further production losses will be experienced during the next four years,
particularly since the expansion project is now fully operational.
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Changes in Operating Costs and Product Prices

16. The costs of major inputs such as naphtha, coal and power have
been significantly altered since appraisal. Operating costs per ton for
the existing plant and for the expansion project at 95% capacity compare
as follows to appraisal estimates:

Table 6

Operating Costs Per Ton of Urea at 95% Capacity
(in current prices);/

Existing Facilities sion Project After Expansion
Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual

Variable Cost
- Naphtha 109.7 343.7 109.5 343.9 109.7 343.8
- Utilities 170.4 350.1 155.62 350.9 164.1 350.h
- Other 136.o 217.5 62.5- 110.1-9/ 1o4.5 171.6

416.1 911.3 327.6 80-.9 378.3 865.8
Fixed Costs
- Depreciation 137.1 184.4 71.9 143.8 109.3 167.1
- other 88.7 201.7 26.4 82.9 65.2 151.0

225.8 386.1 105.5 226.7 174.5 318.1

Ex-Factory Operating
Costs 641.9 1,297.4 433.1 1,031.6 552.8 1,183.9

Excise Tax 75.0 187.0 75.0 187.0 75.0 187.0
Freight 25.0 40.0 25.0 ho.0 25.0 40.0
Delivery Costs 741.9 1,524.4 533.1 1,258.4 652.8 1,410.9

~j__Actual figures in 1975/76 prices; appraisal estimates in 1971 prices.
_2/ Due to the absence of need for additional employment.

17. On the other hand, the domestic price of urea has undergone five
changes since appraisal and a fertilizer poll equalization (FPE) charge is
being levied since June 1974:

Retail Price Per Ton of Urea Including FPE Charge of

FY 72 (appraisal) 925
FY 73 960
FY 74 1,050
FY 75 2,000 610
FY 76 1,850 335 then 2652/FY 77 31 1,750 165

1 On September 9, 1975
Effective April 1976
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The per ton ex-factory price corresponding to the presently pre-
vailing retail price equals Rs 1,240 after allowance for the FPE charge (Rs 165),excise duties (Rs 187), freight (Rs 40) and dealer margin (Rs 115). As
appears from a comparison with the ex-factory operating costs per ton appearing
in Table 6, the present price does not ;9ver actual production costs for the
existing facilities of Gorakhpur Unit. -! This cost squeeze explains part of
the deteriorating financial performance of the Gorakhpur Unit since appraisal,
together wit4 the inability to reach consistently high levels of capacity
utilization.-/

Updated Financial Analysis and Reappraisal of the Project

18. Although the prevalent ex-factory price of urea more than covers
operating costs per ton for the expansion project due to the low incremental
labor, depreciation and overhead costs implied by its operation, there has beena marked decline in the project's expected financial return. A variance
analysis has been made to determine the relative effects in this respect of
the following changes in the project parameters: (i) capital cost overrun;
(ii) delay in construction and completion; (iii) expected power shortages upto FY 1980; and (iv) c sges in the price and operating cost structure againstappraisal assumptions.21 The results are summarized in Table 7 and highlight
the predominant effect of the change in the cost/price structure on the decreasein the financial return to be expected from the expansion project.

If Furthermore, the actual figures of Table 6 are based on 1975/76 costs
i.e. about one year older than the present April 1976 price so that anupward adjustment of these costs would be necessary for comparison purposes.

2/ The operating cost figures per ton given in Table 6 are based on 95%capacity whereas the Unit reached only 81% during FY 76.
3/ This analysis can only reveal rough magnitudes, since the detailed resultsdepend on what assumptions are made regarding the relevant general inflationand capital cost escalation indices. Different assumptions in this respectmerely led to small changes in the proportions of the four component effects.
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Table 7

Financial Returnland Variance Analysis
Between Appraised and Reappraised Return

(at 95$ Capacity)

Financial Return, Appraisal 34.o%
Financial Return, Reappraisal 13.4%
Difference (-)2O.6%

Out of "Wich:
- Decrease in Return Due to Change

in Price and Operating Costs (-)10.3%
- Decrease in Return Due to Cost

Overrun (-) 5.8%
- Decrease in Return Due to
Expected PoweSupply Problems
Up to FY 1980-' (-) 2.5%

- Decrease in Return Due to Del
in Construction and Start-up. (-) 2.0%

1/ Before income taxes.

2/ Assumes that until FY 1981 the expansion project would not operate
above 80% capacity.

/ Excludes that part of the total delay which is due to the shift in zero
date for construction since it has no impact on DCF returns.

19. Because of its decreased financial profitability, the project will
not be able to improve the profitability of the Gorakhpur Unit up to the point
where it can produce profits. The break-even point for the Unit as a whole
is now above 100%. The unrenumerative price conditions constitute however an
industry-wide problem with serious implications not only for the Gorakhpur Unit,
but for other FCI Units and manufacturers in the Indian Fertilizer Sector
(see Supervision Report on Fertilizer Industry Credit dated May 25, 1976).

Updated Economic Analysis and Reappraisal of the Project

20. By contrast, the economic return to be expected from the project
is practically unchanged. An analysis similar to the one above was used to
determine the relative effects of the following changes: (i) capital cost
overrun, (ii) delay in construction and completion, (iii) expected power
shortages up to FY 1980, and (iv) changes in the economic price assumption
underlying the projections, with regards to urea, naphtha, coal, power and
other operating costs. The results are summarized in Table 8:
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Table 8

Economic Return and Variance Analysis Between
Appraised and Reappraised Return

Economic Return, Appraisal 19.1%
Economic Return, Reappraisal 18.6%
Difference (. %

Out of Which:
- Increase in Return Due to

Change in Economic Prices of
Urea, Naphtha and Other Items;. (+) 6.0%

- Decrease in Return Due to Cost
Overrun (-) 3.2%

- Decrease in Return Due to Expected
Power Supply Problems up to FY 1980 (-) 2.3%

- Decrease in Return Due to Delays in
Construction and Start-up (-) 1.0%

_1/ The latest price forecasts in real terms issued by the EPDES department
were used. According to these forecasts, urea prices will increase from
an average price of $137 for 1976 to $170 in 1985. It was assumed that
naphtha prices would increase in parallel to real urea prices. Other
costs were valued at financial prices minus tax elements, as had been done
at appraisal.

21. The negligible change in the economic return to be expected from
the project compared to appraisal estimates results from the neutralization
of decreases in return due to the cost overrun, the protracted implementation
schedule and the expected power supply problems during the first four years
of commercial operation by the marked increase in return due to the higher (net)economic value of the project's production. The latter increase is due to the
fact that the high level and projected increase in the price of urea is likely
to more than compensate for the higher level and projected increase in the cost
of naphtha, the main input, and for the 2 to 3-fold increase in other operating
costs since appraisal.

22. Reflecting this, the net foreign exchange savings at 95% capacity
and at 1976 prices are now estimated to amount t 9US$7.7 million against US
$5.3 million estimated at the time of appraisal..

2/ The latter figure has been derived after adjusting the appraisal report
estimate for comparison purposes.
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Market Prospects for the Project

23. Recent figures for all India nitrogen production and consumption
and short-term prospects are given as follows:

(in tons of N)
Production Consumption Deficit

FY 1974(actual 1050 1830 790FY 1975(actual) 1190 1770 580FY 1976 (estimate) 1540 2150 610FY 1977(projected) 1850 2500 650

24. Despite a significant increase in production in FY 76 and furtherincreases expected during the course of the year, the recovery of consumptionafter a four year stagnation will cause India to maintain a deficit in theorder of 650,000 tons in the short term.

25. With regard to the UP market, there is still much scope for higherfertilizer consumption levels. This is particularly true for Gorakhpur'sEastern UP intensive marketing zone which is as yet less endowed thanWestern UP and is behind in terms of irrigation facilities. In particular,the completion of the Gandak project should significantly increase the areaunder irrigation in Gorakhpur' a marketing zone. Furthermore, the Unit continuesto be advantageously located to reach some areas in Eastern UP by being on thelocal metre-gauge railroad network. In any case, consumption forecasts for1980 of 620,000 and 210,000 tons of nitrogen consumption for UP and Eastern UPrespectively seem sufficiently higher than Gorakhpur's post-expansion capacityof 137,000 nutrient tons to render the marketing of the entire output unproblematic.

Covenantg and Relationship with IDA

26. With one exception, no problems were encountered regarding thecopliance with covenants, including those pertaining to reporting andprocurement. A temporary controversy surrounded a provision under section4.03 of the Project Agreement requiring FCI to maintain a ratio of currentassets to current liabilities of 1.2:1. The problem, which hinged on theaccounting treatment of revolving cash credits, was subsequently settled.

27. The reporting requirements concerning the project were fulfilled ina timely and informative fashion and in general, a very good relationship wasestablished between project management and IDA. The project manager and hisstaff operated competently and contributed much to the successful implementationof the project.
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Gorakhpur Expansion Project

Disbursement Schedule: Appraisal Estimate and Actual
(in US P Million Equivalent)

Appraisal Actual
FY 1972 Estimate (Cumulative) (umulative)
June-March 1972 0.1
April-June 1972 0.6

FY 1973
July-September 1972 1.1
October-December 1972 1.6
January-March 1973 2.1 0.3
April-June 1973 3.1 0.9

FY 1974
July-eptember 1973 5.1 1.2
October-December 1973 7.6 1.4
January-March 1974 8.7 3.5
April-June 1974 9.4 6.h

FY 1975
July-geptember 1974 9.8 7.1
October-December 1974 10.0 7.3
January-March 1975 8.1
April-Juen 1975 8.3

FY 1976
July-September 1975 8.6
October-December 1975 9.1
January-March 1976 10.0
April-June 1976
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Gorakhpur Expansion Project Supervision Report

Capital Cost Estimates (in million US s)

APPRAISAL REPORT ESTIMATES REVISED CAPITAL COSTS-1
LOCAL FOREIGN TOTAL LOCAL FOREIGN TOTAL

Equipment and Materials
*Proprietory Items - 0.37 0.37 - 0.48 0.48
Items on Reserve List 0.21 0.05 0.26 1.92 0.48 2.40

*Items Bid Internationally 1.13 5.24 6.37 0,42 6.60 7.02
Sub-Total 1.34 5.66 7.00 2.34 7.56 9.90*Ocean Freight 0.41 0.41 0.03 0.54 0.57Inland Freight 0.21 - 0.21 0.50 - 0.50Custom Duties and Sales Tax 1.95 - 1.95 3.20 - 3.20

Erection and Commissioning
*Equipment Erection 0.45 - 0.45 1.64 - 1.64*TEC Supervision 0.15 0.35 0.50 - 0.41 0.41
*FCI Supervision 0.04 - 0.04 0.04 0.04

Sub-Total 0.64 0.35 0.99 1.68 0.41 2.09

Civil Works 0.72 - 0.72 1.08 - 1.08Plant Lightning 0.03 - 0.03 0.03 - 0.03

License Fees
*Shell - 0.05 0.05 - 0.16 0.16*Bonfield 0.08 0.08 - 0.03 0.03
*TEC -0.2 0.29 0.29

- 0.37 0.37 - 0.48 0.48iign and Engineering
X Design Pakcage 0.56 0.56 - 1.00 1.00*FCI Engineering 0.64, - 0.64 0.69 - 0.69*TEC Assistance and Checking
of Design 0.49 0.49 0.47 0.47
Sub-Total 0.64 1.05 1.69 0.69 1.47 2.16

*Procurement and Inspection 0.17 0.23 0.40 0.18 0.20 0.38Preliminary Survey and Studies - 0.01 0.01 - 0.01 0.01FCI Overhead 0.26 - 0.26 0.55 - 0.55

Total Direct Costs 5.96 8.08 14.04 0.73 0.21 0.94

Continnency
Equipment and Materials 0.11 0.29 0.40 - -
Erection and Conmissioning 0.11 0.04 0.15 - -
Civil Works 0.08 - 0.08 - -
Design and Engineering 0.05 0.08 0.13 -- .
Administration and Overhead 0.04 -0.04

Sub-Total 0.39 0.41 0.80 -

Working Capital Including Spares 0.21 0.21 0.42 0.43 0.69 1.12

Total Fixed Capital 6.56 8.70 15.26 10.70 11.36 22 06
Interest During Construction 0.74 004 0.9_4 -. 9

Total Capital Costs 7.30 8.70 16.00 11.64 11.36 23.00

*Items included in IDA financing.

1/ Translated into US $ at an average exchange rate of Ra. 8.0- US $1
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM I
1 Mx. Chauncey F. DeW. 10L June , 1976

I UtM A. Tarnavif<ec 1 T ro J. F. Riscnad

S Rm A: Ciemicnl d1 i us-rie
oct 3 ti tinMission

1. ccodig t yor erm ofreerecedated AprJl 5, 1976 eearved
in homniP Aprfl 2, 1976 for the pzrpo of idpntifying p jo in1.h -

chemiidcul iutruitable for consideration by the Bnk. While
inf RoanT' , % ,old conve-rxAtn vith.. G vernment Wfficials, me r of the

Ix nvs eW an k or R!?ania and exeaut ives and technicians of variousi
induntrial entorprisL (Anniex 1).

C'h:rclL.ij-r etri Roma~nia

2. The Nationlization Act of 191L opened ths way for making thc.
Romamian) chemical indu1try one of the centerpmieces of the new Goernrment's
policy of emphasizing heavy industry. The unusual gro rth record of the sector
over The pexiod 1950-1970 appears from the following summary data:

Table I

Main Indices for theRChemicat~r

- 1MO 1960 X970
Indox of grois industriaLr output

Worjld 100 163 304
Romni.a 100 340 10,00

Index of L-roF chemical.. induetry output
World 100 225 !31

RoanIGa 100 658 5,

h1e o h chm.iA c i idu stry in totaJ grom.

Worl &7.0 9.6 12.0
3.1 6.1 10.1

-A,
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1a0 1260 L0

Average number of woge-earners in
Romania's chemical industry 21,200 53,100 13h,800

Index of produtivity per worker (Romania)
Total Industry 100 237 488
Chemical Industry 100 276 886

Share of total industrial investmet -lloted
to the chemical industry in Romania, in % 3.3 12.8 11.3

Proportion of exported chemicals in total
Romanian exports, in % 1.7 2.2 8.0

The chemical industry has been the fastest growing industry in
Romania (22.1% a year on average between 1950 arnd 1970) and occupies today
the second place after the machinery manufacturing sub-sector which has grown
at 17.8/ annually over the same period. Other important characteristics of
the Romanian chemical industry are the rapid - more than threefold - increase
in per capita productivity in the last decade and a significant concentration
in larger production units: 12 plants with turnover over $50 million in 1970
against only one in 1960.

3. The development of the sector has been based on the relatively large
endowment of the country in oil and mainly methane gas, one of the purest in
the world. Romania has had a long-stahding (pre-oil crisis) policy of making
the most rational use of these limited resources.)/ Accordingly, the fastest
growing segments of the chemical industry have been the fertilizer, plastic
and synthetic resin, synthetic fiber and yarn and synthetic rubber industries.
For the same historical reason, in terms of geographical location, there is
a tendency for the industry to be concentrated in the center and the south
of the country, around the main refineries. The main centers of production
are in Ploiesti and in the Pitesti areas where large refinery and petro-
chemical complexes have been established producing a large range of refinery
products, coke and carbon-black, aroifiatics (including paraxylene), dime thi
terephtalate (DMT), ethylene glycol (ErG), ethylene and propylene, polyethylene,
etc.

1/ The first plant in the world producing hydrogen out of methane gas for
ammonia production vas opened in Tirnaveni in 1936.
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is. Synthetic fibers are produced mainly in Savinesti (polyamidic
and acrylonitrilic fibers and yarns) and in Iasi (polyester fiber and yarns).
The two tire plants are located in Ploiesti and Bucharest. The chief
locations for the fertilizer plants are in Craiova, Tirgu-Mures and Turnu-
MYgurele, Slobozia, Navodari and Valea-Calugareasca. Other chemical and
petro-chemical centers include Craiova, Rimnlcu-Vilcea, and Gheorghiu-Dej.
The Romaninns nrw attempt to distribute investmcnts in the c:hem:i-,c industry
awy fror the traditional centers, partly because of a desire to spread
bettor paying employsent opportunities and partly because of congestion,
lack of water, scarcity of living quarters, and environmental factors.

5. In contrast to the average 22..V annual growth which characterized
the chemical subsector in the 1950-1970 period, a lower target of 17.5% was
set for the 1970-75 period in the plan for this period, whilst 20% of total
industrial investrient was allocated to the chemical industry. The actual
achievement fell somewhat short of target as the industry grew only by an
average 16% between 1970 and 1974.1/ This was due partly to a severe
explosion in 1974 that destroyed a substantial part of Romania's ethylene/
propylene capacity and to delays in commissioning new units, and especially
fertilizer plants. By 1975, the gross chemical industry output was expected
to represent 13% of industrial gross output as opposed to 10.1% in 1970
(see Table 1).

6. The general trends for the production, import and export volumes
of some of the main product groups of industry with an emphasis on those
most relevant to the projects submitted to the Pank for consideration are
shown in Annex 2. Soria coizeting products and several end-use products
have also been included.

Sector Prosects

7. Plans for the future, as implied by the directives of the 11th
Congress, continue to attribute the highest priority to the chemical industry
sector. Within the chemical industry, priority will be given to petro-
chemicals which are forecast to account for 75% of the output of the
chemical industry by 1980. The distribution of eirhasis among some of the
main segments of the sector appearsfrom the following table.

/ Prdiminary figures subject to correction.
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Table 2

2 9_' Growth Targets for the Chemical industry Sector

(000 tons)

Target as % of
1=7 5Thrgcts ILI i oducteIoI

Chemficl f-rtilizers 3,300-3, 500 168-178
synthetic polymer produc ts 1,100-1,100 212-233
Synthetic ru)her 280-300 2h9-267
Artificial and synthetic arns

and fibers 310-330 181-193
Tires (000 pieces) 7,500-8,200 179-196

8. in 1963, prices had been set in Romania roughly corresponding to
those prevailing internationally. Most of them remained unchanged until
197 1 -75 when a major re-setting exercise took place in compliance with a
law enacted in 1971 whose aim was to bring prices which had become distorted
in the interval back into line with international prices. Although the
price of many products of the chemical industry remained unchanged, mostpriccs indicated in the preliminary information sheets on thc proposed
projects are not too far off with those now prevailing in international
trade. However, in some instances complaints have been registered about
domncnian export prices and it is .alleged that a small volume of synthetic
Jibers was dumpod last year in the U .K-. Under depressed market conditions
small volumes entering trade may have distressig consecuences. When a
more balanced supply/demand situation develops, this type of problem should
be expected to bQcome rare.

D cription of the Proposed Pro c ts

9. Ten projects have been subrmitted for our consideration coprising
two large petrocherical complexes, one fertilizer pl-nt, four plants in the
synthetic fiher sub-sector, one glass fiber plant and two tire factories.

a. Polyester Fibres Plant Cimpulung - PIusce]
b. Polyester Fibres Unit "Vaslui"
c. Synthetic Fibres Plant lcsi
d. Polyamidic Fibres Installation - Roman
e. Fibre Glass Project
f. Tires Enterprise - Turnu Severin
g. Tires Enterprise - Zalau
h. Craiova Chemi cal Plant
i. Petrochemical Plant - Ni dia

Complex Fertilizer Plant - Satu Yare
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Th~e C~mpulun Project

10. I r oyi ris four uni ts for the continuous polycondensation of
polyester (PEM) with a total capacity of L6,700 TPY and spinning and drawing
equipment for the manu'acture of 15,200 TPY of PES chIps, 11,500 TPY of staple
and 20,000 2TY ofl tops and tow, of which about 6,000 TPY arc expected 1o be
exported by 1910. A .itc h been st elcted at. Ciimpulung, a town of 30,000
located about 50 kin north of Pitesti, one of the Romanian refinery-petrochemnical
complexes. Feedstocks for the proposed plant will be ethylene glycol (EG)
already being produced there ad dimethyl tereph alate (DMT) from a plant
under construction at this complex. The Cimpulung site will allow transpor-
tation of melted DIMT avoiding the additional cost of remelting it (although
auxiliary facilities will be installed to permit utilization of solid DMT as
well). The plant will have units for the recovery of DMT, EM and methanol
from waste products, and the latter (about 18,000 TPY at full production)
w_11 be shipped back to Pitesti. The proposed plant would be located in
the most industrialized judet (district) in the country but this reflects
the fact that Pitesti, the site of a large refinery and petrochemical complex,
is located there and a number of people work in that city and commute daily
to Cimpulung. Employment in the vehicle making plants near Cimpulung as
well as in Pitesti is predominantly riale and therefore the Cimpulung project
may be able to tap a pool of female labor which is not being utilized at
present. Nearby villages situated in the relatively poorly endowed agri-
cultural area surrounding Ciiapulung will also provide sufficient amounts
of labor force.

11. The VaLriPr2jEt. The PES chips produced in Ciiapulung would
be shipped approximately 360 Ia. to this proposed plant, the main products
of which will be flat yarns for knitted goods (9,000 TPY), curtains (1,000
TPY) and belt conveyors, transmission belts and other industrial uses
(2,000 TPY). Approximately 36% of this project's output would be exported
by 1980. Some of the waste products from this plant could be used to make
hessian cloth yarn (800 TPY) and some could be shipped back to Cimpulung.
Vaslui is a small town of about 25,000, in the judet of th(! same name,
where very little industrial development has taken place, although it
is only sono 140 km away from the Savinesti synthetic (polyamidic and
acrylonitrilic) fibre coxplex.
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12. The Iasi Project. This is an expansion project of existing
facilities in the city of Iasi (population 200,000) in the judet of the
same name. The plant has at present capacity to maniufacture h2,700 TPY
of PES staple tund 9,000 'TPY of PES fil amnt based on DMT and EG from the
Ploesti coriplex, at a distance of approximately 380 km. The proposed
project would add 6,000 TPY of filament and 1,000 TPY of spun yarn capacity.
The Iasi plant es located in a highly industrialized site and although .pace

for the expanSion project is still avaJlable, it is unlikely that further
additional facilities can be accommodated in this area, and many of the
existing facilities are already somewhat cramped. Finding new staff for
a new project may be difficult in this industrial town but the unit is
expected to employ redundant workers displaced from the existing plants.

13. The _ma}nro t. This is the only polyamidic fibre project
presented for consideration by the Bank. The fibre complex at Savinesti
already has installed capacity of 18,000 TPY (2,000 TPY staple, 5,000 TrY
filament yarn, 5,000 TPY tire cord, 3,000 TPY textured yarn and 3,000 TPY
of industrial yarn). The proposed plant would double this capacity with
facilities for 4,000 TPY staple, 4,000 TPY filament yarn, 3,000 TPY
industrial yarn and 7,000 TPY tire cord yarn. Approximately 10% of the
plant's production would be exported. Roman is a town of about 45,000
inhabitants located about 60 km east of Savinesti in the Neant judet.
The main raw material for the project would be caprolactam produced at
Savinesti which would be transported by track in the melted form.

14. The Fibre Glass Prolect, To be located in Bucharest, this project
is envisaged to produce 6,J00 ThY of glass fibre of which approximately
4,360 TPY would be consumed in the country as yarn and roving, 1,140 TPY
would be further -processed in the same plant for woven glass products and
some 500 TPY would be available for exports. End uses of the products
are mainly for reinforcing plastics in the manufacture of piping and
construction materials .(tiles and panels) and for the insulation of
electric cables. Clay, having the required properties, will have to be
imported, but the main raw materials (fairly pure quartz sand and lime-
stone) and other inputs are nvailable from local sources.
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15. The .al!uPro ject. It is being planned for an annual capacity oftwo million radial tires for trucks and busses. To be located in a smalltown (population about 20,000) in the judet of Salaj in the Northwest, itwould require inports of 17,200 TPY of natural rubber and various chemicalsbut no significant importation of foreign know-how. It is expected that60% of the output will be exported but no detailed breakdown of these
exports was available,

16. TlgeTrurnSevrn rject. This is also a tire project but theproposed output would comprise two million radial tires for passenger cars(including small busses) and 20,000 giant tires for earth moving and otherheavy duty equipment. Approxinatly 50% of the passenger car tires and 30%of the giant tires are earmarked for export by 1980. Turnu-Severin is atown (population about 60,000) located in the Mehendinti judet in the SW.Approximately 25% of the raw materials required (mainly h700 TPY of naturalrubber and some chemicals) would be imported. The other materials needed(styrene butadiene synthetic rubber, carbon black, rayon and nylon cord,bead wire, plasticizers, etc. ) are manufactured locally. The projectwould require a substantial amount of imported know-how.

17. The CraiovaPetroche 1cl Project. Several chemical industriesare already installed at this location in the judet of Dolj. This conplexwould be based on the partial oxidation of natural gas (98.5% or more oflow-sulfur methane) for the simultaneous production of acetylene and off-gas. About one third of the carbon would be directed to the 30,000 TPYacetylene stream from which acetic aci~d, acetaldehyde, ethyl acetate,
polyvinyl acetate (PVA), vinyl acetate, polivinyl alcohol and butyl
acetate would be made. This process for making acetylene has been used
in the past in several countries and is now being used in Romania. theproposed project coniisting of an expansion and diversification ofexisting facilities. At present the off-gas is used as fuel. Theproject intends to utilize this off-gas for the synthesis of methanolin a 200,000 TEY plant, of which 44,000 TPY would be used in the saqneplant, and the balance of 156,000 TPY would be exported.

18. The MIda_ro; cL. This complex would be associated to a 5million barrel/year refinery based on imported crude to be installed onthe Black Sea coast. It would produce -: 200,000 TPY ethyIene, 60,000 TPYhigh density polyethylene, 60,000 TPY low density polyethylene, 60,000 TPYpolypropylene, 80,000 TPY styrene, 30,000 TPY propene oxide, 35,000 TPIethylene oxide, 15,000 TPY propylene glycol, 50,000 TP polystyrene, 20,000TPY PES and 50,000 TPY D14T. The information receivedl does not specify theproportion of the products, if any, that would be exported.

1 In Romanil4
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19. The Satu Mare Fertilizer Project. It would consist of a standard
300,000 TPY ammonia plant coupled to a h20,000 TPY urea plant to be locatedon the Somes River in the judet of the snme name. Present domestic demandprojections indicate there is no need to start_ this project before 19PO
unless it is built mainly for exports. Given th'e present outlook for worlddemand and capacity for nitrogen fertilizers this would not be recommendable.

Ohj d mrortance for Project Selection
in Romania

20. avoraaailabily. This has tended to be a major
constraint to the achievement of the countiy's development targets, especially
in recent years. After a surplus achieved in 1973, a deficit of $270 millionoccurred in 1974 as the non-convertible surplus fell short of coverino thetraditional deficit with the convertible currency countries. Special atten-tion should therefore be directed towards measuring the impact of each projectin terms of convertible foreign exchange generation.

21. En21oejnt. There is strictly speaking no unemployment in Romania.Nevertheless, industry has been an important absorber of labor force freedby increased. agricultural productivity. (The agricultural labor force decreasedby no less than 2.5 million people between 1955 and 1975.) Furthermore, itis important to consider direct and indirect employment effects also withintheir local context. In the short term and in certain areas, industry's
manpower needs could outpace the supply of work force generated in surroundingrural areas so that enployment ould turn out to be more of a constraint thanan objective at a given site. Also, there have been occasional skilled
manpower shortages in Romania. In some industries, the lack of experience
of the work force has led in the past to problems of quality. With regardto the chemical sector, however, the Mission was favourably impressed bythe training program undertaken by the Romanian chemical combines in closecollaboration with the University. Within this program, an effectiveeffort has been ande to train a large number of more narrowly specialized1sub-engiiners" through a shorter three year curriculum so as to gear upthe educational resources while re-assigni-ng full engineers to R & D,general plant supervision and project identification tasks.

22. isin91_2evelo nt. Attention should also be devoted to thelocal level in terms of regional development. In recent years, Romania hassuccessfully pursued an active policy of balanced regional deployment.Neverthe less, significant regional disparities persist between a smallgroup of judets and the average. The 197h Bank Economic Report on RomaniarecoLiaends therefore that the Bank, in its choice of projects, also givesome consideration to the regional factor, in harmony with Ronania's own policy.
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23. Transfers of Technolq . Romania's ambitious industrial development
plans, aiming at self-containment and at covering ; a large variety of activities,
faces severe constraints in the small size of the domestic market and in othsr
aspects which have been mentioned in previous paragraphs but, more ifportantly,
in the rapid stretching of its kn ow-how resources. As her industries becomemore sophid S ica ted, invstment alone is likely to yield diminishin returns
unless coupled with access to the latest techniques and specialized expertise.J
The implication of each project in terms of transfers of technology should
therefore be taken into account in project selection.

Selection Criteria and Indicators

24. For purposes of project selection, it is useful to quantify, for
ranking purposes mainly, the effects of each project on the objectives and
constraints identified above as being especially relevant to the Romanian
context. The indicators us'ed under each heading mentioned above are listed
below and the underlying assumptions are given in footnotes to Annex 3.

Selection Criteria and Indicators

Objective/Constraint Indicator

A. Economic Return and 1. Economic return
Seneitivity Analysis 2. Factor by which est. economic prices for

project output cheixicals would have to
be multiplied to yield a 10% return,
assuming chemical input prices will
remain at present level in real terms.

B. Financial. Viability 1. Financial return.
2. Debt service coverage.

C. Foreign Exchange Ef fcts 1. FE investment costs (million $)
2. FE costs as a % of total investment costs.
3. Annual FE savings as a % of FE investment

costs.

D. Technology Transfer 1. Imported know-how as a % of total
investmont costs.

2. Imported know-how as a % of FE investment
costs.

See th note "indusriization in Roma-ii I555"- by Antlhony Odydrafted by the Region The need for iiporteI tehioIlogy in soenw fiel Os
does not contradict tho fact -that in iany caen Ro-iwtn exportS its own
technicJl hnw-oU Lu oti 1r deve]opiu c cuuntrios.
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E. Employment Effects 1. Capital Costs per job created.
2. Project employment as a % of local

(judet) occupied labor force.
3. % of local (judet) labor force occupied

in industry.

F. Rein, Develoment 1. Industrial assets per capita in judet,
as a % of national per capita average.

2. Agricultural assets per capita in judet,
as a % of national per capita average.

G. Bnk Prk mainz 1. FE requirements excluding indirect
.Coriccr atil FE components.

2. Approximate. date for placement of orders.

To a large extent, most of these indicators would be redundant or of little
use if a full-fledged economic analysis was undertaken for each project,
taking into account all relevant flows, shadow prices and uncertainties
surrounding the variables. Because such an analysis can only be made at
the appraisal stage, the indicators have been judged useful for selection
purposes, despite the shortcomings of some of them.

25. The preliminary-economic return calculation for each project
which precedes these indicators is babed on a rough-cut analysis. It uses
economic prices derived from present world prices for most of the inputs
and outputs pertaining to each project after adjusting them for the deopressed
level presently prevailing for many of them (See Annexes 4 and 5). Because
of the uncertainty surrounding the correct magnitude of these adjustment
factors, a rough sensitivity test was concurrently made to find the adjustment
factor which would have to be applied, if necessary, to obtain at least a 1.%
economic return. No shadow-price adjustments. were made for labor or foreign-
exchange; the latter is valued at the rate used by the Bank, i.e. 20 lei per
dollar.

26. The concept of financialviablit has relatively little meaning
at the enterprise level in Romania; the surplus/deficits of particular
combines being (1) often determined by apparently inadecuate pricing para-
meters which are nevertheless more or less intentionally kept at their level
and (2) balRnced at the Central's (Sectorial holding company) level. A rough
financial analysis was nonetheless made since it seems difficult to formally
justify a project in the absence of such an analysis within the Bank's current
appraisal framework.
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Analysis (Annex 2)

27. Among the s eic fiberprcojcctz (CiFpu'ung, Vaslui, Iasi and
Roman), only the first and the last hav positive economic rates of return
(on th- basis of economic prices listed in Annex b). Vaslui and lasi on
the c)ntr.r display disturbingly low economic and inancial returns which
might partly originate in unrealisti cally high capita. cost estimates and
make them in any case unviable candidates under the present conditions.

28. The Cimpulun and Roman projects would require about the same
amount of foreign exchange financing; Roman looks better with respect to
the criterinn of employment creation but Cimpulung scores much better than
Roman in in terms of economic returns, financial viability, and foreign
exchange generation while having a higher imported know-how component
(7.3% against 0.7% of total capital costs). Regional balance (based on
judet figures) would give the advantage to Roman, but both projects are
located in districts already well endowed with industrial capital, as
appears from a comparison with the six other projects in the list.
Cimpulung, however, is located in a less developed area of the Arges
judet, where opportunities for higher paid industrial employment are
fewer than in Pitesti, the judet's capital, where a refinery and a petro-
chemical complex are located.

29. Except for Cimpulung, the glass Fiber pro'ect scores better thmr, :ny of
the synthetic fiber projects. A return of 1% or higher is within easy reach.
This project also has the most significant relative imported know-how component
(2Cr% of the foreign exchange costs), is a strong foreign-exchange earner and
has the lowest capitaI cost per job created. On the other hand, total foreign
exchange requirements (US$30-35 million) are, as compared to the other projects
in the chemical sub-sector, relatively low for Bank consideration..

30. Both tire projes emarge overall as the most interesting candidates
in terms of economqIc return, e mployment and foreign exchange generation,
although both have financial rates of return of less than 6%. Zalau has the
highest preliminary economic rate of return (38%) but requires only an insig-
nificant amount of imported know-how. Turnu-Severin has a somewhat lower
proforma performance but its prelimn.Irary economic rate of return (19%) is
satisfactory. It has a less dramatic effect on local employment and industrial
wealth than Zalau but rates very high on technological transfers, imported
technical know-how amounting to 12" (against Zalau's 0.6%) of total foreign
exchange costs estimated at about US$105 million.
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31. The Crailova ect has a less attractive economic
return (5%) than the three preceding projects but could attain a return of
10% or more after plausible adjustments of the present economic prices of
its chemical outputs. Its financial proforma performance is excel ant but
it scores low on account of foreign exchaunge and erpployiient generation.
(Not enough information has been obtained on the estimated value of imported
technoloy. ) In 'iy case, its coqplexity renders furt her ana lysis mandatory,
mainly as far as its methanol unit is concerned, given the present marketiwg
difficulties experienced for this product and the possibility of using the
residual gas for ammonia production within the plaaned expansion program of
the Craiova fertilizer unit. A comparative analysis of the present configu-
ration and the possible utilization of off-gas for amnonia synthesis as well
as other configurations (such as the ethylene route for the same products)
will be carried out in the following weeks.

32. Not enough information to make even a preliminary analysis of the
Midia Petrochemical complex was made available to the mission. In view of
the present nitrogen fertilizer market projections it is doubtful that the
Satu Mare Fertilizer project can be considered for financing before 1980.
Therefore further analyses of these two projects must be left for a later
date.

Conclusions and Recommendations

33. In conclusion, the mission recommends that two projects be selected
for further consideration by the Bank for F'Y).7: The Turnu-Severin Tire
Project and the Ciipulung Synthetic Fibre Project provided the further analyses
of product prices and plant capital costs being carried out confirm the pre-
liminary findings of the mission. Because of time constraints a decision
should be made before the end of June. (The Fibre Glass project could be
temporarily kept in reserve for the eventuality that the two previous projects
were found to be inadequate; sufficient information exists on this project
to make it possible for consideration in FY 1977).

3h. For FY 278  the following projects can be considered:

- Either Turnu Severin or Cimpulung (whichever was left over
from the prev:ious F) provided implemert'tior of the pro ,ect by
Romanian authorities has not already proceeded beyond the
point where the Bank can have a useful role to play (both
projects are supposed to start placing orders by April 1977).
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- Craiova if further analysis proves that it, or the alternative

configuration mentioned in para 31, is found to be economically
viable and if project implementation has slipped from the present

time table.

35. It is too early to attempt to define the selected project for FY 1979.

Because of the time needed to study the petrochemical projects (if Craiova is

not selected for FY 1978), these two projects are likely candidtes for selec-

tion. If wo.ild market conditions for fertilizers were to improve dramatically,
the Satu-Mare project could be considered by FY's 1979 or 1980.

ATarrnawiccki tar

cc: Messrs. van der Tak (5)
Fuchs
Kalm:mrioff
Moore
Thadkni
Cash
Sonlcinri
Sheldrick
Pratt
S'ndi g
Noon
Kopp
Tsartis
Peppor
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ROYMAI IA - CHlIICAL INDUSTRIES PROJ B1T IDENITIFICATION 14ISSION

INSTITUTTONS AND PERSONS VISITED

ini stry of Clemical Industries

- 1r. Gheorghe Mlanolescu, Deputy Minister

- hr. PompliU lob i, Director, Dept. of Investments

- Kr, Catita Pantilio, Dept. of Investments

- Mr. Emil Ghizari

Investment Bank of Romania

- Mr. Plihai Diamandopol, President

- Nr. Clement Gahrilescu, Director Foreign Relations Dept.

- Mrs. Viorica Beldeanu

Institute for General Design of Chemical Plants (IPUC)-

- Ing. Ion DiNitru

- Prs. Carmen Harinescu (Midia)j

- 1r. Alexanderu Popescu (Midia)

Research and Design institute for Refinery and Petrochemicel Plants (lCPRP)

- Ing. Mihai Corobea (Craiova)

- Mr. Dumitru Seica (Midia)

- Yr. Valerius Nacris (Iidia)

Glass ,wd Fine Ceramics (I.P.I.U.)

- InC. Eugen Yoraru, Counsellor, Chief of Project

- Xr. Constantin Cioscu, Economist

- Mrs. Elena Balan, Economist

UD)IP

- Kr. A. Devarajah, Resident Representative in Bucharest
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UNIf 41OBDlIM COOPILATIVE PROGRAM

- }fr. Erich Becker-Boost, Director, Vienna
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RCANIA - CHMICAL :'DSTr7RIPS P2C T IN2I1A0IN MIrSSN
PFCDU0TIoo AND URA2E CLUME3 0? MAIN INDU3TFIL~C ?.A. YA'ZR2& AND ??ODUCT3

1950 1960 1965 1970 19,1 197 1F73 2974

Methane gas Production 2,057 6,707 13,038 19,971 21 365 22,287 23,639 24,217(million r. Imnorts - -

xco-ts -- 20L 200 200 2C0Y 200 1?5 205
men- 515129~ 1%3 12 li

..nc':sv tons )

Toluone P 11 ,i13I2

(thousand tons) I - - 2 - - 72
20 47 73 55 31 21

lylene P - 29 129 --- 177 l
(thousand tons) I - -

Medt.no1 P-- -- --- -----

(thous,;and tons) I
E-t- - 13 37 41 2h 9 0

Piastic i P 1257$ 2C 11 27 302 263
(thousani tons) i - .

1/ - -----
17 4h 177 94 77 40

Synthetic ruober P 31 61 71 73 02 92
(thousand tons) 9 5 11 1L lL 17 22

- - 11 25 29 32 33 32
Natulz rubber F
(thousand tons) I - 9 19 37 27 54 50

Tires tcer cars, P 74 337 1,222 2 ,r57 2 47 2,94 3 3 7Tractors,aircraftI - - 204 100 17 2 63
(thouzands) - - 362 512 5 76 579 20

Fibers 2 3 4 67artificL I -7 - - -j

(thousand tons ) E

Fibers P - 1 3 30 3 52
Synthetic I -- 4 1 3 3
(thouz?-, tns) E 15 16 20

Cellulose & P 59 91 233 "i5 153 456 182 574
senj-cellulose
(thousand tons) E -- - 4 !1 32 30 2 145 6'

-- - not available
- = nil or negligible

. less than half the smallest uniit shown/
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1950 1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973

rayzn iber Production -- -- -- -- -

(thousand tons) Imports -- 20 18 20 12 22 1 2?

Exports - - - -

Ju'e Fiber P - ------

(thousand tcns) I -- 2 L 6 7 7 9 8

a 25- - 30 31

Wool P 16 22 2 309 31 31 3
(thousand tons) I -- 2 1 2 3 3 1 1

-- 1 1 1 1 21

Cotton linter P - -

(thousand tons) I -- 51 67 83 91 97 108 101

Woolen yarns P 13 19 25 36 38 L1 69

(thous and tons) I - - - -

Flax yarn P 6 13 19 27 27 20 30 3
(thousand tons) I - - -

Fabrics P 193 329 431 608 668 731 - 796 8 3
(nillionm - -- -- -- --

out of whicht -
Cotton P 1L8 2L8 319 437 2 531 571 612

T -- 3 19 30 21 22 29 142
- 25 34 814 68 81 98 6o

Wool 23 32 14~ b3 0 4 b3 9a
-- 2 3 L4 3 5 L 7

31k P 13 25 32 25 71 7c
-- 1 L 1 5 6 6

Knittinzs P . 13 .41 78 10 69 189 208 226

(million pieces) I ---- - - --

2/

2/ Knittin 3 and confection textiles acccntei for 1 .81 respectiv?'y 3% of to':l ex t value in 197h.
No vclu-.9 data given.
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1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
Cut of which: Cotton Production 5 27 53 95 116 127 14

imports ---
Exports -

wool P 16 27 33 39 40 42

Eilk 6 9 20 23 27 39

Sockis, P 33 69 96 131 138 149 155 161

(million E -
pairs)

Source: Annual Statistics 1975
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ROMANIA - CEMIUAL SECTOR IDENTIFICATION MISSION

SELECTION CRITERIA AND PROFORMIA PERFORMANCE BY PROJECT

LICATION Cimpuluag- Vasl.i- Iasi Roman Bueearest Turnu- Zalau Craiovs

Museel severin
PRODUCTS Polyester Polyester Polyester Nylon Glass Tires Tires Azetylen

Fiber & Yarn Fiber & Fiber 4 Fiber & y*n
Chips Yarn Yarn Ceoplex

year 1976 1977 1976 1977 19/6 1977 1976 h9'6
- C-=-;ssionn -yja 1979 1979 1977 1980 19'3 1979 99 .s

A.* ECa IC rE N 5fEN [ ! ANALYSIS

1. Econ-sic return in 12.0% -6.5% -100.0% 3.5% 9.2% 19.2 36.24 5.
2. Fartcr by which econ c

Pri'c._s for chenical ai tputs
would have ado multiplied
Co y ield a -'X" return .'sUm-
ing unchaged econoic rices
r ~ ch -cal np~ a0.97x 1.45x 2.05x 1.15x 1.00x 

0
.80xc 0.65x 1..5

3. Factor by wich economic
prices for chemicaloutputs
and inputs would have to be
multiplied to yield a 10%
return. 0.92x 1.85x 5.35x 1.35x 1.05x 0.70x 0.40a 1.25x

S. FINANCIAK VIABILITY 2/
1. Financial return in - 5.8% -3.7% -1.1% -0.6% 5.6% 3.7% 5.7% 8.1%2. Debt service coverage ratio- 2.25x 0.75x 0.75x 1.lOx 1.25x 1.85X 

3
.15x 

4
.85x

C. QCRE!C\ EFFECTS
I. FE invost-ont costs (million US $)- 70 126 45 73 33 107 132 149
2 FE cots as a 7, of totas

inv Oent rosts 36.9% 45.6% 35.1% 30.9% 56.7% 50.4% 49.0% 50.0%
3. F ulasaigea a

S FE invtmnt otlays 6 45.8% 18.7% 15.6%' 38.6% 42.7% 42.0% 59.8% 26.5.

'(G"CA'TRSFE

investment costs 7.3% 0.6% 1.0% 0.7% 12.1% 6.1% 0.3%

ment 'va 19.8% 1.4% 2.9% 2.2% 21.4% 12.2% 0.6%

.. Cp t lCDs-s per jo'
d' lars) 91 51 49 - 54 34 64 70 171

'sc'as a

0.9% 5.6% 1.2% 2.67 0.1% 3.6% 5.4% 0.7%
3. Pr te f 1ocal (jude-)

rady occupied
i rV. 47% 34% 43% 51% 45% 37% 39% 36%

c i det, as
av"r -- '' 189% 30% 74% 132% 124% 100% 3?% 100%

asets per

e aiz, iuIdet, as . i
averne-7 62% 96% 74% 56% 16% 81% 62% .169%

inietF.--. c oet
59 101 36 52 30 104 _7 80

r, A x dae fr Place-
4/77 11/77 4/77 11/77 10/76 4/77 1/77 3/77

A s :Conrc.ti-n cv--nly spread over 3 year period (4 for Craiova); 10% a year capital cost escalation and 7% long-run inflation rate; 12 year level cash flowprations; no ter.-nal value except working capital recovery; economic prices derived from 1976 world prices after provision for a variable price adjustment in real ter7as.u pr4-es. (See Annexes 4 and 5) Own consistent estimates for working capital, repair, depreciation, OH & labor costs.
ut wiTh financial prices and all duties included; uniform reinvestment rate of 5% assumed far all project proceeds.s-l c-c-- c-m's'-ant ori'cT'el and interest payment correeponding to FE loan es per C(l), or 560 million,whichever is lower, payable ever 12 years after3 '- r'ce-' a t a 10Z leni interast rate.

n- materinl prce d fr-. B-ek m-mber countries plus foreign exchange cmpon,-nt of locally manufactured equipment, uniformly estimated as 35% of BankC -tri- total procirent; imported knew-bow. from Bank member countrias; pl's snterest during construction and 75cC cost escalation.
-,S"- Sin< all tputs and material inputs are exported/imported at the mar i but without distinguishing FOB and CIF basis.

2 zz ed in _ cotnote u
-Sour : nvuarl Statistic 1975).

j-,n in f-' zoL, 4 but exNcuLing the foreign exchange componcnt of locally eanufactured equipment.
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ROMANIA - CHEMIICAL INDUSTRIES PROJECT IDENTIFICATION MISSION

ECONOMIC RETURNS (FIBER PROJECTS)

It is generally recognized that present prices for synthetic fiber
are exceptional]y depressed, particularly in the U.S., because the sho-doun
in consumption brought about by the generalized 1975 recession was coupled
to a significant bi fld-up of capacity generated by the higher prices prevalent
a few years ago. Overcapacity is expected to remain a problem for this
industry through 192O but once deimand catches up with supplies, the upward
pressure on synth t c fiber prices will be considerable as a result of' the
level of capital costs now prevailing- and certain]y even more so for
additional capacity which may be required after 1980.

An increase in long-term prices in real terms of 10-15% above present
Western Europe prices - which is not an unreasonable expectation - allows
for an adequate rate of return for the Cimpulung pro ects. The economic
prices adopted in this report are shown in the Table next page.
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ROMANIA - C1EMICAL INDUSTRIES PROJEcT IDENTIFICATIOD Y:SSI7oN

FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC PRICES COST F0 FIBER PROJETxS.2/

197( RI~CEs
Financial Present Assur:rI

iestern Europe Economi
(Par/May' 7()
US$/lb $/ngr.

I . Cottorn-type PIE chips 17.2 0.0 1.02.- P> 2 taple 22.1 /23 .5 0.711/ 1.603. PES Tow 22.5 0.60/0.75 1.70:. PES Tops, White 23.9 0.75/0.80 2.105. PES Tops, dyed 7b.6 1.15 3.306. PES Flat, yarn, textured 75.9 1.35 11.00PES Industrial yarn )17-3 0.75 2.208. PES Fire (filament yarn) 80.7 1.05 2.809. Nylon 6 Industrial yarn )jh.3 2.90
0. lylon 6 Staple fiber 29.2 1.00 2.J,011. Nylon 6 Filament yarn 65.0 1.55 3.6012. Nylon 6 Tyre-cord ),4-3 3.0013. DT 8.8 0.39 0.6611 . Ethylene glycol 8.0 0.27 0.5515. Caprolactam 19.29 0.57 1.2016. hethanol 0.85 0.01/0/06 0.1317. Waste Chips 0.50 0.1518. Hessian cloth type yarn -27.0 2.5019. Textile glass fiber '35.6 0.67 1.60'0. Woven glass fabrics 108.0 0.75 . 1.9021. Power g . .31/.38 Lei/'Kwh 1.5 Cts/Kwh22. Fethane gas Lei/p&3 0.20 (40.27/1 SCF) 1.hO YSCF23. Fuel Lei/ on 2)t8 (Lei/ton 65 $/t

1/ Tere is at present considerable spread between prices in the U.S. andWestern Lurope and between branded and unbranded staple.2/ After exwmnation, it apPearod that the financial prices for the GlassFiber Project could be used as economic prices, partly because of the
large proportion of non-tradables.

industrial I'rojects Department
June ):, 1976
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ftGomNIA - CHEMICAL IND !STR E3 PROJECT 1 DENTIFICAT IOI !ITSSION

FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC PRICES FOR TIRES AND RAW MATERTALS

FOR TIRE MANUFACTURE

U.S. Epjort Price:; for Tires

1- Radial tires: $33.60 for A78x13 tires (), ply rating) $- ?0/Kg
iark-up~ : 5 Q> 2.h7/Kg '

2 - Truck Tires: $18Y.75 for 1100 x 20-16 Rib Type (I11 lbs) $ 3.7/Kg
Truck Tires: $20 1.81 for same size- Lug Type (138 lbs) $ 3.27/Kg
Average for the two types $ 3.37/Kg
Price for conventional A78x13 - IiPR car tire, $21.6), $ 3.06/Kg
{ati o truck to car tire 1.10

Mark-up : h -

3 - Giant Heavy Duty (Rock Service) Tires

1800 x 25-2i $ 1018.61, (587 lbs) $ 3.81/Kg
29.5 x 29-28 2815.62 (1,266 ") $ h.09/Kg
29.5 x 35 -3) 3807.77 (,h55 ") $ 5.76/Kg
Avge. $ h .82/Kg
Ratio Heavy Duty Giant to car tires 1.5

Economic Prices for Tires

i - For the present report, the economiG prices have been estimated
to be as follows:

Radial car tives $ 2.bH1/Kg
Truck tires $ 2.68/Kg
Giant Heavy Duty Tires $ 3.2/Kg>

These prices are in line with present U.S. export prices as there are
properly speaking no :international pri-es for tires. No adjustment to
present prices were deemed necessary in order to derive the economic
prices.

Econoaic Prices for Raw naterial Inputs

a ) Natural Rubber

Present (Nay 1976) Price $ 0.0/lb
Probable balanced supply/demand 1976 price $ O1W/lb = $ 0.97/Kg
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b) Synthetic Rubber

Present price (dpprox. the probable 1976
balaned price $0.35/b =$ 0.77/Kg

c) Carbon flack

High abrasion furnace 11.5 Us cts /lb $ 0.253/Kg
Fast extruding furnace 10.5 US cts/lb = $ 0.231/Kg

d) N ord
Present price $1.1-0 lb = $ 2.j2/Kg
Balancod figure $3.00/Kg

e) Rayon cord
Present price $2. 6 2/Kg

(Rayon is not expected to
increase pricesin real terms

Industrial Projects Department
June 14, 1976
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Ouney F. Dwwl

RM=& - Loan No. 1020 RO - Bacau Fertilizer Project
asinvision mission -Snsa-eeec

1. Y Wd arrive in Ro..ia. on April 26 for aprvisimonf the
Bau Frtilimw PJ-o, wt. You should sty in Rom~ania for about ame we*k

after wbich ym du puA proceed to India (see separate t of reference)
During the GW In am.i&, You vin assist, Mr. Ta-nadekd on tbo ladutrial
Projects ldwtification mission for which separate term of refwonco have
ben iwmud. Howevr, all time required for this Supervision YNSmian Must
be made available.

2. You *oaul obtain dotailod information on the follating pointst

a) Comnitments and expenditures made (you *hld paint out
that wanthy progress reports a renly do not ontain
information on omidtmets mad&)i

b) Sources of finance used to mot expditm esand plenrd
to be used to met conitwmts;

0) Equipment procured or to be p-oom-ed from Bank meber
comntrjew, mm--mber countries and Romania, Indicating
the coages that hbvs been -ud to the original proeure-
Mant lists;

d) Revised project cost estimates, showing estimates for items
to be procured frost Bimk =Wnier countries, non-mober
countries and Rnmmna;

.) Rewised peroect scheds;e)

f) Revs di b m 1owt schedu1e for the IDD 144w.

3. Ta a should n with the Baoo fertilier unit the financial
st .awts wAbmitted with the Progress Reports so as to obtain additional
clarification.

. you abuld seek to obtain the information needed to update the
financial statements and farecasts included In the Appraise1 Ropwrt with
regard to Craiova Contral.

5. yoha ekul remnd the Invigtumt Bank of its obligation to
SrbWit (three months after te and of each fiscal year) audited financial
'tot-meta.
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6. Tau ahoul 3 ews with the wo,eat qspoenw ti fw3rmlse
distributicm wtudy *cidh has bew submitted.

7. Upon yewr roturm to Waddrngtan, D.C., ymu vhom1 ganopv A
Supv cm Report in Us. Pvcribed awar.

Cl*.red with and co: Mr. Noon

cc: Messrs. yuchg
Kalawf

cash.

Sholdrick
Lee

Chittleburg
E Darwixh
K. jamw
Kom (
Holum
Asowe
mfcciwe (MN)
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Joan-Franois eschard

Meet -on Rqftam Proecte ist (&gms1 No ait

Attending Meetings Messrs. Dewey ischard,
Noon Tarnairiecki

1. The amutian 0overnment submitted a list of 16 projects out
Of Which nine are in the chanta ester. Description of a tenth (fiberglass)
project was attached as well as -ome- - - - the
latter a on a polyester project included im the list.

2. The lending program for umania, cntaing three unadntified
industrial ProJects in FY 1977, 78 and 79. Program Department asked IP (III)
to review the project list so an to Anmtify a suitable andate for FY 1977
and to establish an apprcemite order of priorities for the folltwing yearS.

3. IF is not in a Position to aSleats, project for FY 1977 con-
aideratio on the basis of th abstdW information subgittod. The data on
=wrkete, oasU, inputs for instane we inadequate, sametims unrealistic
or fiAP4y nonwstent. Further information on project Status (TES advance-
ment and status of decisions regsrUMn procurement proceftres) would be
neaded to asma the #beer possibility for Bek considsration and/or inclusion
into the appropriate Fro.

4. The Bacmsa Spervision mission leaving for amtnnian at the end
of Apra will Inclide in its y FrQgr= the collection of information and
prelixinary diacnesniono wit the Rauuan4 regarding the chu al sector
Projects. For that Vurpft, 3P will Specify to the R=.&rs =@ the kind of
informatimn needed to select twro projacts for Bank consideration in Fr 1977 and
PT 1978.

5. the Most Important issues appear to bea

a. tiiw- (THS status, and existing onemitmente, if any., to
"Off procuremlent procedures.) aem* projects wwAld soem to

start too early fcr Bank oonsideratian (e.g. 44) or should be
-

""" "a sually for inelnaon :in later years (e.g. #5).

b. strU gal - In the case of an additional for+t1m.ma
PrOJet4 On teif-And of the three pokrmoter facilities
included under 07, 8 and 10.
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0. Two projoats, 4 and 6, ti sio

even if b B3 We"e to finume thme co plaut only.

A. - Better data On COMA1*a
a1 A ne d PrIri4 Of 4W6 pr-ects
as ftak.Iae dMIA~ be &mmased in viow of onr dsaile, Lar,.
mation or plarmend endt vow.

- - Sme poete like A A 6 require
t U n an al-ar-nethjM b&AS ar te R-m- et.

wilia~assto reeive v.absnU3 spaunts of western tedxr4ca1
has to be a -r-bod.

as .... d.. n.. M aof... a rg . .rs es.. Ii . ... p id .....~

World Priftf fer ertain protas, smah as polyestar. ame capital
costa eat..ate= ams uWide.

e...*.*.... .f...r.m.e I., .. m of .. ,,.........

abmuld be avaa dmrjng the mismimn or as OeN as osb.

b. -DBak * 'An amik 0la +.hat (a) gampt for
preec #5Vw~xm)sit wws not financed awy am& pmeu~e

in tbe post mAn (b) that in .he dwen..of eq uaate U&Qstima
&S requested, no Prajeat is, likely to be included in PrIM7.

ac s Nms. Mams
NOO ,

AMMI-d4


